Message
Putting job creation at the heart of its
economic agenda is one of the strategic thrusts of the
Aquino Administration, as contained its 22-point
labor and employment agenda.
What does this mean?
This means putting singular focus and
attention to expanding local employment and
adopting employment-oriented macro-economic
policies. This also means formulating strategic
solution to the job-and-skill mismatch. At the DOLE,
we believe both will lead to the attainment of
inclusive and an employment-led growth.
One medium-term solution that we have
identified, in pursuit of the 22-point labor and
employment agenda, is implementing a project
which we have initiated in late 2009: Project JobsFit:
The DOLE 2020 Vision.
Project JobsFit: The DOLE 2020 Vision is a ten-month nationwide research project
involving environmental scanning, information gathering, consultation, and ‘signaling’ activities
aimed at identifying local and global industries that would drive employment growth, including
the corresponding skills requirements, for the next ten years.
We have done that. We have completed the research, as shown in this final report. We
have identified the new and emerging industries and preferred skills as key employment
generators that each of the regions in the country should produce in the next ten years, or until
2020, to bring employment to a higher gear, or level.
The next question is: What do we do with this report? It is obvious it should be
disseminated to the widest audience possible. We have to use all available means to let policy
makers, workers and workers’ organizations, employers, students, and the general public, know
the contents of this report.
On the part of the DOLE, we are very keen in bringing the findings of Project JobsFit:
The DOLE 2020 Vision to the grassroots. Already, we have posted in the DOLE website the list
of occupations and skills where there is a palpable oversupply or shortage. We continue to
drum up publicity for the report, and have been bringing it up as a topic in many discussions,
meetings, forums, and conferences to sustain general interest and support. We encourage our
tripartite partners to do so as well.
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I commend the Bureau of Local Employment—its officials and staff—for finally putting
between two covers the results of Project JobsFit. The copy you are holding in your hands is a
result of the BLE’s determined efforts to realize the fruits of its labor.

My commendation also extends to everyone in the Department who were involved in
the project and who shared valuable time, intellect, and resources to see the project through.
Foremost of them is former Secretary Marianito D. Roque who was at the helm of the DOLE
when the project was conceptualized and started. My sincere thanks go to all of you.
Finally, as Secretary of Labor and Employment, I express the hope that our focus to this
report will not be short-lived; that we will continue to devote energy to shepherd the key policy
actions and recommendations of the report to realize its full and valuable purpose.
Mabuhay!

ROSALINDA DIMAPILIS‐BALDOZ
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Secretary

Message
PROJECT JOBSFIT: THE DOLE 2020 VISION is
a labor market signaling activity.
There was a
deliberate decision to venture into this undertaking in
2009 to determine the labor market requirements of the
key industries for the period 2011-2020.
It is
essentially an environmental scanning activity that aims
to surface the issues and the corresponding
recommendations that could best respond to the
challenge of creating and facilitating jobs across
industries. This forward-looking initiative forms part of
the DOLE Key Deliverables under its ‘More than Jobs’
campaign that effectively updates the findings and
recommendations of the 2006 National Manpower
Summit and the 2007 National Human Resource
Conference.
I would like to acknowledge with great pleasure and extend my deepest congratulations
to the members of the PROJECT JOBSFIT Oversight Committee who, together with its Technical
Working Group and the five (5) Working Groups, worked painstakingly to ensure the
completion of this undertaking. This report is a product of multi-agency and cross-sectoral
consultations. The output of the consultations has been validated with the findings of the
Presidential Task Force on Education (by virtue of EO 652) and with the insights of business
leaders who attended a DOLE-organized CEO Forum in May 2010.
This activity is pioneering because it has provided us the discipline to identify in
demand and/or hard-to-fill specific skills category/courses, and the available skills that match the
projected employment requirements of the key industries in the next ten years. This is also the
first time that we have engaged the ‘Captains of Industry’ in a dialogue, which enabled us to
gather their insights about investment decisions and directions in the country.
Let me take this opportunity to encourage the policy makers and program planners of
the next Administration to use the findings of PROJECT JOBSFIT as critical inputs in formulating
our future HRD strategy. As emphasized by our key stakeholders, the findings of this report
must be taken seriously in the process of crafting the next Medium Term Philippine
Development Plan.
I am confident that through this report, we could, altogether, agree on a common path
and the corresponding interventions that would enable us to navigate well into the megatrends
of the changing world of work.
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MARIANITO D. ROQUE

Foreword
There are two major challenges that confront the
Philippine labor market in the next ten years—the
persistence of high unemployment rate and the lingering
problem of job‐and‐skill mismatch. These challenges
highlight the fact that while more people may be looking
for jobs, they, however, don’t generally have the skills that
the business community is looking for. The pressure to
find the right skills in the right place at the right time is
projected to further intensify as the nature of work shifts,
more economies rebound, and emerging markets rise.
For these reasons, the Department of Labor and
Employment (DOLE) has initiated in 2009 a project dubbed
as ‘PROJECT JOBSFIT: THE DOLE 2020 VISION.’
This
environmental scanning activity served as an instrument
for DOLE to touch base with the key stakeholders through a series of consultations to get valuable
indicators that could facilitate the flow of information and requirements of both the supply and
demand sides of the labor market.
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To attain the above objective, five Working Groups (WG) were formed with specific tasks to
pursue, namely:
1. WG on Regional Stakeholders’ Consultation with the task of managing the conduct of
regional consultations to draw inputs from the multi‐sectoral partners and key
informants on priority industries and critical skills in their area.
2. WG on Consultations with ‘Captains of Industry’ with the task of designing the process
of generating critical inputs and insights—visions, perspectives and plans for short,
medium, and long term—from the country’s most dynamic, Philippine‐based
enterprises.
3. WG on Labor Mobility and Employability Enhancement System with the task of
assessing the availability of critical skills in relation to the requirements of the key
employment drivers. It shall conduct priority assessment and certification of critical
skills, including systems and procedures.

v

The ‘PROJECT JOBSFIT’ is a step up from its antecedents—the 2006 National Manpower
Summit (NMS), and the 2007 National Human Resource Conference (NHRC). It aims to identify and
assess the preferred skills requirements in the priority industries, including the emerging industries
in all regions in the next ten years. PROJECT JOBSFIT took as its springboard the forums and regional
consultations with industry and business leaders, together with multi‐sectoral and labor groups, to
initially bridge the gap and engage them as allies and partners in resolving the country’s labor
market challenges. The results are intended to surface issues and provide soundly adaptable
recommendations, a firm footing for the subsequent direction in addressing the problem of
mismatch that weighs down on our workers. PROJECT JOBSFIT is envisioned to pave the way for the
crafting of workable programs and institutional infrastructure that would minimize, if not totally
eliminate, the problem of job‐skills mismatch in the country in the next ten years.

4. WG on Overseas Employment Prospects with the task of assessing the overseas
deployment data to include the review of the national development plans of host
countries.
5. WG on Overseas Employment Labor Market Intelligence System with the task of
establishing and maintaining the Labor Market Intelligence System in all Philippine
Overseas Labor Offices (POLOs).
As of date, all the Working Groups have accomplished their respective tasks in coordination
with their various partners and stakeholders. The outputs of said working groups have been
extensively discussed in this report. Likewise, a separate Chapter has been dedicated in this report
to discuss the issues and recommendations gathered by the Working Groups, to highlight the critical
and recurring concerns raised by the stakeholders, which were not addressed when the same
concerns were raised during the NMS and NHRC.
We sincerely hope that this report finds its relevance and usefulness in the crafting of the
labor market interventions of the major government agencies and private sector organizations that
have a stake in the demand and supply sides of the labor market.
In particular, we encourage the educational institutions to use this material in reviewing
their school curriculum and in designing their career guidance programs so that our students could
make informed decisions about their future careers. On the part of the business sector, since the
investment and business climate are the trigger factors for the supply side to respond, we encourage
the employers, together with the labor organizations, to provide clear and accurate signals about
their skills requirements by engaging the educational institutions in a regular labor market signaling
activity. The DOLE is more than happy to provide the necessary assistance to make this signaling
activity as part of its institutional mechanism.

ROMEO C. LAGMAN
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
3D
ACPI
APEC
ASEAN
BIMCO
BLES
BOI
BOT
BPAP
BPO
CAR
CATFABS
CBA
CEO
CHED
CITE
DAR
DepEd
DOLE
DOLE‐CO
DOLE‐RO
DOT
DTI
DTP
DTS
EBT
ECOP
FCAW
FDI
GDP
GNP
GTAW
HEI
HEO
HRD
HRM
HVC
ICT
IOM
ISF
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IT
JPEPA
KEGs
LEP
LFS
LGU
LMI
MMBFOE
MRA

3 Dimensional
Animation Council of the Philippines
Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
Association of South East Asian Nations
Baltic & International Maritime Council
Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics
Board of Investments
Build Operate and Transfer
Business Processing Association of the Philippines
Business Process Outsourcing
Cordillera Administrative Region
Center for Advance Training in Food Beverage Services, Inc.
Collective Bargaining Agreement
Chief Executive Officer
Commission on Higher Education
Center for Industrial Technology and Enterprise
Department of Agrarian Reform
Department of Education
Department of Labor and Employment
Department of Labor and Employment – Central Office
Department of Labor and Employment – Regional Office
Department of Tourism
Department of Trade and Industry
Dualized Training Program
Dual Training System
Enterprise Based Training
Employers Confederation of the Philippines
Flux Cored Arc Welder
Foreign Direct Investment
Gross Domestic Product
Gross National Product
Gas Tungsten Arc Welder
Higher Education Institution
Heavy Equipment Operator
Human Resource Development
Hotel and Restaurant Management
High Value Crop
Information and Communications Technology
International Organization for Migration
International Shipping Federation
International Ship and Port Security
Information Technology
Japan‐Philippines Economic Partnership Agreement
Key Employment Generators
Ladderized Education Program
Labor Force Survey
Local Government Unit
Labor Market Information
Million Barrels of Fuel Oil Equivalent
Mutual Recognition Agreement
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Medium Term Development Plan
Medical Transcription Industry Association of the Philippines
Megawatt
National Capital Region
National Economic Development Authority
Non‐government organization
National Human Resource Conference
National Manpower Summit
National Statistical Coordination Board
National Statistics Office
No Training Regulation
National TVET Trainers/Assessors Qualification Program
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Overseas Filipino Workers
On‐the‐Job Trainee
Private Education Student Financial Assistance
President Gloria Macapagal‐Arroyo Training for Work Scholarships
Pangulong Gloria Scholarship
Project JobsFit: The DOLE 2020 Vision
Philippine National Qualification Framework
Philippine Overseas Employment Administration
Philippine Overseas Labor Office
Professional Regulation Commission
Philippine Software Industry Association
Presidential Task Force on Education
Research and Development
Regional Coordinating Council
Regional Development Council
Roll On – Roll Off
Regional Tripartite Industrial Peace Council
Shielded Metal Arc Welders
Technical Education and Skills Development Authority
Tripartite Industrial Peace Council
Training Regulation
Technical Vocational Education Training
Technical Vocational Institution
Working Group
With Training Regulation
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Chapter: Project JobsFit Regional Stakeholders’ Consultation
(Consolidated Report)

Summary of Results

BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND
Project JobsFit: The DOLE 2020 Vision or PROJECT JOBSFIT is the forerunner of the Department of Labor
and Employment’s Priority Deliverable Projects for 2009. It is a forward‐looking activity, which essentially
requires research, information gathering, and networking with key stakeholders. This is being carried out as
part of the DOLE’s firm resolve to adopt coherent and innovative strategies to carry out its mandate in
providing efficient employment facilitation services and respond to the prevailing skill and job mismatch
underlying the unemployment and underemployment problems in the country.
PROJECT JOBSFIT took‐off from the results of the 2006 National Manpower Summit (NMS), which focused
on the manpower requirements/critical skills of the Key Employment Generators (KEGs), and the 2007
National Human Resource Conference (NHRC), which looked at the skills supply deficits in terms of quality,
quantity and corresponding reforms on the curriculum, facility and faculty development, career guidance and
counseling and industry‐academe linkages. Meanwhile, PROJECT JOBSFIT intends to look beyond 2010 and
assess manpower skills requirements and availability up to 2020.

OBJECTIVES
The main goal of PROJECT JOBSFIT is to identify from six to ten years beyond 2010 the preferred skills in
priority industries in all regions nationwide that must be produced by putting together a robustly flexible map
to guide stakeholders in addressing the talent mismatch. The Project’s specific objectives are to:
1. Identify key employment drivers for the next ten years (2011‐2020)
2. Assess the availability of the present and projected in‐demand skills
3. Identify gaps and recommend strategies to address the gaps
4. Establish a multi‐sectoral oversight mechanism that will shepherd the recommended
solutions/strategies

PROCESSES
Key DOLE officials belonging to the Employment and Manpower Development Cluster were divided into
focus working groups and held regional consultations to draw inputs from stakeholders on the skills supply and
demand requirements of the key industries or Key Employment Generators (KEGs) for the next ten years.
The conduct of regional consultations with the assistance of the DOLE Regional Directors in 2009 drew
inputs from multi‐sectoral partners and key informants on priority industries and critical skills in their locality.
Inputs in the discussion were gathered through focal group discussions with key informants. Outputs were
provided by key stakeholders who are present in the regional consultation.

PROJECT JOBSFIT Integration Workshop
A PROJECT JOBSFIT Integration Workshop was held on 04 March 2010, wherein outputs of the different
working groups and initial analysis of results were presented and validated in relation to the overall objective
of PROJECT JOBSFIT.
Outputs of the working groups include:
a. Presentation by the Bureau of Local Employment (BLE) of the results of regional consultation with
stakeholders from government and private sectors, which reveals the prominence of key industries
or KEGs that would likely be the main sources of employment growth in the next ten years.
b. Presentation of Prospects for Overseas Employment as culled from the POLO reports and based on
the analysis of National Development Plans of Host Countries done by Philippine Overseas
Employment Administration (POEA).
c. Presentation of the Labor Market Intelligence System for Overseas Employment developed by the
International Labor Affairs Bureau (ILAB) citing the importance of the different bilateral agreements
among host countries.
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d. Presentation of the current stock and supply of workers, including their competency standards, by
the Labor Mobility and Employability Enhancement Working Group spearheaded by the Technical
Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA). The data presented provide an indication of
the available stock of professionals and trade/skilled workers in the country and the available
professions and training courses in the education sector.

Summary of Results

The presentation of the Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics’ survey results on Occupational
Shortages and Surpluses provided the empirical basis for validating the initial results of the PROJECT JOBSFIT
Regional Consultation.
Another critical activity during the PROJECT JOBSFIT Integration Workshop was the presentation of the
gaps, issues and recommendations identified in the regional consultation and which enticed comments, ideas,
suggestions and proposed mechanisms from the participants to address the gaps identified in both the
demand and supply sides of the labor market.
The Integration Workshop has generated the following major agreements among the participants, which
served as critical inputs in crafting the initial results of the PROJECT JOBSFIT:
 Generic occupations should be identified and aligned with appropriate occupational title and with
corresponding competency standards from TESDA and applicable licensing requirements from the
Philippine Regulation Commission (PRC).

 Gaps, issues and recommendations must be reviewed and re‐validated, to include, if applicable, the
recommendations made by the Presidential Task Force on Education (PTFE) chaired by Fr.
Bienvenido F. Nebres.

PROJECT JOBSFIT CEO Forum
The DOLE held a dialogue with the CEOs or ‘captains of industry’ on 06 May 2010 to listen to their insights
and outlook on future business trends and the corresponding manpower requirements and challenges for the
next ten years. The dialogue also provided the industry leaders a unique platform to actively stimulate the
development of practical and knowledge‐driven recommendations for promoting active labor market
interventions.
The DOLE Secretary’s dialogue with leaders from the banking, retail, education, transport, and
manufacturing sectors yielded significant results as it validated the initial findings of the series of activities
under the PROJECT JOBSFIT. Further, it provided the context for the major issues confronting the Philippine
labor market.
The CEOs highlighted the importance of managing the challenges in the supply side of the labor market.
Some of the critical concerns raised were—1) the need to improve the analytical and communication
proficiencies of the students and their corresponding IT skills; 2) the need to hone the managerial skills of
college graduates; 3) the need to come up with employee exit plans and strategies to address the problem of
‘skills drain’; 4) explore ways to facilitate the use of OFW remittances as investment capital and make use of
the skills acquired by OFWs as part of the government’s ‘skills gain’ strategy; 5) the education sector must
strengthen its linkage with industry in terms of updating its curriculum offerings to include as a major
component of the intermediation strategy the ‘train for work’ scheme; 6) develop a scholarship scheme for
hard‐to‐fill courses that are slowly being phased out by the education sector due to low enrolment; and 7) the
need to address the surplus of nurses in the country.
On the demand side, the following issues and gaps were extensively discussed: 1) explore ways to make
the best talents stay in the country by making concessions for domestic human resource development; 2)
determine the kind of human resources and talents that the country needs to drive its economic growth and to
actively engage the industry players towards this concern; 3) use the domestic medical tourism industry to
generate alternative employment for nurses; 4) government to explore investing further in public hospitals to
create more employment opportunities for nurses; and 5) develop the Philippines to become the hub for
creative industries.
To create a labor market environment that is responsive to the requirements of the industries, the CEOs
emphasized the need to already seriously review the Labor Code by focusing more on policies that would
harness the employability of Filipino workers. (Refer to Chapter 5 for details of the proceedings of the CEO
Forum and Annex B for the list of CEOs who actively participated in said Forum.)

MAJOR FINDINGS/ASSESSMENTS

In determining the KEGs (industries/sectors with the greatest potential to generate employment) and
emerging industries (industrial sectors growing at a rate faster than the economy and exhibiting potential),
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The findings of PROJECT JOBSFIT, as enumerated below, highlight the KEGs and skills requirements for the
next ten years (2011 to 2020). Issues and recommendations derived from the regional consultation with multi‐
sectoral partners, with the comments solicited during the integration workshop and high spots in the forum
convened with the industry’s top honchos were cross‐referenced for congruence and weight. An elucidation of
the key issues and recommendations surfaced by the stakeholders are likewise done in the hope that further
policy discourse may be initiated to flesh out the needed labor market reforms and policy responses that could
be pursued, given the findings put forward by this undertaking.

MAJOR FINDINGS/ASSESSMENTS
consultations were done with the National Economic Development Authority (NEDA) and with the Department
of Trade and Industry – Board of Investments (DTI – BOI). Industries/sectors that would spur growth and
spawn employment opportunities were identified through latest labor market information, trends in the
market and projected contributions in the economy from GDP, GNP, Foreign Direct Investments (FDIs) and
other pertinent economic indicators and data.
Likewise, intensive consultation and research concerning overseas employment was done with
associations of overseas recruitment agencies, and key informants in host countries, including an analysis of
labor markets and National Development Plans of host countries by the POLOs.
The twelve (12) KEGs that have the potential for absorbing the most number of the Philippine workforce
are as follows:
1. Agribusiness
2. Cyberservices
3. Health and Wellness
4. Hotel, Restaurant and Tourism
5. Mining
6. Construction
7. Banking and Finance
8. Manufacturing
9. Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate
10. Transport and Logistics
11. Wholesale and Retail Trade
12. Overseas Employment
On the other hand, the following four (4) Emerging Industries were likewise identified to provide
employment opportunities faster than the output growth in the long term:
1. Creative Industries
2. Diversified/Strategic Farming and Fishing
3. Power and Utilities
4. Renewable Energy

Hardtofill and Indemand Occupations
The BLES 2008 Occupational Shortages and Surpluses Survey provided statistical figures that substantiate
the initial findings in the PROJECT JOBSFIT. Broadly, the survey defined hard‐to‐fill occupations as job vacancies
for which an establishment has encountered difficulties in managing the recruitment process. Reasons may
include no applicants, applicant’s lack of experience, skill or license, preference for working abroad, seeking
higher salary or problem with location and other reasons. The in‐demand occupations refer to active
occupations/job vacancies posted/advertised recurrently by and across industries/establishments. Citing
examples from the survey are vacancies for Accountants and Auditors (1600 vacancies, 60 applicants/10
vacancies), Call Center Agents (20,000 vacancies, 30 applicants/10 vacancies) Mechanical Engineering
Technicians (1500 vacancies, 20 applicants/10 vacancies), Sales Marketing Managers (600 vacancies, 70
applicants/10 vacancies) and Aircraft Pilots, Navigators and Flight Engineers (300 vacancies, 18 applicants/10
vacancies).
Annex C provides the detailed list of hard‐to‐fill and in‐demand occupations per KEGs, which were
identified during the series of consultations and focus group discussions and were cross validated using the
2008 BLES Occupational Shortages and Surpluses Survey. Below is an example of the summary matrix
generated under the PROJECT JOBSFIT.
Table 1 – Hard‐to‐Fill and In‐Demand Occupations (see Annex C for the complete list)

KEGs

OCCUPATIONAL TITLE

COMPETENCY STANDARD

AGRIBUSINESS
IN‐DEMAND OCCUPATIONS
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Aqua‐culturist

Aquaculture Farm Caretaker
Aquaculture Farm Aide
Aquaculture Facilities Repair
& Maintenance Worker
Fish Nursery Worker
Shrimp and Fish Grow Out
Worker
Prawn Farm Cultivator

Aquaculture NC II

Summary of Results

KEGs

OCCUPATIONAL TITLE

COMPETENCY STANDARD

HARD‐TO‐FILL OCCUPATIONS
Feed Processor/Food Technician

CYBERSERVICES
HARD‐TO‐FILL OCCUPATIONS
Animator

Clean‐Up Artist
In‐between Artist/
In‐Betweener
Clean‐Up Art Checker
In‐between Checker
Animation Checker
Web Designer
Multimedia Artist
Library builder
Layout artist
2D digital animator

2D Animation NC II & III

Optician

Ophthalmic Lens Servicing NC II

Hilot, Massage Therapist

Hilot (Wellness Massage) NC II

Commissary ‐ Pastry
Baker

Bread and Pastry Production

Commissary
Pastry Cook
Hot‐Kitchen Cook
Pantry Worker/ Cold‐Kitchen

Housekeeping NC II

HEALTH AND WELLNESS
IN‐DEMAND OCCUPATIONS
Optician
HARD‐TO‐FILL OCCUPATIONS
Spa/Massage Therapist

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT &
TOURISM
IN‐DEMAND OCCUPATIONS
Baker
HARD‐TO‐FILL OCCUPATIONS
Cook

* Notes
1. One occupational title identified may include several sub‐specific positions or relative job designations
2. To see complete list, please check Annex C

Emerging Industries
Table 2 – Emerging Industries

2. Diversified/Strategic Farming & Fishing
Fisherman
Aqua‐culturist
Horticulturist
Farmer (root crops, fruit & vegetable Upland
& Lowland)
3. Power and Utilities
Electrical Control Operator
Equipment Operator
Electrical Technician
Mechanical Technician
Mechanic

System Analyst & Designers

Power Production Plant Operator
Electrical Engineering Technician
Mechanical Engineering Technician
Electrical Mechanics & Fitter
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3D modelers
3D Artist
3D Animators
Flash Animators

OCCUPATIONAL TITLE
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INDUSTRY
1. Creative industries

Overseas Employment Prospects for Filipino Workers

INDUSTRY
4. Renewable Energy
Checker
Electrical Engineer
Loader
Mechanical Engineer
Quality Control Engineer

OCCUPATIONAL TITLE

Electrical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Other Engineers and Related Professionals

Overseas Employment Prospects for Filipino Workers
The migration of Filipino workers to the overseas labor markets are expected to continue in the next
decade in the midst of the globalizing economy and the effects of the financial crisis. Employment
opportunities, particularly for skilled workers, professionals and household skilled workers, remain the in‐
demand prospects as low birth rates and the ageing population in Europe, America and the Middle East result
in skills shortages in the labor market. The emergence of “green industries” in the wake of growing concerns
about climate change also offers new challenges and opportunities.
The KEGs for OFWS include the Healthcare, Building and Construction, Petroleum/Oil and Gas/Energy,
Tourism/Hotel, Restaurant and Gaming industry, IT/Cyberservices, Manufacturing, Seafaring, Electronics and
Household services sectors/industries. Demand for low‐skilled services (e.g., home care) would particularly be
strong in Europe due to its rapidly ageing population and declining workforce. Other destinations would
include the Americas and the Middle East. Household service workers would continue its trend of being the in‐
demand skill in neighboring Asian countries (e.g., Taiwan and Hong Kong) and Middle East Countries as
primary destinations, while production and related workers (machine fitters, assemblers, machine tool
operators etc.) would benefit in the increase of construction activities in the Middle East (Qatar, Saudi Arabia
and U.A.E), and even in Macau, Australia and American trust territories (e.g., Guam). Other in‐demand skills
include nurses and health care workers, seafarers, cooks, waiters and waitresses, wiremen and electrical
related workers.

Three (3) Major Issues Identified in PROJECT JOBSFIT
The many issues raised by the stakeholders during the consultations and in the dialogue with industry
leaders were clustered into three (3) major issues, which were validated to be crosscutting among all KEGs:
1. Lack of experienced and highly skilled workers
2. School curriculum is not responsive to industry needs
3. Poor dissemination of Labor Market Information (LMI)
The above issues were further analyzed and correlated with the following outputs and recommendations
culled from the Final Report of the Presidential Task Force on Education:
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Strengthen the partnership between the government, academe and industry to improve the
employability of graduates and address the mismatch between the needs of the industry and the
schools’ courses or curricula. Key industry sectors are outsourcing, engineering, healthcare,
tourism/hospitality, aviation, electronics and mining
Resolve training inadequacies (trainers, program, up‐to‐date information, techniques, experience,
hours, facilities, etc.)
DepEd, TESDA and CHED should develop a national qualifications framework to establish a system of
equivalencies for basic, technical and higher education
Develop and issue model ladderized curricula for disciplines and courses for in‐demand jobs, locally
and overseas
Implement a program focusing on improving competency in English
Include DOST in the consultation process and help strengthen the existing institutions in the
development of higher level scientists and engineers
Conduct benchmarking of the professional programs which seek international recognition and
improve the capability of HEIs, SUCs and LUCs to equip students with the required skills and
competencies for gainful employment
Provide incentives for multinational companies which establish “Corporate Universities” or Career
Opportunities for Advancement within their company
Firm up collaboration on research, professional development, and sharing of resources among the
academe and industry (both local and international) and strengthen information exchange in critical
and specialized areas, wherein data is made accessible to all

Summary of Results

Key Policy Actions/Recommendations
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Make OJT work experience relevant to students’ field of work. Strict implementation and monitoring
of this policy would improve the skills qualifications of the students and would resolve the problem of
“lack of work experience” of fresh graduates. (The proposal to review the existing Apprenticeship and
Learnership Law for the purpose of strengthening the industry‐academe linkage to increase the
employability of students/workers is strongly recommended by stakeholders.)
Promote the establishment of a government agency that will handle HRD concerns. (Advocacy is
being pushed on the proposed policy to upgrade the Bureau of Local Employment into a Philippine
Local Employment Administration, to include in its mandate the management of workers’ HRD
concerns)
Refocus Agricultural courses and review their standards to cope with changes and trends in the
industry. (The Department of Agriculture, DOLE, DTI, and the Academe are asked to touch base with
the leaders in the agriculture sector to plan the future of labor market in this industry.)
Intensify Career Guidance to be provided in third year high school and to include gender awareness,
current work practices, and potential opportunities for both tech/voc and four year courses to ensure
effective career choices. (A proposal to make career counseling a mandatory activity for third year
high school students was made. A draft Executive Order by Commissioner Ruth Padilla of PRC was
forwarded to DepEd for comments. An initial meeting among DepEd, PRC and DOLE was held in
March 2010.)
Intensify labor market information (LMI) dissemination, particularly on hard‐to‐fill and in‐demand
occupations, including college degree courses with over supply of skills, to enable students to make
informed decisions about their career choices. (DOLE to strengthen its capacity‐building for PESO and
the Network of Guidance Counselors in the area of LMI and to develop advocacy materials on LMI for
dissemination to students and job seekers.)
Making the best talents stay. The country needs to attract the best talents to stay and plan for the
onset of a global talent shortage. (The government is encouraged to determine the type of human
resources and talents the country desires to stimulate economic activity and the participation of
stakeholders towards this objective)
Government needs to create employment opportunities for the ballooning number of nurses in the
country. (There is a surplus of nurses and their chances are dealt another blow with the
restriction/quota requirement imposed by Japan on the number of Filipino nurses allowed entry
under the Japan‐Philippines Economic Partnership Agreement [JPEPA]. Business leaders suggest a
review of the terms of the Agreement and maximize opportunities that may be borne out of
negotiations made with Japan to attract their investments).
Focus on developing and strengthening emerging industries and the prospects from OFW remittances
and transfers (There is a need to create an extensive employment pipeline for the thousands of
graduates each year that the labor market has failed to absorb. CEOs draw attention to developing
and strengthening the emerging sectors/industries of medical tourism, creative arts and the shipping
industry as a possible source of employment. The remittances, transfers and OFWs themselves have
also been cited as contributors to economic growth and business ventures to create employment).
Reassess and review the Labor Code and existing work‐related laws and policies to adapt to changing
times (Existing laws and policies under the Labor Code should be re‐evaluated for its significance and
efficacy in this day and age where labor markets have evolved and become globalized. Industry
leaders have expressed support and involvement in such undertaking).
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Project JobsFit Regional
Stakeholders’
Consultation
Consolidated Report

REGIONAL CONSULTATION

PROJECT JOBSFIT REGIONAL STAKEHOLDERS’ CONSULTATION
(CONSOLIDATED REPORT)
REGIONAL CONSULTATION
The Regional Consultation is one of the major components of Project JobsFit: The DOLE 2020 Vision. This
activity involves the assessment of skills demand and supply by drawing inputs from multi‐sectoral partners
and key informants through Focus Group Discussions (FGDs). Inputs gathered from key informants were
primarily on priority industries, emerging industries, as well as their corresponding skills requirements in the
next ten years.

OBJECTIVES OF THE REGIONAL CONSULTATION
The holding of the regional consultation served as the main labor market signaling strategy to generate
requisite labor market information (LMI) from the ground. It was specifically designed to do the following
tasks:
1. Review the implementation of the 2007 Regional NHRC
(National Human Resource Conference) Action Plan;
new/emerging
industries
and
the
2. Identify
corresponding supply and demand situation and skills
requirements; and
3. Identify issues and recommendations that would
guide the formulation of the Regional Action Plans in
Medium Term (next 5 years) and in Long Term (next
10 years).

PARTICIPANTS OF THE REGIONAL CONSULTATION
The Regional Consultation was attended by
representatives from the Government and the Private
Sectors. They provided inputs reflective of the true picture
of the labor supply and demand situation, particularly in
the KEGs in their respective region, which they themselves
have identified.
The consultation with the Government sector were
attended by representatives from the DOLE‐RCC, RDC
(NEDA, DTI, CHED, and other agencies), involved in the
growth sectors/KEGs, and Academe. The Private sector
was represented by the following: Industry players of
growth sectors/KEGs, Employers’ groups, CEOs of
emerging industries, Employment subsidiaries/sub‐
contractors, Labor sector organizations, and Private
schools and colleges.
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THE REGIONAL CONSULTATION PROPER
To ensure the delivery of outputs and their alignment with the objectives of the Regional Consultation, a
Working Group for the conduct of Regional Stakeholders Consultation was created composed of selected DOLE
officials and staff from the Central Office. For the purpose of facilitating and covering more ground in the
conduct of consultation, the Working Group is further divided into three: the Luzon Group, Visayas Group and
the Mindanao Group. The Regional Counterparts of this working group were composed of all the Regional
Directors, members of DOLE‐RCC and selected Regional Office staff.
The main task of this working group in the Central Office is to coordinate the consultation activities and to
consolidate the results of the area‐wide consultation. As for the regional counterparts, they are responsible for
the conduct of the regional consultations with stakeholders, and the preparation of regional
consultation/workshop results.
For the Regional Consultation to be efficient, guidelines were drafted and disseminated to the regions.
The guidelines were composed of the following:

PreConsultation
1.

Identification of participants in the regional consultation (government and private sector);
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2.

Coordination and administrative preparations (arrangement of venue, issuance of invitation, etc.) for
the consultation proper

Consultation Proper
Government Sector
1.
2.
3.

Present the regional labor market situation and review milestones re: 2007 NHRC action plan;
Assess the region’s economic performance, i.e., regional development and investment priorities plan
relative to the state of skills demand and supply condition; and
Obtain an inter‐agency collaboration in generating priority industries/critical skills from 2010 to 2020,
including key processes and mechanisms.

Private Sector
1.

Conduct
consultative
action‐planning
workshop with key and emerging industry
leaders, labor organizations and the academe
in the area;
2. Review supply/demand estimates of the NMS
and the NHRC Action Plan; and
3. Identify new and emerging sectors and the
corresponding skills requirements.
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Post Consultation
1. Present the output of Regional Consultation to the RCC/RDC for validation/ finalization;
2. Submit report on results/findings of Regional Consultation to Central Office.
Included in the Pre‐consultation Stage is the provision of literatures/information materials that served as
reference and guide of the regional implementers in the conduct of consultation/workshop proper, as follows:
1. Summary Report on Review of Existing Literature on KEGs (National Manpower Summit [NMS] Report
NHRC, BLES Survey and DOLE operations data on skills shortages
2. NHRC Regional Action Plan
3. Regional/Provincial Skills Priorities Plan, 2005‐2007 (TESDA)
Correspondingly, Workshop Guide Questions were provided to steer the conduct of Consultation Proper.
The six workshop guide questions that helped the participants in responding to the Workshop Form are
enumerated below: (Refer to Annex A for the details of workshop outputs and the corresponding Workshop
Mechanics/Forms adopted.)
1. In 2007, the DOLE conducted the NHRC with
stakeholders in the region, with eight industries
emerging as KEGs until 2010. What are your insights
on these KEGs as applicable to your region’s
employment generation up to 2010?
2. Are there other industries/sectors which show
strengths as KEGs from 2007 to present that the
NHRC failed to account?
3. Other than the eight KEGs, what other industries do
you think will emerge as strong KEGs between the
periods 2010–2015, and 2016 to 2020? What would
be the factors (economic, social, resource‐based,
and world demands) that will likely shape the
emergence of these KEGs?
4. What are the critical skills needed by the Filipino manpower to support the priority industries?
5. Would these skills be readily available given the current reservoir of skills and training available to the
youth and the regular workforce? What are the factors to contribute to the availability/non‐
availability of these skills?
6. What are the present and future challenges and gaps that need to be addressed in relation to the
supply and demand for skills in priority industries? What are the recommended interventions to close
the gaps and the corresponding institutional mechanism that must be put in place?

Summary of Findings of the Regional Consultation
As part of the Post Consultation, the DOLE Regional Offices were asked to submit the following major
outputs:
1. Regional Action Plans in the Medium Term (2010‐2015)
and Long Term (2010–2020)
2. Supply and Demand estimates for skills in the growth
sectors/KEGs
3. Recommended key labor market processes and
mechanism in the regions
The consultation across the regions took place within the
period August to September 2009. The results of the different
consultations show that there are certain peculiarities and
commonalities identified in every region with respect to the key
employment generators, as well as the emerging industries.
For the purpose of validating the outputs of the Regional
Stakeholders’ Consultation, the result of the 2007 NHRC, the 2008 BLES Surveys on
Hard‐to‐Fill and In‐Demand Occupations, and the analysis of existing labor market information (LMI) based on
DOLE’s existing operations data which assessed the demand and supply dimensions of the labor market
covering the period 2006‐2010 were used.

Summary of Findings of the Regional Consultation
Employment Performance (2003 – 2009)
An analysis of the employment performance of the country both at the national and regional levels was
done to determine how the labor market has behaved in the past six years. The employment trends and
structures in the Philippines provided the springboard for discussion and validation with key informants on the
actual performance of the labor market.

Source: Labstat Vol. 14 No. 1 (January 2010)
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There were about 4.43 million new employment created between the period 2003 and 2009. There was
no shift in the structure of employment during the period, which showed that the Service sector remained as
the major source of employment (51.1%), followed by the Agriculture sector at 34.3%. The share of the
Industry sector continued to shrink from 15.8% in 2003 to 14.5% in 2009. Average annual employment growth
rate covering the years 2003 – 2009 was at 2.4%.
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Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry: Philippines 2009
(In percent)

Sources of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

The 2009 employment performance, as shown in the Labor Force Survey (LFS), indicates that the top five
(5) Key Employment Generators or KEGs were Real Estate, Renting & Other Business Activity (11.8%),
Electricity, Gas and Water (9.4%), Private Households with Employed Persons (8.9%), Health and Social Work
(7.6%), Education (6.2%), and Hotels and Restaurants (6.0%). Except for Electricity, Gas and Water, which
belong to Industry sector, the rest of the KEGs belong to the Service sector.
Table 3 ‐ Gross Domestic Product by Industry at Constant 1985 Prices, Philippines: 2003 & 2009
(Estimates as of January 2010; in million PhP)
YEAR

Industry
All Industries
Agriculture & Fishery

Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas & Water
Transport Storage & Communication

% to Total
Increment

1,431,978

346,914

100.0

0.9

258,244

43,836

12.6

0.1

1,330

465

0.1

‐1.0

2009

1,085,064
214,408
865

Forestry
Mining & Quarrying

Increment

2003

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

17,856

23,257

5,401

1.6

‐3.7

263,255

312,438

49,183

14.2

‐5.1

35,262

44,579

9,317

2.7

‐2.8

87,747

28,120

40,373

11.6

1.8

180,460

243,537

63,077

18.2

2.9

Finance

51,790

89,304

37,514

10.8

7.1

Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate

50,955

66,196

15,241

4.4

‐1.0

Private Service

84,367

126,691

42,324

12.2

3.8

Government Service

50,986

62,770

11,784

3.4

5.0

Trade

•
•

GDP growth driver is the Service Sector (3.2%)
Continued expansion of the Service Sector is attributed to Trade, Transport, Storage and Communication,
Private Services Finance, and Government Services.
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One of the main objectives of the PROJECT JOBSFIT Regional Consultation is to draw from
the participants their insights/perspectives on the critical industries or KEGs that have the
greatest potential in generating employment in the regions in the medium term, including the
emerging industries which are perceived to drive the employment growth in the longer term.
Consultations were done with the National Economic Development Authority (NEDA) and
with the Department of Trade and Industry–Board of Investments (DTI–BOI) on a regional
level. Industries/sectors that would prompt growth and initiate employment opportunities were identified
through latest labor market information, trends and projected contributions to the economy from GDP/GNP,
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INDUSTRY PROSPECTS (2011 – 2020)

KEY EMPLOYMENT GENERATORS and EMERGING INDUSTRIES
Foreign Direct Investments (FDIs), and other pertinent economic indicators, which were also used as reference
in determining the KEGs and emerging industries.
Industry prospects from NEDA and DTI‐BOI were culled from their respective regional development plans
and mainly from the Medium Term Development Plan (MTDP) 2004–2010. The industry prospects highlight
the following:

Industry Prospects from NEDA
Growth of Philippine economy will be driven by:
1. High‐value, FDI‐led agribusiness
2. Infrastructure (roads and highways, logistics,
physical infrastructure projects)
3. Long term demand for OFWs
4. Tourism (diving edge)
5. Medical Tourism
6. Retirement estates (five locations for foreign
retirees – Subic, Metro Manila, Tagaytay, Cebu
City, and Dumaguete City)
7. BPOs (35% annual growth, $13 billion in revenues by 2010)
8. Investment in ICT
9. Real estate (BPOs investing in office space, growth in domestic as well as international tourism);
10. Shipbuilding (exports of ships to the US, Mexico, and Norway);
11. Mining ($840 billion in mineral reserves)
12. Renewable Energy (potential energy source that can yield megawatt (MW) per day – Ocean
170,000 MW; Wind 76,000 MW; Hydro 13,097 MW; Geothermal 4,531 MW; Biomass, 277
MMBFOE; and Solar 5.0 – 5.1 khw/m2;)
13. Food Production (food export to China, focus on pro‐agricultural investments, and focus on
high‐value crops)

DTIBOI Investment Priorities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Agriculture/Agribusiness, and Fishery (including by‐products, biotech products and services, feeds
and organic fertilizers)
Infrastructure (transport, water, logistics, energy, mass housing, pipeline projects for oil and gas,
and BOT projects)
Engineered Products (shipbuilding, manufacture of machines/equipment/parts, and manufacture
of iron and steel products)
Tourism (resorts, tourists facilities, retirement villages, medical tourism, and health and wellness
services)
Strategic Activities (major projects of global companies, minimum project cost of US$300M and
employment generation of at least 1,000)
Research and Development (commercial and in‐house R&D activities, Centers of Excellence,
innovation and skills development institutions)
BPOs (voice and non‐voice IT‐enabled services)
Creative Industries (non‐BPO IT‐enabled services, film, TV and theater arts production)

KEY EMPLOYMENT GENERATORS and EMERGING INDUSTRIES
Common KEGs across the Regions
The results of the Regional Consultation revealed that the following traditional industries are common and
are the main employment drivers/KEGs across the regions (nationwide).
Table 4 ‐ Traditional Industries Considered as Employment Drivers by Region
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Industries

Regions

Agribusiness

I, II, III, IV‐A, IV‐B, CAR, V, VI, VII, IX, X, XI, XII, CARAGA

Banking and Finance

X, CARAGA

Construction

I, II, III, NCR, V, VI, VII,IX, X

Cyberservices

NCR, II, III, VI, VII, IX, XI,

Health, Wellness

NCR, CAR, III, IV‐B, VI, VIII, X,XI,XII,

Hotels and Restaurants and Tourism

NCR, II,III, IV‐A, IV‐B, V, VI, VII, IX, X, CARAGA
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Industries

Regions

Manufacturing

I, II, IV‐A, NCR, VII

Mining

II, III, IV‐B, VI, IX, XI, XII, CARAGA

Transport and Logistics

I, II, VI, X

Wholesale & Retail Trade

I, X, XII

Real Estate

I, X

Overseas Employment

Present in most regions as an employment option

Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

The matrix above shows that the Service sector remains to be the major source of KEGs, as identified in all
regions. The Service sector KEGs are Hotels, Restaurants and Tourism (11 regions), where most of tourist spots
are being promoted to both foreign and local tourists; Health and Wellness (nine regions), which include as
part of the Medical Tourism that makes our own health workers, together with our scenic and exotic tourist
spots, at par with the other competitive countries; Cyberservices (seven regions) where ample supply of
English‐speaking or trainable multi‐language workers must be maintained; Transport and Logistics (four
regions) where inter‐island routes provide regular roll‐on and roll‐off (RORO) vessel operations; Wholesale and
Retail Trade (three regions); Banking and Finance (two regions); and Real Estate (two regions).
The Agribusiness sector was identified as the main KEG in most regional consultations (14 regions). The
sector shows potential in attracting investors, particularly in micro‐entrepreneurial activities, the Philippines
being predominantly an agricultural country.
In the Industry sector, the Construction industry is identified in nine regions where
most of the infrastructure, such as roads, bridges and highways and
other potential business and industrial centers are
being constructed and could thrive. The Mining
sector is identified in eight regions where potential
minerals to be explored and extracted are gold,
silver, nickel, copper concentrates, and cobalt
briquettes. The Manufacturing sector, being a
traditional KEG, is highly visible in five regions where
the presence of export processing zones is
considered a key factor in the generation of
employment.
Overseas employment was identified in all
regional consultations as one of the major contributor
to employment generation, given the active
participation of a significant portion of our skilled
workers in this alternative employment strategy.

Emerging Industry across the Region
The emerging industries that surfaced are those that may not be the major source of employment in the
medium term, but are projected to drive employment growth faster than the growth of GDP in the longer
term. Below are the emerging industries surfaced:

Agribusiness
Creative Industries
Cyberservices

VIII
NCR
CAR, IV‐A, V, VIII, XII, CARAGA

Diversified/strategic farming and fishing
Education
Furniture (Manufacturing)
Health, Wellness and Medical Tourism
Hotels and Restaurants
Mining
Power and Utilities
Ownership Dwellings, Real /Retirement Estate
Renewable Energy

CARAGA
II
VII
CAR, V, CARAGA
VIII
I, VI, X
I
NCR
VI,XI
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Region
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Table 5 – Emerging Industries
Industries

HARD‐TO‐FILL AND IN‐DEMAND OCCUPATIONS
Industries

Region

Shipbuilding
Transport and Logistics

II, X
III, IV‐A, IV‐B, VI

Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

Among the emerging industries that surfaced, only four were considered as non‐traditional industries, as
follows: Creative Industry, Diversified/Strategic Farming and Fishing, Power and Utilities, and Renewable
Energy.

HARD‐TO‐FILL AND IN‐DEMAND OCCUPATIONS
The Regional Consultations have identified 12 KEGs and about 108 significant occupations. Fifty four (54)
of these occupations are considered to be in‐demand and another 54 are hard‐to‐fill. On the other hand, the
four Emerging Industries have identified eighteen (18) critical occupations, ten of which are classified as in‐
demand and eight are hard‐to‐fill.
Hard‐to‐fill Occupation as interpreted and used in the Regional Consultation is considered as such, if the
employer/company is having a hard time or taking longer time for a particular position to be filled up due to
the following reasons—job applicants are not qualified and there is no supply of job applicants for the
particular vacancy in a region. The in‐demand occupation as used in the Regional Consultation refers to
occupation with high turnover/replacement rate and is essential in the operations of the company/business.
Below are the detailed list of hard‐to‐fill and in‐demand occupations per KEG, which were identified
during the series of consultations and FGDs, and which were cross validated using the 2008 BLES Occupational
Shortages and Surpluses Survey.
Table 6 – Hard‐to‐Fill and In‐Demand Occupations (KEGS and Emerging Industries)
INDUSTRY

IN‐DEMAND

HARD‐TO‐FILL

A. KEY EMPLOYMENT
GENERATORS
1.

Animal Husbandry
Agricultural Economist
Aqua‐culturist
Coconut Farmer
Entomologist (Plant)
Farmer (Fruit, Vegetable and Root
Crops)
Fisherman
Horticulturist
Plant Mechanic
Rice Tresher Operator‐Mechanic
Veterinarian
Pathologist

AGRIBUSINESS

2. CYBERSERVICES
Animation

Feed Processor/Food Technician
Fishery Technologist

Animator

Back Office Processing

Accountant
HR Outsourcing Specialist

Customer Contact

Call Center Agent

Medical Transcription

Medical Transcription Editor
Medical Transcription
.
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Software Development

3.

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

Nurse
Herbologist
Optician
Optometrist

Computer Programmers
Developer (Software, Web)
IT (MIS Developer, Platform
Engineer)
Specialist (Learning Solution, System
and Technical Support)
Doctor
Physical Therapist
Pharmacist
Medical Technologist
Laboratory Technician
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4.

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT
& TOURISM

5.

MINING

6.

CONSTRUCTION

7.

BANKING & FINANCE

8.

MANUFACTURING

Electrical Technicians
Finance and Accounting Managers
Food Technologist
Machine Operators
Sewer

9.

OWNERSHIP DWELLINGS
& REAL ESTATE

Building Manager
Construction Manager
Construction Worker
Foreman
Mason
Welder
Real Estate Agents/Brokers
Marketer
Checker
Maintenance Mechanics
Stewardess

10. TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS

11. WHOLESALE & RETAIL
TRADE

Front Office Agent/Attendant
Baker
Food Server and Handler
Food and Beverage Service
Attendant
Waiter
Bartender
Room Attendant
Other Housekeeping Services
Reservations Officer and other
Frontline Occupation
Tour Guides

Fabricator
Pipe Fitter
Welder
Operations Manager
Teller

Merchandiser/Buyer
Salesman/Saleslady
Promodizer

HARD‐TO‐FILL
Physician/Surgeon
Spa/Massage Therapist
Masseur
Cook

Geologist
Mining Engineer
Geodetic Engineer
Metallurgical Engineer
Mining & Metallurgical Technicians
Engineer (Civil, Electrical, Design,
Structural, Planning and Contract)
Accounting Clerks
Bookkeepers
Auditor
Cashier
Credit Card Analyst
Finance Analyst/Specialist
Accountant (Account Officer,
Analyst)
Risk Management Officer/Manager
Chemist
Electrical Engineer
Industrial Engineer
IT Specialist
Machinist
Mechanical Engineers
Mechanical Technicians
Chemical Engineer
Civil Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Surveyor
Architect

Gantry Operator
Ground Engineer
Heavy Equipment Operator
Long Haul Driver
Pilot
Transport and Logistics Machinery
Operator
Aircraft Mechanic and other related
skills
Cashier
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IN‐DEMAND
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INDUSTRY

AVAILABILITY OF SKILLS
INDUSTRY
12. OVERSEAS
B.

EMERGING INDUSTRY

1.

CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

2.

DIVERSIFIED/STRATEGIC
FARMING & FISHING

3.

4.

IN‐DEMAND

HARD‐TO‐FILL

Please see attach matrix “Annex C”

Broadcast Engineer
Video Editor
Video Graphic Artist (Animators)
Visual Artist Designer
Fisherman
Aqua‐culturist
Horticulturist
Farmer (root crops, fruit & vegetable
Upland & Lowland)

3D modelers
3D Artist
3D Animators
Flash Animators

POWER AND UTILITIES

Electrical Control Operator
Equipment Operator
Electrical Technician
Mechanic

Mechanical Technician

RENEWABLE ENERGY

Checker
Loader

Electrical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Quality Control Engineer

Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

AVAILABILITY OF SKILLS
Estimates on the availability of skills were not readily available at the time of the Regional Consultation.
However, participants from the academe have provided information on the number of college graduates per
major area of discipline and licensed professionals/certified workers from CHED, PRC and TESDA, respectively.
For the school year 2008–2009, CHED data on potential supply of college students in all disciplines at the
national level are as follows: 1) National college enrollment of about 2.6 million; and 2) College graduates of
about 517,000.
The top five major disciplines with the most number of graduates in the same period were Business
Administration and Management Related Programs 114,000, Education and Teacher Training 96,000, Medical
and Allied Professionals 87,000, Engineering and Technology 63,000 and Information Technology 49,000.
The most popular degree programs for said period are: Nursing, Information Technology, Teacher
Education and Hotel and Restaurant Management. Certain trends however have been observed in these
popular degree programs. Enrollment in Nursing slightly decreased by ‐2.4% due to oversupply of its
graduates, enrollment in HRM course has increased by 30.6% due to the current local and overseas demand,
enrollment in Education and Teacher Training has also decreased by ‐2.8%, and as a result of the continuous
demand for IT workers in the BPO sector, the enrollment in IT‐related courses rose by 2.9%.

ASSESSMENT OF CHALLENGES
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Most of the issues, gaps and recommendations raised during the Project JobsFit Regional Stakeholders’
Consultation were similar to those that have emerged during the 2006 NMS and 2007 NHRC. The persistent
occurrence of the same challenges would probably indicate the insufficiency of the interventions initiated
and/or the inability of the concerned stakeholders to address said gaps and challenges.
Chapter 5 of this report discusses in detail the gaps, issues, and recommendations that surfaced in all
activities of the PROJECT JOBSFIT Working Groups and were cross validated with the report of the Presidential
Task Force on Education and the recently held CEO Forum initiated by the DOLE.
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CHAPTER 2

Consulting
the Captains of Industry

BACKGROUND

CONSULTING THE CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY
BACKGROUND
Addressing the problem of jobs‐skills mismatch is no longer the sole responsibility of government. In
today’s dynamic labor market, the participation and contribution of businesses spell a lot of difference in
solving the country’s unemployment woes. Business is now highly recognized as an active player in
employment creation.
Against this backdrop, the Department embarked on a dialogue with the CEOs or captains of leading
industries to hear their outlooks on future business trends that may affect the labor and employment scenario.
The CEO Forum aimed to:
1. Determine the industry outlook on future business trends that may affect the labor and employment
scenario;
2. Provide industry, government, and labor leaders a unique and timely platform to actively shape the
world of work; and,
3. Stimulate the development of practical, knowledge‐driven recommendations for promoting short‐
term and long‐term plans for labor market programs and policy.
On 06 May 2010, the Secretary of Labor and Employment convened the first breakfast meeting with CEOs
at the Garcia‐Villa Room of the Manila Peninsula Hotel, Makati City. Present in the gathering were leaders
from the banking, retail, education, transport, and manufacturing sectors, as well as officials of the
Department of Labor and Employment (Annex “B”).

DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS
The following section presents the highlights of the discussion among the CEOs classified according to
issues impinging on the problem on jobs and skills mismatch.

Overview
 The Secretary gave brief opening remarks that highlighted the problem of jobs‐skills mismatch as a
national concern, which demands the attention of both businesses and government. He illustrated
the mismatch problem with statistics on huge volume of supply of workers and huge number of
vacancies. He particularly noted the low turnout of applicants for specialized skills requirements, for
instance, in job openings for pharmacists, where only eight applicants turn up for every 10 vacancies.
 He explained that he initiated the meeting to get the perspectives of CEOs on their business plans and
how the Department can attune labor market programs according to their business priorities and
skills requirements. He emphasized the role of human resources development in addressing the skills
mismatch and recognized the expertise and advocacy of Ms. Doris Magsaysay Ho in this respect.

Supply Issues
Jobs‐skills mismatch
 The Secretary delved more on the issue of jobs‐skills mismatch, highlighting that the labor market is
failing to absorb the new entrants of half a million graduates each year.
 A CEO elaborated on the issue by noting that many of the unemployed are educated and skilled.

English, Communication and Information Technology (IT) Skills Gap
 There is a need to address the English skills gap among graduates. While graduates can speak English,
they have difficulties with writing in the said language. It is not only English skills that are lacking but
communication skills as well. Graduates lack capabilities in ably expressing themselves, which is highly
needed in business, particularly in the field of sales.
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 There is lack of managerial skills among graduates.
 There is a dearth of graduates who possess proficiency in mathematics and Information Technology, a
great need for graduates who can compute and calculate, the sore need for actuarial professionals,
which number only about 60 nationwide, discounting the estimated 10‐15 practitioners who have left
the country for overseas employment.
 The issue of communication skills gap among graduates was surfaced during the forum and was
brought to the attention of the Department of Education (DepEd). A long‐term goal focusing on the
improvement of basic education should be set, which requires collaboration among DepEd, TESDA
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and CHED. Addressing the skills gap in the elementary grades would mean that high school graduates
would have strong foundation in mathematics, science and communication skills needed for college
education. To improve the on‐the‐job training system, it was suggested that the Philippines consider
adopting the United States model of requiring businesses to hire on the job trainees with pay in
exchange for tax incentives.

Skills drain
 The Philippines has become the trainer of people around the world. The airline industry spends
millions to train aircraft mechanics for 10 years only to lose them to foreign competitors. Pilots who
trained for 12‐15 years also get poached. The problem lies in the country’s inability to match the
salary offers of foreign airline companies.
 Losing to competition with foreign employers has become inevitable. There is a need for companies
to integrate addressing ‘employee exits’ in their plans.

Surplus of nurses
 Nurses are shifting careers to become call centers agents because of the difficulty in finding jobs
abroad, particularly in the United States, which has recently imposed visa restrictions. The United
States will be more open to nurses because of its new law on expanded insurance coverage, which
will drive the health care industry to create job opportunities for health workers like nurses.
 On the issue of surplus of Filipino nurses, the concern about paid internship in hospitals, where nurses
pay for their internship, instead of hospitals paying them, was surfaced. The hospitals have no
financial capacity to accept all the nurses, thus compelling them to accept paying interns, if only to
provide them training opportunities.
 There was a proposal for the government to subsidize the training of nurses so that the private sector
is not compelled to open hospitals only to accommodate the training of nurses. Subsidizing the
training of nurses, hospitals would have more human resources, leading to better services.

Supply of nurses under the Japan‐Philippines Economic Partnership Agreement (JPEPA)
 The issue of shortage of nurses abroad, particularly in Japan was raised. The issue of the small number
of Filipino nurses that are allowed entry to Japan under the JPEPA was likewise raised. A view has
surfaced against this quota requirement, especially since the Philippines does not impose limits on its
Japan imports, especially cars. A quota scheme amounts to tariff barrier, which the Philippine
government must address. A representative for the Philippine side of the JPEPA negotiations said that
the quota imposition arose out of Japan’s consideration of the expected difficulty of foreign health
workers in adapting to the Japanese culture, particularly in learning their language. The quota is low,
but in exchange, Japan will provide the language training. The Philippines should remain steadfast
with this view that the conditions being imposed by Japan on Filipino nurses are too stringent, citing
the term that Filipino nurses have to learn how to read and write the way Japanese nurses would do.
There was a suggestion to review the JPEPA implementation of schedule of commitments.
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 Further on the JPEPA, there was a suggestion regarding negotiations for Japanese investments in
Philippine hospitals in exchange for supply of Filipino nurses. It was also proposed to have a
portability of health insurance between Japan and Philippines through arrangements that will allow
Japanese health maintenance organizations accredit Philippine hospitals for health services to
Japanese nationals. Joining the discussion, one of the participants explained that such health
insurance arrangement would require a mutual recognition agreement (MRA) between Japan and
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 The Secretary recognized the difficulty of entry to Japan. He said that the particular difficulty in
learning Japanese is the requirement for proficiency in Kanji, one of the three languages used by
Japanese, which is the traditional Japanese language and happens to be the language used by older
people in Japan, who make up most of medical patients. The Secretary imparted to the guests that
the Department, through the POEA and TESDA, is working out a solution by piloting a Kanji language
course for the preparatory training of Filipino nurses who will be deployed to Japan and undergo on‐
the‐job language and skills training. ECOP has expressed its support to this preparatory training, but
urged the Secretary to impose quality control through skills assessment and certification. He
impressed upon the Secretary the need to guarantee that only those qualified will be deployed.
However, there is a concern that the training for the Japanese language is very costly. Hence, the
supply of nurses to Japan does not make economic sense when the cost‐benefit ratio for a nurse
going to Japan is higher than that of one going to other countries, particularly the United States.

Demand Issues
Philippines, which was pushed for by the Philippines during the JPEPA negotiations. The need for an
MRA between the Philippines and Japan to attract Japanese medical investments was also
acknowledged, but this will result in national treatment of Japanese professionals in the Philippines,
that is, the practice of Philippine medical practitioners in Japan would require similar treatment of
Japanese medical professionals in the Philippines. This should be considered as point of negotiation.

Remittances and OFW transfers
 Recognizing the importance of OFW earnings, one of the participants noted the huge business
opportunities that have come out of remittance‐driven consumption. This view was supported by the
other participants, who said that investment decisions are now being made dependent on
remittances. Based on one of the participant’s experience as a banker, the level of remittance in the
country is the first and only question that investors ask.
 One of the participants, therefore, said that the Philippines should stop relying on “selling the
victimhood” of OFWs by giving them a “hero‐kawawa” image. The participant said that while OFWs
leave, they also come back, and thus they should be given opportunities to make use of their
knowledge and resources upon their return to the Philippines.

Demand Issues
Making the best talents stay
 One of the CEOs from the maritime sector drew the attention of the guests to domestic labor market
issues by urging them to revisit the objective of the meeting which is about local employment. The
CEO lamented the fact that issues of domestic labor are hardly addressed in international business
dialogues, citing her experience as a member of the APEC Business Advisory Council. However, while
she argued that the Philippines must put in the table its interests in human capital, she also does not
take the view that the Philippines should focus on the entry of Filipinos into foreign markets. To her,
the Philippines should start to veer away from urging other countries to “please take our people,” but
instead focus on concessions for domestic human resource development.
 The same participant argued particularly for the need to determine the kind of human resources and
talents that the country needs to drive its economic growth and the participation of stakeholders
toward this objective. She said that without effective retention strategies, local businesses would lose
their best talents because of the threat of skills poaching by foreign employers. She pointed out that
talent shortages abroad could be expected to get worse across industries and across countries
because of the impending massive retirement of workers in foreign countries. Explaining further, she
said that talent shortages abroad have good and bad implications for the Philippines—good because it
means employment opportunities and bad because foreign employers have preference for skilled
people—people who have not just come out of school, but those who have experience in their chosen
fields.

Medical tourism to generate employment for nurses
 The CEOs emphasized the need for local businesses to attract the estimated 300,000 college
graduates each year. In particular, it was suggested that an employment pipeline for these students
must be created. Many employment opportunities can be created out of developing Philippine
industries in shipping and medical tourism. There is a need to attract the best of talents to work and
stay in the Philippines.

 There was a discussion on how Thailand has become a medical tourism hub in South East Asia and
whether the Philippines can be in the same position. One of the participants said that this might not
be a far goal because the Philippines can become a medical tourism spot without trying to fully
develop its medical and health care industry. It was stressed that the full range of services of hospitals
is not required for medical tourism providers, but only in particular areas of specialization such as
plastic reconstructive surgery in the case of Thailand providers.
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 There is a view that focusing on overseas employment of nurses would not be sustainable. The
preference is for the development of a Philippine medical tourism that could absorb more Filipino
nurses. The government should explore investing further in government hospitals to create more
employment opportunities for nurses.
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 One of the participants, however, opted for a slightly different view, stating that attempts to reverse
migration should be taken later because Philippine industries might take long to fully develop,
compromising the employment and income needs of Filipino workers.

The Philippines as a Creative Hub
 Recognizing the talent of Filipinos for the arts, one of the CEOs said that the Philippines must position
itself as a creative hub. The Philippines should be able to compete with Singapore, which has
attracted investments from creative leaders such as George Lucas. It was noted that the Philippines
should learn from the Singapore government who has made it a state goal to become a center of
creative industries, even to the point of buying into creative companies in the United States to secure
their location into Singapore.

Market Intermediation
Training for Work
 One of the CEOs related his experience in skills poaching. To address employee turn‐over, he argued
for the need to train, and enhance the capabilities of, as many Filipinos to build a replacement pool
that will take over the posts of those who will leave for jobs abroad. Noting that many companies are
losing people because of skills poaching, he said that cooperative arrangements between companies
on one hand and training firms and TESDA on the other can be explored. In response, the Secretary
explained that TESDA is now engaged in providing training services for graduates who want to explore
better employment opportunities, particularly citing welding training for teachers. The Secretary,
however, expressed the need for higher level of quality in the TESDA training system and the need to
rationalize the training system on a per sector basis, for instance automotive and manufacturing,
among others.
 A participant from the business sector discussed the academe‐industry partnerships as a talent
development strategy. He said that the ECOP is replicating the strategy of the business process
outsourcing companies and contractors such as DCMI and Makati Development in partnering with
schools for the training of students and for the development of demand‐driven curriculum. One of the
participants supported the views of the latter, stating that addressing the massive turnover of
workers to overseas employment means directing training opportunities to younger workers. Skills
training should be part of the basic education curriculum so that companies, like SM, could continue
hiring workers who have only finished high school.
 One of the CEOs urged for training opportunities but emphasized that the private sector does not
need subsidy. He said that the private sector can provide training services on their own and that the
government should treat the private sector as partners in this respect. A participant noted that the
government could be so detached from the private sector in its training programs, because they were
hardly consulted by the government concerning its training scholarship programs. There is a need for
TESDA to work with industries. The private sector has expertise in professional education, as
exemplified by the performance of Far Eastern University, University of the East, De La Salle and
Ateneo. However, this is not the case in skills training, and urged the government, particularly TESDA,
and industries to work together.

Productivity and job creation
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 A participant from the business sector proposed to have an understanding with unions about the
need to shift goal from increasing wages to job security and employability. He said that lifetime
employment is no longer possible in present times and noted that the present Labor Code is not
responsive to the promotion of jobs.
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 Responding to the question of the Secretary about the low level of labor productivity in the
Philippines, some of the participants expressed that unions and collective bargaining agreements
(CBAs) have become barriers to the promotion of productivity. With a similar view concerning CBAs,
one of the participants related his experience in a company where the management is compelled by
the force of their CBA to pay salaries of about P30,000 to long‐time employees doing manual work.
One of the participants, however, stressed the need for the government, businesses and unions to
have a common goal. She said that companies on their part should also make it clear to unions their
business directions.

Closing

Closing
 The Secretary closed the meeting at about 11:30 a.m. He reiterated that the government could no
longer address labor and employment concerns alone, and thus he committed cooperation and closer
relationship of the Department with industries, in the spirit of tripartism.
 The Secretary also said that the meeting could just be the first of a series of further consultations with
business leaders.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSITIONS
1.

Training for healthcare workers
 Government investments in hospitals to expand employment opportunities for health care
workers
 Government subsidy for the training of nurses

2.

Points for JPEPA renegotiations
 Japanese investments in Philippine hospitals in exchange for supply of Filipino nurses
 Portability of health insurance between Japan and Philippines under an MRA
 Japanese accreditation of Philippine hospitals to spur Japanese medical investments in the
Philippines and drive medical services growth

3.

Talent development
 Businesses and government to jointly determine and develop human resources and talents that
will drive the country toward economic growth; Determine the participation of stakeholders
toward this objective
 Create a longer employment pipeline for students by developing and strengthening emerging
industries, e.g., medical tourism, shipping and creative industries
 Particularly strengthen the Philippine medical tourism to create employment opportunities for
Filipino nurses
 Ensure higher level of quality in the TESDA training system; rationalize training
services/programs through the sectoral approach; TESDA and industries to strengthen
cooperation/linkages for more responsive/demand‐driven training programs
 Improve basic education especially in basic math, science and communication; integrate skills
training in the basic education curriculum; and consider requiring businesses to hire on the job
trainees with pay in exchange for tax incentives
Job security ‐ Review the Labor Code toward promoting job security (instead of wage increase) and
employability

5.

New directions for social dialogue ‐ Government, businesses and unions to revitalize cooperation,
dialogue and partnerships toward new/common goals, including employability and job security.
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AVAILABILITY OF SKILLED WORKERS AND PROFESSIONALS
Introduction
In the 2007 National Human Resource Conference (NHRC), it was emphasized that human resources is the
single biggest comparative advantage of the Philippines as it can propel and sustain the country’s
competitiveness.
Human resource development is never static. Human resources must be competitive and must be
provided with updated skills interventions to respond effectively to the current and future needs of the times.
Qualified skilled human resources must be available at the right time, at the right quantity and quality at the
right place to meet the changing demands of the labor market.
A number of articles and publications acknowledged Filipino workers to be well‐sought all over the world.
Qualities that endear Filipino as global workers include English proficiency, highly adaptable, inherent warmth
and caring attitude and excellent performer. These give Filipinos the advantage in the global labor market.
Over a million OFWs have been deployed annually for the past five years with remittances reaching an all time
high of US $ 17.3 billion in the year 2009.
Towards this end, the availability of human resources, both for skilled workers and professionals should be
ensured. Thus, this chapter presents the potential and current supply of human resource for skilled workers
and professionals, underpinning not only the quantity, but more importantly the quality of manpower
available and the potential supply requirements of the labor market.

SUPPLY OF SKILLED WORKERS AND PROFESSIONALS
Skilled Workers
Table 7 – TVET Enrollment and Graduates by Region: 2005–2009
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Region
Philippines
I
II
III
IV‐A
IV‐B
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
NCR
CAR
CARAGA
ARMM

Enrolled

Graduates

Enrolled

Graduates

Enrolled

Graduates

Enrolled

Graduates

Enrolled

Graduates

1,683,382
85,974
62,440
140,650
161,707
61,326
105,345
195,035
94,540
67,349
63,875
91,283
104,708
49,371
315,819
38,334
45,626

1,154,333
60,937
57,515
83,915
89,994
50,947
77,841
149,773
87,293
50,969
41,428
68,313
62,499
31,008
180,744
29,727
31,430

1,736,865
90,788
84,861
179,242
161,717
62,081
112,392
144,539
114,063
68,606
64,666
91,083
112,079
53,276
296,016
49,512
45,854
6,090

1,340,620
75,953
77,240
126,738
107,217
57,389
95,999
124,341
115,264
62,033
53,025
64,432
76,302
42,137
172,604
43,337
40,605
6,004

2,142,414
105,633
102,922
203,892
184,290
67,743
135,494
202,872
157,328
91,940
88,085
117,403
125,931
64,840
346,096
70,547
68,112
9,286

1,702,307
95,316
92,245
134,590
138,814
67,752
117,242
166,512
157,564
80,351
75,339
97,398
98,729
45,390
205,785
63,282
56,739
9,259

2,013,920
168,574
83,300
168,115
214,262
88,126
83,300
83,300
84,317
83,918
87,866
105,914
87,966
83,300
394,836
83,300
83,300
30,226

1,812,528
153,249
75,727
152,832
185,693
80,114
75,727
75,727
76,652
76,289
79,878
96,285
79,969
75,727
349,727
75,727
75,727
27,478

1,982,435
60,557
110,484
152,937
234,830
73,898
37,432
106,174
209,849
95,982
117,060
91,861
48,208
80,460
373,661
57,704
113,278
18,060

1,903,793
57,915
112,426
168,841
242,861
79,956
36,393
59,397
211,249
88,840
104,109
105,290
38,008
69,615
335,376
57,289
117,598
18,630

Source of Data: Corporate Affairs Office (CAO), TESDA
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TVET opportunities are continuously being provided in 17 regions all over the country. Table 7 presents
the TVET graduates that had been produced over the years.
For 2009, a total of 1,903,793 or 96.03% graduated out of 1,982,435 enrollees. This represents an increase
of 4.79% from the 2008 figure of 1,812,528. Highest number of enrolled and graduates came from NCR with a
total enrollment at 373,661 and graduates at 335,376.
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Table 8 – Assessed and Certified Workers: 2005 ‐ 2009
Sector

2005
C

%

A

C

2007

2008

2009

Total

%

A

C

%

A

C

%

A

C

A

C

%

2,338

775

33.1

496

244

49.2

3,704

2,743

74.1

2,751

2,377

86.4

4,958

4,513

91

14,247

10,652

74.77

Automotive

30,586

10,151

33.2

28,429

13,279

46.7

39,361

21,736

55.2

37,107

28,216

76

60,233

45,391

75.4

195,716

118,773

60.69

Construction

26,273

11,383

43.3

25,818

13,820

53.5

26,495

18,855

71.2

20,295

17,179

84.6

50,168

40,968

81.7

149,049

102,205

68.57

Cyberservices (ICT)

52,692

10,081

19.1

46,803

12,936

27.6

82,540

42,744

51.8 126,364

74,706

59.1

132,618

86,791

65.4

441,017

227,258

51.53

Health & Wellness
(Health)

11,793

7,728

65.5

15,083

12,485

82.8

107,963

97,294

90.1 122,283

115,939

94.8

187,052

173,791

92.9

444,174

407,237

91.68

HR &T

19,019

7,233

38

23,493

12,814

54.5

34,148

23,505

68.8

69,113

59,191

85.6

210,067

178,646

85

355,840

281,389

79.08

Electronics

11,614

4,400

37.9

10,866

5,225

48.1

11,519

5,877

51

15,801

11,318

71.6

37,185

25,607

68.9

86,985

52,427

60.27

35

35

100

100.00

Furniture

485

204

42.1

271

143

52.8

310

212

68.4

1

1

100

Garment

3,686

1,669

45.3

3,230

1,893

58.6

3,998

2,309

57.8

3,799

2,984

78.5

Agriculture & Fishery

A

2006

F & LG

HVAC‐R
Maritime
M&E

8,177

%

6,575

80.4

35

35

1,067

560

52.48

22,890

15,430

6 7.41

3,939

1,970

50

3,894

2,414

62

4,314

3,233

74.9

4,584

3,892

84.9

9,818

8,060

82.1

26,549

19,569

73.71

52,295

48,724

93.2

85,631

78,477

91.6

62,195

59,137

95.1

50,632

48,699

96.2

61,117

58,629

95.9

311,870

293,666

94.16

8,399

3,483

41.5

12,718

6,597

51.9

21,462

14,981

69.8

24,999

19,931

79.7

63,929

51,848

81.1

131,507

96,840

73.64

10,775

9,983

92.6

10,775

9,983

2.65

1,704

6.43

Processed Foods
Utilities

799

497

62.2

Others

66

63

95.5

1,064

614

57.7

Total
223,984 108,361 48.38 257,796 160,941 62.43
Legend
A – Assessed
C – Certified
% ‐Certification Rate
*2009 data based on the reports submitted by Regions as of Feb 2010
Source of Data: Competency Assessment & Certification Office (CACO), TESDA

702
398,711

593
293,219

84.5

2,565
74,627

47,054

63.1

73.54 552,356

431,487

78.12

47,117
836,132

690,837

82.62 2,268,979

1,684,845

74.26

Professionals
This section focuses on the number of assessed and certified workers covering the period 2005‐2009 from
different sectors.
Assessment and certification of workers for the last five years showed an upward movement indicating
that more TVET graduates are competent and skilled workers, job‐ready and can perform to the standard
expected in the work place.
For year 2009 alone, a total of 836,132 skilled workers and TVET graduates were assessed. Of this number,
690,837 were certified as competent and job‐ready with a certification rate of 82.62%.
In terms of the number of certified workers, the Health, Social and Other Community Development
Services sector ranked first with 407,237 certified workers or a relatively high certification rate of 91.68%. This
was followed by the Maritime sector that shows a pool of 293,666 seamen but much better certification rate
of 94.16%. Placing third is the Hotel and Restaurant and Tourism Sector with 281,389 or a certification rate of
79.08%. It is worth mentioning that ICT sector had the lowest certification rate for the five years under review
at 51.53%.
The policy requiring graduates of TVET programs to be covered by promulgated Training Regulation
contributed a lot in the increase of assessment outputs. Improved outputs in assessment and certification can
be attributed to the funding support provided under the ‘Pangulong Gloria Scholarships’ or PGS through the
Free Assessment Service of TESDA (FAST).

Professionals
Table 9 – Tertiary Enrollment, Graduates by Discipline Group (AY 2006–2007; AY 2007–2008; AY 2008–2009)
Discipline Group

2007‐20082

2006‐2007

2008‐20091

Enrollment

Graduates2

Enrollment

Agri, Forestry, Fisheries, Vet.Med.
Architectural and Town Planning
Business Admin. And Related
Education and Teacher Training

59,397
19,015
572,174
331,416

15,555
3,485
111,283
87,351

63,074
20,305
520,711
339,065

15,980
3,623
111,530
90,691

60,759
20,040
511,301
329,279

16,861
3,865
114,872
96,646

Engineering and Technology

315,412

57,817

309,130

60,003

308,376

63,919

Fine and Applied Arts
General
Home Economics
Humanities
Information Technology
Law and Jurisprudence
Maritime
Mass Communication and
Documentation

12,216
20,698
5,568
26,558
251,661
16,977
54,870
30,020

2,002
2,568
1,371
5,725
44,133
3,796
7,160
5,466

12,225
15,892
4,684
29,300
259,384
18,080
55,521
26,150

2,087
2,120
1,431
5,928
45,985
4,028
5,287
5,564

12,694
10,803
4,354
30,343
266,903
18,068
49,961
25,812

2,232
1,717
1,532
6,302
49,168
4,379
3,504
5,820

Mathematics
Medical and Allied Services
Natural Science
Religion and Theology
Service Trades
Social and Behavioral Science
Trade, Craft and Industrial
Other Disciplines4

14,553
609,659
23,149
8,568
19,740
67,452
9,891
135,455

2,028
73,781
4,661
1,608
2,469
15,821
3,438
22,095

12,697
622,548
22,819
6,729
17,650
70,506
11,807
127,257

1,969
79,647
4,659
1,662
2,465
16,270
3,853
23,741

12,843
693,240
22,315
6,421
18,352
71,705
13,322
132,904

1,962
87,900
4,787
1,764
2,529
17,184
4,388
26,096

1,679,132

295,971

1,704,543

307,844

1,763,716

328,612

2,604,449

473,613

2,565,534

488,523

2,619,795

517,427

Total Enrollment of Priority
Discipline
Grand Total

Graduates

Enrollment

Graduates
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Note: Shaded row refers to Priority Discipline
1
Forecasted data
2
Preliminary data
Includes graduates in pre‐baccalaureate, post‐baccalaureate, master's and doctorate programs
As of 03 December 2008

Table 9 shows the number of professionals that can be produced over the years by discipline group.
For the three year period, graduates from 21 disciplines are pegged at an average of 18.99%. For school
year 2006‐2007, only 295,971, or 18.18%, graduated from the 2,604,449 enrollees, while for school year 2007‐
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2008, similar trend occurred with 488,523 or 19.04% graduated out of 2,565,534, while school year for 2008‐
2009, 517, 427, or 19.75%, graduated from the 2,619,7895 enrollees.
Among the discipline group, Business Administration and related courses registered the highest number of
graduates at 114,872, Education and Teacher training at 96,646 and Medical and Allied Services at 87,900.
Home Economics, General Education and Religion and Theology are disciplines that have the least enrollees
and graduates for the period in review.
Table 10 – PRC Examinees, Passers: 2006 ‐ 2008
2006
Licensure

2007

ACCOUNTANCY
AERONAUTICAL ENG'G.
AGRICULTURAL ENG'G.
ARCHITECTURE
CHEMICAL ENG'G.
CHEMISTRY
CIVIL ENGINEERING
CRIMINOLOGY
CUSTOMS BROKERS
DENTISTRY
ELECTRICAL ENG'G.
ELECT. & COMM. ENG'G.
ENVI. PLANNING
FORESTER
GEODETIC ENG'G
GEOLOGY
INTERIOR DESIGN
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
LIBRARIAN
MARINE ENGINEER OFF.
MARINE DECK OFFICERS
MASTER PLUMBER
MECHANICAL ENG'G.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
MEDICINE
METALLURGICAL ENG'G.
MIDWIFERY
MINING ENGINEERING
NAV. ARCH. & MAR. ENG.
NURSING
NUTRITIONIST DIETITIAN
OPTOMETRY
PHARMACY
PROF. TEACHERS
P.T.O.T.
RAD. TECH. / X‐RAY TECH.
SANITARY ENG'G
SOCIAL WORKERS
VETERINARY MEDICINE

11,817
106
405
2,134
934
503
7,669
11,427
1,268
2,339
8,324
6,912
42
500
414
47
183
25
825
4,645
7,545
728
3,531
3,239
4,724
57
4,947
16
22
82,149
492
281
2,391
112,760
2,758
637
131
1,107
565

2,850
30
182
911
492
245
3,135
3,568
213
772
3,481
2,438
23
203
148
35
57
14
303
2,345
3,665
301
1,681
1,507
2,592
29
2,666
10
10
37,030
257
186
1,235
34,667
1,112
239
46
580
214

%
Passed
24.12%
28.30%
44.94%
42.69%
52.68%
48.71%
40.88%
31.22%
16.80%
33.01%
41.82%
35.27%
54.76%
40.60%
35.75%
74.47%
31.15%
56.00%
36.73%
50.48%
48.58%
41.35%
47.61%
46.53%
54.87%
50.88%
53.89%
62.50%
45.45%
45.08%
52.24%
66.19%
51.65%
30.74%
40.32%
37.52%
35.11%
52.39%
37.88%

TOTAL

288,599

109,472

37.93%

Examinees

Passers

2008

10,867
92
462
1,876
875
460
6,017
13,901
1,205
1,681
7,895
6,716
36
504
423
50
214
25
868
5,268
8,869
603
3,321
2,547
4,933
23
6,579
31
14
131,841
567
265
2,230
124,432
2,168
1,119
91
1,053
637

3,705
36
205
837
438
234
2,256
4,463
227
581
2,637
2,146
19
199
170
37
110
16
278
2,809
4,243
245
1,735
1,311
2,934
13
3,498
20
5
60,457
320
168
1,241
35,187
877
413
35
504
225

%
Passed
34.09%
39.13%
44.37%
44.62%
50.06%
50.87%
37.49%
32.11%
18.84%
34.56%
33.40%
31.95%
52.78%
39.48%
40.19%
74.00%
51.40%
64.00%
32.03%
53.32%
47.84%
40.63%
52.24%
51.47%
59.48%
56.52%
53.17%
64.52%
35.71%
45.86%
56.44%
63.40%
55.65%
28.28%
40.45%
36.91%
38.46%
47.86%
35.32%

350,758

134,834

38.44%

Examinees

Passers

Examinees

Passers

11,314
98
416
2,077
879
481
7,816
15,485
1,108
1,121
6,046
6,446
55
379
386
55
184
21
1,003
6,599
11,743
593
3,181
2,380
4,491
36
7,337
33
16
153,108
523
546
2,077
144,819
1,792
1,810
115
1,154
683

3,710
43
157
768
430
227
2,766
5,028
254
525
2,022
2,309
26
194
135
36
78
12
237
3,633
6,094
195
1,799
1,414
2,567
21
3,881
23
5
67,220
273
322
1,123
45,197
762
836
58
616
224

%
Passed
32.79%
43.88%
37.74%
36.98%
48.92%
47.19%
35.39%
32.47%
22.92%
46.83%
33.44%
35.82%
47.27%
51.19%
34.97%
65.45%
42.39%
57.14%
23.63%
55.05%
51.89%
32.88%
56.55%
59.41%
57.16%
58.33%
52.90%
69.70%
31.25%
43.90%
52.20%
58.97%
54.07%
31.21%
42.52%
46.19%
50.43%
53.38%
32.80%

398,406

155,220

38.96%
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Table 10 indicates the number of licensed professional for the period 2006 ‐2008.
In all three years, bulks of the examinees were in Professional Teachers and Nursing comprising 82.1%
(2006), 73.1% (2007) and 74.8% (2008) of the total examinees, respectively.
The data further shows that from 2006‐2008, passers accounted for only an estimate of 38% out of the
number of examinees in 38 licensure examinations. Very minimal examinees are noted for Mining
Engineering, Naval Architect & Marine Engineering, Landscape Architect, Geology, Environmental Planning,
and Metallurgical Engineering. However, all these licensures obtained a passing rate of more than 50% except
for Naval Architect & Marine Engineer with only 37.47% passing rate.
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Through a series of consultations and focused group discussions, the in‐demand and hard‐to‐fill
occupations per KEGs were identified. The in‐demand occupations refer to active occupations/job vacancies
posted/advertised recurrently by and across industries/establishments. On the other hand, hard‐to‐fill
occupations refer to job vacancies for which an establishment has encountered difficulties in managing the
recruitment process for reasons such as no applicants, applicant’s lack of experience, skill or license,
preference for working abroad, seeking higher salary or problem with location and other reasons.
This section focuses on the availability of supply for both workers and professional on the in‐demand and
hard‐to‐fill occupations per KEGs. (See Annex C for details)
1.

Agriculture and Fishery Sector
For the agriculture and fishery sector, the table shows that there are 4,559 certified workers in the in‐
demand occupations for the period 2005‐2009. Bulk of these can be seen in three occupations including
coconut farmer (1,494 or 32.77%), animal husbandry (1,343 or 29.46%) and fruit, vegetable and root crops
farmers (1,091 or 23.93%). In‐demand occupations with limited supply of certified workers are
horticulturists (20) and fisherman (36). Hard‐to‐fill occupations for the sector are feed processor/food
technician and fishery technologist. Certified fishery technologist for the period in review indicates a total
of 460. No available supply of certified feed processor/food technician is indicated for the period.
To address the requirements of the sector for both the in‐demand and hard‐to‐fill occupations, TESDA
has a total of 216 TVET providers with an annual training capacity of 11,625 for the sector. Likewise,
TESDA should continue to develop curriculum design for agriculture programs that are more responsive to
the present demand of the sector and more advocacy/ marketing for those available TVET programs for
the sector.
On the other hand, for professionals, no available entomologist, veterinarian and pathologist are
indicated in the table. However, there are 243 HEIs that can accommodate 1,521 enrollees in those
courses. Proper advocacy and marketing strategy will also play a major role in filling up the needed
manpower requirements for the sector. More support from the government to improve the sector is also
needed to encourage students to take up more courses for the sector.

2.

Cyberservices
The data reveals that for the Cyberservices sector, there are only 1,635 certified workers from the
hard‐to‐fill occupations identified for the sector. Medical Transcriptionist posted the highest with 1,016
for the period. Shortages of supply are seen in animators (clean up artists, 3D animators, multimedia
artist among others) as number of certified workers is only 130. This scenario on animators is attributed
to the continuous flight of workers to overseas jobs due to lucrative pay offers in countries such as India,
Singapore, Australia and US. Lack of supply is also seen in Customer Contact (Call Center Agent) because
of the lack of proficiency for English language and communication skills.
To date, the sector has a total of 1,402 TVET providers all over the country with annual training
capacity of 131,970 and 4,982 registered programs. With these training interventions, the sector is
expected to generate more certified workers in the coming years.

3.

Health and Wellness
Based on the series of consultations, registered nurse is still in‐demand occupation here in the
country in terms of quality and field of specialization. Although there is surplus of graduates for this
profession, lack of experience were noted in the domestic economy since more experienced nurses opted
to work overseas.
Annex C shows that there are still 70,144 registered nurses available for the year that can fill‐in the
manpower requirements for the said occupation in the coming years. Optometrist which is also
considered as in‐demand job has a total supply of 163 for the year while optician has certified workers of
only four for the period 2005‐2009. Doctor (clinical medicine, epidemiology, surgery, internal medicine)
which is considered as a hard‐to fill occupation registered a total of 2,763, pharmacist at 1.364 and
medical technologist at 1,170, radiologist at 732 and physical therapist at 638. Spa/Massage
Therapist/Masseur registered the highest with the most number of certified workers at 13,593 from 2005‐
2009. Available training programs are Hilot (wellness massage) NC II and Massage Therapy NC II in 163
training centers/institutions with annual capacity of 13,695.

4.

Hotel and Restaurant and Tourism
For the period 2005‐2009, in‐demand occupations for the sector have total available supply of
138,095 or 83.46% of the total 165,461 certified workers of the critical occupations of the sector. These
occupations include front office agent/attendant, baker, food server and handler, waiter, bartender, room
attendant and other housekeeping services, reservation officer and other frontline occupation and tour
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Mining
The mining industry is currently showing potential for job opportunities. This sector requires
intervention, particularly in the academic and technical areas. This is evident as hard‐to‐fill occupations for
the sector is mostly professional. These include geologist, mining engineer, geodetic engineer, and
metallurgical engineer. CHED data indicates that there are 40 licensed professionals in critical occupations
for the year, with 23 or 57.5% as geologist and 17 or 42.5% are metallurgical engineers. The sector can
accommodate an annual capacity of 138 (56 in geologist, 61 in metallurgical engineer and 21 in mining
engineer) in 21 institutions. Other critical occupations for the sector include heavy equipment operators,
such as bulldozer operator, forklift operator, crawler crane operators among others. These sector cut
across the construction, transport and logistics sectors.

6.

Construction
The sector’s in‐demand occupations include fabricator, pipe fitter and welder. Bulk or 57,114 of
certified workers for the period are welders. These welders are Shielded Metal Arc Welder (SMAW), Gas
Metal Arc Welder (GMAW) and Gas Tungsten Arc Welder/TIG Welder (GTAW). However, very limited
supply is seen in Submerged Arc Welder (SAW), Gas Oxy‐Acetylene Welder, and Flux Cored Arc Welder.
Certified pipefitters for the period registered at 1,428. There is no available certified fabricator or
structural steel erector. However, TESDA can provide training for 150 trainees annually in only one
institution. Available training program for the occupation is Structural Erection NC II.
Engineers such as civil, electrical, design, planning and contract engineers are among the hard‐to‐fill
occupations for the sector. Table shows that for 2009, licensed electrical engineers posted at 2,522.
Further, table reveals that CHED can produce 3,540 graduates in the said occupation in 230 institutions.

7.

Banking and Finance
Under the sector of Health, Social and other Community Services is Banking and Finance. This sector
listed in‐demand and hard‐to‐fill occupations from the professional group. Among the in‐demand
occupations are operations manager and tellers which are graduates of Banking and Finance or Business
Management courses. Tellers on the other hand, are usually hired from among graduates of courses such
as Business Administration, Business Management, Commercial Science/Arts and Entrepreneurial
Management.
Hard‐to‐fill occupations include accounting clerks, bookkeepers, cashier, auditor,
accountant, credit card analyst, finance analyst/specialist and risk management officer/manager.
Annex C shows that there are 8,088 graduates that can fill‐up demand for the position of operations
manager and around 27,020 graduates for tellers, accounting clerks, bookkeepers, and cashiers. For
credit card analyst and related occupations 5,092 graduates are available for the year. All in all, there are
3,969 training providers available for the critical skills for the sector.
Certified skilled workers reached 745 for bookkeepers and accounting clerks. For the period, 2005‐
2009 TVET sector can produce certified workers for Bookkeeping NC III in 132 training providers all over
the country. Available training course for cashiers is Customer Services NC II.

8.

Manufacturing
The manufacturing sector includes critical skills such as machine operators, lathe operators, bench
workers/fitters, technicians, machinists, sewers, and tailors among others. Data reveals that there are
9,185 certified workers for the sector. Majority or 64.91%, or 5,962 are sewers which are considered as
in‐demand occupations. Machine Operator (Press worker) also an in‐demand occupation has no available
manpower supply. Machinist (includes lathe operator, milling machine operator, precision grinding
machine operator and bench worker/fitter) considered as hard‐to‐fill occupation has 2,677 certified
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guides. There is a need to train more bakers and sous chefs as there are no registered bakers and chefs
available for the period 2005‐2009. No shortage is seen in the Food and Beverage Attendant as it has the
most number of certified workers at 41,746. House/Hotel Cleaner follows with 40,163 certified workers.
However, training for Housekeeping NC IV should be offered as Housekeeping Manager and other similar
positions are in‐demand occupation for the sector. The remaining supply of 27,366 or 16.54% are
certified cook (Pastry Cook, Hot/Cold Kitchen Cook, and the like) which is considered as hard‐to‐fill
occupation of the sector. The TVET sector can still provide needed workers locally as it can train 431,535
annually from the 4,841 training institutions.
Under the professional side, graduates of Tourism, Hotel and Restaurant Management and Travel
Management are in‐demand as they can be employed as Reservations Officers and Frontline Officers.
Tourism graduates can also serve as tourist guide, similar with graduates of Travel Management.
CHED data indicates that it can produce 446 graduates annually in the 3 identified critical skills
available in 77 institutions.

Skills Development/Human Resource Development Programs
workers for the period 2005‐2009. Annual training capacity of the sector is registered at 29,730 available
in 301 training providers.
Licensed professional for the sector registered a total of 2,675. This includes 1,898 mechanical
engineers and 485 chemical engineers. Industrial engineers registered 1,681 graduates while food
technologists registered 722 graduates. The above occupations are considered as hard‐to‐fill occupation
for the sector. Graduates for 2009 reached 6,612 in over 515 institutions.
9.

Dwellings and Real Estate
The sector identified building manager, construction manager, construction worker, foreman, mason,
welder and real estate agents/broker as in‐demand occupations. Of these, welders have the highest
supply with 57,114 certified workers. Majority or 88.53% or 50,561 of the welders are Shielded Metal Arc
Welders (SMAW) certified. Licensed building manager, civil engineer, and construction manager
registered at 3,456 for 2009.
Professional occupations such as civil engineer, mechanical engineer, surveyor and architect are
among the hard‐to fill occupations for the sector. CHED data reveals that for 2009 alone, there are
available 172 licensed surveyors in 42 higher education institutions. Overall, the sector can produce
graduates of 6,252 in all critical skills at 399 institutions.

10. Transport and Logistics
The transport and logistics sectors which cut across construction and mining industries identified
checker, maintenance mechanics and stewardess as in‐demand occupations. Maintenance mechanics
with occupational title such as automotive senior technician, automotive aircon technician, automotive
electrician, automotive LPG‐fuel technician among others have very limited supply of 21 certified workers.
Annual training capacity is estimated at 660 in 11 training institutions. With this statistics, TESDA needs to
encourage more workers to take the course and undergo assessment in Automotive Servicing NC III.
In the hard–to–fill occupations for the sector, gantry crane operator posted a total of 377 certified
workers. For the heavy equipment operators (HEO), there are bulk (6973) of certified workers with 2,487
wheel–loader operators, 1,280 forklift operators and 1,053 hydraulic excavator/backhoe operators.
There is a need to train more crawler crane operators as there are only 99 available. Shortage of long haul
driver will be experienced with only 33 available certified workers. Air transportation occupation
particularly pilot, transport and logistics machinery operator and aircraft mechanics will continue to
remain as hard‐to‐fill occupations, if airline companies will not consider the establishment of their training
center to cater to their specific needs. The government needs to institute measures on how to control the
outflow of experienced and well‐trained pilot and aircraft mechanics for overseas work. Participation of
the aviation sector is also encouraged in the dual‐training system.
11. Wholesale and Retail Trade
The wholesale and retail trade industry continues to thrive in the country as general economic
outlook improves and consumer spending rises. As more wholesale and retail enterprises are established,
more job opportunities are provided.
The sector listed merchandiser/buyer, salesman/saleslady and promodizer as in‐demand occupations,
while cashier is listed as hard‐to‐fill occupation. The industry could tap graduates of business
administration and other related courses as well as TVET graduates of Customer Services NC II.

Skills Development/Human Resource Development Programs
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The following are some of the skills development programs for all levels of manpower to ensure
continuing supply of qualified workers:


Skills Training and Upgrading – the provision of skills training programs is done through various
delivery modes such as school‐based, center based, enterprise‐ based and community‐based.



Enterprise‐Based Training – TESDA pursued the implementation of Enterprise‐based Training
(EBT) Schemes which includes the Apprenticeship and Learnership Program, Dual Training
System/Dualized Training Programs and On‐the‐Job Training Programs. This is with the end view
that the best place of training is in the place of work or in enterprise because it provides the best
tools, equipment and environment to do the job/work.



Assessment and Certification – the program aims at assessing and certifying the competencies of
the middle‐level skilled workers. The assessment process is done to confirm that a graduate or
worker can perform to the standard expected in the work place based on the defined
competency standards. Certification is provided to those who meet the competency standards.
This ensures the productivity, quality and global competitiveness of the middle‐level workers.
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Program Registration – is a compliance with minimum requirements prescribed in the Training
Regulations (TRs) and anchored on competency‐based system. Program registration prescribes
full compliance with prevailing training standards, correction of sub‐standard ones and denial of
registration for those who fail to comply. An integral part of program registration is the
monitoring of registered programs for continuous compliance to standards.



Career Profiling – Career profiling is done through the Youth Profiling for Starring Career (YP4SC).
This is a major program of TESDA addressing an often overlooked important component in
training and education‐‐career guidance, YP4SC gained further prominence by having been made
a pre‐training requirement for applicants in TESDA programs, along with certificate holders of the
National Career Assessment Examination (NCAE).



Scholarship and Student Assistance Programs – These programs aims to address equity and
access by providing direct financial assistance to deserving TVET enrollees across all regions in the
country. The scholarship programs currently being implemented are Private Education Student
Financial Assistance (PESFA) and Pangulong Gloria Scholarships (PGS).



Pre‐Baccalaureate Program – designed to help overcome the inadequate preparation for higher
education of many high school graduates. It is a "bridging" program between high school and
university, to help students who are not quite ready for higher education. The pre‐baccalaureate
program consists of foundation courses in basic mathematics, science and language subjects and
is offered to students who fail to qualify for entrance to a particular institution.



Student Testing Program – The need for assessment of student learning and teacher competence
is one of the issues highlighted in the PCER and PESS reports. Thus, a national college placement
test will be developed to strengthen assessment capability in higher education. This test will be
designed and implemented by an independent national testing body, the Philippine Council for
Research in Education (PCRE). The PCRE will provide expertise on assessment and curricular
matters. The staff of the council will receive training to overcome the extremely serious shortage
of modern research and assessment expertise in the Philippines.



Academic Exchange Programs – There are several programs aimed at establishing collaborative
linkages with governments and institutions of higher learning outside the country for global
recognition and mutual recognition of degrees. The University Mobility in Asia and the Pacific
(UMAP) is an activity designed to promote student and faculty exchanges with universities in the
Asia Pacific Region. It also operates within the principle of parity and mutual recognition. The
Asean‐European Ministers Dual Exchange Program is an activity which promotes academic
exchanges between European and Asian universities. Rizal 21 is an activity designed to promote
post‐doctoral fellowships and study abroad for the development of cross‐border exchanges and
fruitful collaboration with universities outside the country. And lastly, the APEC Mutual
Recognition Project is designed to facilitate cross border practice of professional through
recognition of educational standards and professional training.



Expanded Tertiary Education Equivalency and Accreditation Program (ETEEAP) – The ETEEAP is
a comprehensive educational assessment program at the tertiary level that recognizes, accredits
and gives equivalencies to knowledge, skills, attitudes and values gained by individuals from
relevant work experiences. It is implemented through deputized higher education institutions
that shall award the appropriate college degree.

Continuing Tasks/Remaining Challenges

More investment on education and training – For our labor force to be more competitive, we
must increase budget to get the best of both. We must invest in the development of curriculum
and standards, new and state of the art equipment and teaching technologies, and review of
existing policies and standards in different courses and program offerings.



Strengthen partnership with the industry – The industry can provide the necessary exposure that
is needed and applicable in the job. Enterprise‐based training such as apprenticeship, learnership
and dual training system must be encouraged. Working with the industry would ensure best fit
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Given the current scenario of the labor supply concerns for the identified KEGs, the education and training
sector is faced with the tasks and challenges of providing the needed intervention that could sustain and
improve the demands of the industries. These include:

Continuing Tasks/Remaining Challenges
between jobs and skills. To strengthen and encourage greater participation of the industry in the
implementation of EBT programs it is recommended that additional incentive packages be
introduced to attract more companies. There is also a need to review the rigid existing
implementing guidelines of DTS/DTP and the Apprenticeship and Learneship training modalities
with the objective of introducing flexibilities in the implementation; and continuous massive
promotion and advocacy of the EBT programs. Likewise, TESDA needs to consolidate various
efforts initiatives and accomplishments of EBT programs for more impact, and to further push the
lobbying and approval of the bill seeking to consolidate all enterprise‐based modalities.
Scholarship assistance – Expansion of scholarship and other financial assistance must be
encouraged to provide more access to education and training opportunities. TESDA needs to
study other TVET financing scheme such as levy grant, payroll levies, etc.
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INTRODUCTION

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS FOR 2010 AND BEYOND
INTRODUCTION
The migration of Filipino workers for employment is expected to continue in the next decade amidst a
globalizing economy. The IOM World Migration Report 2008 has identified five causal factors for migration:
 disparities in income and employment opportunities across and within countries and regions,
particularly between developed and developing countries;
 increasing global demographic imbalances;
 liberalization of flow of goods, capital and services, including communication across the globe;
 current and expected future demand in developed countries and mid‐income developing countries
for low‐skilled services (e.g., home care) that come to be required as a combination of increased
productivity, greater access to higher education, rising incomes, reluctance of nationals to perform
certain jobs perceived to be of lower status, ageing population and the globalization of
manufacturing; and,
 increasing pressure for population movements through shifts in the desired population of specific
countries or regions.
As of 2008, about 3.62 million of the 8.18 million Filipinos overseas were temporary workers in more than
197 destinations. Majority of these temporary workers were employed in the Middle East 2.144 million, while
the rest were in Asia at .581 million, the Americas and Trust Territories at .250 million, Europe with .299
million, Africa at .044 million and lastly, Oceania at .044 million.

International Trend Outlook
Migration trends for overseas employment of Filipino workers in the next 5 to 10 years will be influenced
externally by the economic, social, political, and technological developments in the global, regional, and
national economies of the world. Among the emerging trends are as follows:
 Global economy will enter post‐financial storm recovery and rebuilding phase;
 Emerging economies are expected to embark on global strategic positioning through formation of
networks and alliances or integration for economic and trade cooperation ( e.g., ASEAN integration
by 2020);
 Climate change will lead to emergence of “green industries” that would offer new challenges and
opportunities for investment;
 Governments will implement international environmental regulations pursuant to international
commitments;
 Strengthening of knowledge‐ based economies ( e.g., Singapore, KSA)
 ASEAN migration is on the rise, both within the ASEAN itself, as well as movement out of the sub‐
region; and
 Low birth rates and ageing population in America, Europe, Asia, and Middle East will result to skills
shortages and increased demand for health services.

OFW TREND (2004‐2009)
A. LANDBASED SECTOR
In 2009, a total of 558,446 Filipino workers were needed to work overseas, based on the manpower
requests/job orders of foreign employers approved by the POEA. This represented a decrease of 18%, or
125,331, less manpower requests from the 2008 figure of 683,777.
Table 11 – Manpower Request for Filipino Workers: 200‐2009
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Major Occupational Category
Administrative and Managerial
Workers
Agricultural and Related Workers
Clerical and Related Workers
Not Elsewhere Classified
Production and Related Workers
Professional, Technical and
Medical Related Workers

2004
958

2005
2,030

923
10,786
227
121,155
51,965

2,334
15,121
29
164,088
69,904

Manpower Request
2006
2007
2,567
4,253
1,662
18,492
125
206,138
86,327

3,532
25,433
167
260,983
107,062

2008
5,397

2009
3,007

2,451
35,223
3,234
277,047
128,236

2,703
28,121
4,214
198,865
103,878
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Major Occupational Category
Sales and Related Workers
Service and Related Workers
Total

2004
7,460
182,438
375,912

2005
7,521
249,953
510,979

Manpower Request
2006
2007
10,556
14,507
256,549
179,287
582,416
595,227

2008
18,112
214,077
683,777

2009
11,590
206,068
558,446

Table 12 – Filipino Manpower Growth Rates: 2005‐2009
Major Occupational Category
Administrative and Managerial Workers
Agricultural and Related Workers
Clerical and Related Workers
Not Elsewhere Classified
Production and Related Workers
Professional, Technical
and Medical‐Related Workers
Sales and Related Workers
Service and Related Workers
Total

2005
111.9
152.9
40.2
‐87.2
35.4
34.5

Growth Rates
2006
2007
2008
26.5
65.7
26.9
‐28.8
112.5
‐30.6
22.3
37.5
38.5
331.0
33.6
1,836.5
25.6
26.6
6.2
23.5
24.0
19.8

2009
‐44.3
10.3
‐20.2
30.3
‐28.2
‐19.0

0.8
37.0
35.9

40.4
2.6
14.0

‐36.0
‐3.7
‐18.3

37.4
‐30.1
2.2

24.9
19.4
14.9

Number of Manpower Requests for Filipino Workers
2004-2009
800,000
700,000
600,000
500,000
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2009
42
19
36
37
21
41
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Table 13 – Satisfied Demand for Filipino Workers by Major Occupational Category: 2004–2009
Satisfied Demand (%)
Major Occupational Category
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Overall Satisfied Demand
67
62
54
50
51
Administrative and Managerial Workers
43
29
33
20
19
Agricultural and Related Workers
61
24
55
29
61
Clerical and Related Workers
68
52
52
57
54
Not Elsewhere Classified
7
31
30
2
39
Production and Related Workers
66
61
55
50
47

41

For the period 2004 to 2009 (except in 2008), service workers topped the list of major occupational
categories from the POEA data of approved manpower requests. The demand for this occupational group had
an annual average of 214,729 for the year 2004 to 2009, followed closely by the production and related
workers’ group with an annual average of 204,713. In 2008, the global volume of manpower requests for
production and related workers surpassed the number of manpower requests for service workers.
Even with a decrease of 19% in the manpower demand for professional, technical, and medical‐related
workers for 2009, this category continues to have a steady market share of 18%.

OFW TREND (2004‐2009)
Major Occupational Category

2004
50

Professional, Technical
and Medical‐Related Workers
Sales and Related Workers
Service and Related Workers

65
73

Satisfied Demand (%)
2005
2006
2007
2008
41
37
37
33
64
70

60
58

58
58

62
65

2009
28
45
51

The year 2009 registered the lowest satisfied demand of 51% (satisfied demand is the number of deployed
Filipino workers over the total number of manpower requests) of Filipino workers, or a surplus of 324,490
manpower requests, while the lowest surplus in manpower requests was registered in 2004, with a total of
123,381. The surplus means that the manpower requests were not filled up by actual deployment of Filipino
workers. Based on feedback from the recruitment industry, the inability to fill up the job orders may be
attributed to difficulty in sourcing of supply and the global economic crisis that started in 2008 which caused
the deferment of deployment of OFWs.
In terms of the major skills category, Service and Related Workers had the highest average supply rate
over the six‐year period (62%), followed by Sales and Related Workers (59%); Production and Related Workers
together with Clerical and Related Workers (53%); Agricultural and Related Workers (44%); and Professional,
Technical and Medical‐Related Workers (38%).
The table below shows the occupational categories most needed by foreign employers:
Table 14 – Top 10 Demandable Occupational Category: 2004–2009
Number of
Manpower Request
713,841

Specific Occupational Category
1. Domestic Helpers and Related Workers
2. Production and Related Workers (machine fitters and
assemblers, structural and metal preparers and erectors, earth
moving and related machine operators, metal sheet workers
and machine tool operators, carpenters, bricklayers, cabinet
makers, motor vehicle mechanics, factory workers)
3. Nurses (theatre, anesthetic, critical care/ICU, pediatric, scrub,
cardiac)
4. Caregivers
5. Plumbers, Pipe‐fitters, and Related Workers
6. Cooks and Related Workers
7. Wiremen, Electrical, and Related Workers
8. Welders, Flame‐Cutters, and Related Workers
9. Laborers, General Workers, and Related Workers

234,129

155,152
113,900
82,862
78,615
74,831
73,334
70,124

10. Charworkers, Cleaners, and Related Workers
65,583
11. Other Occupational Group
1,644,386
TOTAL
3,306,757
Of the top ten demandable skills in terms of approved manpower requests, household service workers
showed the highest total of 713,841 manpower requests for 2004 to 2009. Manpower requests for production
and related workers came in second, followed by nurses, caregivers, plumbers, pipefitters, and related
workers, cooks and related workers, wiremen, electrical, and related workers, welders, flame cutters, and
related workers, laborers, general workers and charworkers, cleaners, and related workers.
Table 15 – Overseas Filipino Workers by Top 10 Demandable Category: 2004 ‐ 2009
2004
375,912

Number of Manpower Request
2005
2006
2007
2008
510,979
582,416
595,227
683,777

2009
558,446

Other Occupational Categories
Sub Total Top 10 Demandable
Occupational Category

148,486
227,486

215,312
295,667

261,123
321,293

334,791
260,436

391,868
291,909

292,806
265,640

1. Domestic Helpers and Related
Workers
2. Production and Related Workers
3. Nurses (theatre, anaesthetic, critical
care/ICU, pediatric, scrub, cardiac)
4. Caregivers

103,501

155,272

169,789

81,016

94,281

109,982

35,488
22,786

41,608
22,369

34,815
26,071

38,077
24,788

47,929
30,668

36,212
28,470

26,999

27,605

21,001

15,501

13,363

9,431

Occupational Category
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Total
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Occupational Category
5. Plumbers, Pipe‐fitters, and Related
Workers
6. Cooks and Related Workers
7. Wiremen, Electrical, and Related
Workers
8. Welders, Flame‐Cutters, and Related
Workers
9. Laborers, General Workers, and
Related Workers
10. Charworkers, Cleaners, and Related
Workers

2004
5,090

Number of Manpower Request
2005
2006
2007
2008
7,149
14,835
21,299
19,130

2009
15,359

7,6777
5,270

9,769
7,332

11,355
10,876

15,990
17,163

18,924
18,235

14,900
15,955

4,564

7,367

13,035

21,529

16,427

10,592

8,435

7,599

10,763

14,544

16,858

11,924

7,616

9,597

8,753

10,528

16,274

12,815

Based on POEA record of approved manpower requests, the demand for household service workers
showed an increasing trend from 2004 to 2006, but dropped significantly by 47% in 2007 due to the adoption
by the Philippine government of a policy reform package for the deployment of HSWs. The policy reforms
restricted deployment of this category of workers. The 2009 figures showed that demand has picked up,
although it has not surpassed the 2006 level.
The demand for nurses (ranked third) and for wiremen, electrical, and related workers showed an
increasing trend for the six‐year period, while the demand for production and related workers, charworkers,
cleaners, and related workers fluctuated over the same period. The demand for caregivers, which ranked
fourth, showed a declining trend.
Annex C provides the trend for the Top 10 demandable occupational skill categories from 2004‐2009.

B. SEABASED SECTOR

Deployment of Filipino Seafarers
2004-2009
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009
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Table 16 – Deployment of Seafarers by Flag of Registry for the year 2009
VOLUME OF
FLAG
% SHARE
DEPLOYMENT
Panama
65,585
20.3
Bahamas
39,075
12.1
Liberia
29,754
9.2
Singapore
15,790
4.9
Marshall Islands
18,113
5.6
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For the period 2004–2009 the percentage share of seafarers in the total deployment of OFWs was 25%,
while the annual average deployment of Filipino seafarers was 256,000. In 2009, deployed Filipino seafarers,
according to flags of registry, were distributed as follows:

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS: 2010 AND BEYOND
FLAG
Others
TOTAL

VOLUME OF
DEPLOYMENT
155,067
323,384

% SHARE
48.0
100

Based on the presence of seafarers according to vessel type, majority are in bulk carriers with 62,229
workers, closely followed by passenger‐type vessels with 61,705 seafarers. Other types of vessels and the
corresponding seafarer deployment are containers type (44,276); tankers (30,459); oil and product tankers
(22,366); general cargo ships (14,695); chemical tankers (17,179); tugboats (10,347); and other type of vessels
(60,128).

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS: 2010 AND BEYOND
The global labor market will continue to offer employment opportunities to Filipino workers, particularly
skilled workers and professionals in various industries in the next 5 to 10 years. The KEGs for OFWs are the
following sectors/industries: healthcare, building and construction, petroleum/ oil and gas/ energy,
tourism/hotel and restaurant and gaming industry, IT/ Cyberservices, manufacturing, electronics, metals,
transport, household services, education, seafaring, communications, and water and environment.
Among the skills in demand from 2010‐2020 are engineers, specialized nurses, teachers, healthcare
workers, construction workers, and oil and gas workers.
Table 17 – Skills in Demand: 2010–2020
MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL
INDUSTRY/SECTOR/SKILL
CATEGORY
Agricultural and related
Agricultural workers
workers
Administrative and
Administrative staff, managers,
related workers
bank and corporate workers
Clerical and related
workers
Production and related
workers
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Professional, Technical,
Medical, and related
workers

COUNTRIES
Austria, CNMI, Japan, Malaysia,
Libya, Taiwan, Korea, Poland
Libya, Kuwait, Singapore,
Switzerland

Clerks, document controllers,

UAE

* Construction workers
aluminum installers carpenters, concrete
finishers, draftsmen, drillers,
electric/mechanical assistants, electricians,
erectors, fabricators, foremen, heavy
equipment operators, helpers/ watchmen,
mason, pipefitters, plaster painters,
plasterers, plumbers, riggers, safety
officers, welders, mechanics

Brunei, Japan, Macau, Malaysia,
Taiwan, CNMI, Poland, Germany,
Cyprus, Libya, Oman, UAE, KSA,
Korea, Poland

* Oil and Gas: oil and gas workers:
instrumentation workers, engineers,
welders, pipe fitters, and
telecommunication technicians

Kuwait, Libya, Oman, KSA

*Production/Manufacturing: electronic
workers, metal workers, quality control
inspectors
Architecture and Engineering: autocad
draftsmen, firefighters, Engineers (civil,
piping design, scheduling/planning,
chemical, mechanical, HVAC design,
structural, bio‐medical, communication,
and agricultural)
Emergency medical technicians
Education: teachers, professors, lecturers

Japan, Malaysia, Singapore,
Taiwan, UAE, Kuwait, Korea

Health: nurses (operating nurse,

Middle East, Belgium, Spain, Italy,

Malaysia, Macau, Middle East,
Belgium, Germany, Japan,
Norway

KSA
Libya, Seychellles, Macau, US,
Korea
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MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL
CATEGORY

INDUSTRY/SECTOR/SKILL

COUNTRIES

anesthetic nurse, scrub nurse, theatre
nurse, critical care/ICU nurse, pediatric
nurse, cardiac

Poland, Switzerland, Denmark,

Nurses, Dental Nurses, Chief Nurses,
Head Nurses and Nurse Managers

Finland, Norway, Brunei,
Singapore, Taiwan, Japan,
Switzerland

Caregivers

Israel, Japan, UK, Switzerland,
Taiwan
Belgium, Libya
Macau

Doctors, midwives
Physical therapists

Poland, Belgium, Germany,
Singapore

IT professionals
Sales and related workers

Salesmen/salesladies

UAE, Macau

Service and related
workers

Hotel/Tourism workers: cooks, chefs,
managers, waiters, waitresses

Libya, Kuwait, UAE, CNMI, Oman,
KSA, UAE, Korea, Macau,
Singapore, Romania

Ground handling crews, casino/ gaming
workers, receptionists, entertainers

Brunei, Macau, Singapore,
Hongkong

Service workers, cleaners, cleaning
supervisors
Household workers

Italy, Macau, Singapore
UAE, Taiwan
Middle East, Cyprus, Macau,
Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwan,
Switzerland, Romania
The matrix on the employment prospects by world region are in Annex C.
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The demand for Filipino seafarers is expected to continue over the next decade given the increasing
number of vessels which are becoming larger and specialized. On the other hand, the shipping industry is
confronted with a global shortage of officers due to ageing senior marine officers from the OECD countries, the
growing unattractiveness of the seafaring career in more developed countries, and the inadequate number of
well‐trained and experienced officers to replace retiring officers. The Far East and South East Asia and the
Indian subcontinent, which are promising sources of officers, experience a dearth of officers due to the slow
pace in promotion of ratings to management positions.
BIMCO/ISF Study estimates a continued shortfall of officer supply from 10,000 in 2005 to 27,000 in 2015,
while ratings will increase its supply from 135,000 in 2005 to 167,000 in 2015. The capacity to meet fast‐rising
manning requirements is expected to be strained seriously by new work hour regulations, the ISPS Code, and
commercial demands of new technologies. BIMCO concluded that the moderate shortage of officers will
become more severe unless maritime training and recruitment is increased and measures are taken to address
the problem.
The Ministry of Fisheries in Angola has expressed interest in hiring 150‐450 fishermen and crew members
for 50 to 70 state‐owned vessels due for delivery in September 2009.
There is a continuing crew shortage in the maritime industry in London, UK in spite of the slowdown in
shipping activities due to the global crisis.
There is also an employment potential in the maritime sector in the UAE. The Costa Crociere, SPA of Italy,
a member of the Carnival Group, announced the completion of the official sea trials for their newest ship
“Costa Deliziosa”. It will have a passenger capacity of 2,260 and will be manned by at least 1,000
crewmembers, from the marine personnel to the hotel and allied services. The Costa Crociere is a well‐known
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DEMAND FOR SEAFARERS

HARD‐TO‐FILL POSITIONS FOR OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
employer of Filipino seafarers and the entry of Costa Deliziosa will offer new employment opportunities to our
seafarers at the start of 2010. The company is also expected to launch two more ships of the same class.
With these global shipping trends, the demand for qualified seafarers will continue to increase over the
next decade. While the Philippines is considered the crewing capital of the world, it faces a shortage of
officers and a surplus of ratings, consistent with the global trend. Therefore, the country needs to produce
more officers to take advantage of the increasing employment opportunities in the global market. The
challenge for the Philippines is to ensure an adequate supply of qualified seafarers to meet the global demand.

HARD‐TO‐FILL POSITIONS FOR OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
In October 2009, the POEA conducted a survey to determine the skills in demand and hard‐to‐fill positions
for overseas employment. Both the land‐based and sea‐based sectors (89 placement agencies and 39 manning
agencies) participated in the survey.
Results of the survey showed that for the land‐based sector, the following skills/occupations were in
demand: engineers, welders, electricians, carpenters, masons, pipefitters, waiters/waitresses, HVAC
supervisors, plumbers, steel fixers, nurses with specialization (ICU, pediatric, burn, operating room, emergency
room, oncology, catheter, trauma) auto‐CAD operators, architects, aluminum fabricators and heavy duty
drivers/operators. Among the reasons cited by the respondents why these positions are hard‐to‐fill are:
 Lack of two‐year work experience
 Lack of the required specialization in their work field
 Lack of training:
- workers are not trained enough to meet the qualification requirements overseas
- not enough training facilities/equipment in the Philippines
 Financial reasons:
- costly training
- qualified workers in the provinces are unable to go to Manila since they do not have enough
money to spend for their transportation and to support themselves while in the city
 Education‐related reasons:
- there were only few enrollees in piping design, engineering courses
- only a small number of schools offer courses for petroleum engineers
 Limited work opportunity for oil and gas workers
The top positions/occupations that were hard‐to‐fill were identified as follows: engineers, welders,
surveyors, architects, pipefitters, specialized nurses, electricians, physical therapists, cooks, HE operators, CAD
operators, riggers, welders, accountants, optometrists, laboratory technicians, service crew (fire‐fighting
system technicians, lifeguards, pastry chefs, female bartenders, flight attendants and camp supervisors) and
welding foremen. Note that the hard‐to‐fill positions predominantly came from the Middle East countries,
particularly Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iran and the UAE (refer to Annex C).
For the sea‐based sector, the following skills/occupations were identified as in demand: 1st and 3rd asst.
engineers, AB seamen, bartenders, bosuns, chief cooks, chief engineers, chief mates/officers, deck/engine
cadets, electricians, fitters, 4th engineers, gas engineers, master mariners, medic (for rig), messmen, oilers,
pump men, 2nd &3rd mates, welders and wipers.
On the other hand, the hard‐to‐fill positions for the sea‐based sector were as follows: chief partie, chief
cooks, chief engineers, chief mates/officers, deck officers, electricians, engine ratings (fitters, oilers), 1st
engineers, gas engineers, master mariners, pumpmen, 4th engineers/officers, 2nd engineers, 2nd & 3rd
mates/officers, and sous chefs The skills shortage for seafarers were attributed to the following reasons:
Lack of experience
Over‐age
Low salary rates
Unfit to work due to health problems
Low percentage of board passers
Lack of skills qualifications
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HARD‐TO‐FILL POSITIONS FOR OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT

Chapter 3

Three Major Issues Identified in Project JobsFit

T

GAPS, ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

his chapter expounds on the critical issues, gaps, and feasible recommendations elicited from Project
JobsFit regional consultations and forums held with key stakeholders. It is expected that the results of
Project JobsFit would serve in the pursuit of the right directions towards effective policy formulation and
the aligning of the goals of government, industry and academe to address and remedy the job‐skill mismatch
problem.
Initial findings of Project JobsFit highlighted the KEGs and skills requirements for the next ten years, from
2011 to 2020. The issues, gaps and comments culled from regional consultations were presented in an
integration workshop and further cross validated with the Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics’ (BLES)
survey results on Occupational Shortages and Surpluses, which served as the Project’s empirical basis. The
integration workshop yielded the following core agreements among the participants, which served as critical
inputs in crafting the initial results:
 Generic occupations should be identified and aligned with appropriate occupational titles and with
corresponding TESDA competency standards and applicable PRC licensing requirements.
 Gaps, issues and recommendations must be reviewed and re‐validated, to include, if applicable, the
recommendations made by the Presidential Task Force on Education (PTFE).
To thresh out the appropriate KEGs, consultations with the National Economic Development Authority
(NEDA), Department of Trade and Industry–Board of Investments (DTI–BOI), a close scrutiny of the latest labor
market information, trends in the market, and projected contributions to the economy from GDP, GNP,
Foreign Direct Investments (FDIs) and other pertinent economic indicators were done.
The same thing was done in overseas employment prospects for Filipino workers. The consultations did
intensive research and interviews with associations of overseas recruitment agencies and key informants in
host countries, and analyzed labor markets and National Development Plans of host countries.

Three Major Issues Identified in Project JobsFit
The three major issues that were drawn and validated from among the many issues drawn are as follows:
1. Lack of experienced and highly skilled workers
2. School curriculum is not responsive to industry needs
3. Poor dissemination of Labor Market Information (LMI)
The above issues were further analyzed and correlated with the following outputs and recommendations
assembled from the Final Report of the Presidential Task Force on Education (PTFE). Subsequently in the CEO
Forum, the issues were laid out to industry leaders who affirmed and provided their perspectives and
propositions about the problem.
From the corroborations made and allied with the final report of the PTFE, the recommendations and
general points gathered that cut across the focal concerns were identified and were proposed for action:

Strengthen the partnership between the government, academe, and industry
A call for stronger ties between the academe, industry, and the government has been stressed anew. New
directions should be pursued to revitalize cooperation through social dialogues and partnerships towards
novel common objectives. The three chief proponents should jointly determine and delineate their roles in
developing human resources and talents that will drive the country towards economic growth.
Business leaders beforehand have long expressed interest and encouraged the government to engage
their companies in discourse and consultations, akin to the Project JobsFit’s CEO Forum. These consultative
activities can serve as a platform to provide significant inputs to involved parties and aid in devising strategies
that could improve the employability of graduates and address the mismatch between the needs of the
industry and the schools’ courses or curricula. These initiatives could further attune the DOLE’s labor market
programs according to business priorities and the industries’ skills requirements. It was emphasized that CEO
forums can be replicated in the industry council/boards of TESDA for stronger signaling in the labor market.
Key industry sectors cited by the CEOs are outsourcing, engineering, healthcare, tourism/hospitality,
aviation, electronics and mining. Further, emerging industries, primarily medical tourism and creative arts
were mentioned as sectors with potential for employment generation.
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Resolve training inadequacies
Be it lack of trainers, outdated programs, insufficient up‐to‐date information, outmoded techniques, lack
of experience, deficiency in hours, inadequate facilities or lack thereof of any component of training, affects
both employee and employer. It is a two‐faced concern, where a shortfall in training may speak volumes of the
skills gaps or inexperience of a prospective worker, that in turn poses, a hurdle for industries to secure a
vacancy or develop a talent pool.

Chapter 5

The role that TESDA plays is vital in ensuring higher level of quality in its training and rationalizing training
services/programs through a sectoral approach. TESDA should strengthen linkages with industries for more
responsive/demand‐driven training programs.
To address the high rate of employee turn‐over (due to skills poaching or predisposition to work abroad),
it is recommended that industries conduct parallel training programs to build a replacement pool that would
take over the post of those who will leave and sustain a readily adept supply of workers.

DepEd, TESDA and CHED should develop a national qualifications framework to establish a
system of equivalencies for basic, technical, and higher education
Technical/vocational courses, regardless of length or duration, may lead to degree programs upon
validation by the higher educational institution that awards the degree. TESDA may award national certificates
to students who complete TVET qualification courses in the ladderized degree programs even prior to
completion of their bachelors degree, provided they pass the competency assessment. The system may
provide an alternative career path for students/trainees who opt not to pursue a higher education degree, yet
remain competitive for employment.

Develop and issue model ladderized curricula for disciplines and courses for in‐demand
jobs, locally and overseas
The government and industries should strengthen partnership with the academe to encourage
information exchange and continuously update and develop curricula for disciplines that would be responsive
and in accord with industry requirements, thus improving the employability of graduates and preparing them
for the world of work. DepEd, TESDA and CHED should collaborate to improve basic math, science, analytical
and problem solving skills, communications skills. If viable, they integrate skills training to provide a firm
foundation for high school students. Plans should be worked out for a better TESDA‐industry tie up.

Implement a program focusing on improving competency in English
A glaring flaw and concern among business leaders is the deteriorating English and communication skills of
new graduates. Some graduates lack the capability to ably express themselves, be in conversation or in writing.
Business leaders propose to include in the existing course curriculum in higher education (aside from
improving basic English in primary education and teacher competencies) English modules on basic customer
service and English language proficiency.

Include the DOST in the consultation process and help strengthen the existing institutions
in the development of higher level scientist and engineers
It is apparent that in a technology‐based and technology‐driven era, we should support the priority thrust
in strengthening human capital in science, technology and innovation, and in training high level scientists and
engineers in cutting‐edge technology through the DOST. These would equip our workers and prepare them for
absorption into the world of work rapidly changing with technological advancements. Some of the most
common hard‐to‐fill and in‐demand occupations repetitively mentioned and affirmed during the course of the
Project were skilled/experienced engineers or occupations that require extensive background in the sciences.

Conduct benchmarking of the professional programs which seek international recognition
and improve the capability of HEIs, SUCs and LUCs to equip students with required skills
and competencies for gainful employment
Local programs need to be at par with the finest in the world by benchmarking the best practices from
recognized and established institutions (APEC, ASEAN, EU) and programs from abroad (Europe and Singapore)
together with those that have been efficiently applied locally. It requires studying and specifying the content of
pre‐university education to enhance the employability and competitiveness of graduates.
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Business leaders emphasized that private sector industries are not seeking subsidies from the
government, but rather want active partnership (particularly with TESDA) on relevant training/scholarship
programs. The private sector has already initiated training services on its own as a riposte to skills deficiency
and advancement of its workers, replicating strategies of established business companies and contractors and
partnering with the academe on talent development strategies.
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Provide incentives for multinational companies which establish “Corporate Universities” or
in‐house Career Opportunities for Advancement

Key Policy Actions/Recommendations

Firm up collaboration on research, professional development and sharing of resources
among the academe and industry (both local and international) and strengthen
information exchange in critical and specialized areas, where data is made accessible to all
There is a growing need for greater coordination among the academe and industry to have a common
approach on issues, such as assessment mechanisms and articulation on the lead role of industries and local
government, for a more harmonized approach to total education planning and human resource development.
These sectors should pool resources and explore linking up with more international institutions/companies
to improve and update processes, assessment tools, and monitoring systems to generate clear baseline data.
Up‐to‐date statistics and figures serve as vital inputs and provide an empirical basis for policy formulation and
measure of effectiveness of strategies implemented.

Making the best talents stay
Business leaders argue that the country needs to refocus first its interest in its own human capital and
delve into internal labor market issues and concessions for domestic human resource development. The
government is urged to prepare the local supply of talent, through extensive and effective training for the
domestic market and advocate branding of our workers as highly competitive and skilled. Plans should be
explored to attract the best talents to work and stay in the country and integrate addressing employee exits
and parallel training programs in the light of competition from foreign employers, of workers’ inclination to
work abroad, and of the impending global talent shortage.

Surplus of Nurses and the Japan‐Philippines Economic Partnership Agreement (JPEPA)
Stakeholders and industry leaders conveyed the need to create job opportunities for health workers,
amidst the glut of nurses in the country. Most of the nurses have shifted careers due to the difficulty in finding
jobs abroad or in their not meeting the “experience requirement” for employment. Government is called to
encourage investment in hospitals to improve employment opportunities and subsidize the training of nurses.
Under the JPEPA, the market for opportunities for nurses shrinks further with Japan’s quota imposition
arising out of the difficulty of foreign health workers to adapt to its culture, particularly the Japanese langue,
Kanji. CEOs propose points for renegotiations which include a.) persuade Japanese investments in Philippine
Hospitals; b.) portability of health insurance between the two countries under a Mutual Recognition
Agreement (MRA); and c.) accreditation of Philippine hospitals by the Japanese to spur medical investments.

Key Policy Actions/Recommendations
Make On‐the Job‐Training (OJT) work experience relevant to students’ field of work
Strict implementation and monitoring of this policy would improve the skills qualifications of the students
and would resolve the problem of ‘lack of work experience’ of fresh graduates. Initially OJT work should be
“training for work”. A proposal to review the existing Apprenticeship and Learnership Law for the purpose of
strengthening the industry‐academe linkage to increase the employability of students/workers is strongly
recommended by stakeholders.
Practicum programs required by schools should assess/grade students based on outputs accomplished
and the competencies developed through related work, rather than meeting the required hours for training.
Business leaders also suggest that adopt the model of requiring businesses to hire on‐the‐job trainees with pay
in exchange for tax incentives.

Promote the establishment of a government agency that will handle HRD concern.
An advocacy to upgrade the Bureau of Local Employment into a Local Employment Authority and to
include in its mandate the management of HRD concerns of workers, is being pushed. This underscores the
growing role of human resources development in addressing the skills mismatch. It is suggested that the
Personnel Management Association of the Philippines (PMAP), assist and accustom DOLE in human resource
concerns.
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Refocus agricultural courses and review standards to cope with the changes and trends in
the sector
The Department of Agriculture, DOLE, DTI, and academe are asked to touch base with leaders in the
agriculture sector to plan the future of the agricultural labor market. Most comments elicited from the
regional consultations still point to dwindling rate/low‐turnover of enrollees in agriculture/agribusiness
courses or lack of skilled/knowledgeable workers for agri‐related occupations.
National government agencies are instructed to assist the sector by providing assistance to improve
agricultural facilities and the academe to advocate agricultural courses as a viable and meaningful career.
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Agriculture, which predominates in rural areas, serve as an economic base that plays a key role in employment
and income generation in the countryside.

Intensify career guidance in the 3rd year secondary level to include gender awareness,
current work practices, and potential opportunities for both tech/voc and degree courses
to ensure effective career choices
A proposal to make career counseling mandatory for third year high school students was made. A draft
Executive Order by Commissioner Ruth Padilla was forwarded to DepEd for comments. An initial meeting
among DepEd, PRC and DOLE was held in March. Career guidance counseling would enable students to map
out career choices. It will guide them in choosing the most feasible course for their tertiary education,
particularly if the parents are involved in dialogue.

Intensify labor market information (LMI) dissemination, particularly about hard‐to‐fill and
in‐demand occupations, including those college degree courses with over supply of skills,
to enable the students to make informed decisions on their career choices
The DOLE should strengthen its capacity‐building efforts for PESOs and the network of guidance
counselors in the area of LMI, and develop advocacy materials on LMI for dissemination to students and job
seekers. It should explore all avenues and means to disseminate data and make these accessible to all
stakeholders. Numbers and other pertinent information on labor market should be up‐to‐date and
encompassing. Demand forecasts for specific skills and manpower are critical to ensure that interventions
from the academe are responsive to industry needs.

Focus on developing and strengthening emerging industries and the opportunities on OFW
remittances and transfers
Industry leaders are adamant on the potential of supporting and channeling resources to create
employment in the budding sectors of medical tourism, creative arts and the shipping industry in light of
recent trends in Asia and Europe. There is a need to create an employment pipeline and establish our own
niche in medical tourism to distinguish our services from what is already being offered in neighboring Asian
countries and to realize the likelihood of this industry to absorb the surplus of nurses in the country. Business
leaders also suggest strengthening institutional and infrastructure support for creative industries, recognizing
and taking advantage of Filipino talent for the arts, and an existing talent pool that lacks support and venue for
practice. Industry players also continue to push for stronger advocacy on IT‐enabled outsourcing firms.
The earnings of OFWs were also recognized as a driver to finance small and medium enterprises. It is
agreed that these can create jobs and further boost the huge business opportunities that have sprouted out of
remittance‐driven consumption. OFWs should also be given opportunities upon coming back to efficiently
utilize their savings and knowledge.

Reassess and review the labor code and existing work related laws and policies to adapt to
changing times
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Aside from reviewing the existing Apprenticeship and Learnership Law, industry leaders urge the
government to review the Labor Code and reassess its relevance. DOLE should be able to define its policy
stand, particularly on outsourcing and new approaches/arrangements for work.
The review of the Labor Code should focus on promoting job security, policy objectives on job creation,
and coherence of policies and labor administration. There is also a clamor to initiate policy discourse on the
issue of ‘outsourcing’ and the necessity to ‘commoditize services’ for competitiveness.

Key Policy Actions/Recommendations

PROJECT JOBSFIT Consultation
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Employment Trends and Structures
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He employment performance of the labor market in NCR for the period 2003–2008, showed that there
has seven (7) employment generators with double digit share in the total employment. These are the
following:
 Real Estate, Renting and Business Activity with a whooping increment of one hundred forty three
percent (143.5%) or an increase of 99 thousand workers;
 Construction followed with an increment of almost forty five percent (44.9%) or an increase of
31 thousand workers;
 Hotel and Restaurant with an increment of almost thirty six percent (36.2%) or an increase of 25
thousand workers;
 Transport Storage and Communication with an increment of thirty percent (30.4%) or an increase
of 21 thousand workers;
 Public Administration with an increment of twenty nine (29%) or an increase of 20 thousand
workers;
 Wholesale and Retail Trade with an increment of twenty three percent (23.2%) or an increase of
16 thousand workers;
 Financial Intermediation with an increment of fourteen percent (14.5%) or an increase of about
10 thousand workers. Sector which has ample percentage increment was Health and Social Work
has only 4.3%.
Meanwhile, the following sectors manifested a declining employment trend in the same period:
 Manufacturing with a reduction of 132 thousand workers (‐191.3%);
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry with a decrease of 9 thousand workers (‐13.0%);
 Other Community Social & Public Service Activities with a decline of 6 thousand (‐8.7%);
 Fishing with a decline of 4 thousand workers (‐5.8%);
 Private Households registered a decline of 3 thousand workers (‐4.3%);
 Education and Mining and Quarrying shared the last place with a decline of one thousand
workers respectively (‐1.4%).
However, Electricity, Gas and Water remained unchanged for the given period.
Employment Trends by Industry,
NCR: 2003–2008 (in thousands, except rates)
YEAR

Industry
2003
All Industries

Ave. Annual G.
R. (%)

4,008

4,077

69

100.0

0.3

25

16

(9)

(13.0)

(7.2)

Fishing

19

15

(4)

(5.8)

(4.2)

2

1

(1)

(1.4)

(10.0)

626

494

(132)

(191.3)

(4.2)

Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas, & Water

17

17

‐

‐

‐

276

307

31

44.9

2.2

1,043

1,059

16

23.2

0.3

Hotel & Restaurant

232

257

25

36.2

2.2

Transport, Storage, & Communication

443

464

21

30.4

0.9

Financial Intermediation

107

117

10

14.5

1.9

Real Estate, Renting, & Business Activity

261

360

99

143.5

7.6

Public Administration

205

225

20

29.0

2.0

Education

119

118

(1)

(1.4)

(0.2)

92

95

3

4.3

0.7

Other Community, Social, & Public
Service Activities

169

163

(6)

(8.7)

(0.7)

Private Households

374

371

(3)

(4.3)

(0.2)

Construction
Wholesale & Retail Trade

Health & Social Work
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% to Total
Increment

Agriculture, Hunting, & Forestry

Mining & Quarrying
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Increment

2008

Sources of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

National Capital Region

Annual Growth Rate
From 2003–2008 some sub sectors in the industry have expanded faster than the other subsectors with
regards to the average annual growth rate. These are the following:
 Real Estate Renting and Business Activity (7.6%);
 Hotels and Restaurant and Construction (2.2% respectively);
 Public Administration and Defense, Compulsory Social Security (2.0%);
 Financial Intermediation (1.9%).
Meanwhile, the following sectors registered negative growth rates for the given period:
 Mining and Quarrying (‐10.0%);
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (‐7.2%);
 Fishing and Manufacturing (‐4.2% respectively).
Most of the subsectors which belong to the service industry, registered an average growth rate higher
than the regional average growth rate during the period in review. This makes the employment performance
of the service industry the fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, NCR: 2003–2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
The 2008 data from the National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
NCR showed that the Service sector is the major employment driver in NCR, followed by the Industry sector
the Agriculture sector. The distribution given below holds true to almost all regions where the bulk of
employment is shared between Service and Industry sectors.
Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, NCR: 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
Industry
2008
% Share
Agriculture
Industry

41

1

815

20

Service

3,221

79

All Industries

4,077

100.0
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The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified during the National Human Resource Conference of
2007, particularly in the Metro Luzon Urban Beltway where NCR belongs, were the following:
 Agribusiness;
 Cyberservices (under Real Estate Renting and Business Activity);
 Health, and wellness and medical tourism.
However, actual average growth rate for the past five years show that Hotels and Restaurants and
Construction have also registered as the fastest to increase. This will serve as input to Project JobsFit findings.
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office

Gross Domestic Product

Gross Domestic Product
The Gross Domestic Product for the period 2003–2008, revealed the service sector is the key growth
driver for the past five years in NCR, with an average GDP growth rate of 8.6%. Major contributors to this
growth were the following:
 Finance (12.9%);
 Private Households (10.6%).
Followed by Industry sector with an average annual GDP growth rate of 5.7%, of which the main
contributor was the Construction (8.8%) sector.
Gross Domestic Product by Industry, NCR: 2003–2008
(in million PhP)

YEAR

Industry
2003
All Industries

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave.
Annual G.
R. (%)

332,097

468,378

136,281

100.0

8.2

Agriculture & Fishery

1

1

0

0.0

0.0

Forestry

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

Mining & Quarrying

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

103,037

138,773

35,736

26.2

6.9

Electricity, Gas & Water

9,564

12,865

3,301

2.4

6.9

Construction

7,190

10,341

3151

2.3

8.8

Wholesale & Retail Trade

48,286

71,133

22,847

16.8

9.5

Transport Storage & Communication

47,229

60,298

13,069

9.6

5.5

Trade

38,937

64,058

25,121

18.4

12.9

9,821

14,424

4,603

3.4

9.4

Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate

46,422

71,007

24,585

18.0

10.6

Private Service

21,610

25,478

3,868

2.8

3.6

332,097

468,378

136,281

100.0

8.2

Manufacturing

Finance

Government Service
Source: National Statistical Coordination Board

DTI/NEDA Investment Priorities
Consultation with NEDA‐NCR showed that the developments in NCR are clustered into the two major
industries wherein projects and appropriate programs are being implemented as follows:
Industry
• Development of infrastructure in the Luzon Urban Beltway (LUB) Roadway Projects:
‐ North Luzon Expressway (NLEX) Phase 2, C5 to MacArthur Hi‐way
‐ Manila‐Cavite Toll Expressway, R 1 Extension Project
‐ Daang Hari SLEX Link Road
‐ Marikina‐Infanta Road, Quezon Circumferential Road 6
‐ Southern Tagalog Arterial Road (STAR) Project Stage 2
Services
• There are sixteen (16) emerging business districts in the NCR which would cater to offshore business
of BPOs and IT enabled services. These are the following: North Triangle City, Araneta Cyber Center,
Greenhills Redevelopment, EDSA Central Robinsons Gateway Center, Rockwell Center, Fort Bonifacio
Global City, Mckinley Hill, SM Central Business Park, Metropolitan Business Park, Newport City,
Aseana IT Business Park, AsiaWorld City, Madrigal Business Park, and Filinvest Corporate City

Data Limitation
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Due to time and resource constraints, as well as limited stakeholders’ participation, facts and figures
gathered by DOLE‐NCR are merely indicative. Data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were used to
substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

National Capital Region

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The NCR Consultations were conducted on August 25 and September 3, 2009 with the assistance of DOLE
NCR officers and staff. Stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have identified Key Employment
Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Present Employment as enumerated below:
Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement (based on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation
in NCR)
KEGS
Cyberservices

Hotel and
Restaurant
Construction

Health and Wellness
Aviation

SKILLS REQUIREMENT

Present Employment

Accountants, HR Analysts, Financial Accountants, Technical Support
Engineers, Autocad Operators, Programmers, Systems Analyst, Legal
Researchers, Legal Analysts, Entry Level Animators, Animators,
Directors, Production Managers, Graphic Assistants, Web
Developers, System Support Specialists, Call Center Agents, and
Editors
Culinary Chefs, Waiters, Waitresses, Commercial Cooks and Butlers,
Tour Guides, and Frontline Occupations (e.g. receptionists,
reservations clerks)
Welders, Carpenters, Civil Engineers, Design Engineers, Electrical
Engineers, Fabricators, Heavy Equipment Operators, Insulators,
Masons, Master Plumbers, Pipe Fitters, Riggers, Safety Engineers,
Steelmen, Tinsmiths, Structural Engineers, Mechanical Engineers,
Planning and Contract Engineers, Project Managers, and Autocad
Operators
Nurses, Doctors, Medical Technologists, Radiologists, Laboratory
Technicians, Pharmacists, Caregivers, Caretakers, and Surgeons
Pilots and Aircraft Mechanics

401,000
(6.4% annual growth rate)

160,300
(3.5% annual growth rate)
256,000
(2.5% annual growth rate)

95,000
(2.3% annual growth rate)
27,581
(2.2% annual growth rate)

Emerging Industries in NCR
There are two (2) emerging industries that surfaced at NCR Stakeholders’ Consultations. These industries
have the potentials of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.
EMERGING KEGS

SKILLS REQUIREMENT

Creative Industries –include publishing, printing,
literature, music and performing arts, visual arts,
crafts, design and architecture, audiovisual and new
media, cultural heritage and cultural activities
Ownership Dwellings & Real/Retirement Estates –
Retiring Fil‐Americans, OFWs from South Korea, China,
Taiwan, Japan, Europe and US will opt to buy real
properties (e.g. condo units, retirement villages) plus
BPOs investing in office space in CBDs

Broadcast Engineers, Video Editors, Video Graphic
Artists (Animators), Visual Artist Designers

Real Estate agents/brokers, Tour Guides,
Marketers, Welders, Carpenters, Civil Engineers,
Design Engineers, Electrical Engineers,
Fabricators, Heavy Equipment Operators,
Insulators, Masons, Master Plumbers, Pipe Fitters,
Riggers, Safety Engineers, Steelmen, Tinsmiths,
Structural Engineers, Mechanical Engineers,
Planning and Contract Engineers, Project
Managers, and Autocad Operators

Skills Availability
As to the availability of skills supply the NCR consultation yielded the following results which will help later
on in the projection of the supply of available skills for present and future demand.
Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) Graduates – NCR

Construction
Metals & Engineering
Processed Food & Beverages
Health and Social Work

883
6,088
523
4,940
615
3,603
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ICT

Number of Graduates
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Sector
Aviation/Land Transportation

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges

Enrollment by Cluster of Discipline (Public and Private Colleges and Universities)
Discipline Group

SY 01‐02

Nursing

Engineering & Architecture
Information Technology

SY 03‐04

SY 04‐05

SY 05‐06

13,402

21,580

35,655

81,330

112,191

8,283

9,106

6,551

6,211

6,228

Medicine
Accountancy

SY 02‐03

31,406

26,904

24,215

18,889

19,840

117,824

110,381

108,591

99,639

94,276

72,955

69,770

76,443

60,829

60,336

Graduates by Cluster of Discipline (Public and Private Colleges and Universities)
Discipline Group

SY 00‐01

Nursing
Medicine
Accountancy
Engineering & Architecture
Information Technology

SY 01‐02

1,448
1,691
4,696
14,035
8,838

1,716
826
3,757
14,724
8,065

SY 02‐03
2,189
1,469
3,898
14,792
9,681

SY 03‐04
3,424
1,423
3,391
14,289
8,554

SY 04‐05
10,828
1,435
3,269
13,505
10,745

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges
Industry
1. Cyberservices

Description of
Gap/Challenge
Very limited training
providers, especially for
highly specialized fields,
such as 3D Modeller, 3D
Artist, 3D Texture/Lighter,
Flash Animator, Designer
Programmer
Lack of trainers
Lack of facilities for
students’
projects/simulations
Trainings do not conform
with skill requirements of
employers
Expensive software


Faculties are not
updated on the
latest theories
and techniques

Lack of Skills:
Mismatch between skills
and international standards
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Pirating of skilled
workers by local
and foreign
companies
Highly turnover
rate due to stress
and health and
interpersonal
problems

Recommended Solutions
Institutionalize Manpower
Training Program Enterprise
based Training, must have strong
linkage with enterprise so that
trainees will be absorbed
Provide career development
programs (training for work;
career development for workers;
public and private partnerships,
placement and LMI)

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the Recommendation
TESDA for vocational and technical
CHED and PRC for professionals
DepEd to improve quality of
primary and secondary education
DOLE to strictly enforce OSH Law
DOH to provide counseling
programs

Study benchmarks and adopt
global standards in relation to
safe and healthy working
conditions

TESDA, CHED should consider
accreditation of training
centers/schools that offer short‐
term courses for animation

Skills training; Leadership
training; Staff development;
Career pathing workers

Benchmarking with international
standards


Improvement of existing
programs on interpersonal
relationship, health and safety,
welfare, working conditions,
coaching and team building

Companies to create an
anti‐poaching/piracy
policy covering
companies in the
industry



Continuous implementation of
“English is Cool” Campaign
Continuous implementation of
AdEPT program of BPAP
Implementation of CHED’s
Continuing Education Program
such as
1) Refresher courses for English
faculty members;

Companies to strictly
implement employment
contracts

Companies/ concerning
agencies to provide
a) employees’ performance
recognition through loyalty and
merit awards, exemplary service
awards, productivity incentives
and promotion;

National Capital Region

Industry

Description of
Gap/Challenge
Unattractive working
conditions during night
shifts

Recommended Solutions
2) English Language Proficiency
Program trainers training for
teachers;
Strong linkage between CHED,
TESDA and the industry as to
curriculum
upgrading/development to
address the need of the industry
Advocacy campaign on career
options in the industry

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the Recommendation
b) attractive/competitive
compensation and benefits
packages (e.g. with scholarship and
health benefits to dependents)
 DOLE/HR Managers/company
health safety, welfare and
grievance committees to
strengthen the
implementation of OSH
standards and family welfare
program and to provide
physical fitness facilities

Tracking of animation training
centers and schools
Promote/advocate for more
training provision in animation
Review of TR and curriculum
Enhancement of training
materials and pilot testing should
be done in close coordination
with the industry practitioners
Trainer’s Development Program
(e.g., In house training, 2D, 3D,
Digital Printing)
Provide software for the
educational institutions
Improvement/Enhancement of
instructors through a Faculty
Development Program
Linkages with international
institutions in the provision of
training
Company policy on use of
training or scholarship contract
for trained workers by the
company
Rewards and incentive schemes
Improvement of existing
programs on interpersonal
relationship, health and safety,
welfare, working conditions,
coaching and team building
Encourage successful and retired
engineers to teach and train under
“Balik Turo” Program
DOLE, PCA and other concerned
agencies to create a technical
working group to monitor agency
commitment on a regular basis.
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‐ Lack of adequate and
‐ Give career assessment, such as
timely information to
NCAE to 3rd year secondary
parents/students (e.g.,
students
result of NCAE)
‐ Licensed Engineers are not ‐ Close collaboration and linkage
prepared for engineering
between educational institutions
jobs due to lack of training
and construction industry
‐ Curriculum does not match ‐ Encourage public and private
industry needs
sector to participate in providing
OJT
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2. Construction

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges
Industry

Description of
Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions

‐ Lack of competency for
‐ Continue and strengthen
new graduates especially in linkages between industry and
the field of Engineering and education sector in the
Architectures like
upgrading of curriculum
practicum/OJT, and
communication skills and
‐ DOLE to review policy on
value formation, and
overseas deployment and
proper work ethics
formulate rules to address this
concern such as security of
‐ Availability/accessibility of
tenure
accurate information to
students/parents
‐ CHED to review the curriculum of
Engineering and Architecture to
‐ Scarcity of highly skilled
include sufficient number of
workers in specific areas
hours for OJT/Practicum at least
due to lack of information
2 semesters and additional
on skills demand in the
teaching modules (construction
construction industry
management and other related
subjects).

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the Recommendation
DOLE, TESDA, PCA and PESO to
coordinate and strengthen
information dissemination and
education and training to job
seekers, students and OSYs

‐ DepEd to consider strengthening
English communication values
formation, nationalism, science
and math
‐ DepEd to provide adequate time
for teaching subject such
English, Science, Math to enable
students to master basic skills
‐ DepEd to strengthen values
formation at basic education
level.
‐ DepEd to deload the basic
education curriculum and focus
on the mastery of basic skills
(English, Math, Science) and
intensity value formation
‐ Give career assessment such as
NCAE to 3rd year secondary
students
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3. Hotels and
Restaurants

‐ Failure to meet
international standards
‐ Lack of experience in
Basic Customer relations
‐ Lack of English proficient
applicants
‐ Discrimination in salary or
incentives program
between foreign nationals
and Filipinos
‐ HRM graduates are being
hired as management
trainees with
corresponding training
allowance only but after
completion of training
hours not taken as
employee

‐ Incorporate value formation and
improve basic customer relation

DepEd to ensure that graduates
are proficient in written and oral
English communications

‐ Send faculty abroad for training
and seminars for continuous
upgrading
‐ Conduct benchmarking/adopt
best practices

DOLE to review existing guidelines

‐ Hotel industry should develop
and implement understudy
training programs between
expats and Filipinos

National Capital Region

Industry

4. Health and
Wellness

Description of
Gap/Challenge
‐ Increasing number of
foreign nationals in the
hotel industry. “Transfer
of technology” not being
implemented
Lack of base hospitals for
training
Nursing graduates pay high
training cost to hospitals
for their OJT
Low enrollment (due to
high cost and long period
of schooling, low retention
rate in medical schools)

Recommended Solutions

Specialized training/bridging
program or curriculum
acceptable on international
standards
Amendment of 34 regulatory
Laws on Professionals, including
PRC Modernization Law

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the Recommendation

Continuous deployment of nurses
to barangays, nurses to barrios
DOH, DOLE and other private
sectors to allocate more funds to
train existing nursing graduates

Expansion of medical
scholarships (e.g., DOH Pinoy
MD)
Ladderization of medical
program in pursuit of bilateral
agreements on scholarship
grants, facility improvement and
mutual recognition of skills
Information dissemination on
the need for BSN curriculum,
CHED Memo 14 series 2009
(competency based)
Provision of stipend/food and
transpo allowance for nurses
training 7 volunteers
Decent compensation & benefits
for nurses Implement NRN Law
RA9173
Creation of more plantilla
positions in government for
nurses.
Encourage nurse entrepreneurs
in various health setting.
More outreach program
activities for nurses.
Schools offering nursing courses
should have their own hospitals
where their students can
practice

5. Aviation

1. Mentality to monopolize
2. Not competitive salary
package

Training to be handled by other
professionals/ organization/ new
knowledge

10+2+3 Educational Reform,
massive training program to meet
present demand

Very limited training
providers, especially for
highly specialized fields,
such as 3D Modeller, 3D
Artist, 3D Texture/Lighter,

Tracking of animation training
centers and schools

Strong linkage between academe
and industry

Promote/advocate for more
training provision in animation

Industry to offer scholarship
programs to encourage students
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6. Creative
Industry
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Develop appropriate and
competitive compensation and
incentive program

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges
Industry

Description of
Gap/Challenge
Flash Animator, Designer,
Lack of trainers
Lack of facilities for
students’
projects/simulations
Programmers
Foreign language
proficiency requirement of
marketers and tour guides
hence foreign nationals are
being engaged by
companies
Security of tenure

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the Recommendation

Review of training regulations
and curriculum
Trainer’s Development Program
(e.g., In house training, 2D, 3D,
Digital Printing)
Provide software for the
educational institution
Foreign language training should
be intensified (oral and written)
Offer free language training
Study possible amendment of
the existing guidelines on job
contracting/sub‐contracting

DFA‐FSI, PRA, DOT to
institutionalize mechanisms that
can enhance capabilities of the
Filipino workforce to supply the
demands of the industry
DOLE to conduct consultation
among stakeholders (employers
group and labor groups) to come
up with feasible
recommendations/ agreements
prior to amendment
DOLE to monitor implementation

Understudy Training
Program of foreign
nationals employed by
companies across
industries

Respective HR of industry groups
to come up with UTP for
implementation

Declining rate of
manufacturing companies
in NCR due to high
electricity cost and
smuggling

Possible reduction of electricity
cost clamp down on smuggling

DOLE, NAPOCOR, BUREAU OF
CUSTOMS to meet and address the
gaps

Significant decline in share
of manufacturing and trade
but these two sectors
employ the biggest number
of workforce

Government and industry
stakeholders of retail trade and
manufacturing should meet to
identify possible
assistance/mitigation

DTI should set product standards
Commodity Import Certificate
should be required
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7. Ownership
Dwellings and
Real/Retirement
Estates

Recommended Solutions

National Capital Region
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PROJECT JOBSFIT Consultation
Summary Report

CORDILLERA ADMINISTRATIVE
REGION

Employment Trends and Structures

CORDILLERA ADMINISTRATIVE REGION
Employment Trends and Structures

T

here were three (3) employment generators with double digit share in the total employment in the
Cordilleras during the period 2003 – 2008. These were the following:
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry which registered an increment of forty five percent (45.2%) or
38 thousand workers;
 Wholesale and Retail Trade with an increment of fifteen percent (15.5%) or 13 thousand
workers;
 Public Administration with an increment of thirteen percent (13.1%) or 11 thousand workers.
The Education sector had an ample percentage increment of nine percent (9.5%) or 8 thousand workers.
There were two sectors that manifested a decline in the employment trend covering the same period.
These were Manufacturing, and Hotel and Restaurant, both of which registered a decline of about 1.2% or a
decrease of 1 thousand workers respectively.
Employment Trends by Industry, CAR: 2003–2008
(in thousands, except rates)

Industry

YEAR
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

All Industries

583

667

84

100.0

2.9

Agriculture, Hunting & Forestry

331

369

38

45.2

2.3

Fishing

4

‐

(4)

(4.8)

(20.0)

Mining & Quarrying

14

15

1

1.2

1.4

Manufacturing

18

17

(1)

(1.2)

(1.1)

2

3

1

1.2

10.0

Construction

28

29

1

1.2

0.7

Wholesale & Retail Trade

57

70

13

15.5

4.6

Hotel & Restaurant

12

11

(1)

(1.2)

(1.7)

Transport Storage & Communication

27

31

4

4.8

3.0

Electricity, Gas & Water

Financial Intermediation

4

4

‐

‐

‐

Real Estate Renting Business Activity

7

9

2

2.4

5.7

Public Administration

31

42

11

13.1

7.1

Education

22

30

8

9.5

7.3

Health & Social Work

8

10

2

2.4

5.0

Other Community, Social & Public
Service Activities

8

10

2

2.4

5.0

14

10

4

7.8

5.7

Private Households

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Annual Growth Rate
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From 2003 – 2008 some sub sectors in the industry have expanded faster than the other subsectors as
regards the average annual growth rate. For the given period of five years, the following sub sectors have
expanded at a fast rate:


Electricity, Gas and Water (10%);



Education (7.3%);



Public Administration and Defense, Compulsory Social Services (7.1%);



Real Estate, Renting and Other Business and, Private Households with Employed Persons (each at
5.7%);



Health and Social Work, and Other Community, Social and Personal Service Activities (each with
5%);



Wholesale and Retail Trade (4.6%);

Cordillera Administrative Region

 Transport Storage and Communication (3.0%).
Average annual growth rate covering the years 2003 ‐2008 for all industries in CAR is at 2.9%.
Sub sectors which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average were the following:
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (2.3%);
 Mining and Quarrying (0.7%);
Financial Intermediation remained unchanged during the reference period which constantly employed 4
thousand workers for a period of five years.
Meanwhile, the following sub sectors registered negative growth rates for the given period:
 Fishing (‐20%);
 Hotel and Restaurant (‐1.7%);
 Manufacturing (– 1.1%).
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belongs to the service industry,
registered an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the service
industry as the fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, CAR: 2003 – 2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in CAR
showed that the Agriculture sector is the major employment driver in CAR followed by Service and then by
Industry. The distribution given below holds true to almost all regions where the bulk of employment is shared
between Agriculture and Service sectors.
Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, CAR: 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
Industry
Agriculture
Industry
Service
All Industries

2008
369
64
235
667

% Share
55
10
35
100.0
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The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified during the National Human Resource Conference
(NHRC) of 2007, particularly in the North Luzon Agribusiness Quadrangle where CAR belongs were the
following:
 Agribusiness;
 Cyberservices;
 Health, Wellness and Medical Tourism; and
 Hotel and Restaurant.
However, actual average growth rate for the past five years showed that Electricity, Gas and Water,
Education, Public Administration and Defense, Compulsory Social Service and Private Households with
Employed Persons have also registered an increase in terms of average growth rate, this will somehow serve
as input to Project JobsFit findings.
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office

Gross Domestic Product

Gross Domestic Product
The Gross Domestic Product for the period 2003 – 2008, revealed the agriculture industry is the key
growth driver for the past five years in CAR, with an average GDP growth rate of 6.9%. Major contributors
were the following:
 Agriculture and Fishery (6.9%);
 Forestry (4%).
Followed by the Service sector with an average annual GDP growth rate of 6.4%, main contributor in this
sector were:
 Private Service (9.8%);
 Trade (6.8%);
 Finance (5.6%);
Lastly Industry sector with an average GDP growth rate of 2.2% and the major contributor is Construction
(7.2%).
Gross Domestic Product by Industry, CAR: 2003 – 2008
(in million PhP)

YEAR

Industry
2003
All Industries
Agriculture & Fishery
Forestry

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave.
Annual G.
R. (%)

26,112

30,950

4,838

100.0

3.7

3,280

4,411

1,131

23.4

6.9

30

36

6

0.1

4.0

3,000

2,840

‐160

‐3.3

‐1.1

10,470

11,385

915

18.9

1.7

Electricity, Gas & Water

1,589

1,977

388

8.0

4.9

Construction

1,895

2,580

685

14.2

7.2

Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing

Transport Storage & Communication
Trade
Finance
Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate

489

611

122

2.5

5.0

1,409

1,888

479

9.9

6.8

111

142

31

0.6

5.6

913

1,093

180

3.7

3.9

Private Service

1,835

2,737

902

18.6

9.8

Government Service

1,091

1,250

159

3.3

2.9

Source: National Statistical Coordination Board

Investment Potentials
As Watershed Cradle (Energy)
CAR‘s physiographic character is ideal for high‐technology manufacturing industries as well as for mineral
development and hydropower generation. There are 13 major river basins in the region, making it the
watershed cradle of Northern Philippines. These river basins are contributors to the Luzon Power Grid which
provides electricity to the region and its neighboring areas. CAR’S rich water resources offer great potential for
development to a growing population.
As Food Basket (Agribusiness)
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Cordillera is a major producer of temperate high‐value vegetables, such as broccoli, cabbage, carrots,
lettuce, cauliflower, and white potatoes. About 300 varieties of upland rice produced in the region are
exported to the United States and Japan. Aromatic varieties of coffee that thrive best in the area are also being
produced. Cordillera, specially Benguet province, is the only place in the country where strawberries grow
best.
As Ecotourism Destination (Tourism)
Cordillera I home to unique historical, cultural and eco‐tourism sites. Some eco‐tourism in the Region are
the Banaue Rice Terraces in Ifugao; Camp John Hay Tourism Estate in Baguio City; Mt. Pulag in Benguet; Old
Roman Catholic churches in Abra; Caves and Hanging Coffins in Apayao; and Palan‐ah Falls and Hot Springs in

Cordillera Administrative Region

Kalinga. Interesting tourism activities include playing golf, spelunking, mountain trekking, rock climbing,
mountain biking and white water rafting among others.

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints as well as limited stakeholders’ participation, facts and figures
gathered by DOLE CAR are merely indicative. Data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were used to
substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The Regional Consultation in CAR was conducted on September 3 and 8, 2009 with the assistance of DOLE
CAR officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have identified Key
Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges. These
are enumerated below:
Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges (based
on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation CAR)
KEGS

SKILLS REQUIREMENT

Tourism
Eco‐Tourism

Eco Guides/Tour Guides

Hotel & Restaurant

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND CHALLENGES
High investment for tech‐voc training
facilities, fast change in technology

Waiter/Waitresses, Barista, Food and
Beverage, Baker, Front Desk Clerk

Local development priorities of LGUs to
be aligned with regional plans on
employment
Entrepreneurs, Agriculturists, Agricultural, ‐ Paradigm shift/change in mind‐set,
Engineers, Animal Husbandry,
students are being educated to become
Horticulturists
employees and not employers
‐ Erroneous view of the course, hence few
enrollees, or none at all, even if
agriculture course is being offered for
free in some SUCs
Geologists, Young skilled miners
Depletion of resources in some mining
areas, resulting to job loss or hiring
stoppage
‐ Prevailing negative public perception and
its impact of mining to the environment

Agribusiness

Mining

Emerging Industries in CAR
There are two (2) emerging industries that surfaced at the CAR Stakeholders’ Consultations which have
potentials of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.
Industries
Cyberservices
Health, Wellness and Medical Tourism

Skills Requirements
Call Center Agents, Medical/Legal Transcriptionists, Technical
Services Representatives
Therapeutic Masseurs, Dental/Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
(Cosmetic Dentistry, Prosthodontics…etc.), Dental technicians,
Cosmetic Surgeons‐ (Aesthetic, Dermatologic, Plastic &
Reconstructive Surgery), Eye Care and Sight Restoration, Cancer
Care and Treatment, Rehabilitation Medicine

Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation
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There were 36 higher educational institutions and 41 technical institutions in the region as of school year
2006 – 2007. The presence of these educational institutions has established the Cordillera Region as the prime
educational center north of Manila. Over the years, leading colleges and universities have consistently shown
remarkable performance in the national board examinations, particularly in law, engineering, medicine and
other allied medical courses. By 2010, the region hopes to provide development‐oriented and relevant tertiary
and technical‐vocational education, improved quality of educational and training facilities.
Data gathered from CHED‐CAR shows top five graduates and enrollees by discipline group. The medical
and allied group topped the list of supply the region offers. It also topped the number of enrollees for SY 2007
– 2008 at 27,015 representing 39.4% of the total enrollment of 68,511 for the period.
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Skills Availability

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation
Top 5 Graduates by Discipline
Discipline

Graduates AY 2006–2007

Medical and Allied
Business Administration and Related Disciplines
Engineering and Technology
Education Science and Teacher Training
IT Related Discipline

4,781
1,906
939
633
397

Top 5 Enrollees by Discipline
Discipline

Graduates AY 2006–2007

Medical and Allied
Business Administration and Related Disciplines
Engineering and Technology
IT Related Discipline
Education Science and Teacher Training

27,015
12,757
8,404
4,141
3,736

TESDA‐CAR has also provided data on Assessment and Certification by Qualification. For the year June
2009 they have assessed 3,625 individuals and certified 943.

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation
Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge

1. Tourism
High investment for tech‐voc
‐ Eco‐Tourism
training facilities; fast change
‐ Hotel and Restaurant in technology
‐ Medical Tourism
(Retirement Hub)
Development priorities of
‐ Health and Wellness local government units must
be aligned with regional
development plans on
employment

Stigma of TVET

Recommended Solutions
Intensive marketing drive to entice
investors to invest in training
facilities
Local leaders to help put up infra
programs, centers and facilities and
institute policies and regulations that
will boost the inflow of visitors.
These are signals for investors to
develop or put up tourist and
recreational sites, other
establishments and amenities,
resulting to local employment and
livelihood opportunities
Intensive information education
campaign/career guidance and
counseling among parents and
children.
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Ladderized Education Program
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Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation
DOT/LGU

Inappropriate training

Leveling off between tech‐voc and
the industry vis‐à‐vis skills
requirements for curriculum
enhancement.

Quality of Graduates

TESDA to establish quality standards
or measures within the curriculum,
measuring stick of the student’s
progress. This should be made as
one requirement of any tech‐voc
institution applying for accreditation.
Monitoring tools to be established to
ensure industry compliance and
quality of graduates

Strengthen info exchange
between the Guidance
Counselors Network group,
PESOs, key industry players,
with DOLE and TESDA on labor
market information for
proper/appropriate info and
guidance of target clientele
(parents, children &
academicians).

Cordillera Administrative Region

Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge

Lack of appropriate
experience
Over‐qualified

Recommended Solutions

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation

OJT and Hand‐on training

Regulate the industry as
Responsible agency. Is it DOH?
deterrence to the
proliferation of fake “hilots”
that rob legitimate workers of
their just compensation
Improve manpower
TESDA and Academe in curriculum
development of tourist and enhancing
tourist‐related establishments
specially frontline services,
managerial and
entrepreneurial skills to help
disperse benefits from
tourism to local businesses
and the community.
Train and accredit inspectors DOT and LGUs to work together for
of medical and health‐
appropriate policy development
tourism establishments to
monitor and ensure that
appropriate industry
practices, such as sanitation,
hospitality, etc. are properly
observed.
Training on indigenous
alternative health practices

TESDA, in coordination with DOT, to
develop a curriculum that would be
offered under the PGMA‐TWSP

2. Agribusiness
Paradigm shift/change of
students’ mind‐set are
being educated to become
employees and not
employers.

DepEd and CHED to consider
integrating aspects of agri‐
entrepreneurship in the curriculum
from elementary to high school to
encourage the development of
entrepreneur‐minded/agri‐business
Erroneous view of the course minded labor supply
hence few enrollees or none
at all even if agriculture
Ladderized Education Program
course is being offered for
Science Elementary School
free in some SUCs.
Scholarship under PESFA
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Poorly‐funded implementing
agency (DA)
For the national agency concerned to
provide support from pre‐production
to post‐production, in partnership
with investors, to address the
financial requirement aspect of the
industry
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Trainer development
Faculty development
Bridging Courses
NCAI

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation
Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation

Stringent loan requirements Treat credit window facilities for
of financing agencies
farmers as special loans and not
affordable only to established apply commercial loans/
businessmen, limiting
requirement loans even if the fund is
business establishment
intended for farmers.
and/or expansion, as well as
employment opportunities Provide entrepreneurial skills
training such as practical business
and credit management to loan
beneficiaries before release of
approved loans.
LGUs to include in their local dev’t
plans budget for livelihood
development as their counterpart to
investors and/or funding agencies
Restrictive policies of LGUs Provision of incentives such as tax
hinder growth of investment holidays that will encourage more
opportunities
profitable investment in the sector.
For government to establish more
facilitative and conducive policies
Stringent BFAD requirements that would encourage and not limit
the growth of the sector, still
without sacrificing quality, health
and sanitation aspects.

Lacking hands‐on aspect of
curriculum

Capital assistance for the
unemployed, particularly
farmers, women, OFW
returnees, and out‐of‐school
youths to become micro
entrepreneurs.

Academe to establish a tracer systemContinuous consultation with
of its graduates as one of the basis growing and emerging
for curriculum review, enhancement industries by stakeholders
and development.
(academe, industry, and
government) for curriculum
MOA with industry for practical on‐ review, development and
the‐job‐training to determine actual enhancement
skill/s to focus on / develop while in
school whether it be managerial or
as employee.
Implement the LGUs’ responsibilities LGUs together with DA to
in agriculture and fisheries
monitor implementation of
modernization as provided for under stated laws.
the Local Government Code, the
Agriculture and Fisheries
modernization Act (AFMA) and the
Fisheries Code.
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Skills training and upgrading Strengthen community‐based org’ns
for women, skilled and semi‐ to empower farmers through the
skilled workers.
provision of adequate training on
resource mobilization, participatory
Appropriate technology
planning and management.
development & transfer in
the areas of production,
packaging, marketing,
recycling, and other new
technologies

Together with DA, LGUs and
other agencies to implement for
the sector, and provide
appropriate convergent
assistance

Retraining the unemployed
for possible job placement

Cordillera Administrative Region

Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation

Continuous entry of imported Sustained efforts of government to LGU and concerned agencies
vegetables and cutflowers
contain importation
that has adversely affected
the livelihood of local growers
MGB to provide appropriate
technical assistance
Regulatory function transferred
to LGUs.

Low hiring rate (1 hired for
every five near hires’)

Strengthen English communication Strong representation with the
skills, technical skills, and values
academe to adopt “English is
development/enhancement of
Cool” or “English Speaking
Curriculum still has not
students through the education
Campus” or any other means to
adjusted responsively to
system from pre‐school up for other encourage the development of
industry needs. No change in schools to offer as elective or part of knowledge‐based skills
hiring rate even after some the regular course, English training in requirement
interventions from both
one of the established training
government, private and
centers, with appropriate creditable
academe.
units.
Hands‐on aspect (OJTs) of the course
in related industries to be treated as
course completion and work
experience
Fast turn‐over rate

Industry to establish career
opportunities for advancement in
the industry so that the prevailing
attitude would not only be as a gap
for lack of the work opportunities
and preference
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4. Cyberservices

Depletion of resources in
Assess feasibility of other mining
some mining area, resulting areas
to job loss or hiring stoppage.
Regulate small scale mining industry
and organize them into cooperative
to maximize their income through
proper investments leading to other
job opportunities
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3. Mining

PROJECT JOBSFIT Consultation
Summary Report

REGION 1

Employment Trends and Structures

REGION 1
Employment Trends and Structures

F

our (4) employment generators with double digit share in the total employment surfaced during the
consultation on Employment Trends and Structures by Industry in Region I for the period 2003–2008.
Enumerated are the following:
 Wholesale and Retail Trade Sector (increment of 37% or 77 thousand workers);
 Private Households (17% or 35 thousand workers);
 Fishing, (11% or 22 thousand workers);
 Public Administration (10% or 21 thousand workers).
Other sectors which have an ample percentage increment were the following:
 Transportation, Storage and Communication (9.1%);
 Manufacturing (8.7%);
 Hotel and Restaurant (8.7%);
 Education (6.3%);
 Construction (4.3%);
 Mining and Quarrying (3.4%);
 Financial Intermediation (3.4%);
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business Activity (1.9%);
 Electricity, Gas and Water (1.4%);
 Health and Social Work (0.5%).
Meanwhile, two sectors in the industry showed a decline in employment trends covering the same period
2003 – 2008 and these were:
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry with a decrease of 44 thousand workers (‐21%); and
 Other Community, Social and Personal Service Activities declining at ‐0.5% or a decrease of a
thousand workers.
Employment Trends by Industry, Region I: 2003–2008
(in thousands, except rates)
YEAR

Industry
2003
All Industries
Agriculture, Hunting, & Forestry
Fishing
Mining & Quarrying

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

1,587

1,795

208

100.0

2.6

680

636

(44)

(21.2)

(1.3)

48

70

22

10.6

9.2

2

9

7

3.4

70.0

106

18

8.7

4.1

5

8

3

1.4

12.0

Construction

100

109

9

4.3

1.8

Wholesale & Retail Trade

254

331

77

37.0

6.1

Electricity, Gas, & Water

Hotel & Restaurant

34

52

18

8.7

10.6

130

149

19

9.1

2.9

Financial Intermediation

10

17

7

3.4

14.0

Real Estate, Renting Business Activity

20

24

4

1.9

4.0

Public Administration

56

77

21

10.1

7.5

Education

53

66

13

6.3

4.9

Health & Social Work

14

15

1

0.5

1.4

Other Community, Social & Public
Service Activities

45

44

(1)

(0.5)

(0.4)

Private Households

49

84

35

16.8

14.3

Transport, Storage, &
Communication

74

2008

% to Total
Increment

88

Manufacturing
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Increment

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Region 1

Annual Growth Rate
Covering the years 2003 ‐2008, average annual growth rate for all industries in Region I was pegged at
2.6%, while average annual growth rate for some sub sectors in the industry expanded faster than that of
other subsectors from 2003 – 2008. These are the following:
 Mining and Quarrying (70%);
 Private Households (14.3%);
 Financial Intermediation (14%);
 Electricity, Gas and Water (12%);
 Hotels and Restaurant (10.6%);
 Fishing sector (9.2%);
 Public Administration and Defense (7.5%);
 Wholesale and Retail Trade (6.1%);
 Manufacturing (4.1%);
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business (4%);
 Transport Storage and Communication (2.9%).
Sub sectors which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average were Construction,
and Health and Social Work which registered an average growth rate of 1.8% and 1.4% respectively.
Meanwhile, the following sectors posted negative growth rates for the given period:
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (‐1.3%);
 Other Community, Social and Personal Service Activities (‐0.4%).
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, all of the subsectors which belong to the Service sector except
Health and Social Work which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average growth rate.
This makes the Service sector as the fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth
Rate by Industry, Region I: 2003–2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified during the National Human Resource Conference of
2007, particularly on the North Luzon Agribusiness Quadrangle where Region I belongs, were the following:
 Agribusiness;
 Cyberservice;
 Health, wellness and medical tourism; and
 Hotels and restaurant.
However, actual average growth rate for the past five years shows that Mining and Quarrying, Private
Households with Employed Persons, Financial Intermediation, Electricity, Gas and Water and Fishing registered
a growth rate much higher than the regional figure, this will somehow serve as input to Project JobsFit
findings.
Sub sectors which posted a negative average growth rate covering the years 2003 – 2008 were
Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (1.3), and Other Community, Social & Personal Service Activities (0.4).
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The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons By Major Industry Group in
Region I, showed that the Service sector is the major employment driver in region, followed by Agriculture and
then by Industry. The distribution given below holds true to almost all regions where the bulk of employment
is shared between Service and Agriculture sectors.
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Employed Persons by Major Industry Group

Gross Domestic Product

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, Region I: 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
Industry
2008
% Share
Agriculture

706

39.3

Industry

232

12.8

Service

859

47.9

1,795

100.0

All Industries
Source of basic data: National Statistics Office

Gross Domestic Product
Based on the NSCB data on Gross Domestic Product by Industry covering the period 2003 – 2008, the key
growth driver in GDP for the past five years in Region I, is the Industry sector with an average GDP growth rate
of 6.2%. Major contributors in the said sector were:
 Mining and Quarrying (6.3%);
 Manufacturing (5.8%);
 Electricity, Gas and Water (5.1%);
 Construction (6.5%).
The Service sector had an average GDP growth rate of 5.6% and Agriculture sector with an average GDP
growth rate of 5.1
Gross Domestic Product by Industry, Region I: 2003–2008
(in million PhP)
YEAR

Industry
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave.
Annual G.
R. (%)
5.5

All Industries

32,392

41,224

8,832

100.0

Agriculture & Fishery

13,632

17,117

3,485

39.5

5.1

4

1

‐3

0.0

‐15.0

229

301

72

0.8

6.3

1,655

2,139

484

5.5

5.8

278

349

71

0.8

5.1

Construction

2,514

3,328

814

9.2

6.5

Transport, Storage, &
Communication

1,799

2,458

659

7.5

7.3

Trade

5,187

6,966

1,779

20.1

6.9

Forestry
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas, & Water

Finance

561

735

174

2.0

6.2

Ownership Dwellings and Real
Estate

2,793

3,346

553

6.3

4.0

Private Service

1,732

2,176

444

5.0

5.1

Government Service

2,008

2,308

300

3.4

3.0

Source: National Statistical Coordination Board

DTI Industry Prospects
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Investment Initiatives
Poro Point Special
Economic and Free Port
Zone
Ilocus Sur Special
Economic and Free Port
Zone

Skills/Occupational Requirements
‐

Professional engineers (civil, structural, mechanical, electrical, electronics and
communications), masons, steelmen, welders, heavy equipment operators
(crane, payloader, bulldozer, backhoe, road grader, dump truck driver), heavy
equipment mechanics, electrician, electrical technician, mechanical technician,
instrumentation technician, machine operators, machinist, tinsmith, production
crew, food processors, I.T. personnel, bookkeeper, accounting personnel

Region 1

Investment Initiatives

Skills/Occupational Requirements

San Juan Surfing Area
Vigan Heritage Village
Hundred Island
Pagudpud Beach
Cape Bolinao Lighthouse

‐

Waiter/waitress, baker, bartender, chef/cook, food and beverage attendant,
food server/handler, front office attendant, hotel reservation officer, tour guide,
kitchen specialist, housekeeping service, language specialist, driver, I.T.
personnel, bookkeeper, accounting personnel, lifeguard, surfing instructor

Trade and Industry

‐

Agri‐Business

‐

Front desk personnel, sales personnel, sales representative, customer relations
officer, marketer, market analyst, I.T. personnel, bookkeeper, accounting
personnel
Farm machinery operator, farm technician, livestock technician, aqua‐culturist,
agricultural engineer.

Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation ROI

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints, as well as limited stakeholders’ participation, facts and figures
gathered by DOLE RO 1 are merely indicative. Data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were used to
substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The Regional Consultation in Region I was conducted on August 28 and September 4, 2009 with the
assistance of DOLE Region I officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have
identified Key Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and
Challenges. These were enumerated below:
Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges (based
on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation in Region I)

Industry
1. Manufacturing
2. Construction

3.

Electricity, Gas and Water

Services
1. Transportation, Storage
and Communication
2.

Trade

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES

Farm Machinery Operators, Farm
Technicians
Livestock Technicians
Aqua‐Culture, Marine Biologists, Fish
Cage Caretakers, Fishery Technicians

Low enrollment, Lack of educational
institutions offering agri‐business
course
Inadequate skills of available labor
supply
Agri‐workers in the informal sector do
not enjoy the same benefits as those
in the formal sector

Machine Operators, Production Crew,
Welders, Machinists, Tinsmith
Heavy Equipment Operators,
Pipefitters, Welders, Tile Setters,
Masons, Plumbers, Steelmen,
Engineers, Electricians,
Warehousemen, Aircon Technicians,
Heavy Equipment Mechanics
Professional Electrical Engineers,
Mechanical Engineers, Chemical
Engineers, Sanitary Engineers,
Operators, Electrical Technicians,
Instrumentation Technicians,
Mechanical Technicians

Expensive cost of training for
specialized competencies like heavy
equipment operation and insulation
and lack of equipment to be used for
such trainings

Drivers, Auto Diesel Mechanics,
Forklift Operators, Electronics and
Communication Engineers, ICTs, Cell
phone Technicians
Front Desk Personnel, Sales Personnel,
Sales Representative, Customer
Relations Officer, Marketer, Market

Hard‐to‐Fill jobs/occupations not
offered by Educational Institutions
(HEIs/TVIs)

Hard‐to‐Fill jobs/occupations not
offered by Educational Institutions
(HEIs/TVIs)
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Agriculture
1. Crop Production
2. Livestock
3. Fishery

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
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KEGS

Emerging Industries in Region I
KEGS

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES

SKILLS REQUIREMENT

3.

Finance

4.

Private Services
– Hotel and Restaurants

‐Hospitals/Clinics

‐Security Service
‐Educational Institutions
‐Personal Care

Overseas Employment

Analyst, I.T. personnel, Bookkeeper,
Accounting Personnel
Appraiser, Adjuster, Teller, Account
Executives, Bookkeeper, Credit
Investigators, Collectors, Actuarian
Waiter/Waitress, Baker, Barista,
Bartender, Butler, Chef, Cook, Food
and Beverage Attendant, Food
Server/Handler, Front Office
Attendant, Hotel Reservation Officer,
Tour Guide, Kitchen Specialist,
Housekeeping Service, Language
Specialist
Nurses, Midwives, Dieticians,
Physicians, Physical Therapist,
Radiologists, Medical Technicians,
Cardiologist, Ophthalmologists,
Dentists, Orthopedics, Surgeon,
Pharmacists, Medical Transcriptionist,
Medical Secretaries
Security Guards, Investigators, Fire
Fighters
Licensed Teachers, Special Education
Teachers, Researchers, Librarians,
Licensed Guidance Counselors,
Accountants, Registrars, HR Managers
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians,
Physical Therapist, Hair Stylist,
Masseurs, Dermatologists, Nail Artist
Domestic Helpers and Related
Household Workers, Production and
Related Workers, Nurses, Waiters,
Bartenders and Related Workers,
Wiremen Electrical, Plumbers and
Pipefitters, Charworkers, Cleaners and
Related Workers, Service Workers,
Laborers/Helpers, Welders and Flame
cutters, Cooks and Related Workers,
Caregivers and Caretakers, Supervisor
Production and General Foremen,
Carpenters Joiners and Parquetry
Workers, Bricklayers, Stone Masons
and Tile Setters, Machine Fitters,
Assemblers and Precision Instrument
Makers.

Accredited trainers on specialized
skills are diminishing due to low paw
and migration
Skills Qualification of applicants do not
meet/match actual job requirements.
Curriculum does not address the
competencies required by the
industries
Salary of medical and health
professional not competitive
Low passing rate in international
licensure examinations such as NCLEX,
CGFNS, IELTS, etc. Low compliance of
OSH and GLS due to lack of awareness

Difficulty of licensed teachers to land a
job because of the Localization Law
Limited permanent items for teachers
Quality standards of existing
educational institutions not at par
with international employment
standards

Lack of training/skills proficiency of
overseas job applicants
Difficulty of Nurses to apply for
overseas job because of lack or no
work experience
Communication barriers
No employment for OFW returnees
who have just finished their
employment contracts as well as
displaced workers

Emerging Industries in Region I
There were two (2) emerging industries that surfaced along the conduct of the Stakeholders’ Consultation
in Region I which have potentials of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.
Industries

Skills Requirements

Mining

Skilled Miners, Stone Cutters, Carvers, Quarry Workers

Power and Utilities

Electrical Control Operator, Equipment Operator, Electrical
Technician, Mechanical Technician, Mechanic
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Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

Region 1

Skills Availability
The regional consultation yielded limited estimates as to the quantity available supply of skills per
industry, except for the number of college graduates per major area of discipline from CHED and summary of
Graduates as Tested and Certified by TESDA.
Based on the data from CHED for the period 2007 to 2009, Most popular degree programs based on the
average number of enrollees by discipline for a 3 year period (2007 – 2009) were Nursing (30,817), Elementary
Education (6,433)and, Hotel and Restaurant Management (6,016). Most average number of Graduates by
Discipline for a 3 year period (2006 – 2008) were Medical and allied Courses (8,227), Business Administration
(3,862) and, Education Science and Teacher Training (3,670). From December 2008 up to July 2009 TESDA have
tested and certified 76,605 and 59,677 graduates respectively.

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation
Industry
Agriculture
‐ Crop Production

‐ Livestock
‐ Fishery
Industry Sector
‐ Manufacturing

‐ Construction

Description of
Gap/Challenge
Low enrollment
Lack of educational
institutions offering agri‐
business courses

Recommended Solutions

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation

Advocacy on the labor demand for
Intensify advocacy through
agribusiness during career and
guidance counseling on the
employment guidance counseling to prospects of agribusiness
encourage graduating high school
students to consider the pursuit of
agribusiness courses

Inadequate skills of available Skills retooling/upgrading
labor supply

Provision of training funds

Informal sector agri‐workers Provision of no‐wage benefits and
do not enjoy the same
other incentives
benefits as those in the
formal sector

Advocacy on productivity

Expensive cost of training for
specialized competencies
like heavy equipment
operation and insulators &
lack of equipment facilities
to be used for such trainings

Already included in TESDAs
Pangulong Gloria Scholarship
(PGS)
Tie‐up with DPWH relative to
Heavy Equipment trainings
Strengthening of government
and industry tie ups for
company based training
programs

Machines/equipment used in
Registration of TVIs and
industries should also be provided in companies under the Dual
training institutions (TESDA & TVIs). Training System
Continuous competency assessment Initiate linkages with
and certification of skilled workers
government and NGOs to tap
more trainors in various skills
trainings
Low enrollment
‐ Electricity/Water

Accessibility and equity for
Hard‐to‐fill occupations not employment opportunities
offered by Educational
Institutions (HEIs/TVIs)

Encourage the private
investors to put up TVIs in not
well served areas

Hard‐to‐fill occupations not Establish Blue Desk Jobs in all TVIs,
offered by Educational
PESOs and LGUs
Institutions (HEIs/TVIs)

Make Blue Desks Jobs
available in all TVIs, PESOs and
LGUs
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Already part of TESDA’s and
TVI’s accredited programs

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation
Industry

Description of
Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions

‐Trade

‐Finance

Accredited trainers on
Continuous training of trainers to
specialized skills are
cope with demand
diminishing due to low pay
and migration

Private Services
‐Hotel & Restaurant

Skills qualification of
applicants do not
meet/match actual job
requirements

Provision of training programs on
career guidance counseling to
guidance counselors

Career counseling of secondary HS
Curriculum does not address students on the skills demand
the competencies required in priority industries
by the industries

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
Rationalize the ladderized
program of TESDA considering
the present realities of the
education system

Implement Expanded Tertiary
Equivalency Accreditation
Program (ETEAP)
For private investors to
provide better incentives to
accredited trainers of
specialized skills
To tap qualified OFWs as part
time trainers
MOA signing between the
DOLE and the Association of
Guidance Counselors in
Region I

‐Cyberservice/
BPOs

Lack of ICT skills such as
Recommendation for CHED/DepEd to For DepEd to make career
animator, graphic artist, web intensify the study/exposure on ICT counseling mandatory to all
developer
graduating high school
students in all secondary
educational institutions
Poor English proficiency of Intensify the usage of English
graduates
language as a medium of
Inclusion of in demand skills
communication other than native
for ICT in Capability Training
tongue
Courses offered by Training
Centers (gov’t) and
‐Educational Institutions Poor English proficiency of Specialized
investment on Technology
graduates
qualifications/competencies/
Intervention
experience of teachers thru
continuous trainings
DepEd/CHED to review
curriculum to improve English
Communication skills
Establish assessment centers
for teachers
English language proficiency
programs for both teachers
and students
‐Personal Care

Poor English proficiency of
graduates

Specialized
qualifications/competencies/
experience of workers thru
continuous trainings

For educational institutions
offering HRM courses to
strengthen their tie ups with
hotel owners and operators to
improve service quality
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Tech Voc graduates to avail of
TESDA’s language skills
training programs

Region 1
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Employment Trends and Structures

C

Overing the period 2003 – 2008, the employment performance of the labor market in Region II it
revealed that there are two (2) employment generators with double digit share in the total employment.
These are the following:
 Agriculture, Hunting & Forestry Sector registered an increment of forty three percent (43.1%) or
44 thousand worker;
 Wholesale and Retail Trade with an increment of almost twenty seven percent (26.5%) or 27
thousand workers.
Other sectors which have an ample percentage increment were the following:
 Transportation, Storage and Communication (9.8%);
 Education at 8.8%; Private Households with Employed Persons (7.8%);
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business Activity (4.9%);
 Public Administration (2.9%);
 Manufacturing, Financial Intermediation and Health and Social Work (2.0% each);
 Mining and Quarrying (1.0%).
Meanwhile, three sectors in the industry manifested a declining employment trend in same period:
 Construction with a decrease of 8 thousand workers (‐7.8%);
 Other Community, Social and Public Service Activities with a decrease of 4 thousand workers
(‐3.9%);
 Fishing with a decline of 1 thousand workers (‐1.0%).
However, the Electricity, Gas and Water sector remained unmoved for the given period.
Employment Trends By Industry, Region II: 2003–2008
(in thousands, except rates)

YEAR

Industry
2003
All Industries
Agriculture, Hunting & Forestry
Fishing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas & Water
Construction

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

102

100.0

1,248

1,350

738

782

44

43.1

12

11

(1)

(1.0)

1

2

1

1.0

41

43

2

2.0

3

3

‐

53

45

(8)

(7.8)

146

173

27

26.5

Hotel & Restaurant

18

20

2

2.0

Transport Storage &
Communication

64

74

10

9.8

Financial Intermediation

8

10

2

2.0

Real Estate Renting Business
Activity

6

11

5

4.9

Public Administration

55

58

3

2.9

Education

35

44

9

8.8

8

10

2

2.0

Other Community, Social & Public
Service Activities

25

21

(4)

(3.9)

Private Households

35

43

8

7.8

Wholesale & Retail Trade

Health & Social Work
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Region 2

Annual Growth Rate
From 2003 – 2008 some sub sectors in the industry have expanded faster than the other subsectors as
regards the average annual growth rate. These are the following:
 Mining and Quarrying (20%);
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business (16.7%);
 Education (5.1%);
 Health and Social Work sector (5%);
 Private Households with Employed Persons (4.6%);
 Wholesale and Retail Trade (3.7%);
 Transport Storage and Communication (3.1%);
 Hotels and Restaurant (2.2%).
Average annual growth rate covering the years 2003 ‐2008 for all industries in Region II is at 1.6%.
Industry sectors which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average were the following:
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (1.2%);
 Public Administration & Defense, Compulsory Social Security (1.1%);
 Manufacturing (1.0%).
Meanwhile, the following sectors registered negative growth rates for the given period:
 Other Community, Social and Personal Service Activities (‐3.2%);
 Construction (‐3.0%);
 Fishing (‐1.7%).
The industry sector of Electricity, Gas and Water sector remained unchanged in the given year.
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belong to the Service sector, registered
an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the Service industry as the
fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, Region II: 2003–2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
Region II showed that the Agriculture sector is the major employment driver in the region followed by Service
and then by Industry. The distribution given below holds true to almost all regions where the bulk of
employment is shared between Agriculture and Service sectors.

793

58.7

Industry

93

6.9

Service

464

34.4

1,350

100.0

All Industries
Source of basic data: National Statistics Office
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Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, Region II: 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
Industry
2008
% Share

The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified during the National Human Resource Conference of
2007, particularly in North Luzon Agribusiness Quadrangle where Region II belongs were the following;
 Agribusiness;
 Cyberservices;
 Health, Wellness and Medical Tourism; and
 Hotels and Restaurants.
However, actual average growth rate for the given year showed that Mining and Quarrying, Real Estate,
Renting and Other Business Activities, Education, Financial Intermediation and Private Households with
Employed Persons have also registered a growth rate much higher than the regional figure, this will serve as
input to the Project JobsFit findings.

Gross Domestic Product
The Gross Domestic Product in Region II for the period 2003 – 2008 revealed that industry sector is the
key growth driver for the past five years, is the Industry sector with an average GDP growth rate of 6.2%.
Major contributors in the said sector were the following:
 Mining and Quarrying (21.7%);
 Manufacturing (5.8%);
 Electricity, Gas and Water (5.5%); and
 Construction (5.8%).
Agriculture sector comes in second with an average GDP growth rate of 4.3%. Main contributor in this
sector is Forestry (98.1%), and Service sector with an average GDP growth rate of 4.0 and the major
contributor is the Finance sector (6.3%)
Gross Domestic Product By Industry, Region II: 2003–2008
(in million PhP)

YEAR

Industry
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave.
Annual G.
R. (%)

All Industries

22,605

27,678

5,073

100.0

4.5

Agriculture & Fishery

11,353

13,673

2,320

45.7

4.1

Forestry

31

183

152

3.0

98.1

Mining & Quarrying

95

198

103

2.0

21.7

739

955

216

4.3

5.8

Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas & Water

418

533

115

2.3

5.5

Construction

2,152

2,772

620

12.2

5.8

Transport Storage & Communication

1,285

1,614

329

6.5

5.1

Trade

2,655

3,249

594

11.7

4.5

265

348

83

1.6

6.3

1,717

1,950

233

4.6

2.7

308

358

50

1.0

3.2

1,587

1,845

258

5.1

3.3

Finance
Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate
Private Service
Government Service
Source: National Statistical Coordination Board

DTI/NEDA Industry Prospects
The development themes for North Luzon Agribusiness Quadrangle (NLAQ) are to make the region the
food basket of Luzon and Metro Manila through agriculture and mariculture development, and enhance its
investment climate. The table below shows the specific strategies and activities on Regions I, II, CAR and
portions of region III for the development of the said themes.
Strategy
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Diversification

Activity
Expansion of mariculture and fishery
potential

Focus area/ entity
Oyster, mussel and seaweed
production in Bondoc, Pagudpud,
Balaoan, Sto. Tomas, Dasol, Anda

Region 2

Strategy
SUCs research, development and
extension activities

Construction and repair of
postharvest facilities and equipment

Generation of new and rehabilitation
and restoration of irrigated areas

Generation of new and rehabilitation
and restoration of irrigated areas

Activity

Focus area/ entity

Research and development projects
on:
‐ highland vegetable farming and
forest plantation
‐ aquaculture and fisheries
‐ silkworm culture

Benguet State University
‐ Central Luzon State University
‐ Don Mariano Marcos State
University

Demonstration farm establishment

Giant bamboo and mushroom
production center in Isabela

Facilitation of technology
dissemination and adoption

Livestock and poultry development in
Region 2

PhP13 million allocation for grains‐
highway bulk handling, cold storage
and ice plants for livestock and
fisheries
PhP18.641 billion allocation for
construction and restoration of three
major irrigation projects, covering
125.614 hectares and contributing
1.4 million metric tons to annual rice
production.

Agno River Irrigation Project will
provide year‐round irrigation to
34,450 hectares, benefit 28,000
families in 17 municipalities and
cities in Pangasinan and contribute
an additional 110,000 metric tons
(MT) to the country’s rice production.

Banaoang Pump Irrigation Project will
provide irrigation to 6,312 hectares in
eight municipalities in the first
district of Ilocos Sur, add 72,900 MT
of rice annually and benefit 5,334
farm households.
Casecnan Multi‐purpose Irrigation
and Power Project will generate a
total service area of 82,020 hectares,
and benefit 49,130 farmer families
and contribute additional 1.2 million
MT of rice to total rice production.
PhP200 million for the rehabilitation
and construction of small irrigation
systems to cover 300,000 hectares of
unserviceable farmlands
Establishment of groundwater
irrigation systems

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints, as well as limited stakeholders’ participation, facts and figures
gathered by DOLE RO II are merely indicative. Data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were used to
substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.
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The Regional Consultations in Region II were conducted on August 24 and 25, 2009 with the assistance of
DOLE Region II officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have identified Key
Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges. These
are enumerated below:
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LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation

Emerging Industries in Region II

Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges (based
on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation in Region II)
KEGS
Agriculture
1. Agribusiness

2.
3.

Agri‐Fishery
Agriculture Section: Rice
‐
Certified Seed
Production

4.

Organic Farming

5.

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES

SKILLS REQUIREMENT

Decorative Crafts

Hotel & Restaurant
Health Wellness & Tourism
‐
Eco‐tourism Sea
Sports

Aviation

Root Crop Farmers, Orchard Farmers,
Coffee/Cacao Farmers, Food
Processors/Hand Packers, Agricultural
Engineers, Coconut Processors,
Livestock Dairy Farmers, Animal
Producers, Chemists, Chemical
Engineers, Mechanical Engineers,
Farm Technicians with holistic
orientation and expertise in
agriculture

Aqua Cultivators, Seaweed Culture,
Coastal Fishing Production
Farmers (Land
preparation/fertilization, planting and
harvesting) Integrated pest
management, Post harvesting
Skills on composting waste recycling,
organic‐pest, organic fertilization
production
Christmas décor maker, Candle maker
Cooks/Chefs, Bartenders, Barista,
Front Desk Officers, Receptionist
Massage Therapist, Physical Therapist,
Bartenders, Receptionists, Tour
Guides
Flora and Fauna Specialists, Mountain
Trekking Guides, Lifeguards, Scuba
diving instructors, Designers,
Operators
Pilots, Ground Engineers, Stewardess

Construction

Roofers, Floor Layers, Tile Seers,
Sandblasters, Insulation Workers, Pipe
Fitters, Masons, Carpenter, Plumber,
Building Wiring Installation Workers

Mining

Miners, Shot firers, Stone Cutters,
Carvers, Quarry Workers

Only public schools offer agricultural
courses.
Few students consider Agriculture as
a course in college because they look
at it as a non‐respectable and low
paying job. The mindset of the
younger generation is that
agriculture is for the old and the laid‐
back
Infrastructure support such as
processing plants and storage
facilities

No inventory of skills available at
farm sites (among farmers)
Farming not included as a course in
some agricultural schools

Open courses along eco‐tourism

Few students take‐up aviation
courses because tuition fee is too
expensive
Only the poor are the ones
interested to take these
job/occupational skills, Tech‐Voc
graduates of these skills could no
longer be located.
Young generation has a perception
that these occupations are low level
and low paying jobs
No schools in the locality which offer
these courses or skills training

Emerging Industries in Region II
There are four (4) emerging industries that surfaced along the conduct of the Stakeholders’ Consultation
in Region II which have potentials of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.
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Industries
New and Renewable Energy
‐
Ethanol Production
‐
Wind Power Plant
‐
Mini Hydro

Skills Requirements
Chemical Engineers, Ethanol Processing Machine Operators
Engineers, Lineman

Region 2

Industries

Skills Requirements

Maritime
‐

Ship Building

Cyberservices

‐
‐

Entertainment industry/Internet
earning
Information Technology

Education

Welders (SMAW, GMAW, RAC) – No available placement in the
region
Anime Technicians, Computer Technicians, Systems Analysts &
Designers, Computer Programmers, Card Dealers &
Supervisors, Call Center Agents
Card dealing numeracy skills (accounting and engineering
graduates) Computer literate Mandarin language speakers
Specialist in hardware and software development and
production
Arts and Sciences Teachers, Business and Accountancy
Teachers, Criminology Teachers (Dearth of job opportunities
along these areas. Also considered as a low paying job)

Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

Skills Availability
The regional consultation yielded an absence estimates as to the quantity available supply of skills per
industry, except for the number of college graduates in the public and private institution from CHED and
summary of Tech‐Voc Graduates from TESDA.
Number of Graduates (Tech‐Voc and College), Region II: 2006–2008
Indicator
2006
2007
2008
Tech‐Voc Graduates
20,802
22,897
25,149
College Graduates
14,851
17,329
16,058
Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation
Based on the data from TESDA for the period 2006 to 2008, most graduates per skills category were
Agribusiness (105,622), Cyberservices (25,858) and, Tourism/Hotel & Restaurant (16,429). Most number of
Graduates by Discipline for a 3 year period (2006 – 2008) were Teacher Education (9,914), Business and
Accounting related courses (9,640) and, Health and allied courses (7,705). For a reference period, TESDA have
assessed and certified 57,968 and 35,070 graduates respectively.

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges

Only public schools offer
agriculture courses
Few students consider
Agriculture as a course in
college because they look at it
as a non‐respectable and low
paying job. Mindset that
agriculture is left to the care
of the old and the laid‐back

b. Agri‐Fishery

c. Agriculture
section: Rice

d. Organic farming

Infrastructure support such as
processing plants and storage
facilities

Recommended Solutions
Include and promote
agriculture as a course in
college
Encourage related agencies
to do research development
Synchronized planning
through the involvement of
all stakeholders in all the
levels of planning from
concerns/issues
identification up to the
implementation scheme

No inventory of skills available
at farm sites (among farmers)

Survey by DA/DAR/RATSI,
and Farmers’ cooperative of
skills inventory in the farm
site.

Farming not included as a
course in some agricultural
schools

Development of programs
for Organic farming

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
TESDA to offer short courses
on agriculture

DA, DAR to promote, enhance
agribusiness

Regional plan of NEDA should
consider real needs, that is
contextualized to the resources
and skills requirements.

‐ DA, DAR, CDA & RATSI to
empower farmer cooperatives
‐ Government to
institutionalized farm, school
based agricultural areas
‐ DA, DAR, CDA & RATSI to
formulate government support
program projects/policies
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1. Agriculture
a. Agribusiness

Description of Gap/Challenge
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Assessment of Gaps and Challenges

Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions

Strengthening of skills
development programs of the
Department of Agriculture
(DA) and Department of
Trade and Industry (DTI)

Revisiting of vision/goals at
the end of the year to
provide intervention
Coordination with concerned
government and non‐
government agencies for the
capital requirements of
infrastructure to hotel and
tourism industry

e. Decorative Craft

2. Hotel & Restaurant

Competitive airport facilities
and support services for
tourism

3. Health, Wellness &
Tourism
a. Eco‐tourism Sea
Sports

4. Aviation

5. Construction/
Energy

a. Tech‐Voc provider
(SICAT‐TESDA,
Santiago City)

b. Energy industry
1. ethanol
Production
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2. Wind Power Plant

Open courses in eco‐tourism
as enumerated in column # 2

Few students take‐up
aviation courses because
tuition fee is too expensive
Only the poor are the ones
interested to take these
courses. Graduates of these
courses could no longer be
located
‐ These factors are not
attractive to enrollees
(although these are in‐
demand at present)
‐ They regard these courses
as a non‐respectable and a
low‐paying job.
‐ Culture‐Filipino children do
not like to inherit the
occupation of their parents

Establish training regulation
for skills mentioned

Increase in technical
knowledge, skills and work
values

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
‐ DA, DAR and RATSI to identify
farms areas for organic farming
and farm cooperative engaged
in organic farming
Regional plan of NEDA should
consider real needs, that is
contextualized to the
resources and skills
requirements

Form a TWG/council with
representation from DOH,
DOT, PNP, TESDA to identify
specific skills and formulate
training regulation

Government to offer
scholarship along these
courses.
‐ Training Institutions should
upgrade their equipments &
facilities to enhance
instruction.
‐ Massive information drive
of the skills needed/industry
demand.
‐ Attract investors that will
generate jobs
‐Government to provide tax
incentives/holidays to
investors
‐ Successful OFWs to
promote blue collar jobs.

Design and implement, skills
training on all skills required
by the energy industry

Acceptance of on‐the‐job
trainees with background in
electricity. Include work
values trainings during their
OJT.
Conduct trainings in
coordination with NEA and
TESDA.
Provision of needed

TESDA to offer scholarships
along the in demand skills.
TESDA to devise a monitoring
scheme to track the graduates

‐ Intensify advocacy
‐ Expand placement program
‐ Publish success stories
‐ Government should help
with the organization/
association/guilds of industry.

Set‐up alternative fuel
industry association
Government to subsidized and
fund biochemical and ethanol
production
Power plants strict monitoring
of performance
For NEA and TESDA to provide
trainings on Basic and
Advanced Lineman Training
Course and related courses.
Provision of state‐of‐the‐art
equipments

Region 2

Description of Gap/Challenge

equipments and materials in
the construction of
distribution lines

6. Mining

No schools offering on these
courses

7. Cyberservices

SPUP just recently opened
course on animation

SUCs to open courses along
this industry.

Skills not taught in tech‐voc
schools in Cagayan

Encourage investors to put‐
up call center in the region

IT resources and capability

Set‐up short courses in card
dealing and Internet gaming.
Develop Training Regulation
for card dealing, and Internet
gaming

a. Entertainment
industry/Internet
Earning
b. Information
Technology

SUCs to open courses on
animation for cheaper
education.

Pursue linkages (domestic
and international) in the
development of IT
Integration of programs for
cost effectiveness and
operational efficiency
8. Maritime
a. Ship Building

9. Education

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation

No available placement in the
region

Dearth of job opportunities
along these areas. Also
considered a low paying job.

DOLE to solicit job vacancies
from other countries

Government to offer
incentives to investors
Conduct/ develop Training
Modules for Trainers

SUCs and TESDA to develop
training regulation on the
Internet gaming card dealing.
Refinement of plan as per
accomplishment reports.
Government to explore
placements of these vacancies
from other countries

Government to look for
placement here and abroad.
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3. Mini Hydro Power
Plant (Minanga,
Penablanca)

Recommended Solutions
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F

or the period 2003 – 2008, two (2) employment generators with double digit share in the total
employment turned up in the consultation on Employment Trends and Structures in Region III, the pair
comprised of:
 Wholesale and Retail Trade Sector (increment of 33.3% or 143,000 workers);
 Private Households with Employed Persons (17.7% or 76,000 workers);
The other sectors which have ample percentage increment were the following:
 Transportation, Storage and Communication (9.8%);
 Hotel and Restaurant sector (8.8%);
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business Activity (8.6%);
 Public Administration (7%);
 Education (6.3%);
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (6.3%);
 Construction (3.7%);
 Health and Social Work (2.1%);
 Manufacturing (0.7%);
 Financial Administration (0.7%);
 Electricity, Gas and Water (0.5%); and
 Fishing sector (0.2%).
Meanwhile, only one sector in the industry showed a decline in employment trend covering the same
period and these was Other Community, Social and Public Service Activities, ‐5.8% or a decrease of 25,000
workers. However, the Mining and Quarrying sector remained unchanged for the given period.
Employment Trends By Industry, Region III: 2003–2008
(in thousands, except rates)

YEAR

Industry
2003
All Industries

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

3,055

3,485

430

100.0

2.8

710

737

27

6.3

0.8

54

55

1

0.2

0.4

6

6

‐

‐

‐

407

410

3

0.7

0.1

14

16

2

0.5

2.9

Construction

230

246

16

3.7

1.4

Wholesale & Retail Trade

628

771

143

33.3

4.6

93

131

38

8.8

8.2

337

379

42

9.8

2.5

Agriculture, Hunting, & Forestry
Fishing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas, & Water

Hotel & Restaurant
Transport, Storage, &
Communication
Financial Intermediation

35

38

3

0.7

1.7

Real Estate, Renting Business Activity

60

97

37

8.6

12.3

Public Administration

120

150

30

7.0

5.0

Education

86

113

27

6.3

6.3

Health & Social Work

37

46

9

2.1

4.9

144

119

(25)

(5.8)

(3.5)

95

171

76

17.7

16.0

Other Community, Social & Public
Service Activities
Private Households
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Region 3

Annual Growth Rate
Some sub sectors in the industry have grown faster than the other subsectors with regards to the average
annual growth rate from 2003 – 2008, these sectors include:
 Private Households with Employed Persons (16%);
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business (12.3%);
 Hotel and Restaurants (8.2%);
 Education (6.3%);
 Public Administration & Defense, Compulsory Social Security (5%);
 Health and Social Work (4.9%);
 Wholesale and Retail Trade (4.6%);
 Electricity, Gas and Water (2.9%).
Sub sectors which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average pegged at 2.8%
were:
 Transport, Storage and Communication (2.5%);
 Financial Intermediation (1.7%);
 Construction (1.4%);
 Fishing (0.4%);
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (0.8%);
 Manufacturing (0.1%).
There was a lone negative growth rate observed among the sub sectors of the Industry. Other Community,
Social and Personal Service Activities posted a – 3.5% average growth rate. Mining and Quarrying sector
virtually remained unchanged covering the 5 year period.
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belonged to the Service sector,
registered an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the Service sector
the fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, Region III: 2003–2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified in the National Human Resource Conference of 2007, in
the Metro Luzon Urban Beltway where Region III belongs, were the following:
 Agribusiness;
 Cyberservices (under Real Estate Renting and Business Activity);
 Health, and wellness and medical tourism.
However, actual average growth rate for the past five years revealed Private Households with Employed
Persons, Hotels and Restaurant and, Education have registered a growth rate much higher than the regional
figure, this will serve as input to Project JobsFit findings.
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The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
Region III showed that the Service sector is the major employment driver in region, followed by Agriculture
and then by Industry. The distribution given below holds true to almost all regions where the bulk of
employment is shared between Service and Agriculture sectors.
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Employed Persons by Major Industry Group

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office,

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, Region III: 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
Industry
2008
% Share
Agriculture
Industry

792
678

22.7
19.5

Service

2,016

57.8

All Industries

3,485

100.0

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office,

Gross Domestic Product
Covering 2003 – 2008, based on the NSCB data on Gross Domestic Product by Industry, the key growth
driver in the GDP for the past five years in Region III is the Service sector with an average GDP growth rate of
6.0%. Main contributors in the said sector were:
 Transport, Storage and Communication (12.7%);
 Trade (19.9%).
Agricultural sector posted an average GDP growth rate of 4.1% with the sector in Agriculture and Fishery
as key contributor (4.2%). The Industry sector had an average GDP growth rate of 2.2% and the major
contributor is the Construction (6.8%) and Electricity, Gas and Water (3.2%)
Gross Domestic Product By Industry, Region III: 2003–2008
(in million PhP)

Industry

YEAR
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

All Industries

97,787

117,718

19,931

100.0

4.1

Agriculture & Fishery

23,780

28,731

4,951

24.8

4.2

Forestry

76

66

‐10

‐0.1

‐2.6

Mining & Quarrying

90

52

‐38

‐0.2

‐8.4

Manufacturing

28,486

30,238

1,752

8.8

1.2

Electricity, Gas & Water

3,932

4,569

637

3.2

3.2

Construction

5,253

7,034

1,781

8.9

6.8

Transport, Storage, &
Communication

6,641

9,178

2,537

12.7

7.6

14,289

18,247

3,958

19.9

5.5

Finance

1,617

2,214

597

3.0

7.4

Ownership Dwellings, and Real
Estate

4,922

6,663

1,741

8.7

7.1

Private Service

5,617

7,074

1,457

7.3

5.2

Government Service

3,084

3,652

568

2.8

3.7

Trade

Source: National Statistical Coordination Board
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The Food Exchange (NFEx)
One of the priority projects that has to be noted is the North Food Exchange being developed in the
Province of Bulacan (a.k.a Bulacan North Food Terminal). This food exchange agri‐industrial complex aims to
modernize food distribution in the region targeting huge Metropolitan Manila Market. It tends to provide a
ready market for the farm produce of Region III, CAR, Region I and Region II. The NFEx is likewise designed as a
show‐window of Philippine agricultural and food products to the world. It is also an information and learning
center. The entire complex consist of 130 hectares and it has the following components: transport
interchange, wet market produce, dry and cold storage facilities, slaughterhouses for hog cattle and chicken,
fish and seafood processing, vegetable processing center, export processing center, and industrial/export
processing zone.

Region 3

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints as well as limited stakeholder’s participation, facts and figures
gathered by DOLE RO III are merely indicative. Data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were used to
substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The Regional Consultation in Region III was conducted on August 27 and 28, 2009 with the assistance of
DOLE Region III officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have identified
Key Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges.
These were enumerated below:
Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges (based
on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation in Region III)

Agribusiness/SMEs

Entrepreneurs, Aqua‐culturist,
Processors of agricultural crops and
poultry products, Agriculturist,
Veterinarians, Engineers,
Horticulturist, Agronomist, Food
Chemist, Farm Equipment Operator

Cyberservices

Animator, Contact Center Agents,
Software Developer, Medical/Legal
Transcriptionist, Back Office and
Accounting Services, Multimedia

Hotel and Restaurant and Tourism

Front Office Receptionist, Lifeguard,
Tour Guides, Cooks, Food
Attendants/Handlers, Housekeeping
Service Workers, Food Technologists,
Cashier, Concierge, Security Guards

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES
Graduates are not employed in areas
where they are trained
Limited access to entrepreneurial
trainings
Limited local demand of fresh
agricultural crops and poultry
products
Crops and other fresh agri‐products
should be processed to prolong shelf
life to reach wider market
No enrollees in Agri‐business course
Lack of comprehensive and
integrated entrepreneurship
development programs
Inaccessible farm to market road
Low price of agricultural products
Lack of managerial capacity
Limited number of
agriculture/fisheries graduates in the
field of soil service
Shrinking of agricultural land
Limited access to financing facilities
Requires expensive capital for
software and equipment
High tuition fee, lack of qualified
trainers resulting to lack of qualified
applicants
Low enrollment rate
Lack of participating companies for
the conduct of OJTs
Labor Force lacks awareness on the
profitability of jobs in this industry
Lack of qualified English proficient
job applicants
Lack of Human Resource
Lack of school facilities
High cost of training, Low pay
Training grounds for those who want
to work abroad
Trainees for OJTs have to pay for
their practicum
Need for language proficiency course
Lack of good work ethics
Food quality and safety standard are
not present
Most applicant are not competent for
the required skills of the job
Skilled workers prefer to work abroad
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Agriculture
1.

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
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KEGS

SKILLS REQUIREMENT

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES

Manufacturing

Chemist, Lab analyst, QA Analyst,
Instrumentation and Automation
Technician, Machinist, Welders,
Heavy Equipment Operator, Plating
Engineer/Manager, Safety
Officer/Engineer, Supervisors, Middle
Management, Chemical Engineers,
Mechanical Engineers, Sewer,
Assemblers, Drafters, Welders,
Research and Development Officers,
Machine Operators, I.T. Specialist,
Industrial Engineers

In demand but hard to fill
Lack of licensed Chemist, low
enrollment rate
Limited schools offering specialized
course
Skilled workers opted to work abroad
Lack of qualified trainers
Limited number of training
institutions
Lack of required experience and skills
to be hired
Low salary
Cannot pass the company pre‐
employment examination
Limited OJT exposure

Construction

Licensed Civil Engineers, Electrical
Engineers, Architects, Skilled
Plumber, Carpenter, Masons,
Building Electricians, Mechanic,
Heavy Equipment Operators,
Welders, Pipefitters, allied Workers,
CPAs, Surveyors, Auto‐Cad
Operators,

Lack of training in their field of
specialty
Lack of information where to avail of
trainings
Lack of institutions offering the
course
Mismatch between graduates and
the demand of the industry
Lack of modern tools, machine and
equipments
Lack of knowledge in computer based
equipment
Lack of qualified trainers
Skilled workers prefer to work abroad

Health, Wellness and Medical Tourism

Doctors, Medical Technologist,
Pharmacists, RAD Tech, Midwife,
Massage Therapist, Nurses,
Nutritionists, Clinical Instructors, Spa
Therapist, Surgeons, Herbologist,
Dentist

Less incentives in retirement benefits
Lack of equipment
Low pay, shifting of profession form
physician to nurse and work abroad
or migrate to other country with
better opportunity
Limited number of training
institutions/schools offering related
programs
Lack of training
Prevalence of piracy
Oversupply of nurses

Mining

Mining engineer, Geologist,
Metallurgical Engineer, Geodetic
Engineer

Limited number of schools offering
the course
Low enrollment due to lack of
interest
Lack of promotion/marketing the
course
Low salary

Emerging Industry in Region III
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There is one (1) emerging industry that surfaced along the conduct of the Stakeholders’ Consultation in
Region III which has potential of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.

Region 3

Industries

Skills Requirements

Transport and Logistics

Pilots, Aircraft crew, Aircraft Mechanics, Ship Technicians,
Ship Crew, Mechanical Engineers, Civil Engineer, Air
Controllers, Communications specialists, Airport
maintenance, Drivers, Refrigeration utilities, Safety
personnel, Computer allied services, Inspectors, Health
personnel, Caterers, Welders, Land transport mechanics,
Gasoline station operators, Security service, Drivers,
Stevedores, Travel agents, Heavy equipment operators,
Couriers, Warehousemen, Industrial Management
Engineers, Front office staff (accountants, clerks,
receptionist, etc.), Entrepreneurs.

Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

Skills Availability
The regional consultation yielded an absence estimates as to the quantity available supply of skills per
industry, except for the number of college graduates in the public and private institution from CHED and data
2008 TVET Enrollment and Graduate from TESDA.
TVET Enrollment and Graduates, Region III: 2008
Enrollment
129,655

Region
III

Graduates
82,299

Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

Based on the data from TESDA for the period 2008, TVET program has generated 129,655 enrollees and
82,299 graduates. This is the combined outputs of the schools, training centers, enterprises, local government
units, non‐government organizations and other national government agencies.
Tertiary Enrollment and Graduates, Public & Private Region III, 2008–2009
Educational Institutions

Enrollment (2008‐2009)

Graduates (2008‐2009)

29,505
198,931
228,436

4,740
49,739
54,479

State Universities & Colleges
Private HEIs
Total
Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

Tertiary enrollment and graduates for both public and private institutions in Region III have yielded the
following results, total enrollees for the school year 2008‐2009 registered at 228,436 wherein 87% were
enrolled at private HEIs and the graduates totaled to 54,479 with the Private HEIs getting the biggest share of
86.5% of the total graduates.
Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation

1. Low pay
2. Prefers to work abroad
3. High Cost of Education
Gap/challenge # 1 to 3 are
interrelated .Going to medical
courses is very expensive
because of the facilities being
used and additional costs for
the practicum. After
graduation, employment
locally with low pay may not
be enough cover the costs
incurred when they were
studying. Most of the
graduates prefer to work
abroad
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1. Health and Wellness

Recommended Solutions

Courses of
Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation

Page

Industry

Description of
Gap/Challenge

Skills Availability

Industry

Description of
Gap/Challenge

4. Trainings are more focused
on working abroad (especially
to nurses)
5. Over promotion of the
nursing course
6. Low awareness on the
Labor Market Information
(LMI) in which as of to date
there are oversupply of
nurses
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2. Cyberservices

1. Manpower Resource
 Lack of qualified English
proficient applicants
 Applicants lack
communication and
inter‐personal skills
 Lack of qualified trainers
 Mismatch of skills
 ‐ No preference on any
course and is the savior
of many of the surplus
graduate who were not
employed on other
industries
 Parents’ influence on
students
2. Low awareness regarding
the industry
 Concept that
Cyberservices cover only
call centers (voice)
 Skills required in other
areas (non‐voice:
backroom‐accounting,
HR, etc.)
 Effects of “abnormal”
setting in the call center
environment (exposure
to computers, customer‐
related stress, and
graveyard shifts)
3. Facilities
 Requires expensive
capital for software &
equipment (or the
schools)
 Lack Hotels and other
tourism facilities for the
investors/ principals in
the industry (for
prospective investors
and principals

Recommended Solutions

Courses of
Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation

1. Massive information
dissemination to
graduates and the
general public (including
parents)
DepEd, CHED, TESDA &
PESO to conduct career
orientation/ guidance

1. 3‐pronged approach
curriculum design for
higher education
(academe, government,
industry)
2. Schools to continue to
enhance/update training
programs for both students
and faculty
3. Massive information
dissemination to
graduates and the
general public (including
parents)

DepEd, CHED,
TESDA & PESO to
conduct career
orientation/
guidance
4. Tax incentives from
government on purchase
software and
hardware/equipment in
schools
5. Incentives for investors
in Cyberservices
6. Encourage industry to
open more opportunities
for the unemployed/
underemployed thru
home‐based/online
cyberservices

Region 3

1. Low awareness on the
industry
2. Being associated with
aviation or maritime
3. Still no courses being
offered particularly for the
needs of the industry
4. The need for agribusiness,
manufacturing, mining,
SMEs for their products to
be transferred locally or
internationally
 Lack of opportunities for
faculty/trainers to
upgrade and enhance
their knowledge and
skills
 Limited local market of
agri‐based products

4. Tourism

 Lack of capacity on
facilities for institutions
offering these programs
 Limited training capacity
 Lack of skilled trainers
 Lack of high‐end
facilities

 Low absorption rate of
graduates in the local
market

 Deficiencies in the
curriculum

1. Massive information
dissemination to
graduates and the
general public
(including parents)

DepEd, CHED,
TESDA, & PESO
to conduct career
orientation/
guidance
Forums/symposia being
conducted by DTI in the
promotion of business

 Conduct continuous
enhancement
trainings/ capability
building activities for
trainers/ instructors
 Need to strengthen
the existing and
develop new linkages
for potential market
Agri‐based products

 Increase training
capacity
 Upgrade teacher
education for Tourism
 Increase/upgrade
infra facilities &
equipment
 Increase local
investment on
Tourism including:
 ‐ Improvement in
Peace & Order
 ‐ Inculcate Tourism
awareness in all
sectors
 Improve the
curriculum to meet
the industry needs

 CHED must provide
opportunities for
enhancement/upgrad
ing of knowledge &
skills of teaching
personnel in the field
of Agriculture
 DA with attached
agencies and bureaus
like FIDA, PCA, BFAR
to provide support in
the industry
particularly the
promotion of agri‐
based market in the
international market
 The government
should provide
additional
investments for
Tourism sector
 Improve Education
and Training in
Tourism
 Improve the Tourism
climate of the locality
 The government must
intensify the
promotion of the
investment priorities
in the Tourism sector
including the
employment
opportunities
 CHED & TESDA to
review its program
offerings to meet the
needs of the industry
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3. Logistics

Recommended Solutions

Courses of
Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation

Page

Industry

Description of
Gap/Challenge

Skills Availability

Description of
Gap/Challenge

Industry
5. Construction

Recommended Solutions

 Lack of competency
standards
‐ Language skills
‐ Computer skills
‐ Use of
technology
‐ Driving skills
‐ On the Job
Training

 Increase the salary of
skilled workers in the
construction industry
and provide
additional benefits

 Low income‐earning
profession in the region
 Average compensation
results to resignation or
transfer to other
companies

 Provide training
programs to heavy
equipment operators
& mechanics
 The government must
provide additional
budget for training
and scholarship
grants for
students/trainees
enrolled in the
construction course
program

 Graduates are not
employed in areas
where they are trained
 Limited access to
entrepreneurial
trainings
6. Agribusiness/SMEs

 Lack of training

 Limited local demand of
fresh agricultural crops
and poultry products
 Crops and other fresh
agri‐products should be
processed to prolong
shelf life

7. Manufacturing
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In‐ demand but
hard‐to‐fill
(chemists, lab
analyst, QA analyst)
Lack of licensed
Chemist
In‐demand but
some opted to land
in educational
setting

Courses of
Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation
 With the
recommendation of
DOLE, the private
construction firms
must consider the
provision of higher
salary and additional
benefits for positions
like Engineers,
Architects, etc.

 Actual Hands‐on and
trainings about
entrepreneurship
 Career
Guidance/Attend
trainings and
seminars
 Promote Processing
agri‐crops and fresh
products
 Provide financial and
other technical
assistance to
agribusiness
entrepreneurs

Career
Guidance/counse
ling upon
reaching
secondary
education

Local schools to
explore offering
the said course

Intensify
advocacy of
government
agencies in
disseminating
labor market

 Develop pilot areas to
be used as showcase
in technology
 Continuous
promotion

 Product development
and marketing
promotion


DepEd to
monitor
developments



HEis, CHED



DOLE to continue
regular
consultation
meetings with
private/public
sectors together
with TESDA, DTI,

Region 3



trends to both
public and
private as well as
secondary
schools
Provision of
comprehensive
training
programs on
specific skills
based on
industry
standards
requirements




TESDA and other
training
institutions
DOLE and training
institutions to tie
up with private
and public sectors
who will extend
OJT/internship
program to said
specialized
competency.
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Recommended Solutions

Courses of
Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation
CHED and PESO
Offices.

Page

Industry

Description of
Gap/Challenge
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Employment Trends and Structures

REGION 4‐A
Employment Trends and Structures

B

ased on the Employment Trends and Structures by Industry in Region IV‐A for the period 2003–2008.
There were four (4) employment generators with double digit share in the total employment and these
are the following:
 Wholesale and Retail Trade Sector registered an increment of twenty four percent (24.3%) or 148
thousand workers;
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business Activity registered an increment of almost twelve
percent (11.8%) or 72 thousand workers;
 Manufacturing and Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry have all registered a 10.9% employment
increment or 66 thousand workers.
Other sectors which have an ample percentage increment were the following:
 Private Households with Employed Persons with 8.6%;
 Construction sector with 6.7%;
 Public Administration at 5.3%;
 Fishing sector at 5.1%;
 Education sector with 4.3%;
 Hotel and Restaurant at 3.8%;
 Transport, Storage and Communication sector with 3.6%;
 Financial Intermediation and Health and Social Work shared the same spot with 2%;
 Other Community, Social and Public Service Activities with 1.3%;
 Mining and Quarrying sector at 0.2%.
Meanwhile, only one sector in the industry showed a decline in employment trend in the given period and
these was Electricity, Gas and Water ‐0.2% or a decrease of 1 thousand workers.
Employment Trends By Industry, Region IV‐A: 2003–2008
(in thousands, except rates)

Industry
All Industries

YEAR
2003

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

4,159

608

100.0

3.4

2008

3,551

Agriculture, Hunting & Forestry

559

625

66

10.9

2.4

Fishing

108

139

31

5.1

5.7

Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas & Water

3

4

1

0.2

6.7

661

727

66

10.9

2.0

22

21

(1)

(0.2)

(0.9)

Construction

268

309

41

6.7

3.1

Wholesale & Retail Trade

700

848

148

24.3

4.2

Hotel & Restaurant

115

138

23

3.8

4.0

Transport Storage & Communication

355

377

22

3.6

1.2

Financial Intermediation

47

59

12

2.0

5.1

Real Estate Renting Business Activity

113

185

72

11.8

12.7

Public Administration

153

185

32

5.3

4.2

Education

112

138

26

4.3

4.6

45

57

12

2.0

5.3

Other Community, Social & Public
Service Activities

112

120

8

1.3

1.4

Private Households

177

229

52

8.6

5.9

Health & Social Work
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Region 4‐A

Annual Growth Rate
From 2003 – 2008 some sub sectors in the industry have expanded faster than the other subsectors as
regards the average annual growth rate. These are the following:
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business Activities (12.7%);
 Mining and Quarrying (6.7%);
 Private Households with Employed Persons (5.9%);
 Fishing (5.7%);
 Health and Social Work (5.3%);
 Financial Intermediation (5.1%);
 Education Sector (4.6%);
 Wholesale and Retail Trade together with Public Administration, Defense and Compulsory Social
Service (4.2% respectively);
 Hotels and Restaurant with (4.0%).
Average annual growth rate covering the years 2003–2008 for all industries in Region IV‐A is at 3.4%.
Sectors which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average were the following:
 Construction (3.1%);
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (2.4%);
 Manufacturing (2%);
 Other Community, Social and Personal Service Activities (1.4%);
 Transport, Storage and Communication (1.2%).
There was a lone negative growth rate that have been observed among the sub sectors of the Industry,
Electricity, Gas and Water posted a – 0.9% average growth rate.
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belong to the Service sector which
registered an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the service
industry as the most fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, Region IV‐A: 2003–2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
Region IV‐A showed that the Service sector is the major employment driver in the region, followed by Industry
and then by Agriculture. The distribution given below holds true to almost all regions where the bulk of
employment is shared between Service and Industry sectors.
Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, Region IV‐A: 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
% Share

Agriculture
Industry

764
1,061

Service

2,336

56.2

All Industries

4,159

100.0

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office,

18.4
25.5
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BOI and NEDA Industry prospects
The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified during the National Human Resource Conference
(NHRC) of 2007, particularly in the Metro Luzon Urban Beltway where Region IV‐A belongs were the following;
 Agribusiness;
 Cyberservices;
 Health, and Wellness and Medical Tourism.
However, actual average growth rate for the given period showed that Mining, Private Households with
Employed Persons, Financial Intermediation have registered a growth rate much higher than the regional
figure, this will serve as input to Project JobsFit findings.

Gross Domestic Product
The Gross Domestic Product for the period 2003 – 2008, revealed the service industry is the key growth
driver in the GDP for the past five years in Region IV‐A, with an average GDP growth rate of 6.4%. Major
contributors in the said sector were:
 Finance (12.2%);
 Transport, Storage and Communication (7.4%);
 Private Services (7.4%);
 O. Dwellings and Real Estate (7.0%);
Followed by the Industry sector with an average annual GDP growth rate of 2.5%, main contributor in this
sector are the following:
 Electricity, Gas & Water (7.8%);
 Construction (5.7%)
And lastly the Agriculture sector with an average GDP growth rate of 2.2% and the major contributor is the
Forestry industry(40%).
Gross Domestic Product By Industry, Region IV‐A: 2003–2008
(in million PhP)

YEAR

Industry
All Industries
Agriculture & Fishery

% to Total
Increment

Ave.
Annual G.
R. (%)

2003

2008

140,742

168,302

27,560

100.0

3.9

28,405

31,529

3,124

11.3

2.2

1

3

2

0.0

40.0

Forestry
Mining & Quarrying

Increment

781

518

‐263

‐1.0

‐6.7

46,622

50,311

3,689

13.4

1.6

Electricity, Gas & Water

6,109

8,498

2,389

8.7

7.8

Construction

5,845

7,507

1,662

6.0

5.7

Transport Storage & Communication

6,910

9,456

2,546

9.2

7.4

Manufacturing

Trade

27,030

34,368

7,338

26.6

5.4

Finance

3,519

5,667

2,148

7.8

12.2

Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate

6,624

8,946

2,322

8.4

7.0

Private Service

5,718

7,833

2,115

7.7

7.4

Government Service

3,178

3,666

488

1.8

3.1

Source: National Statistical Coordination Board
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Investment
Priority Area
ICT

Health and
Wellness

Batangas
ICT‐related activities
(BPOs, Animation,
etc.)
Retirement
communities/villages,
Medical Tourism,
Tourism related
activities

Laguna
Information and
Communication
Technology
Herbal Medicine

Cavite
IT enables services

Medical Transcription

Rizal
Information and
Communication
Technology
Tourism

Quezon
Information
Technology
Nature
Parks/Mountain
Resort

Region 4‐A

Investment
Priority Area
Infrastructure

Batangas

Food Sector

Laguna

Port‐oriented
services

Transport and
Warehousing

Processed Food &
Beverages

Processed Food &
Beverages

Gifts, Houseware
and Holiday
Décor (GHHD)

Giftwares and
Holiday Decors

Cavite
Road Network
Development and
Operation
Water Supply
Development and
Operation
Solid waste
treatment/management
Industrial and Economic
Zones Development
Agribusiness Sector
Restaurant/Food
outlets
Home Furnishings

Rizal

Quezon
Accommodation
Facilities
Transportation
Services

Agribusiness

Manufacturing

Restaurants/Food
Outlets
High Value Crop
Production
Manufacturing

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints, as well as limited stakeholders’ participation, facts and figures
gathered by DOLE RO IV‐A are merely indicative. Data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were used to
substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The Regional Consultation in Region IV‐A was conducted on August 10, 17 to 25, 2009 with the assistance
of DOLE Region IV‐A officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have
identified Key Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and
Challenges. These are enumerated below:
Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges (based
on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation in Region IV‐A)

QA Engineers, Mechanical Engineers,
Cell phone Technicians

2.

Ceramics

Instrumentation & Process Control
Technicians, Mechatronics
Technicians, Mechanical Engineer,
Operator, Modeler

3.

Metal Fabrication

(Skilled Workers) Welders, Fitters,
Scaffolders, Rigger, Equipment
Operator, Blaster/Painter
(Professionals ‐ Engineer) Mechanical,
Civil, Structural, Electrician,
Metallurgical, Welding, Cost/Quantity,
Heavy Lift & Transport, Planning &
Scheduling, IT Engineer/Programmer
(Manager & Supervisors) Project
Managers, Piping Supervisors,
Structural Supervisors, Welding
Supervisors, Construction Manager
Licensed Mechanical/Chemical
Engineer, Chemists

4.

Petroleum/Sugar Industry

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES
Perceived as a male job and soldering
is considered hazardous and not
allowed for workers below 18 years
old
Schools provide only theoretical
lessons not enough to develop skills
Lack of English proficiency affecting
report preparation and
comprehending work manuals and
verbal instruction of foreign
employees/supervisors
High turn‐over due to outsourcing,
overseas opportunities and pirating
High turn‐over due to overseas
opportunities
Decline in the number of students
taking up engineering courses
Lack of sense of values for work time
and sense of responsibility
Lack of sufficient experience &
qualification
Lack/limited qualified manpower
supply
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Manufacturing
1. Electronics
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KEGS

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES

SKILLS REQUIREMENT

Construction

Mechanical Engineers, Industrial
Engineers, Quality Control Specialists,
Welders, Riggers, Safety Engineers,
Heavy Equipment Operators, CAD
Operators

Agri‐Business

Veterinarian, Animal Husbandry,
Agricultural Engineer

Health, Wellness & Medical Tourism

Food and Beverage Workers,
Bartenders, Sales Accounts Executives,
Massage Therapists, Entertainers,
Cashiers
Mold and Dye Engineer, Mold
Technician

Automotive

Mining

Mining Engineer, Geologist,
Metallurgical Engineer, Geodetic
Engineer

High turn‐over because of overseas
opportunities
Decline in the number of students
taking up engineering courses
Inadequate supply of HEOs
High mortality on trade test in safety,
technical skills and knowledge
assessment
High cost of safety trainings
High turn‐over because of overseas
opportunities
High preference for jobs in electronics,
semicon, automotive companies due
to nature and work environment
Applicants fail to pass series of
examinations and interviews due to
lack of supervisory and leadership
potentials
Theoretical knowledge but lacking in
practical exposure
Lack of awareness as an employment
option
Limited students prefer this career
Needs Communication Skills
improvement program
Lack of decision skills making
Salary expectation gap
Limited provider of Dual Training
System in Region IV
Low hiring rate due to lack of qualified
applicants
Salary expectation gap
Limited schools offering the course
Low enrollment due to lack of interest
Lack of promotion/marketing the
course
Low salary

Emerging Industries in Region IV‐A
There are two (2) emerging industries that surfaced along the conduct of the Stakeholders’ Consultation in
Region IV‐A which has potential of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.
Industries
Cyberservices
Port Oriented Services/Transport and Logistics

Skills Requirements
Call Center Agents, Computer Engineers, Inbound and Outbound
Sales Agents, Medical Transcriptionists, Team Leaders
(Operators) Crave, Radar Plotting, Radio Communication, Passenger
Boarding Bridges, Rubber Tyred Gantries, Customer Service Officer,
X‐Ray Technicians, Checker, Foremen

Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation
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Skills Availability
The regional consultation yielded a limited estimates as to the quantity available supply of skills per
industry, except for the number of college graduates in the public and private institution as projected in the
Region IV‐A as a result of the consultation with the stakeholders and data on 2008 TESDA Enrolled, Graduates,
Assessed, and Certified by Sector.

Region 4‐A

Top 10 Graduates by Program (2009 – 2014) Region IV‐A
Program Name

Graduates
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

B.S. in Information Technology

1,088

9,302

4,594

2,169

1,650

802

B.S. in Hotel and Restaurant Management

1,522

6,669

4,041

2,659

2,317

83

B.S. in Computer Science

1,783

5,619

3,084

2,361

2,080

560

855

4,694

2,486

1,343

1,087

223

2,140

5,287

2,957

3

0

0

B.S. in Electronics & Communications Engineering

586

2,120

1,292

983

923

836

Associate in Hotel & Restaurant Management

563

3,831

2,761

5

0

0

B.S. in Computer Engineering

586

2,048

1,110

888

710

913

B.S. in Tourism

283

1,861

857

540

428

0

B.S. in Mechanical Engineering

277

965

201

701

516

691

B.S. in Accountancy
Associate in Computer Technology

Source Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

Presented table above are just the top ten graduates by program as projected in the consultation. There
are 34 programs or disciplines that they have included in their projections and this resulted to the number of
graduates per year. For 2009, total graduates as they projected, totaled to 11,748, for 2010 it jumped to
48,858, in 2011 it went down to 28,089, 2012 went down further to 14,950, for 2013, still it slightly went down
to 12,108 and in 2014 it drastically went down to 5,968 graduates.
2008 TESDA Enrolled, Graduate and Accredited Skills: Region IV‐A
Sector
Agri‐Fishery

Enrolled

Graduates

Assessed

Certified

572

719

456

332

Information and Communications Technology

53,396

29,858

15,783

4,782

Tourism

22,058

12,798

9,108

5,275

Automotive

3,483

2,789

1,926

1,491

Building Construction

4,008

3,394

1,674

1,118

Electronics

5,363

3,970

‐

595

Metals and Engineering

6,848

6,467

2,114

1,029

Process Food and Beverages

2,176

2,245

142

734

97,904

62,240

31,203

15,426

Grand Total
Source: TESDA

The additional labor supply for the in‐demand occupations can be sourced from TESDA’s Tech‐voc
graduates which totals 62,240. Of this, 50.1% or 31,203 have been assessed where 15,426 have been certified.
Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation

Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge

1. Manufacturing
Sector

Electronic/Semicon
Perceived as a male job and
soldering is considered
hazardous and not allowed for
workers below 18 years old

Schools provide only theoretical
lessons not enough to develop
skills
Lack of English proficiency
affecting report preparation

Recommended Solutions

Recommended Solutions

Intensify Career Guidance to
include gender awareness,
current work practices,
opportunities for both
tech‐voc and four year
courses to ensure effective
career choices
High school education to
offer more practical training
on basic soldering and
welding among others for
males and females

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation

DOLE to revise its Career
Guidance module for the
proposed inclusion of topics
in the module
DepEd to consider issuance of
Certificate of Major Skill to
student apart from
identifying the aptitude for
higher/professional college
education
DepEd and CHED to include
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Skills Availability

Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge
and comprehending work
annuals and verbal instructions
of foreign
employees/supervisors
Diploma is thought to be
enough to get employed and
get good salaries hence worker
become choosy and cannot
adopt to difficult work
environment

Resistance to accept tasks other
than job applied for (specialist)
High turn‐over due to
outsourcing, overseas
opportunities and pirating
Hiring difficulty of occupational
health nurses and nurses hired
have no OSH training because
industrial setting is not
attractive to nurses because of
low salaries

Recommended Solutions

Technical traditional Writing,
English and Mathematics
must be reviewed with the
current computer aided
teaching approaches
Review school curriculum to
address gap in English
proficiency
Continuous Learning Process
like job rotation should form
part of the Career
Enhancement Program that
must be included in company
policy and well explained to
workers for the multi skilling
scheme to increase number
of skilled workers

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
skills competition among
students at all levels and
schools
Govt to provide incentive to
schools and full support to
students with good record in
national skills Olympics,
English, Math and Science
Competitions.
DepEd and CHED to introduce
ISTIV in high school through
college
DOLE to include in the Labor
Education seminars
formulation of Career
Enhancement Program

Require local employment‐
hospital or industrial based
experienced prior to overseas
employment
Review laws on existing
compensation and benefits

Ceramic Industry
High turnover because of
overseas opportunities

Adopt a talent development
program
Adopt in house curriculum of
certain course (e.g. Ceramics
Certificate course)

Decline in the number of
students taking up Engineering
courses

Intensify Career Guidance to
advocate for potential job
opportunities

Strengthen tie up of TESDA
and establishment or private
company to ensure that
trainings will be relevant to
the needs of the industry

CHED to put a cap on
enrollees of oversubscribed
courses
CHED to regulate the
accreditation of schools to
ensure that courses to be
offered will be relevant to the
needs of the industry
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Lack of sense of values for
worktime and sense of
responsibility

In‐house values, productivity
motivation seminars
counseling and coaching
mechanism at the plant
through induction/orientation
and periodic HR development
seminars

Stop the proliferation of fly
by night schools and training
institutions and government
should have the political will
to close schools with very low
turn out on board exams.
Education Skills Development
Committee to include DepEd,
CHED and DOLE and at the
provincial level

Region 4‐A

Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation

Bridging industry standards to
the classroom standards
(inclusion of TGM/TPM & ISO
Concepts, English
Communication & Values
formation. Including OJT
Program (structured) in the
curriculum

DepEd/CHED/TESDA to
device structural
curriculum/trainings that will
fit industry set‐up

Metal Fabrication
Lack of sufficient experience &
qualification
Lack/limited qualified
manpower supply

Integration of hands‐on
training on industry
Advocate for the
implementation of TESDA’s
ladderized program and
enterprise based training
programs through forging of
partnership with industries

Strengthen tie up of TESDA
and establishment or private
company to ensure that
trainings will be relevant to
the needs of the industry

Job Training Partnership with
training Institutions (e.g.
TESDA, Academe/Dualtech,
etc.)
Petroleum/Sugar Industry
High turnover because of
overseas opportunities

Adopt a talent development
program.

Decline in the number of
students taking up Engineering
course

Adopt in house curriculum of
certain course (e.g. Ceramics
Certificate course)
Intensify Career Guidance to
advocate for potential job
opportunities

Strengthen tie up of TESDA
and establishment or private
company to ensure that
trainings will be relevant to
the needs of the industry
CHED to put a cap on
enrollees of oversubscribed
courses
CHED to regulate the
accreditation of schools to
ensure that courses to be
offered will be relevant to the
needs of the industry.

Inadequate supply of Licensed
Forklift Operator

Intensify safety trainings and
to require advanced safety
courses

High Mortality on Trade Test in
Safety, technical skills and
knowledge assessment

Critical positions in
production must have safety
training orientation

Review Training Program of
BWC/OHSC/ and Accredited
Safety Training Organizations
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Registry of Licensed Forklift
Operator must be made
accessible

Page

2. Construction

Pre Fabricated Housing &
Metal/Steel Fabrication for
Export

Stop the proliferation of fly
by night schools and training
institutions and government
should have the political will
to close schools with every
low turn out on board exams

Skills Availability

Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge
High cost of safety trainings

Recommended Solutions

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation

Enforce policy on
Accreditation of Safety
Officers
Supervisory and Leadership
seminars for Safety Officers

High turnover rate because of
overseas opportunities

Reliable and updated skills
database is essential and
made accessible to industry
to reduce cost of sourcing
and recruitment
TESDA to increase number
and scholarship grantees with
rigid screening to ensure
completion and competency
of graduates
Implement RA 6685 –
Workers Hired in
Infrastructure Project

3. Agribusiness

High preference for jobs in
electronics, semicon,
automotive companies due to
nature and work environment

Advocate for Environment
safety focused programs to
address infra (house and
buildings of the future is
essential

Applicants fail to pass series of
examinations and interviews
due to lack of supervisory and
leadership potentials

Leadership skills must be
developed at all levels of
education to prepare for
supervisory work

Theoretical knowledge but
lacking practical exposure

Invite industry experts to
train people in the academe
and the training, institutions.
Universities/college
professors/ instructors’
qualifications must include
among others exposure or
working experience in the
business/corporate world so
theories will be linked to
actual practice.

Lack of awareness as an
employment option
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Limited students prefer this
career

Limited supply of qualified and
competent applicant due to
outmigration, compensation
concerns and pirating

Intensify Career Guidance to
include gender awareness,
current work practices,
opportunities for both tech‐
voc and four year courses to
ensure effective career
choices

TESDA‐ DepEd partnership in
identifying target
beneficiaries of its
scholarship program
Strengthen tie up of TESDA
and establishment or private
company to ensure that
trainings will be relevant to
the needs of the industry

Forge DPWH‐DOLE‐BWC‐BLE
partnership

DepEd, CHED, DENR, DOLE,
TESDA to study the green
jobs trend as employment
driver

More human factor
integrated into the
curriculum of technical and
engineering courses.

CHED to review qualifications
for professors/college
instructors.

DOLE to revise its Career
Guidance module for the
proposed inclusion of topics
in the module

Review school curriculum to
address the gap ion English
proficiency required

Region 4‐A

Industry

3. Cyberservices

Description of Gap/Challenge

Low level of English facility

Recommended Solutions

Provide more training schools
for Call Center Agents that
would enhance their ENGLISH
PROFICIENCY

TESDA and CHED to review
the Curriculum if it is
competitive with the Asian
countries.

To promote ENGLISH
LANGUAGE in the schools, in
order for students to be well
versed in the language

Strengthen tie up of TESDA
and establishments of private
company to ensure that
trainings will be relevant to
the needs of the industry

Prohibit kids from watching
Filipino telenovelas but
instead English‐oriented
programs
Adaptability to graveyard work
schedules

High turnover due to stress and
health reasons

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation

Intensify Career Guidance to
include gender awareness,
current work practices,
opportunities for both tech‐
voc and four year courses to
ensure effective career
choices
Review the laws relative to
health/safety of workers in
the call center (example
women rights at the night
work)

Needs communication skills
improvement program

Creation of industry
supervisors/middle managers
associations to take care of
emerging issues/concerns in
the industry such as skills and
competitiveness,
compensation and incentives
packages, pirating practices
DOLE to revise its Career
Guidance module for the
proposed inclusion of topics
in the module

DOLE/BWC to set work
standards for BPOs
Include on curriculum training
modules topics on
Communication skills and
Leadership

Lack of decision skill making

Lobby for more tourism and
infra development
Intensify service Quality
Improvement Programs
Develop service oriented
culture
Leadership training programs
Limited provider of Dual
Training System in RO IV‐A

5. Automotive

Low hiring rate due to lack of
qualified applicants

Advocate for the
implementation of TESDA’s
ladderized program and
enterprise based training
program through forging of
partnership with industries
Continuous Learning Process
like job rotation should form
part of the Career
Enhancement Program that
must be included in company

Strengthen tie up of
TESDA/CHED and
establishment or private
company to ensure that
trainings will be relevant to
the needs of the industry
Strengthen of the Provincial
Tourism Council
Implement WAP during off
season to enable young
workers exposure to work
settings and work values,
subject to strict monitoring of
DOLE

Strengthen tie up of and
establishment or private
company to ensure that
trainings will be relevant to
the needs of the industry
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Salary expectation gap
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4. Health, Wellness
& Medical Tourism

Skills Availability

Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions
policy and well explained to
workers for the multi skilling
scheme to increase number
of skilled workers

Salary expectation

6. Post Oriented
Services ‐ Operators

Low hiring rate

Implementation of attractive
commission and incentives
programs

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
DOLE to include in the Labor
Education seminars
formulation of Career
Enhancement Program
Intensify promotion of
productive model/best
practices and incentives
available

Include in the TOR of Bidders
for CH Services the
Manpower Training Program
for key port operators
personnel
Encourage with urgency the
TESDA and CHED to devise
short‐term curriculum that
will fit the needs of the port
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Performance evaluation
including management and
personnel audit as to their
compliance per their training
program

Region 4‐A
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REGION 4‐B
Employment Trends and Structures

D

uring the period 2003 – 2008, there were two (2) employment generators with double digit share in the
total employment in Region IV‐B which is composed of the provinces of Mindoro Oriental, Mindoro
Occidental, Marinduque, Romblon and Palawan. These were the following sectors:
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry which registered an increment of forty seven percent (47.1%)
or 98 thousand workers;
 Wholesale and Retail Trade with an increment of almost fifteen percent (14.9%) or 31 thousand
workers.
Other sectors which have an ample percentage increment were the following:
 Fishing (7.2%);
 Private Households with Employed Persons (5.8%);
 Transport, Storage and Communication (5.3%);
 Public Administration (4.3%);
 Manufacturing (3.8%);
 Construction, Hotel and Restaurant, and Education (each with 2.9%);
 Real Estate, Renting and other Business Activities (1.9%);
 Other Community, Social and Public Service Activities (1.4%)
 Mining and Quarrying (0.5%).
Meanwhile, only one sector in the industry showed a decline in employment trend covering the same
period 2003 – 2008. This was Health and Social Work which posted a decline of ‐1.0% or a decrease of 2
thousand workers. The Electricity, Gas and Water sector remained unchanged for the past 5 years, the
employment was consistently at 3 thousand workers from 2003 – 2008.
Employment Trends By Industry, Region IV‐B: 2003 ‐ 2008
Industry

(in thousands, except rates)
YEAR
Increment
2003
2008

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

All Industries

925

1,133

208

100.0

Agriculture, Hunting, & Forestry

408

506

98

47.1

4.8

82

97

15

7.2

3.7

6

7

1

0.5

3.3

50

58

8

3.8

3.2

3

3

‐

‐

‐

Fishing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas, & Water

4.5

44

50

6

2.9

2.7

133

164

31

14.9

4.7

8

14

6

2.9

15.0

49

60

11

5.3

4.5

Financial Intermediation

4

5

1

0.5

5.0

Real Estate, Renting, & Business
Activity

6

10

4

1.9

13.3

Public Administration

49

58

9

4.3

3.7

Education

27

33

6

2.9

4.4

Health & Social Work

10

8

(2)

(1.0)

(4.0)

Other Community, Social & Public
Service Activities

16

19

3

1.4

3.8

Private Households

32

44

12

5.8

7.5

Construction
Wholesale & Retail Trade
Hotel & Restaurant
Transport, Storage, &
Communication
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Region 4‐B

Annual Growth Rate
From 2003 – 2008 some sub sectors in the industry have expanded faster than the other sub sectors as
regards the average annual growth rate. These are the following:
 Hotels and Restaurant (15%);
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business Activities (13.3%);
 Private Households with Employed Persons (7.5%);
 Financial Intermediation (5.0%);
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (4.8%);
 Wholesale and Retail Trade (4.7%);
 Transport, Storage and Communication (4.5%).
Average annual growth rate covering the years 2003 ‐2008 for all industries in Region IV‐B is at 4.5%.
Sub sectors which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average were:
 Education (4.4%);
 Other Community and Personal Services (3.8%);
 Fishing (3.7%);
 Public Administration, Defense and Personal Social Security (3.7%);
 Mining and Quarrying (3.3%);
 Manufacturing (3.2%);
 Construction (2.7%).
There was a lone negative growth rate that has been observed among the sub sectors of the Industry,
Health and Social work posted a – 4% average growth rate.
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belongs to the service industry,
registered an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the service
industry as the most fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, Region IV‐B: 2003 – 2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
Region IV‐B showed that the Agriculture sector is the major employment driver in the region, followed by
Service and then by Industry. The distribution given below holds true to almost all regions where the bulk of
employment is shared between Agriculture and Service sectors.
Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, Region IV‐B: 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
% Share

Agriculture

603

53

Industry

118

10

Service

415

37

1,133

100.0

All Industries
Source of basic data: National Statistics Office,
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Gross Domestic Product
The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified during the National Human Resource Conference
(NHRC) of 2007, particularly in Central Philippines where Region IV‐B belongs were the following;
 Agribusiness;
 Construction;
 Cyberservices;
 Health, and Wellness and Medical Tourism;
 Hotel and Restaurant;
 Maritime;
 Mining.
However, actual average growth rate for the past five years showed that Health and Social Work posted a
negative growth rate, this will somehow serve as input to Project JobsFit findings.

Gross Domestic Product
The Gross Domestic Product for the period 2003 – 2008, revealed the industry sector is the key growth
driver for the past five years in Region IV‐B, with an average GDP growth rate of 6.9%. Major contributors in
the said sector were:
 Mining and Quarrying (33.5%);
 Electricity, Gas and Water (10.1%).
Followed by the Service sector with an average annual GDP growth rate of 5.9%, main contributor in this
sector were:
 Transport, Storage and Communication (6.1%);
 Finance (5%);
 Trade (4.5%).
Lastly Agriculture sector with an average GDP growth rate of 3.9%, and the major contributor is
Agriculture and Fishery (29%).
Gross Domestic Product By Industry, Region IV‐B: 2003–2008
(in million PhP)

YEAR

Industry
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave.
Annual G.
R. (%)

All Industries

30,433

38,814

8,381

100.0

5.5

Agriculture & Fishery

12,350

14,780

2,430

29.0

3.9

1

0

‐1

0.0

‐20.0

Mining & Quarrying

5,301

8,109

2,808

33.5

10.6

Manufacturing

4,080

4,509

429

5.1

2.1

Electricity, Gas & Water

2,520

3,365

845

10.1

6.7

252

362

110

1.3

8.7

Transport, Storage & Communication

1,124

1,637

513

6.1

9.1

Trade

Forestry

Construction

1,658

2,037

379

4.5

4.6

Finance

844

1,265

421

5.0

10.0

Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate

375

447

72

0.9

3.8

866

1,096

230

2.7

5.3

1,062

1,207

145

1.7

2.7

Private Service
Government Service
Source: National Statistical Coordination Board
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NEDA Industry prospects
There are seven projects under the KR2 Program (Philippine‐Japan grant for Underprivileged Farmers) in
MIMAROPA region. These projects are the following; Community Based Coastal Resource Management, Bio‐
organic Fertilizer, Peanut Production and Processing, Calamansi Processing, Cage Culture of Grouper and
Cassava Processing. Two projects each were awarded to Oriental and Occidental Mindoro while one project
each were approved for the provinces of Marinduque, Romblon and Palawan.

Region 4‐B

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints as well as limited stakeholders’ participation, facts and figures
gathered by DOLE RO IV‐B are merely indicative. Data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were used to
substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The Regional Consultation in Region IV‐B was conducted on September 1 to 4, 2009 with the assistance of
DOLE Region IV‐B officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have identified
Key Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges as
enumerated below:
Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges (based
on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation in Region IV‐B)
KEGS

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES

SKILLS REQUIREMENT

Agri‐business
Agriculturists/Agricultural Engineers,
Aqua culturists, Farm Managers,
Agronomists, Horticulturists

Tourism/Hotels and Restaurant

Tour Guides, Chefs, Food and
Beverage Attendants, Housekeeping
attendants, Baristas, Bartenders,
Butlers, Cook Service Crews

Mining

Geodetic Engineers, Geologists,
Mining Engineers, Metallurgical
Engineers, Mining and Metallurgical
technicians

Limited available skills in the region,
Low enrollment/few takers of the
course
Low income in agricultural related
course
Lack of qualified trainers specially in
the culinary field and training
providers
High turn‐over rate of employment
due to low salary
Total absence of course providers in
the region
Lack of available course offering
leading to these occupations

Emerging Industry in Region IV‐B
There is one (1) emerging industry that surfaced along the conduct of the Stakeholders’ Consultation in
Region IV‐B which has potential of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.
Industries
Transportation

Skills Requirements
Drivers, Mechanics

Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

Skills Availability
Across all sectors, the academe workshop group has failed to present the available skills relative to the
identified key employment generators. The participants were unable to provide data and information on the
availability of skills.

1. Agri‐business

Description of
Gap/Challenge
1. Low rate of enrolment –
students not inspired or
not interested in taking
courses relative to
agriculture

Recommended Solution
Promote agriculture courses
in the secondary level in
order to orient the would‐be
college students in the
significance of the
course/program

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
DepEd and other private
institutions to integrate into
the high school curriculum
introduction to agriculture
courses with emphasis on its
importance and contribution
to the local company
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Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation

Industry

Description of
Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solution

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation

2. Wrong impression of
students in taking up the
course as a career

The government to
concentrate the scholarship
programs to agricultural
courses

CHED to propose long term
programs to fund agricultural
scholarships and encourage
private educational institution
to participate in the program.

3. Absence of processing
centers in the provinces
that add more value to
agricultural produce

Livelihood assistance
providers to consider
proposals that add value to
agricultural produce

Government agencies to force
agreements and partnerships
to promote and assist small
and large scale processing of
agricultural produce

4. Low quality of
production/ or low
production

Establishing processing
centers for agri products
Modernizing agriculture

National government agencies
to assist the industry by
providing assistance to
improve agricultural facilities

2. Tourism

1. Considered as seasonal
business that produces
seasonal employment

Provide business alternative
during the lean season of the
tourism industry

Continue and expand
participation in the National
Tourism events

3. Hotels and
Restaurants

1. Unattractive wage
benefits

Provide non monetary
benefits to minimum and
low wage earners

Promote the provision of
benefits for the hotels and
restaurant workers

2. Fast turn‐over rate of
workers

Provide productivity training
seminars that will upgrade
skills and quality service of
workers

Accreditation of high level
training providers relative to
the industry requirements

1. No available manpower in
the locality

Provide comprehensive
training to locals

2. Labor displacements

Providing measures to assist
displaced workers

Forging partnership among
agencies that provide quality
training education and
facilities

3. Fast turn over rate of
technical personnel

Provide benefits that will
equate monetary benefits
offered by overseas
employment

3. Available skills doesn’t
meet the industry
minimum standards
4. Some courses not
available in the
city/province

Measures of providing
livelihood formation and
enhancement already in place
Employers to increase wage
and non wage benefits of the
employers specially the
technical
Personnel
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4. Mining

Region 4‐B

1. Region has no land
borders – provinces
separated by waters

Recommended Solution
Physical integration

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
Government to invite investors
in establishing land
transportation terminals, sea
and airports
Establish infrastructure that
will link each province and
other regions
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5. Transportation

Description of
Gap/Challenge
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T

he employment performance of the labor market in Region V for the period 2003–2008 showed that
there were four (4) employment generators with double digit share in the total employment. These are
the following:
 Wholesale and Retail Trade registered an increment of almost thirty six percent (35.7%) or 51
thousand workers;
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry posted an increment of twenty percent (20.3%) or 29 thousand
workers;
 Fishing registered almost thirteen percent (12.6%) or 18 thousand workers;
 Private Household with Employed Persons has an increment of almost twelve percent (11.9%) or
17 thousand workers;
Sectors which have ample percentage increment were:
 Transport Storage and Communication (9.8%);
 Hotel and Restaurant (7%);
 Public Administration and Defense (4.9%);
 Mining and Quarrying (3.5%);
 Electricity, Gas and Water, Construction, and Financial Intermediation, (each with 1.4%).
Health and Social Work showed no increment for the period of five years.
Meanwhile, the following sectors manifested a declining employment trend in the same period:
 Education with a decline of employment of about 14 thousand workers (‐9.8%);
 Manufacturing with decrease of about 7 thousand workers (‐4.9%);
 Other Community, Social and Public Service Activities with a decline of about 1 thousand workers
(‐0.7%).
Employment Trends By Industry
Region V: 2003 – 2008 (in thousands, except rates)
YEAR

Industry
2003
All Industries
Agriculture, Hunting & Forestry
Fishing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas & Water
Construction
Wholesale & Retail Trade
Hotel & Restaurant
Transport Storage &
Communication
Financial Intermediation
Real Estate Renting Business
Activity
Public Administration
Education
Health & Social Work
Other Community, Social &
Public Service Activities
Private Households

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

1,855
753
115
11
133
6
91
304
26
96

1,998
782
133
16
126
8
93
355
36
110

143
29
18
5
(7)
2
2
51
10
14

100.0
20.3
12.6
3.5
(4.9)
1.4
1.4
35.7
7.0
9.8

1.5
0.8
3.1
9.1
(1.1)
6.7
0.4
3.4
7.7
2.9

8
16

10
20

2
4

1.4
2.8

5.0
5.0

90
73
21
52

97
59
21
51

7
(14)
‐
(1)

4.9
(9.8)
‐
(0.7)

1.6
(3.8)
‐
(0.4)

64

81

17

11.9

5.3
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Region 5

Annual Growth Rate
From 2003 – 2008 some sectors in the industry have expanded faster than the other subsectors as regards
the average annual growth rate. These are the following:
 Mining and Quarrying (9.1%);
 Hotel and Restaurant (7.7%);
 Electricity, Gas and Water (6.7%);
 Private Households with Employed Persons (5.3%);
 Financial Intermediation and Real Estate, Renting and Business Activity (5.0% each);
 Wholesale and Retail Trade (3.4%);
 Fishing (3.1%);
 Transport Storage and Communication (2.9%);
 Public Administration, Defense and Compulsory Social Services (1.6%).
Average annual growth rate covering the years 2003 ‐2008 for all industries in Region V is at 1.5%.
Sectors which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average were the following;
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (0.8%);
 Construction (0.4%);
Health and Social Work remained unchanged during the reference period which constantly employed 21
thousand workers for a period of five years.
Meanwhile, the following sectors registered negative growth rate for the reference period:
 Education (‐3.8%);
 Manufacturing (‐1.1%);
 Other Community and Social Services (– 0.4%).
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belongs to the service industry,
registered an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the service
industry as the most fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, Region V: 2003 – 2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
Region V showed that the Agriculture sector is the major employment driver in the region followed by Service
and then by Industry. The distribution given below holds true to almost all regions where the bulk of
employment is shared between Agriculture and Service sectors.

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office,

915
243
840
1,998

45.8
12.2
42.0
100.0
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Industry
Service
All Industries
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Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, RO V: 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
Industry
2008
% Share

Gross Domestic Product
The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified during the National Human Resource Conference
(NHRC) of 2007, particularly in the Central Philippines where Region V belongs were the following:
 Agribusiness;
 Construction;
 Cyberservices;
 Health, and Wellness and Medical Tourism;
 Hotels and restaurants;
 Maritime;
 Mining.
However, actual average growth rate for the given years showed that Electricity, Gas and Water, Private
Households, Financial Intermediation, and Real Estate, Renting and Wholesale and Retail Trade have also
registered an increase in terms of average growth rate, this will serve as input to Project JobsFit findings.

Gross Domestic Product
The Gross Domestic Product for the period 2003 – 2008, revealed the industry sector is key growth driver
in the GDP for the past five years in Region V, with an average GDP growth rate of 10.5%. Major contributors in
the said sector were:
 Construction (16.5%);
 Mining and Quarrying (15.5%).
Followed by the Service sector with an average annual GDP growth rate of 4.7%, main contributor in this
sector were Finance sector (13.0%), and lastly Agriculture sector with an average GDP growth rate of 3.6% and
the major contributor is Forestry (40.0%).
Gross Domestic Product By Industry, Region V: 2003–2008
(in million PhP)

Industry

YEAR
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

All Industries

31,021

39,696

8,675

100.0

5.6

Agriculture & Fishery

10,426

12,293

1,867

21.5

3.6

1

3

2

0.0

40.0

1,536

2,729

1,193

13.8

15.5

408

498

90

1.0

4.4

Electricity, Gas & Water

2,884

3,564

680

7.8

4.7

Construction

1,920

3,502

1,582

18.2

16.5

Transport Storage & Communication

1,896

2,490

594

6.8

6.3

Trade

3,818

4,638

820

9.5

4.3

407

672

265

3.1

13.0

Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate

2,839

3,136

297

3.4

2.1

Private Service

2,736

3,638

902

10.4

6.6

Government Service

2,150

2,533

383

4.4

3.6

Forestry
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing

Finance

Source: National Statistical Coordination Board
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NEDA Investment Priorities
Based on the Comprehensive Integrated Investment Program (CIIP), Central Philippines where Region V
belongs will be able to benefit from this investment for infrastructure projects that would be implemented
between 2007 to 2010. Included in this program are the following: transportation, power and water, social
infrastructure, communications, relending programs, and support for agrarian reform communities.
With these program in place, Region V will gain substantially particularly in infrastructure projects like the
construction of airports in Sorsogon, Daraga‐Albay; Mainline South Railway Project (Southrail) Phase I‐B
Rehabilitation and Construction of railway from Lucena to Legazpi and Phase II construction of railway from
Camalig, Albay to Sorsogon. Power and Electrification projects like the Bicol Emergency Power Restoration,
Restoration of Bac‐Man 2 (20MW) Geothermal Plant. Social Infrastructures like Low‐cost Housing Program for
Resettled Families.

Region 5

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints, as well as limited stakeholders’ participation, facts and figures
gathered by DOLE RO V are merely indicative. Data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were used to
substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The Regional Consultation in Region V was conducted on August 25 to 27, 2009 with the assistance of
DOLE RO V officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have identified Key
Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges. These
are enumerated below:
Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges (based
on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation Region V)
KEGS
Agribusiness

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
Aqua‐culturists (Fishpond Operators,
Fish Breeders, Coastal Resource
Technicians)
Horticulturists
Feed Processors (Processors of Agri‐
based products)
Production and Operations Managers
Plant Mechanic/Machine Operators
Weavers and Designers
Fiber Classifiers (Abaca)
Entrepreneurs
Agricultural Engineers

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES
Decline in the enrollment rate in
Agricultural courses
Lack of opportunities for wage
employment for the hard‐to‐fill
positions in the region. Graduates of
Agri‐related courses are
underemployed
Salaries not commensurate to the
skills required/not competitive with
other professions
Low performance of graduates in the
licensure examination from PRC for
Agricultural Engineering & Allied
courses
Lack of opportunities for faculty
trainers to upgrade and enhance their
knowledge and skills

Engineers (Design, Civil, Electrical,
Instrumentation)
Welders

Limited training capacity
Lack of skilled trainers
Lack of high‐end facilities
Low absorption rate of graduates in
the local market
Deficiencies in the curriculum
Lack of competency standards
‐
Language skills
‐
Computer skills
‐
Use of technology
‐
Driving skills
‐
On the job‐training
Low income‐earning profession in the
region
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Construction

Bakers
Baristas
Bartenders
Chefs
Cooks
Food and Beverage Attendants
Front Office Staff/Attendants
Hotel Reservations Officers
Kitchen Specialists
Housekeeping Services
Tour Guides
Waiter/Waitress

Page

Tourism

Limited local market of agri‐based
products
Lack of capacity on facilities for
institutions offering these programs

Emerging Industries in Region V
KEGS

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
Electricians
Carpenters
Masons
Plumbers
Pipefitters
Heavy Equipment Operators
Mechanics
Fabricators
Mining Engineers
Skilled Mining Workers
Geologists
Metallurgical Engineers
Engineers

Mining

Maritime

Average compensation results to
resignation or transfer to other
companies
Low supply of trained heavy
equipment operators and mechanics
Lack of qualified instructors/trainers
Few/Lack of educational institution
offering mining related courses
The LGUs lack support to small scale
mining/local mining investors
Mining operation in the region is
concentrated on extraction rather
than processing
High cost of maritime training in
schools in the region

Marine Engineers
Seafarers
Deck Officers

Substandard Maritime Training
Schools
Low turn‐out of apprenticeship slots
in foreign vessels
Maritime instructors

Upgrading of instructors

Emerging Industries in Region V
There are two (2) emerging industries that surfaced along the conduct of the Stakeholders’ Consultation in
Region V which have potentials of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.
Industries
Cyberservices
‐
Back Office Processing

Skills Requirements
Accountants, Auditors, Medical Transcriptionists,

‐

Business Process Outsourcing

Contact/Call Center Agents

‐

Content On‐Line Development

Content Copywriters, Editors

‐

Animation

Animators, Graphic Artists

‐

Web Development/Online Web Marketing

Health, Wellness & Medical Tourism

Web Developers, Software Developers, Programmers
Nurses, Medical Doctors/Surgeons, Massage Therapists
Physical Therapists

Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

Skills Availability
The stakeholders consultation in Region V has yielded the following available supply of skills as identified
by the regional office of CHED and TESDA.
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INDUSTRY/SECTOR
Agribusiness
Tourism

CHED
Graduates (2007‐2008)
742 (Agri., Forestry and
Fishery‐related courses)
1,276 (Trade, Crafts

Enrolled (2008‐2009)
4,055 (Agri., Forestry and
Fishery‐related courses)
7,052 (Trade, Crafts

TESDA
Scholars of Programs
237 (Agri & Fishery
Programs)
6,224 short term courses

Region 5

INDUSTRY/SECTOR

CHED

TESDA

courses)

courses)

Construction

854 (Engineering &
Architecture)

7,188 ((Engineering &
Architecture)

Health, Wellness &
Medical Tourism
Cyberservices

5,844 (Health related
programs)
4,465 (business‐related
courses)
1,039 (IT – related courses)

16,702 (Health related
program)
25,234 (business‐related
courses)
9,677 (IT – related courses)

(Hotel& Restaurant
Programs)
2,138 (Welding &
Machining)
3,884 (Construction‐related
short‐term programs)

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation



Decline in the
enrolment rate in
Agri‐related courses

Recommended Solution









Lack of
opportunities for
wage employment
for the hard‐to‐fill
positions in the
region. Graduates of
Agri‐related courses
are underemployed

Salaries not
commensurate to
the skills required/
not competitive
with other
professions



Provide scholarship
programs to
students enrolled in
Agri. courses
Conduct Social
Marketing and
Advocacy to
promote Agri.
course. Publish
success stories of
graduates for local &
national circulation
The Agri Schools
maintain
skills/graduates
registry. School‐
based PESOs are
encouraged to
implement the
NMRS in colleges &
universities
Encourage graduates
to venture into
entrepreneurship



Need to review the
standards pertaining
to Agricultural
courses to cope up
with the changes
and trends in the
industry.



Low performance of
graduates in the
licensure
examination from
PRC for Agricultural
Engineering & allied
courses



Improve facilities of
colleges and
universities offering
Agriculture Courses



Lack of
opportunities for
faculty/trainers to
upgrade and



Conduct continuous
enhancement
trainings/ capability
building activities for

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation

Intensify career
guidance activities
including
appreciation of tech‐
voc courses in
secondary schools in
coordination with
DepEd.



CHED to issue policies
in support to the
implementation of
National Manpower
Registration System
in order to have
registry of graduates



CHED to review the
curriculum of schools
offering Agriculture‐
related courses and
recommend the
inclusion of
Entrepreneurship in
the program offering



CHED must provide
opportunities for
enhancement/
upgrading of
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1. Agri‐business

Description of Gap/Challenge

Page

Industry

Skills Availability

Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solution

enhance their
knowledge and skills

2. Tourism

trainers/ instructors



Limited local market
of agri‐based
products



Need to strengthen
the existing and
develop new linkages
for potential market
Agri‐based products



Lack of capacity on
facilities for
institutions offering
these programs
Limited training
capacity
Lack of skilled
trainers
Lack of high‐end
facilities



Increase training
capacity



Upgrade teacher
education for
Tourism
Increase/upgrade
infra facilities &
equipment














Low absorption rate
of graduates in the
local market




3. Construction
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Deficiencies in the
curriculum

Increase local
investment on
Tourism including:
‐ Improvement in
Peace & Order
‐ Inculcate Tourism
awareness in all
sectors
Improve the
curriculum to meet
the industry needs



Lack of competency
standards
‐ Language skills
‐ Computer skills
‐ Use of technology
‐ Driving skills
‐ On the Job
Training



Increase the salary
of skilled workers in
the construction
industry and
provide additional
benefits



Low income‐
earning profession
in the region
Average
compensation
results to
resignation or
transfer to other
companies



Provide training
programs to heavy
equipment
operators &
mechanics



Page

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation
knowledge & skills of
teaching personnel in
the field of
Agriculture

DA with attached
agencies and bureaus
like FIDA, PCA, BFAR
to provide support in
the industry
particularly the
promotion of agri‐
based market in the
international market










The government
should provide
additional
investments for
Tourism sector
Improve Education
and Training in
Tourism
Improve the Tourism
climate of the locality
The government
must intensify the
promotion of the
investment priorities
in the Tourism sector
including the
employment
opportunities

CHED & TESDA to
review its program
offerings to meet the
needs of the industry
With the
recommendation of
DOLE, the private
construction firms
must consider the
provision of higher
salary and additional
benefits for positions
like Engineers,
Architects, etc.

The government
must provide
additional budget for
training and
scholarship grants
for students/trainees
enrolled in the

Region 5



Low supply of
trained heavy
equipment
operators and
mechanics



Lack of qualified
instructors/trainers



Lack of supply of
“experienced
nurses” as required
for global
competitiveness

Recommended Solution









Low salary of nurses
in the region
resulting to
migration



Few doctors
available in the
region due to
local/international
migration
Low salary of
doctors in the
hospitals (public)
Need to meet
international job
skills requirements







5. Cyberservices





Lack of skilled
Message Therapists
& Physical Therapists
PTs and MTs are not
given better
opportunities for
regular employment,
mostly self‐
employment
Lack of opportunities
for local
employment
resulting to labor
migration
Low hiring rate (1
out of 10)





Training/re‐tooling
of trainers/
instructors

Continue the NARS
program of DOLE‐
DOH‐PRC to give
more training
experience to newly
registered nurses
Monitor/evaluate
the NARS program
Revive the rural
health practice
program
Implement the
approved salary
standardization
(SG15) for nurses in
public health

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation
construction course
program



Review the program
and come up with
more realistic
programs to meet
the gaps



Review and consider
the magna carta for
health workers
specially for hospital‐
resident doctors



Professionalize the
industry



The government
must intensify the
provision of BOI
incentives to
encourage more
investors for IT
industry. The
government must
provide efficient and
reliable digital infra
facilities

Consider the
provision of higher
salary to medical
doctors both for
public and private



Intensify the
promotion of the
services provided



DTI‐BOI should
encourage more
business
opportunities in the
region based on the
identified Priority
Investment areas



Encourage investors
to engage business in
the industry to
accommodate Bicol
graduates
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4. Health,
Wellness &
Medical Tourism

Description of Gap/Challenge

Page

Industry

Skills Availability

Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge


Salaries offered in
the region less
competitive with
other key cities



Lack/low proficiency
in English and
computer literacy



Recommended Solution


Review the salary
standards for
working
professionals in the
region



Adopt a curriculum
that will address the
gaps in English
proficiency and
computer literacy.
SUCs and HEIs to
offer language
proficiency classes

Few demand on
local employment
for animators/job
opportunities are
outside the
region/country





IT schools in the
region to offer
Animation courses/
training programs



Graduates cannot
meet international
standards



Create a pool of
skilled animators/ IT
Specialists and
provide linkages to
the companies/
establishments
needing their
services




High training cost
Insufficient
background on web
surfing



Provide access to
scholarship grants to
talented
students/trainees
Conduct more short‐
term training
programs related to
these critical skills



CHED/TESDA to review
curriculum for English
proficiency and
increase number of
trainings to be
provided



The government must
promote employment
opportunities for the
Animation and IT
industry in the region



Institutionalize
Regional & Provincial
IT Council who will
manage & oversee the
IT industry including
the promotion of job
opportunities globally
and domestically
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Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation

Region 5
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D

double digit share in the total employment were posted in five industries in Region VI and are
considered employment generators based on the Employment Trends and Structures by Industry for
the period 2003–2008, the following are:

Agriculture, Hunting & Forestry (increment of 17.7% or 36 thousand workers);
 Wholesale and Retail Trade (14.8% or 30 thousand workers);
 Public Administration (13.8%);
 Private Households with Employed Persons (13.8% or 28 thousand workers);
 Fishing (10.3%);
 Transport Storage and Communication (10.3% or 21 thousand workers).
Sectors which have ample percentage increment were the following:
 Hotel and Restaurant (7.9%);
 Education (6.9%);
 Real Estate, Renting & Business Activity (4.9%);
 Financial Intermediation (3%);
 Mining & Quarrying (2.0%);
 Health and Social Work (2.0%);
 Construction (1.5%);
 Electricity, Gas and Water (1.0%).
Meanwhile, there are two sectors in the industry that manifested a decline in employment trend covering
the same period 2003–2008 and these were Manufacturing with a decline of employment of about ‐9.9% or a
decrease of 20 thousand workers, and Other Community, Social and Public Service Activities at ‐1.5% or a
decrease of 3 thousand workers.

Industry

Employment Trends By Industry,
Region VI: 2003–2008 (in thousands, except rates)
YEAR
Increment
2003
2008

All Industries

2,799

203

100.0

1.6

Agriculture, Hunting, & Forestry

997

1,033

36

17.7

0.7

Fishing

150

171

21

10.3

2.8

8

12

4

2.0

10.0

161

141

(20)

(9.9)

(2.5)

7

9

2

1.0

5.7

Construction

125

128

3

1.5

0.5

Wholesale & Retail Trade

451

481

30

14.8

1.3

Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas, & Water

Hotel & Restaurant

58

74

16

7.9

5.5

173

194

21

10.3

2.4

Financial Intermediation

15

21

6

3.0

8.0

Real Estate, Renting Business
Activity

31

41

10

4.9

6.5

111

139

28

13.8

5.0

76

90

14

6.9

3.7

Health & Social Work

26

30

4

2.0

3.1

Other Community, Social &
Public Service Activities

63

60

(3)

(1.5)

(1.0)

148

176

28

13.8

3.8

Transport, Storage, &
Communication

Public Administration
Education

Private Households

134

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

2,596

Mining & Quarrying
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% to Total
Increment

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Region 6

Annual Growth Rate
From 2003 – 2008 some sub sectors in the industry have grown faster than the other subsectors with
regards to average annual growth rate for the region posted at 1.6%, These sectors are:
 Mining and Quarrying registered at 10.0%, (which have expanded the fastest in terms of average
annual growth rate due to the expansion of the activity in this sector):
 Financial Intermediation sector (8.0%);
 Real Estate Renting & Other Business Activity (6.5%);
 Electricity, Gas and Water (5.7%);
 Hotel and Restaurant (5.5%);
 Public Administration (5.0%);
 Private Households with Employed Persons (3.8%);
 Education (3.7%);
 Health and Social Work (3.1%);
 Fishing (2.8%);
 Transport Storage and Communication (2.4%).
Sub sectors which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average, were the
following:
 Wholesale and Retail Trade (1.3%);
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (0.7%);
 Construction (0.5%).
There were two negative growth rates that have been observed among the sub sectors of the Industry,
Manufacturing which registered a ‐2.5%, and Other Community and Social Services sector which posted a –
1.0% average annual growth rate.
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belongs to the service industry,
registered an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the service
industry as the fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate
.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, Region VI: 2003–2008
(In percent)
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The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified during the National Human Resource Conference of
2007, particularly in the Central Philippines where Region VI belongs were the following:
 Agribusiness;
 Construction (shipbuilding);
 Cyberservices;
 Health, and wellness and medical tourism;
 Hotels and restaurants;
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
 Maritime;
 Mining
However, actual average growth rate for the past five years showed that Financial Intermediation and the
public utility sector composed of Electricity, Gas and Water these sub sectors have registered as the fastest to
increase in terms of average growth rate, this will somehow serve as input to Project JobsFit findings.

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
Region VI showed that the Service sector is the major employment driver in the region followed by Agriculture
and then by Industry. The distribution given below holds true to almost all regions where the bulk of
employment is shared between Service and Agriculture sectors.
Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, Region VI: 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
Industry
2008
% Share
Agriculture
Industry
Service
All Industries

1,204
290
1,306
2,799

43.0
10.4
44.4
100.0

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office,

Gross Domestic Product
Based on the NSCB data on Gross Domestic Product by Industry covering the period 2003 – 2008, the key
growth driver in the GDP for the past five years in Region VI, is the Industry sector with an average GDP growth
rate of 9.0%. Major contributors in the said sector were Mining and Quarrying (11.8%), and Electricity, Gas and
Water (9.5%). The Service sector posted an average annual GDP growth rate of 7.6%; key contributor in this
sector was Transport Storage and Communication (8.9%), and lastly Agriculture sector had an average GDP
growth rate of 3.2% and the major contributor is Agriculture and Fishery (3.2%).
Gross Domestic Product By Industry, Region VI: 2003 – 2008
(in million PhP)

YEAR

Industry
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave.
Annual G.
R. (%)

All Industries

77,364

103,269

25,905

100.0

6.7

Agriculture & Fishery

21,911

25,432

3,521

13.6

3.2

Forestry
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing

4

3

‐1

0.0

‐5.0

2,258

3,595

1,337

5.2

11.8

12,697

18,196

5,499

21.2

8.7

Electricity, Gas, & Water

1,221

1,801

580

2.2

9.5

Construction

3,390

4,803

1,413

5.5

8.3

Transport, Storage,

4,633

6,687

2,054

7.9

8.9

17,028

24,084

7,056

27.2

8.3

Finance

1,799

2,569

770

3.0

8.6

Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate

4,257

5,420

1,163

4.5

5.5

Private Service

5,193

7,245

2,052

7.9

7.9

Government Service

2,973

3,434

461

1.8

3.1

& Communication
Trade

Source: National Statistical Coordination Board
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Investment Priorities from NEDA
Records of Investment in the Region show that renewable energy and bio‐fuel, projects have initially
started particularly in Northern and Southern Negros and eventually in other provinces of the region. Likewise,
the local investors’ thrust on physical infrastructures or in real estate development to accommodate investors
in Cyberservices, tourism and restaurant business are seen to increase in the next 5 to 10 years. Moreover, the
existence of the nautical highways and the roll‐on roll‐off services and the improvement of ports will likewise

Region 6

create the increasing number of investors in transport and logistics. The said emerging industries will
correspondingly need specific skills that would eventually be taken within the available labor market.

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints as well as limited stakeholder’s participation, facts and figures
gathered DOLE RO VI are merely indicative. Data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were used to substantiate
some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The Regional Consultation in Region VI was conducted on August 12, 24 to 28 and September 8, 2009 with
the assistance of DOLE RO VI officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have
identified Key Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and
Challenges and were enumerated below:
Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges
(based on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation Region VI)
KEGS
Cyber‐Services

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
Call Center Agents/Customer Service
Agents
Engineers
Accountants
Personal Assistants
Virtual Assistants
Researchers
Programmers

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES
Lack of skilled and experienced
workers; OJT does not provide
trainees enough experience.
Insufficient number of hours of on‐
the‐job training of students hence
they earn inadequate exposure and
experience.
Industry has specific requirements to
the job that fresh graduates cannot
meet.

Tourism (Health, Wellness &
Medical)
Hotels and Restaurants

Massage Therapists
Spa Therapists
Doctors
Cooks
Service Crews
Butlers
Reservation Officers
Tour Guides

No partnership between the academe
and training institution.
High turn‐over rates of doctors, nurses
and therapist
High cost of trainings
Lack of skilled and experienced
workers; OJT does not provide
trainees enough experience.
Insufficient number of hours of on‐
the‐job training of students hence
they earn inadequate exposure and
experience.

Lack of skilled heavy equipment
operators and safety engineers.
Modernization of equipment used in
construction.
Lack of Safety Engineers due to
limited schools offering the course.
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Construction

Aqua‐culturists
Entrepreneurs
Construction Workers
Heavy Equipment Operators
Heavy Equipment Mechanics
Pipe fitters
Riggers
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Emerging Industry in Region VI
There are four (4) emerging industries that surfaced along the conduct of the Stakeholders’ Consultation
in Region VI which has potentials of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.
Industries
Renewable Energy & Bio‐fuel

Transport and Logistics

Real Estate Development

Mining (small scale)

Skills Requirements
Chemist
Chemical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Electrical Engineer
Quality Control Engineer
Checker
Loader
Farm Workers
Drivers
Maintenance Workers
Office Workers
Forklift Operators
Gantry Operators
Drivers (for trailers or long haul)
Safety Engineer
Crane Operators
Backhoe Operators
Maintenance Mechanics
Building Managers
Construction Managers
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Civil Engineers
Architects
Construction Workers
Foreman
Masons
Welders
Loaders
Surveyors
Miners
Geodetic Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Geologist
Chemist
Safety Engineers
Lab Technicians
Drillers
Blasters

Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

Availability of Skills
The stakeholders consultation in Region VI, particularly the academe, have expressed that the skills
needed in the different KEGs they have identified could be met and be supplied by the academe and training
institution except for some skills which requires specialization which they admittedly identified as hard‐to‐fill,
and these are the following:
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KEGs
Construction
Renewable Energy & Bio‐fuel

HARD‐TO‐FILL
Heavy Equipment Operators
Safety Officers
Chemists
Chemical Engineers

Region 6

KEGs

HARD‐TO‐FILL

Transport and Logistics

Gantry Operators
Crane Operators
Backhoe Operators
Safety Engineers
Geologist
Loaders
Surveyors
Miners
Geodetic Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Chemists
Safety Engineers
Laboratory Technicians
Drillers
Blasters

Mining

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation

2. Tourism (Health,
Wellness & Medical)

Recommended Solutions

Lack of skilled and
experienced workers; OJT
does not provide trainees
enough experience.

Effective Academic Year 2010‐
2011, academe to involve the
participation of the private
sector in training the students.

Insufficient number of hours
of on‐the‐job training of
students hence they earn
inadequate exposure and
experience.
Industry has specific
requirements to the job that
fresh graduates cannot meet.

Increase the required number
of hours of OJT.

No partnership between the
academe and training
institution.

Academe/training institution
to establish partnership with
concerned business enterprise.

High turn‐over rates of
doctors, nurses and
therapists

Maximize the presence of
business associations

Industry to review its pay
scale, incentives and working
environment.

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
DOLE & CHED to initiate the
forging of MOA between
school and business
sector/industry.

Academe and business sector
to develop a holistic
curriculum on the total
development of the students.
Academe to specify what job
competencies the on‐the‐job
student‐trainees will
undergo/train in
consideration with industry
requirements. (to stipulate in
the MOA)

Strengthen the
implementation of Labor
Standards in Companies
through DOLE inspection
program.
Institutions to encourage
team building activity for their
staff to foster camaraderie.
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1. Cyberservices

Description of
Gap/Challenge
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Industry
3. Hotels and
Restaurants

Description of
Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions

High cost of trainings

Government to continuously
subsidize/regulate trainings
conducted by schools/training
institutions.

Lack of skilled and
experienced workers; OJT
does not provide trainees
enough experience.

Involve the participation of the
private sector in training the
students.

DOLE & CHED to initiate the
forging of MOA between
school and business
sector/industry

Insufficient number of hours
of on‐the‐job training of
students hence they earn
inadequate exposure and
experience

Increase the required number
of hours of OJT

Academe and business sector
to develop a holistic
curriculum on the total
development of the students.

No partnership between the
academe and training
institution

Academe/training institution
to establish partnership with
concerned business enterprise.

Academe to specify what job
competencies the on‐the‐job
student‐trainees will
undergo/train in
consideration with industry
requirements. (to stipulate in
the MOA)

Maximize the presence of
business associations

4. Construction

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
TESDA to continue their
scholarship/training programs

Lack of skilled heavy
equipment operators and
safety engineers

TESDA to encourage/provide
incentives to training
institutions to offer trainings
for heavy equipment operators
soonest.

Modernization of equipment
used in construction

TESDA to upgrade/update
skills training needed by the
sector

CHED to encourage Higher
Education Institutions (HEIs) to
offer the said Courses for AY
2011 ‐ onwards

Update curriculum contents of
training programs of training
institutions.
Consortium with other
schools outside RO6 that offer
the courses or to offer other
alternative learning system
through Distance Education or
Open University.
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Lack of Safety Engineers due
to limited schools offering
the course

Training institutions to
partner with the industry
especially in the acquisition of
equipment for the training
program.

Region 6

Industry
5. Renewable Energy
of Biofuel and
Mining

Description of
Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions

Renewable Energy
Lack of school offering
Chemical and Safety
Engineering

CHED to encourage Higher
Education Institutions (HEIs) to
offer the said courses starting
AY 2010‐2011 onwards

Mining
Geodic, Geologist, Chemist

Granting of scholarship on
priority courses starting AY
2010‐2011 onwards

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
Consortium with other
schools outside Region 6
offering the cited courses or
offer other alternative
learning system through
Distance Education or Open
University.

CHED to give schools leeway in
revising/upgrading their
curriculum. (Policy)

6. Transport &
Logistics

Lack of heavy equipment
operators like Gantry, Crane
and Forklift, and drivers for
trailers/long haul

Conduct advocacy on
paradigm shift (white to blue‐
collar jobs) to parents of and
elementary students and OSYs;

TESDA/Training institutions to
develop the necessary skills
needed by priority industries

Continuous development of
skills

TESDA to encourage/provide
incentives to training
institutions to offer trainings
for heavy equipment operators
soonest.

Modernization of equipment
used in construction

TESDA to upgrade/update
skills training needed by the
sector

Lack of Safety Engineers due
to limited schools offering
the course

CHED to encourage Higher
Education institutions (HEIs) to
offer the said courses for AY
2011 ‐ onwards

Training institutions to
partner with the industry
especially in the acquisition of
equipment for the training
program.

Update curriculum contents of
training programs of training
institutions.
Consortium with other
Schools outside of RO6
offering the courses; or to
offer other alternative
learning system through
Distance Education or Open
University
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Lack of skilled heavy
equipment operators and
safety engineers
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C

overing the years 2003 – 2008, the employment performance of the labor market in Region VII showed
that there are two (2) employment generators with double digit share in the total employment and
these are the following:


Agriculture, Hunting & Forestry registered an increment of twenty percent (23.3%) or 116
thousand workers;
 Wholesale & Retail Trade with an increment of almost nineteen percent (18.7%) or 93 thousand
workers.
Sectors which have ample percentage increment were:

 Real Estate, Renting & Business Activity (9.0%);
 Private Households with Employed Persons (each with 8.8%);
 Hotel and Restaurant (8.6%);
 Construction (7.2%);
 Manufacturing (5.8%);
 Public Administration (5.4%);
 Fishing (5.0%);
 Transport Storage and Communication (3.8%);
 Education (3.0%);
 Financial Intermediation (1.2%);
 Mining & Quarrying (0.6%);
 Electricity, Gas and Water (0.2%) increment.
Meanwhile, there are two sectors in the industry that manifested a decline in employment trend in the
same period:
 Health and Social Work with a decline of employment of 3 thousand workers, (‐0.6%)
 Other Community, Social and Public Service Activities with decrease of 1 thousand
workers (‐0.2%)
Employment Trends By Industry, Region VII: 2003–2008
(in thousands, except rates)

Industry
All Industries
Agriculture, Hunting & Forestry
Fishing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
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Electricity, Gas & Water

YEAR
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

2,126

2,624

498

100.0

4.7

616

732

116

23.3

3.8

95

120

25

5.0

5.3

9

12

3

0.6

6.7

287

316

29

5.8

2.0

10

11

1

0.2

2.0

Construction

133

169

36

7.2

5.4

Wholesale & Retail Trade

382

475

93

18.7

4.9

Hotel & Restaurant

37

80

43

8.6

23.2

Transport Storage &
Communication

152

171

19

3.8

2.5

Financial Intermediation

18

24

6

1.2

6.7

Real Estate Renting Business
Activity

33

78

45

9.0

27.3

Public Administration

91

118

27

5.4

5.9

Education

64

79

15

3.0

4.7

Health & Social Work

24

21

(3)

(0.6)

(2.5)

Other Community, Social &
Public Service Activities

60

59

(1)

(0.2)

(0.3)

117

161

44

8.8

7.5

Private Households

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey
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Annual Growth Rate
From 2003 – 2008 some sub sectors in the industry have expanded faster than the other subsectors as
regards the average annual growth rate. These are the following:
 Real Estate Renting & Other Business Activity (27.3%);
 Private Households with Employed Persons (7.5%);
 Mining and Quarrying and the Financial Intermediation (each with 6.7%);
 Public Administration Defense and Compulsory Social Services (5.9%);
 Construction (5.4%);
 Fishing (5.3%);
 Wholesale and Retail Trade (4.9%);
 Education (4.7%);
Average annual growth rate covering the years 2003 ‐2008 for all industries in Region VII is at 4.7%.
Sub sectors which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average were the following;
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (3.8%);
 Transport Storage and Communication (2.5%);
 Manufacturing and Electricity, Gas and Water (both at 2.0%).
Meanwhile, the following sub sectors registered negative growth rates for the given period:
 Hotels and Restaurants (‐10.3%);
 Health and Social Work (‐2.5%);
 Other Community and Social Services (– 0.3%).
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belongs to the service industry,
registered an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the service
industry as the most fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, Region VII: 2003–2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
Region VII showed that the Service sector is the major employment driver in the region followed by
Agriculture and then by Industry. The distribution given below holds true to almost all regions where the bulk
of employment is shared between Service and Agriculture sectors.
Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, Region VII: 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
% Share

Agriculture

852

32.5

Industry

508

19.4

1,204
2,624

45.9
100.0

Service
All Industries
Source of basic data: National Statistics Office
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Gross Domestic Product
The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified during the National Human Resource Conference
(NHRC) of 2007, particularly in the Central Philippines where Region VII belongs were the following:
 Agribusiness;
 Construction (shipbuilding);
 Cyberservices;
 Health, and Wellness and Medical Tourism;
 Hotels and Restaurants
 Maritime;
 Mining.
However, actual average growth rate for the past 5 years showed that Cyberservices belongs to Real
Estate, Renting and Other Business Activity and actual average growth rate for the past five years shows that
the said sector have registered the fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate, this will validate the
Project JobsFit findings in the regional consultation.

Gross Domestic Product
The Gross Domestic Product for the period 2003 – 2008, revealed the service sector is the key growth
driver for the past five years in Region VII with an average GDP growth rate of 8.2%. Major contributors in the
said sector were:
 Finance (13.6%);
 Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate (8.9%).
The Industry sector comes next with an average annual GDP growth rate of 6.3%, main contributor in this
sector were:
 Construction (8.2%);
 Manufacturing (6.1%).
Lastly, Agriculture sector with an average GDP growth rate of 1.2% and the major contributor is
Agriculture and Fishery (1.2%).
Gross Domestic Product By Industry, Region VII: 2003 – 2008
(in million PhP)

YEAR

Industry
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

75,796

101,360

25,564

100.0

6.7

9,549

10,121

572

2.2

1.2

11

3

‐8

0.0

‐14.5

607

654

47

0.2

1.5

15,412

20,139

4,727

18.5

6.1

Electricity, Gas & Water

2,086

2,516

430

1.7

4.1

Construction

4,646

6,553

1,907

7.5

8.2

Transport Storage & Communication

5,513

7,835

2,322

9.1

8.4

24,345

33,996

9,651

37.8

7.9

Finance

1,779

2,986

1,207

4.7

13.6

Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate

4,210

6,087

1,877

7.3

8.9

Private Service

5,584

8,000

2,416

9.5

8.7

Government Service

2,054

2,470

416

1.6

4.1

All Industries
Agriculture & Fishery
Forestry
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing

Trade

Source: National Statistical Coordination Board
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NEDA Investment Priorities
NEDA’s development plan for Central Philippines, where region VII belongs are geared towards the rich
coastal and marine resources which is a competitive advantage, it also seeks to develop the region’s linkage
through efficient transportation and communication facilities for improved marketing of its marine products
along with improved tourism potentials. There are three strategies identified by NEDA for the Central Visayas
and these were:
a) Harnessing the vast coastal and marine resources and addressing the small island fragile ecosystem

Region 7

Activities involved which will draw employment were the following:
‐ Construction of fish sanctuaries in every coastal municipality;
‐ Massive mangrove planting/coral reefs rehabilitation;
‐ Community‐based resource management and coastal protection;
‐ Integrated approach to watershed/river basin and coastal management;
‐ Promotion of upland agriculture
b) Developing Agribusiness, SME and export potential
Activities involved the following:
‐ Dissemination of knowledge on markets, prices, trade and credit guarantees farming
technologies and training opportunities
‐ Pursuit of product development and credit provision for SMEs
c)

Linking the Island through efficient transportation and communication facilities
Activity involved is the Construction/Rehabilitation of airports, RORO ports and roads.
The investment priorities mentioned above will correspondingly need specific skills that would eventually
be taken within the available labor market.

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints, as well as limited stakeholders’ participation, facts and figures
gathered from DOLE RO VII are merely indicative. Data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were used to
substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The Regional Consultation in Region VII was conducted on August 24 and 26, 2009 with the assistance of
DOLE RO VII officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have identified Key
Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges. These
are enumerated below:

Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement and Assessment of Gaps and
Challenges (based on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation Region VII)

Hotels and Restaurants

Health, Wellness and Medical
Tourism (Medical Services)
Construction

Mining

Plant Breeders, Pathologists,
Entomologists, Agricultural Statistician
Agricultural Economists, with
entrepreneurial skills, Veterinarians,
Aquaculture, Beekeepers,
Horticulturist, Animal Producers,
Agricultural Crop producers, Butchers,
Entrepreneurs
Front office associates, Food &
Beverage attendants, culinarians,
room attendants, sport & leisure
attendants, health & wellness
attendants, bar attendants, back
office/support services
Doctors, Medical technologists,
Nurses, Optometrists, Opticians,
Pharmacists
Heavy Equipment Operators, Heavy
Equipment Mechanics, Heating,
Ventilation and Air‐Conditioning
(HVAC) Technicians, Welders, Riggers,
Insulators, Fabricators, Pipe Fitters,
Painter, Plumber, Masons, Riggers,
Electricians
Geodetic Engineers, Geologist, Mining
Engineers, Metallurgical Engineers,
Underground Surveyors, Skilled
Miners

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES
Very few plant breeders, pathologists
and entomologists

Lack of communications skills and
social skills, grooming and hygiene,
cultural knowledge of the locale,
manner and etiquette skills, value
orientation
Availability of supply is not a concern
but the compensation of talents
against competition abroad
Inability of applicants to pass testing
upon application due to inexperience
on the actual phase of the job
Insufficient number of hours required
in practicum/OJT
Regressing Values
No available school at present
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Agribusiness

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
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Emerging Industry in Region VII
KEGS
Cyberservices

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
All occupations

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES
Very few qualified applicants; still
high mortality rate among trainees
No standard per occupational title

BPOs

Electronic or System Based
Accountants
Accounting and Bookkeeping Clerks,
Auditors, Engineers, Animators,
Graphic Artists, IT Platform Engineers,
IT Specialists/Coordinators, Learning
Solutions Specialists, Mid‐level
Program Analysts, MIS Application
Developers, Programmers, Software
Architects, Solutions Architects,
System Support Specialists
Web Developers
Call Center Agents or Contact Center
Agents
Medical Transcriptionists
Editors

The regulatory framework is good and
in place but costly and takes time
Lack of Trainors, Nobody to train the
trainors
Only UC and USC offering but still for
TESDA accreditation
Communication as underlying skills
gap even if almost all discipline can
qualify

Emerging Industry in Region VII
There is one (1) emerging industry that surfaced along the conduct of the Stakeholders’ Consultation in
Region VII which has potentials of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.
Industries
Manufacturing
(Furniture)

(Fashion)
Accessories/GTH/Pottery
Housewares & Home
Furnishings

Assessment of Gaps and
Challenges

Designers, Finishers, Polishers,
Craftsmen, Furniture Makers,
Carpenters, Equipment Technicians
and Operators

Exodus of designers to other
countries leading to shortage of
competent designers in the
industry

Fashion accessories, gifts, toys &
pottery makers

Non‐offering of TVET courses for
the development of such skills

Tools/Equipment Technicians,
Maintenance Workers, Equipment
Operators

Failure of graduates with such
skills to be certified

Operators of machines for filling,
vacuum packing, coding and labeling
Equipment Maintenance Technicians
Hauler/Forklift Operator
Butcher
Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

Absence of Training
curricula/regulations for such TVET
Courses
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(Food Processing)

Skills Requirements
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Skills Availability
The stakeholders consultation in Region VII, particularly the government sector, have expressed that
there are available skills in some of the KEGs they have identified, and these are the following:
KEGs
Agribusiness

Manufacturing (Food Processing)
Construction

Cyberservices

Hotel and Restaurants (Tourism)

Competency Standard
Animal Production NC II
Agricultural Crop Production NC
II
Horticulture NC II
Slaughtering Operations NC II
HEO‐Forklift
Slaughtering Operations NC I
Plumbing NC II
HEO
Carpentry NC II
Masonry NC II
Building Wiring Installation NC
II
Welders
Pipefitting NC II
Programmer
PC operations NC II
Medical Transcriptionist NC II
Commercial Cooking NC II
Tour Guiding Service NC II
Food Beverage Service NC II
Housekeeping NC II
Bartending NC II
Baking/Pastry Production NC II
Front Office Service NC II

Available Supply
37
2
38
293
4
293
413
90
295
3
1,712
3,903
12
8
1,599
41
1,555
9
464
968
159
193
2

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation
Industry
1. Agribusiness

Description of Gap/Challenge
Very few plant breeders,
pathologists & entomologists

Recommended Solutions
Encourage adoption of
company policy on use of
training or scholarship
contract workers trained by
the company

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
Technical personnel to review
agriculture curriculum
Conduct of relevant training
on agriculture, fisheries, and
agri‐enterprise development

Review curriculum on the
stated major field of
specialization

Lack of communications and
social skills, grooming and
hygiene, cultural knowledge
of the locale, manners and
etiquette skills and, value
orientation

More than the skills taught,
students should be taught
grooming, hygiene, value
formation, manners and
etiquette and social
interaction skills

Training institutions should
enhance curriculum to include
values interpersonal skills,
hygiene, etc.

3. Medical Services

Alignment of salary which
would more or less with what
the others are receiving

Government intervention
through appropriate
legislation (Retention law – to
serve in the Philippines)

Salary standardization
program both in public and
private sectors
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Restaurant Industry
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Design salary scheme based
on job description

Skills Availability

Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions

4. Construction

Compensation of talents
against compensation abroad

Inclusion of OJT/practicum in
the curriculum

5. Mining

Inability of applicants to pass
testing upon application due
to inexperience

Regressing values
No available school at present

6. Cyber‐services

Very few qualified applicants,
high mortality rate among
trainees
No experience or not
interested in the cyber
industry

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
Standard‐setting on each skill
needed
Ladderization of positions
Introduction of choices to
students on skills/career‐
related subjects in secondary
education

Re‐inclusion of scouting, HE,
Industrial Arts, CAT, ROTC &
WATC which serve as the
basic formative stage of
discipline and enhancement
of values

Sensitize DepEd to possibly
reconsider its order to use
the native dialect in
elementary education as
medium of instruction versus
the critical

Revision of curriculum in the
secondary, tertiary and
vocational education
Continuous intensive
implementation of DOLE’s
Labor Education that would
not only cater to workers but
to students from the
secondary, tertiary and
vocational
Through the national TWG on
employment and training, or
through Tripartite LTCE
resolution

Should improve
communication skills at par
with IT industry requirements
Career guidance counseling
through the career guidance
network, and/or the PESO’s
No standard per occupational
title

Need to standardize
occupational titles or
descriptions in the IT industry
Companies that tie up with
TESDA for PGMA scholarship
should be given vouchers, be
accountable for these
vouchers plus the results of
the training program

Allocate TESDA vouchers or
grant funds to training
providers‐producers

Training regulation and
implementation problem
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The regulatory framework is
good but costly and takes
time

7. BPOs

Lack of trainors, nobody to
train the trainors
Only University of Cebu and

Rationalize regulation of
training institution (strictly
enforce standards, provide
adequate infrastructure and
logistics)
Courses in accountancy to
increase the number of CPA
board passers
Profiling/training of CPAs

TESDA certified workers
should be accessible to the
users for job matching and
policy making

Region 7

University of San Carlos is
offering courses for BPOs but
still subject for TESDA’s
accreditation
Communication as underlying
skills gap

Recommended Solutions
Career talk on long‐term
career prospects/growth
Companies offering IT
programs may touch base
with academe
Teachers who are CISCO or
SAP certified should be
provided tax free incentive,
subsidized wages and/or give
allowance if they remain in
the academe
Only one school is operating

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
Companies offering system
based accounting may tie up
with academe
Monitor board passers of
accountancy
Sharing of database on
profile/loc of CPAs
Academe has a vital role of
teaching students the basics of
management and English
proficiency
Policy recommendation

Tie up with organization or
academe that are open to
training
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S

ix (6) employment generators with double digit share in the total employment surfaced on the
Employment Trends and Structures by Industry in Region VIII for the period 2003 – 2008, these sectors
are comprised of:


Wholesale & Retail Trade with an increment of eighty seven percent (87.5%) or 35 thousand
workers;
 Public Administration with an increment of fifty seven percent (57.5%) or 23 thousand workers;
 Private Households with Employed Persons with an increment of thirty five percent (35%) or 14
thousand workers;
 Transport Storage and Communication with an increment of twenty seven percent (27.5%) or 11
thousand workers;
 Fishing with an increment of twenty percent (20.0%) or 8 thousand workers; and
 Education with an increment of fifteen percent (15.0%) or 6 thousand workers.
Sectors which have ample percentage increment were:
 Construction (7.5%)
 Electricity, Gas and Water, Financial Intermediation, Real Estate, Renting and Other Business
Activity (5% each respectively)
The Mining and Quarrying sector remained unchanged for the given period, indication that there has been
no activity expansion in that particular sector. The workers in the mining sector stood unchanged at 2
thousand for five years.
Meanwhile, there are five sectors in the industry that manifested a decline in employment trend covering
the same period 2003 – 2008 and these were:






Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry with a huge decline of 137.5% or a decrease of 55 thousand
workers;
Health and Social Work with a decline of employment of ‐15.0% or a decrease of 6 thousand
workers;
Other Community, Social and Public Service Activities at ‐7.5% or a decrease of 3 thousand
workers;
Manufacturing with a decline of 5.0% or a decrease of 2 thousand workers; and
Hotel and Restaurant with an average decline at 2.5% or a decrease of 1 thousand.
Employment Trends By Industry, Region VIII: 2003 – 2008
(in thousands, except rates)
YEAR
% to Total
Industry
Increment
Increment
2003
2008

All Industries

1,570

1,610

40

100.0

0.5

Agriculture, Hunting, & Forestry

682

627

(55)

(137.5)

(1.6)

Fishing

126

134

8

20.0

1.3

2

2

‐

‐

‐

88

86

(2)

(5.0)

(0.5)

5

7

2

5.0

8.0

61

64

3

7.5

1.0

Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas, & Water
Construction
Wholesale & Retail Trade

266

301

35

87.5

2.6

Hotel & Restaurant

18

17

(1)

(2.5)

(1.1)

Transport, Storage, &
Communication

77

88

11

27.5

2.9

6

8

2

5.0

6.7

Real Estate, Renting Business
Activity

11

13

2

5.0

3.6

Public Administration

81

104

23

57.5

5.7

Education

48

54

6

15.0

2.5

Health & Social Work

18

12

(6)

(15.0)

(6.7)
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Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)
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Industry

YEAR
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

Other Community, Social &
Public Service Activities

31

28

(3)

(7.5)

(1.9)

Private Households

52

66

14

35.0

5.4

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Annual Growth Rate
Some sub sectors in the industry have expanded faster than the other subsectors with regards to the
average annual growth rate in Region VIII posted at 0.5% for all industries, from 2003 – 2008. These are the
following:
 Electricity, Gas and Water (8.0%);
 Financial Intermediation (6.7%);
 Public Administration Defense and Compulsory Social Services (5.7%);
 Private Households with Employed Persons (5.4%);
 Real Estate, Renting and other Business Activity (3.6%);
 Transport, Storage and Communication (2.9%);
 Wholesale and Retail Trade (2.6%,);
 Education (2.5%);
 Fishing (1.3%);
 Construction at (1.0%).
Some sectors posted negative growth rates that have been observed among the sub sectors of the
Industry, which include:
 Health and Social Work (‐6.7%);
 Other Community and Social Services sector (‐1.9%);
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (‐1.6%);
 Hotels and Restaurants (‐1.1%);
 Manufacturing (– 0.5%).
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belongs to the service industry,
registered an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the service
industry as the most fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, Region VIII: 2003 – 2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey
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 Agribusiness;
 Construction (shipbuilding);,
 Cyberservices;
 Health, and wellness and medical tourism;
 Hotels and restaurants;
 Maritime;
 Mining.
However, actual average growth rate for the past five years shows that these sub sectors, Financial
Intermediation and the public utility sector composed of Electricity, Gas and Water have registered a growth
rate much higher than the regional figure, this will somehow serve as input to Project JobsFit findings.
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The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified during the National Human Resource Conference of
2007 in Central Philippines where Region VIII belongs were the following:

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
Region VIII showed that Agriculture sector is the major employment driver in the region followed by Service
sector and then by Industry sector. The distribution given below holds true to almost all regions where the
bulk of employment is shared between Agriculture and Service sectors.
Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, RO VIII 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
Industry

2008

% Share

Agriculture

761

Industry

159

9.9

691
1,610

42.9
100.0

Service
All Industries

47.3

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office,

Gross Domestic Product
Based on the NSCB data on Gross Domestic Product by Industry covering the period 2003 – 2008, the key
growth driver in the GDP for the past five years in Region VIII, is the Agriculture sector with an average GDP
growth rate of 5.1%. Major contributor in the said sector was Agriculture and Fishery (5.2%). Followed by the
Service sector with an average annual GDP growth rate of 4.8%, main contributor in this sector were Transport
Storage and Communication (8.7%) and Finance (8.4%), and lastly Industry sector with an average GDP growth
rate of 3.3% and the major contributor is Construction (8.1%).
Gross Domestic Product By Industry, Region VIII: 2003–2008
(in million PhP)

YEAR

Industry
2003
All Industries
Agriculture & Fishery
Forestry
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave.
Annual G.
R. (%)

24,545

29,991

5,446

100.0

4.4

8,203

10,316

2,113

38.8

5.2

3

1

‐2

0.0

‐13.3

176

94

‐82

‐1.5

‐9.3

4,898

5,368

470

8.6

1.9

794

974

180

3.3

4.5

Construction

1,641

2,303

662

12.2

8.1

Transport Storage & Communication

1,104

1,584

480

8.8

8.7

Trade

1,954

2,529

575

10.6

5.9

271

385

114

2.1

8.4

Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate

2,341

2,640

299

5.5

2.6

Private Service

1,209

1,536

327

6.0

5.4

Government Service

1,951

2,261

310

5.7

3.2

Electricity, Gas & Water

Finance

Source: National Statistical Coordination Board
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Investment Priorities from NEDA
NEDA’s development plan for Central Philippines, where region VIII belongs are geared towards the
rich coastal and marine resources which is a competitive advantage, it also seeks to develop the region’s
linkage through efficient transportation and communication facilities for improved marketing of its marine
products along with improved tourism potentials. There are three strategies identified by NEDA for the Central
Visayas and these were:
a) Harnessing the vast coastal and marine resources and addressing the small island fragile ecosystem
Activities involved which will draw employment were the following:

Region 8

‐ Construction of fish sanctuaries in every coastal municipality;
‐ Massive mangrove planting/coral reefs rehabilitation;
‐ Community‐based resource management and coastal protection;
‐ Integrated approach to watershed/river basin and coastal management;
‐ Promotion of upland agriculture
b) Developing Agribusiness, SME and export potential
Activities involved the following:
‐ Dissemination of knowledge on markets, prices, trade and credit guarantees farming
technologies and training opportunities
‐ Pursuit of product development and credit provision for SMEs
c) Linking the Island through efficient transportation and communication facilities
Activity involved is the Construction/Rehabilitation of airports, RORO ports and roads.
The investment priorities mentioned above will correspondingly need specific skills that would
eventually be taken within the available labor market.

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints as well as limited stakeholder’s participation, facts and figures from
the Project JobsFit: The DOLE 2020 Vision are merely indicative, data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were
used to substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The Regional Consultation in Region VIII was conducted on August 28 and September 4 and 8, 2009 with
the assistance of DOLE RO VIII officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors
have identified Key Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps
and Challenges and were enumerated as below:
Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement
(based on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation Region VIII)

Manufacturing

Service
Health and Wellness

In‐Demand
Mason
Carpenter
Heavy Equipment Operator
Hard‐to‐Fill
Safety Officers
First Aider
Rebars Technician
In‐Demand
Mechanical Engineers
Chemical Engineers
Electrical Engineer
Chemist
Dietician
Hard‐to‐Fill
Professional Mechanical Engineer
Payloader Operator
Machinist
Copra Analyst
Shaft Grinder
Salesladies
Cashiers
Nurses
Medical Doctors and surgeons
Massage Therapists
Physical Therapist
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Construction

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
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KEGS

Emerging Industry in Region VIII

Emerging Industry in Region VIII
There are four (4) emerging industries that surfaced along the conduct of the Stakeholders’ Consultation
in Region VIII which has potentials of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.
Industries

Skills Requirements

Agribusiness

Veterinarians

Eco‐Tourism

In‐Demand
Tour Guides
Waiters
Bartenders
Front Desks
Housekeepers
Taxi Drivers
Hard‐to‐Fill
Baristas
Customer Service Representatives
Medical Indexers
System and Network Administrators
Supervisors
Credit Analysts
Billers
Project Coordinators
Chefs (foreign cuisine)
Doctors with Specialization

Cyberservices

Service (Hotels and Hospitals)
Source: Project JobsFit Regional Consultation

Availability of Skills
The stakeholders’ consultation in Region VIII, identified a total of 95 educational institutions in the region
that can produce the necessary skills in the key industries they have identified, 40 academe from the
government and 55 from private side and broken down as follows:
PROJECTED NO. OF AVAILABLE SKILLS

PROVINCE

NO. OF ACADEME

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

TOTAL

Northern Leyte

30

9,000

9,900

10,890

11,979

13,176

14,494

69,439

Western Leyte

15

4,500

4,950

5,445

5,989

6,588

7,247

34,719

Southern Leyte

15

4,500

4,950

5,445

5,989

6,588

7,247

34,719

Biliran

3

900

990

1,089

1,197

1,317

1,449

6,942

Samar

8

2,400

2,640

2,904

3,194

3,513

3,865

18,516

Eastern Samar

14

4,200

4,620

5,082

5,590

6,149

6,764

32,405

Northern Samar

13

3,900

4,290

4,719

5,190

5,709

6,280

30,088

Total

95

29,400

32,340

35,574

39,128

43,040

47,346

226,828

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation
Industry
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1. Construction

Description of Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions

Pirating of skilled workers
among local and foreign
companies

Encourage Adoption of
Company Policy on the use
of training or scholarship of
contract workers trained by
the company

Lack of local job opportunities
for engineers

Labor Market Information
on professional engineers

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
Need to amend the Company
Personnel Policy
Tie‐up program on scholarship
grant with DTI and other
agencies.
Publish Labor Market
Information for Engineers
TESDA to review the training

Region 8

Industry

2. Agri‐business

3. Eco‐Tourism

Description of Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions

Low Certification rate on
construction workers based on
TESDA Assessment

School and industry linkage
particularly on curriculum
for relevance through
TESDA/DOLE

No training for heavy
equipment operators offered

TESDA to come up with
training module for heavy
equipment operators

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
program for construction
workers and other allied
construction skills
Conduct of training for heavy
equipment operators and
heavy equipment mechanics by
TESDA accredited training
centers.
Upgrading/basic courses along
industry required
competencies (formal and non‐
formal TVET) scholarships
Organization of farmers
cooperatives and provision of
trainings on entrepreneurship
in farming, new farming
technology updates and
business management

High mobility of labor force,
unattractive wages in the local
market, insufficient
competencies of workers

Continuing community
based and upgrading
courses that will ensure
continuous inflow of
workers to mitigate impact
of high mobility

Inadequate business
knowledge due to lack of
training and education of
farmers resulting to high cost
of production but less return
on investment

Intensify training of farmers
through the formation of
farmers cooperatives as a
venue for information and
education campaign.

Low production and
productivity

Maximum land utilization
convention to productive
agricultural lands.

Poor quality and low value and
volume of processed products

Install post‐harvest facilities

‐ Continuing Education and
provision of IEC materials

Limited tourism support
Inadequate eco‐tourism
promotions

Enhanced skills of tourist
front liners

Provision of post‐harvest
facilities

Provide basic amenities such
as wharf, toilets and
municipal inns

Create Incentivized tourism
and value added tours

Lack of transport systems to
and from the main tourism
terminal

Increased Productivity through
‐ Consolidated farming
‐ Promotion of Disease
Tolerant Varieties and
Continuing Research and
Development for Priority
Corps.
‐ Continuous supply of planting
materials

Provide on the job training on
tourism

Combat bad publicity
Landmark Investors should be
invited to the region

High turn‐over rates due to
stress health and inter‐
personal problems

Improve existing programs
and health and safety
welfare working conditions,
coaching teambuilding and
counseling

Strengthen the self‐assessment
activity of the OSH standards
through LMC
Strengthen cooperation and
teambuilding activities at the
shop
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4. Health and
Wellness
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Increase access to ecotourism
destinations

Availability of Skills

Industry

Description of Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions

Conduct outings, fellowship
fieldtrips/Happy Hours, once
a week
Provide R&R to workers
5. Renewable Energy of
Biofuel and Mining

Renewable Energy
Lack of school offering
Chemical and Safety
Engineering

CHED to encourage Higher
Education Institutions (HEIs)
to offer the said courses
starting AY 2010‐2011
onwards

Mining
Geodic, Geologist, Chemist

Granting of scholarship on
priority courses starting AY
2010‐2011 onwards

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
Financial assistance/allocation
of funds for similar activities
Tie‐up activities with Chinese
Chamber of Commerce for
Unorganized establishments
Consortium with other schools
outside Region 6 offering the
cited courses or offer other
alternative learning system
through Distance Education or
Open University.

CHED to give schools leeway
in revising/upgrading their
curriculum. (Policy)
6. Transport &
Logistics

Lack of heavy equipment
operators like Gantry, Crane
and Forklift, and drivers for
trailers/long haul

Conduct advocacy on
paradigm shift (while to
blue‐collar jobs) to parents
of and elementary students
and OSYs;

TESDA/Training institutions to
develop the necessary skills
needed by priority industries

Continuous development of
skills
Lack of skilled heavy
equipment operators and
safety engineers

TESDA to
encourage/provide
incentives to training
institutions to offer
trainings for heavy
equipment operators
soonest.

Modernization of equipment
used in construction

TESDA to upgrade/update
skills training needed by the
sector

Lack of Safety Engineers due
to limited schools offering the
course

CHED to encourage Higher
Education institutions (HEIs)
to offer the said courses for
AY 2011 ‐ onwards

Training institutions to partner
with the industry especially in
the acquisition of equipment
for the training program.

Update curriculum contents of
training programs of training
institutions.
Consortium with other Schools
outside of RO6 offering the
courses; or to offer other
laternative learning system
through Distance Education or
Open University
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7. Real Estate
development
Industry

Region 8
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Employment Trends and Structures

REGION 9
Employment Trends and Structures

T

He employment performance of the labor market in Region IX for the period 2003 – 2008, showed that
there were three (3) employment generators with double digit share in the total employment. These are
the following:
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry with an increment of thirty seven percent (37.2%) or an
increase of 51 thousand workers;
 Wholesale and Retail Trade with an increment of twenty seven percent (27.0%) or an increase of
37 thousand workers;
 Transport, Storage and Communication with an increment of almost eleven percent (10.9%) or
an increase of 15 thousand workers.
Sectors which have ample percentage increment were:
 Manufacturing (8.0%);
 Private Households with employed persons (6.6%);
 Fishing (5.8%);
 Hotel and Restaurant (5.1%);
 Financial Intermediation and Education (each with 1.5% each);
 Electricity, Gas and Water, and Real Estate, Renting and Other Business Activity (each with 0.7%).
The Mining and Quarrying and Health and Social Work sectors remained unchanged for the given period,
indication that there has been no activity expansion in these sectors. The workers in the mining sector and
Health and Social Work stood unchanged at 5 thousand and 10 thousand respectively for five years.
Meanwhile, the following sectors manifested a declining in employment trend in the same period:
 Construction with a decline of ‐2.9% or a decrease of 4 thousand workers;
 Other Community, Social and Public Service Activities with a decline of ‐1.5% or a decrease of 2
thousand workers;
 Public Administration Compulsory Defense and Social Security with an average decline of 0.7% or
a decrease of 1 thousand.
Employment Trends By Industry, Region IX: 2003–2008
(in thousands, except rates)

Industry
All Industries
Agriculture, Hunting, & Forestry
Fishing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas, & Water
Construction

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

1,177

1,314

137

100.0

2.3

534

585

51

37.2

1.9

82

90

8

5.8

2.0

5

5

‐

‐

‐

50

61

11

8.0

4.4

3

4

1

0.7

6.7

52

48

(4)

(2.9)

(1.5)

211

37

27.0

4.3

Hotel & Restaurant

11

18

7

5.1

12.7

Transport Storage &
Communication

61

76

15

10.9

4.9

Financial Intermediation
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2008

174

Wholesale & Retail Trade
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YEAR
2003

6

8

2

1.5

6.7

Real Estate, Renting Business
Activity

10

11

1

0.7

2.0

Public Administration

84

83

(1)

(0.7)

(0.2)

Education

39

41

2

1.5

1.0

Health & Social Work

10

10

‐

‐

‐

Other Community, Social &
Public Service Activities

19

17

(2)

(1.5)

(2.1)

Private Households

38

47

9

6.6

4.7

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey
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Annual Growth Rate
From 2003 – 2008 some sub sectors in the industry expanded faster than the other subsectors as regards
the average annual growth rate. These are the following:
 Hotels and Restaurant (12.7%);
 Financial Intermediation and Electricity, Gas and Water (each with 6.7%);
 Transport, Storage and Communication (4.9%);
 Private Households with Employed Persons (4.7%);
 Manufacturing (4.4%);
 Wholesale and Retail Trade (4.3%);
Average annual growth rate covering the years 2003 ‐2008 for all industries in Region IX is at 2.3%.
Meanwhile, the following sectors registered negative growth rates for the given period:
 Health and Social Work (‐6.7%);
 Other Community and Social Services (‐2.1%);
 Construction (‐1.5%);
 Public Administration (‐0.2%).
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belonged to the service industry,
registered an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the service
industry as the fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, Region IX: 2003–2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
Region IX showed that Agriculture industry is the major employment driver, by Service industry and then by
Industry sector. The distribution given below holds true to almost all regions where the bulk of employment is
shared between Agriculture and Service sectors.
Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, RO IX 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
2008

% Share

Agriculture

Industry

675

51.4

Industry

118

9.0

522
1,314

38.8
100.0

Service
All Industries
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The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified during the National Human Resource Conference
(NHRC) of 2007, particularly in the Mindanao Super Region where Region IX belongs were the following;
 Agribusiness;
 Construction (shipbuilding);
 Cyberservices;
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office,

Gross Domestic Product
 Hotels and Restaurants; and
 Mining.
However, actual average growth rate for the past five years showed that Electricity, Gas and Water have
also registered an increase in terms of average growth rate, this will somehow serve as input to Project JobsFit
findings.

Gross Domestic Product
The Gross Domestic Product for the period 2003 – 2008, revealed the Industry Sector is the key growth
driver for the past five years in Region IX, with an average GDP growth rate of 8.0%. Major contributors in the
said sector were:
 Construction (10.0%);
 Manufacturing (8.3%); and
 Electricity, Gas and Water (6.6%).
Followed by the Service sector with an average annual GDP growth rate of 5.3%, main contributor in this
sector were:
 Transport Storage and Communication (8.2%);
 Trade (5.8%); and
 Finance (5.6%).
Lastly Agriculture sector with an average GDP growth rate of 3.8% and the major contributor is Forestry
(6.5%).
Gross Domestic Product By Industry, Region IX: 2003–2008
(in million PhP)

YEAR

Industry
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave.
Annual G.
R. (%)

All Industries

28,717

35,800

7,083

100.0

4.9

Agriculture & Fishery

14,630

17,393

2,763

39.0

3.8

43

57

14

0.2

6.5

279

257

‐22

‐0.3

‐1.6

2,600

3,681

1,081

15.3

8.3

285

379

94

1.3

6.6

Construction

1,153

1,730

577

8.1

10.0

Transport, Storage, &

1,910

2,695

785

11.1

8.2

3,440

4,440

1,000

14.1

5.8

Forestry
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas & Water

Communication
Trade

227

291

64

0.9

5.6

Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate

1,492

1,714

222

3.1

3.0

Private Service

1,156

1,383

227

3.2

3.9

Government Service

1,502

1,780

278

3.9

3.7

Finance

Source: National Statistical Coordination Board

NEDA Investment Priorities
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The Zamboanga Peninsula Development corridor would still be mainly driven by its:
1.

Agricultural Sector – Champion products
 Coconut/fresh fruits (e.g. mangoes)
 Fresh Fish
 Seaweeds and other marine products
 Rubber

2.

Processing sector
 Coconut oil, copra

Region 9




Marine‐based such as sardines, seaweeds, etc.
Rubber (rudimentary)

Emerging products of Zamboanga Peninsula
 Abaca
 Banana
 Calamansi
 Casava

Investment Priorities from DTI
Potential Investment Areas
 Agriculture/Agribusiness and Fishery
– Production and processing of agricultural and fishery products (including their
by products and wastes)
 Infrastructure
– Transport (Air and Water)
‐ Water (water supply and distribution)
‐ Energy (power generation projects using renewable and other energy
sources adopting environmentally‐friendly technologies, power generating
plants and privatized plants
‐ Mass housing
 Engineered products
‐ Shipbuilding
 Tourism
– Establishment of tourist accommodation facilities, resorts, and retirement
villages
‐ Medical Tourism
‐ Healthcare and Wellness products and services
 Business Process Outsourcing
‐ Voice and non‐voice IT enabled services
The investment priorities mentioned above will correspondingly need specific skills that would eventually
be taken within the available labor market.

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints as well as limited stakeholders’ participation, facts and figures
gathered by DOLE RO IX merely indicative. Data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were used to substantiate
some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The Regional Consultation in Region IX was conducted on August 19 and 28, 2009 with the assistance of
DOLE RO IX officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have identified Key
Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges and
were enumerated as below:
Identified Top KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement
(based on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation Region IX)

Hotel and Restaurant
Mining

Agriculturist
Agricultural Engineer
Agricultural Technician
Mechanical/Electrical Engineer
Cook
Barista
Research and Development
Professional Mechanical/Electrical Engineer
Metallurgical Engineer
Geologist
Heavy Equipment Operator
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Agribusiness (Rubber, Fishing and Canning)

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
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KEGS

Availability of Skills
KEGS

SKILLS REQUIREMENT

Cyberservices

Call Center Agent/Supervisor/Manager

Emerging Industry in Region IX
Consistent with the region’s investment priorities and economic development plan (MTPDP with
agribusiness pointed out to be the region’s economic growth driver key industries that continuously generate
employment are fishing/canning, rubber along with hotel & restaurant and mining & quarrying. On the other
hand, cyber‐services and tourism as emerging industries, are considered to be employment generators.

Availability of Skills
The stakeholders’ consultation in Region IX have grouped their demand and available skills supply into
major industries presented below:
Industry

Skills Requirement

Agribusiness
‐ Fishing/Canning
‐ Rubber

Agriculturists
Agricultural Engineers
Mechanical/Electrical
Engineers
Agricultural Technicians

Industry
‐Mining and Quarrying

Services
‐Cyberservices

‐ Hotel and Restaurant

Research and Development
Professionals
Mechanical/Electrical
Engineers
Metallurgical Engineer
Geologists
Heavy Equipment Operators

Demand

Supply

125
40
40/40

15
20
25/80

72

30

4,000 to include
technical and skilled
workers

Call Center Agents/
Supervisors/Managers

1,318

1,059

Cooks

1,441

445

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation
Industry
1. Agribusiness

2. Industry

Description of
Gap/Challenge
Lack of supervisory and/or
managerial skills for dep.
Heads in rubber coop

Absence of instruction
offering courses on geology
and metallurgical
engineering

Recommended Solutions
Provision of effective
training program

Academe to offer said
courses
Promote/avail of TESDA’s
specialized trainings
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Lack of training for HEO

Adopt speech lab. In
secondary & tertiary
education to strengthen
English proficiency

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the Recommendation
Strengthen the existing mechanism
of industries/RCC/TESDA/CHED in
connecting the loose ends in terms
of demands and training priorities
by Tech‐Voc and tertiary
institutions.
GCNet to maximize its role in terms
of advocacy (LMI to inform the
major decision makers and
influence the focus of trainings to
the needs of the Region and be
discussed with parents, teachers
and students on the more
appropriate course to take up or
trainings to go into.
Make available and promote all
avenues wherein data will be made
accessible to the major industry
players and decision makers.

Region 9

Recommended Solutions

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the Recommendation

Offer short‐term course in
Spanish or integrate
“subject” in the tertiary
education
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3. Service

Description of
Gap/Challenge
Low hiring rate (only 2 out
of 10 applicants get hired as
CCA)
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F

or the period 2003 – 2008 five (5) employment generators with double digit share in the total
employment turned up on the Employment Trends and Structures by Industry in Region X. The following
sectors are:
 Wholesale and Retail Trade (28.0% or an increase of 37 thousand workers);
 Transport, Storage and Communication (12.9% or an increase of 17 thousand workers);
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (11.4%);
 Public Administration (11.4%);
 Education (11.4% or an increase of 15 thousand workers).
Sectors which have ample percentage increment were:
 Private Households (7.6%);
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business Activity (6.8%);
 Fishing and Construction (4.5%);
 Financial Intermediation (3.0%);
 Other Community, Social and Public Service Activities (3.0%);
 Mining (1.5%);
 Electricity, Gas and Water (1.5%);
 Health and Social Work (0.8%).
Meanwhile, there are two sectors in the industry that manifested a decline in employment trend covering
the same period 2003 – 2008 and these were Hotel and Restaurant with a decline of ‐5.3% or a decrease of 7
thousand workers, and Manufacturing with an average decline of ‐1.5% or a decrease of 2 thousand workers.
Employment Trends By Industry, Region X: 2003–2008
(in thousands, except rates)

Industry
All Industries
Agriculture, Hunting, & Forestry
Fishing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas, & Water
Construction
Wholesale & Retail Trade

YEAR
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

1,657

1,789

132

100.0

1.6

741

756

15

11.4

0.4

51

57

6

4.5

2.4

2

4

2

1.5

20.0

90

88

(2)

(1.5)

(0.4)

7

9

2

1.5

5.7

73

79

6

4.5

1.6

302

339

37

28.0

2.5

Hotel & Restaurant

29

22

(7)

(5.3)

(4.8)

Transport, Storage, &
Communication

89

106

17

12.9

3.8

Financial Intermediation

10

14

4

3.0

8.0

Real Estate Renting, Business
Activity

24

33

9

6.8

7.5

Public Administration

75

90

15

11.4

4.0

Education

45

60

15

11.4

6.7

Health & Social Work

17

18

1

0.8

1.2

Other Community, Social, &
Public Service Activities

36

40

4

3.0

2.2

Private Households

68

78

10

7.6

2.9
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Region 10

Annual Growth Rate
The average annual growth rate covering the years 2003 ‐2008 for all industries in Region X was posted at
1.6%. Some sub sectors in the industries grew faster than the other subsectors with regards to the average
annual growth rate, these sectors consist of:
 Electricity, Gas and Water (20.0%);
 Public Administration, and Defense Compulsory Social Security (8.0%);
 Education (7.5%);
 Other Community, Social & Personal Service Activities (6.7%);
 Health and Social Work (4.0%);
 Real Estate Renting and Other Business Activities (3.8%);
 Hotels and Restaurants (3.0%);
 Transport, Storage and Communication (2.5%).
Sub sectors which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average include Private
Households with Employed Persons (1.2%), Manufacturing (0.9%), and Fishing (0.5%).
Meanwhile, three sectors remained unchanged for the given period (2003‐2008), indication that there
have been no expansion of activity in those sectors and these were: Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry, Mining
and Quarrying and Wholesale and Retail Trade.
There were two negative growth rates that have been observed among the sub sectors of the Industry,
Financial Intermediation which registered at ‐4.8% and Construction which posted a ‐0.4% average annual
growth rate.
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belongs to the service industry,
registered an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the service
industry as the fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, Region X: 2003–2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified in the National Human Resource Conference of 2007 in
the Mindanao Super Region where Region X belongs were the following:
 Agribusiness;
 Construction (shipbuilding);
 Cyberservices;
 Hotels and restaurants, and
 Mining.

However, actual average growth rate for the past five years revealed Electricity, Gas and Water
registered a growth rate much higher than the regional figure, this will somehow serve as input to
Project JobsFit findings.
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The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
Region X showed that Agriculture sector is the major employment driver in the region, closely followed by
Service sector and then trailed behind by the Industry sector. The distribution given below holds true to almost
all regions where the bulk of employment is shared between Agriculture and Service sectors.
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Employed Persons by Major Industry Group

Gross Domestic Product
Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, Region X: 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
Industry

2008

% Share

Agriculture

813

45.4

Industry

180

10.1

800
1,789

44.7
100.0

Service
All Industries
Source of basic data: National Statistics Office,

Gross Domestic Product
Based on the NSCB data on Gross Domestic Product by Industry covering the period 2003 – 2008, the key
growth driver in the GDP for the past five years in Region X, is the Agriculture sector with an average GDP
growth rate of 8.7% with the key contributor in the said sector was Forestry (74.5%). The Service sector posted
an average annual GDP growth rate of 7.0%; its main contributors in this sector were Finance (9.3%), Trade
(7.5%) and Private Services (7.1%), and lastly Industry sector with an average GDP growth rate of 6.2% and the
major contributors are Mining and Quarrying (10.0%), and Construction (7.8%).
Gross Domestic Product By Industry, Region X: 2003–2008
(in million PhP)

YEAR

Industry
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave.
Annual G.
R. (%)

All Industries

52,257

71,160

18,903

100.0

7.2

Agriculture & Fishery

15,377

21,852

6,475

34.3

8.4

76

359

283

1.5

74.5

342

513

171

0.9

10.0

12,160

15,619

3,459

18.3

5.7

Electric, Gas, & Water

1,648

2,175

527

2.8

6.4

Construction

2,347

3,261

914

4.8

7.8

Transport, Storage, &

1,807

2,403

596

3.2

6.6

11,600

15,958

4,358

23.1

7.5

387

566

179

0.9

9.3

3,274

4,367

1,093

5.8

6.7

Private Service

1,738

2,359

621

3.3

7.1

Government Service

1,501

1,728

227

1.2

3.0

Forestry
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing

Communication
Trade
Finance
Ownership Dwellings, and Real
Estate

Source: National Statistical Coordination Board

Investment Priorities from NEDA
The development plans of NEDA for Mindanao wide, where Region X belongs are the following:
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1. Support on Mindanao’s agribusiness and aquaculture/mariculture potentials
2. Establish an efficient food logistics system linking Mindanao to Manila;
3. Improving image to attract more investments, trade and tourism;
4. Pursuing responsible mineral development;
5. Uplifting social development conditions;
6. Catch‐up plan for ARMM;
7. Building on strong partnerships.
The investment priorities mentioned above will correspondingly need specific skills that would
eventually be taken within the available labor market.

Region 10

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints as well as limited stakeholder’s participation, facts and figures
from the Project Jobs Fit: The DOLE 2020 Vision are merely indicative, data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys
were used to substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The Regional Consultation in Region X was conducted on August 19 and September 2 and 8, 2009 with the
assistance of DOLE RO X officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have
identified Key Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and
Challenges and were enumerated below:
Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement
(based on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation Region X)
KEGS
Cyberservices

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
Animators
Software Developers
Computer Programmers
Computer Hardware Technicians
Visual Graphic Designers
Customer Service Representative/Call Center Agents
Medical Transcriptionists
Bakers
Baristas
Bartenders
Butlers
Chefs
Cooks
Food and Beverage Attendants
Cosmetic/Reconstructive Surgeons
Herbologists
Medical Doctors
Massage Therapists
Nurses
Spa Therapist/Physical Therapists
Surgeons
Training Nurses
Medical Doctors
Medical Technologists
Nurses
Optometrists
Opticians
Pharmacists
Agricultural Engineers
Animal Husbandry
Aquacultures
Agriculture Crops Production Personnel
Slaughterers
Plant Maintenance Technicians
Food processors

Hotel and Restaurant

Medical Tourism

Health Services

Agri‐business

Emerging Industries in Region X
There are two (2) emerging industries that surfaced along the conduct of the Stakeholders’ Consultation in
Region X which has potentials of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.

Mining

Welders (GMAW, GTAW, SAW, SMAW)
Foundry Molders
Foundry Melters/Casters
Metallurgical Engineers
Geologists
Mining Engineers
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Shipbuilding

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
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Skills Availability

Skills Availability
There is a consistent increase of 5% per year of available skills as registered by CHED in 2007‐2008, a total
of 18,834 graduates were registered from Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) in the region. Medical and Allied
courses accounted for 33.54%, followed by Business Administration (18.62%), and Education and Teacher
Training (14.98%)
Tech‐Voc on the other hand, has a stock of certified skills totaling 13,142 in 2008. Tourism accounted for
26%, ICT (17%), and Health (16%).
Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation
Industry

Recommended Solutions

Courses of Actions/Methods
to Implement the
Recommendation
Promotion to the secondary
schools on the opportunities
of agriculture through career
guidance
Scholarships offerings
Encourage agri‐based
companies to forge MOA with
TVIs and HEIs to address
manpower requirements

Low rate of takers in
agriculture‐related courses

Intensive advocacy on the
opportunities for agriculture‐
related courses

Available workers lack the
needed soft skills:
leadership, communication,
interpersonal skills

Integration to the curricula
of the needed soft skills

Consultations, dialogues with
the academe, industry,
government

2. Manufacturing

Inadequate supply of highly
specialized mechanical skills

TVIs and HEIs to offer
specialized and advance
training

TVIs and HEIs to develop
specialized training programs
CHED and TESDA to initiate the
forging of MOA between the
TVIs, HEIs and industry for the
provision of advanced and
specialized training programs

3. Cyberservices

Low‐hiring rate

TVIs and HEIs to offer
specialized training programs
on English‐proficiency
(conversational)

Task force on Education to
encourage TVIs and HEIs to
formulate specialized training
programs on English
proficiency (conversational)
TVIs and HEIs to enhance the
skills of the faculty

4. Health Services

Inadequate of supply of
experienced nurses

Sustained and expand the
NARs project with active
involvement of the private
sector and medical
institutions

NARS project to become an
institutionalized and regular
program.
Regulate the offering of
nursing course

5. Mining

Very limited supply of
certified skilled workers
both in heavy equipment
operation and mining
operations

Advocacy on the
employment opportunities
in mining industry

Scholarship grants
Career guidance and
counseling
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1. Agriculture

Description of
Gap/Challenge

Region 10
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Employment Trends and Structures

T

He employment performance of the labor market in Region XI for the period 2003 – 2008, showed that
there are three (3) employment generators with double digit share in the total employment. These are
the following:
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry with an increment of forty three percent (43.6%) or an increase
of 68 thousand workers;
 Transport, Storage and Communication with an increment of almost fifteen percent (14.7%) or an
increase of 23 thousand workers:
 Wholesale and Retail Trade with an increment of twelve percent (12.2%) or an increase of 19
thousand workers.
Sectors which have ample percentage increment were:
 Mining and Quarrying (8.3%);
 Education (7.7%);
 Public Administration (6.4%);
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business Activity (5.8%);
 Construction (4.5%);
 Hotel and Restaurant and Private Households with Employed Persons (each with 3.8%).
Meanwhile, the following sectors manifested a declining employment trend in the same period:
 Manufacturing declined by 8 thousand workers (‐5.1%);
 Fishing decreased by 7 thousand workers (‐4.5%);
 Financial Intermediation posted a decrease of 2 thousand workers (‐1.3%).
Employment Trends By Industry, Region XI: 2003–2008
(in thousands, except rates)

Industry
All Industries
Agriculture, Hunting & Forestry
Fishing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas & Water
Construction
Wholesale & Retail Trade

YEAR
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

1,539

1,695

156

100.0

2.0

616

684

68

43.6

2.2

52

45

(7)

(4.5)

(2.7)

24

37

13

8.3

10.8

100

92

(8)

(5.1)

(1.6)

4

4

‐

‐

‐

68

75

7

4.5

2.1

298

317

19

12.2

1.3

Hotel & Restaurant

32

38

6

3.8

3.8

Transport Storage &
Communication

95

118

23

14.7

4.8

Financial Intermediation

15

13

(2)

(1.3)

(2.7)

Real Estate Renting Business
Activity

21

30

9

5.8

8.6

Public Administration

62

72

10

6.4

3.2

Education

35

47

12

7.7

6.9

Health & Social Work

17

18

1

0.6

1.2

Other Community, Social &
Public Service Activities

36

37

1

0.6

0.6

Private Households

66

72

6

3.8

1.8
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Region 11

Annual Growth Rate
From 2003 – 2008 some sub sectors in the industry have expanded faster than the other subsectors as
regards the average annual growth rate. These are the following:
 Electricity, Gas and Water (10.8%);
 Education (8.6%);
 Other Community, Social & Personal Service Activities (6.9%);
 Real Estate Renting and Other Business Activities (4.8%);
 Financial Intermediation (3.8%);
 Health Social Work (3.2%):
 Hotel and Restaurant (2.5%).
Average annual growth rate covering the years 2003 ‐2008 for all industries in Region XI is at 2.0%.
Sub sectors which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average were the following:
 Fishing (1.8%);
 Transport, Storage and Communication (1.3%);
 Manufacturing (1.2%).
The following sub sectors remained unchanged for the given period: Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry,
Mining and Quarrying and Wholesale and Retail Trade.
Meanwhile, the following sub sectors registered negative growth rates for the given period:
 Public Administration (‐2.7%);
 Construction (‐1.6%).
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belongs to the service industry,
registered an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the service
industry as the most fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, Region XI: 2003 – 2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
Region XI showed that Service sector is the major employment driver in the region closely followed by the
Agriculture sector and then trailed behind by the Industry sector. The distribution given below holds true to
almost all regions where the bulk of employment is shared between Service and Agriculture sectors.

2008

% Share

Agriculture

729

43

Industry

208

12

762
1,695

45
100.0

Service
All Industries
Source of basic data: National Statistics Office,

During National Human Resource Conference (NHRC) of 2007, the identified Key Employment Generators
(KEGs) on the Mindanao Super Region where Region XI belongs were the following:
 Agribusiness;
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Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, RO XI: 2008
(In thousands, except rate)

Gross Domestic Product
 Construction (shipbuilding);
 Cyberservices;
 Hotels and Restaurants; and
 Mining
However, actual average growth rate for the past five years showed Electricity, Gas and Water have also
registered an increase in terms of average growth rate, this will serve as input to Project JobsFit findings.

Gross Domestic Product
The Gross Domestic Product for the period 2003 – 2008, revealed the industry is the key growth driver for
the past five years in Region XI, with an average GDP growth rate of 6.6%. Major contributors in the said sector
were:
 Manufacturing (8.4%); and
 Construction (6.8%).
Followed by the Service sector with an average annual GDP growth rate of 6.2%, main contributors in this
sector were:
 Transport Storage and Communication (9.4%);
 Finance (7.6%); and
 Private Services (7.0%).
And lastly Agriculture sector with an average GDP growth rate of 3.6% and the major contributor is
Forestry (10.8%).
Gross Domestic Product By Industry, Region XI: 2003 – 2008
(in million PhP)

YEAR

Industry
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

All Industries

49,934

63,251

13,317

100.0

5.3

Agriculture & Fishery

13,803

16,261

2,458

18.5

3.6

63

97

34

0.3

10.8

Mining & Quarrying

2,656

2,089

‐567

‐4.3

‐4.3

Manufacturing

8,954

12,728

3,774

28.3

8.4

250

316

66

0.5

5.3

Construction

3,948

5,296

1,348

10.1

6.8

Transport Storage & Communication

2,144

3,156

1,012

7.6

9.4

10,939

14,116

3,177

23.9

5.8

696

960

264

2.0

7.6

Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate

2,428

3,152

724

5.4

6.0

Private Service

2,421

3,172

751

5.6

6.2

Government Service

1,632

1,908

276

2.1

3.4

Forestry

Electricity, Gas & Water

Trade
Finance

Source: National Statistical Coordination Board
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DTI AND NEDA Investment Priorities
Consultation with DTI/NEDA‐RO XI showed that the development plans for Region XI are centered on
the following agenda, namely:
1. Small Medium Enterprise (SME) Development Agenda – Their target is to increase the
productivity of SMEs from 32% to 40%
 Strengthen the support mechanism for SME development
 Build capacities of SMEs and enhance their competitiveness
 Focused assistance to priority industries
 Improvement of SME operational environment
2. Davao Region Development Goal
 Improve quality of life and environment focusing on competitive quartet

Region 11

‐
‐
‐
‐

Agribusiness (Mango, Banana, Seaweeds, Coconut, Livestock & Poultry)
Tourism
ICT/Cyberservices
Mining

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints as well as limited stakeholders’ participation, facts and figures
gathered by DOLE RO XI are merely indicative, data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were used to
substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The Regional Consultation in Region XI was conducted on June 16 and 19, 2009 with the assistance of
DOLE RO XI officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have identified Key
Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges. These
are enumerated below:

Cyberservices

Tourism

SKILLS REQUIREMENT

Agricultural Engineers
Agronomists
Marine Agriculturist
Researches/Community Organizers
Food Technologists
Skilled labor (Banana peelers)
Veterinarians/Veterinary Medical Technologists
Epidemiologists
Pathologists
Animal Nutritionists
Laboratory Analysts
Chemist s
Micro‐biologists
Animal Geneticians
Animal Physiologists
Butchers/Meat cutters
Dairy Technicians
Feeds Technologists
Bio‐security experts
English Proficient Individuals
Transcription Editors and Quality Assurance Specialist
Medical/General Transcribers
Medical Coders and Billers
Insurance Processors
Telemedicine Practitioners
Advance Speech Recognition Specialist
Software Engineers
Software Developers
HR Outsourcing Specialist
Legal Researchers
Legal Outsourcing Specialists
Architecture and Design Specialists
Basic Project Management Specialists
Certified PHP programmers
Chef/Cooks
Food and Beverage Service Crews
Marketing and Promotion Specialist
Managers for resorts/ecotourism and adventure establishments
Front Desk Personnel
Waiters/Waitresses
Boat captains/boat engine mechanics
Tour Guides
Dive guides/instructors/dive masters
Medical Technologists for Medical Tourism Sector
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Agribusiness
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Identified Top KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement
(based on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation Region XI)
KEGS

Emerging Industry in Region XI

Emerging Industry in Region XI
The regional stakeholders’ consultation in Region XI, have not identified any emerging industry that would
eventually be considered as employment generator, but instead, they would build up the existing products in
the agribusiness sector as presented by NEDA and DTI in their Regional Development Plan that would lead to
employment generation in the manufacturing and processing stages of the emerging products like Mango,
Banana, Seaweeds, Coconut, Livestock & Poultry.

Skills Availability
The stakeholders who participated in the regional consultation have identified the following skills supply
by KEGs.
KEGs
Agribusiness
Cyberservices
Tourism
Mining

Graduates
628 (Graduates of Agri‐related courses)
1,188 (Graduates of Computer and IT related courses)
1,257 (Graduates of HRM, Tourism, and Business Administration, and Bachelor of Arts and
Sciences)
Currently there are no graduates yet but they provide number of students currently enrolled
in BS in Geodetic Engineering, Geology, Mining Engineering, and Environmental
Science totaling to 314

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation
Industry
1. Agriculture and
Mining

Description of Gap/Challenge
Dwindling number of graduates in Agri
and Mining related courses.

Recommended Solutions
DOLE to intensify career guidance thru media.
DAGCO (Davao Assn. of Guidance Counselors)
and other network partners.
Lobby for State and Universities and Colleges
services to focus on unpopular courses.
Promote scholarship programs for Engineering,
Agri and Mining‐related courses
Lobby among the LGU to create plantilla
positions for specialized skills for Agri and
Mining‐related jobs.
DOLE to conduct research on accession,
separation and deployment rate of specific
occupations and professions.
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2. ICT/BPO

Lack of common service facility that will
provide technical services to small
growers such as soil analysis, modern
agricultural practices, pest control,
fertilizers and pesticide application.

Lobby the Department of Agriculture and LGUs
to establish common service facilities for soil
analysis and other Agri and Mining related
technical needs to encourage demand for
Agricultural technicians.

Lack of short technical courses on
specialized fields in Agri/Mining.

Develop modules for short training programs on
specialized fields in Agri and Mining (TESDA in
coordination with BFAR and Dept. of Agriculture)

Pool of English and Information
Technology proficient manpower
insufficient to address the demand of ICT

CHED rank schools for IT‐BPO Engineering service
suitability
CHED and TESDA to improve curricula in
providing more training in the industry relevant
skills.
‐ Hold periodic academe‐industry‐
government dialogues
‐ Review English, Math & Science training
in schools versus industry standards

Region 11

Lack of specialized skills for tourism

Recommended Solutions
DOLE and ACADEME to intensify practicum/OJT
exposure to globally competitive establishments
to serve as good foundation for graduates.
‐ Advocate for enhanced OJT hours for
graduating students by identifying
possible establishment and
negotiating/linking agreements with
these establishments
Make available short term regular on training on
supervisory skills improvements.
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Description of Gap/Challenge
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T

three (3) employment generators with double digit share in the total employment turned‐up on the
Employment Trends and Structures by Industry in Region XII for the period 2003 – 2008, the following
industries that displayed these trend are:
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (increment of 31.5% or 53 thousand workers)
 Wholesale and Retail Trade (16.7% or 28 thousand workers)
 Public Administration and Defense, Compulsory Social Security (11.3% or 19 thousand workers)
Sectors which have ample percentage increment were:
 Transport Storage and Communication (8.9%)
 Manufacturing (6.5%)
 Hotel and Restaurant (5.4%)
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business Activity (5.4%)
 Private Households with Employed Persons (5.4%)
 Fishing (3.6%)
 Education (2.4%)
 Mining and Quarrying (1.2%)
 Financial Intermediation (1.2%)
Meanwhile, there are two sectors in the industry that manifested a decline in employment trend covering
the same period 2003 – 2008 and these were Other Community, Social & Public Service Activities with a
decline of ‐1.2% or a decrease of 2 thousand workers, Health and Social Work with an average decline of ‐
0.6% or a decrease of 1 thousand workers.
Employment Trends By Industry, Region XII: 2003–2008
(in thousands, except rates)

Industry
All Industries
Agriculture, Hunting & Forestry
Fishing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas & Water

YEAR
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

1,367

1,535

168

100.0

2.5

691

744

53

31.5

1.5

61

67

6

3.6

2.0

4

6

2

1.2

10.0

75

86

11

6.5

2.9

3

3

‐

‐

‐

38

40

2

1.2

1.1

214

242

28

16.7

2.6

Hotel & Restaurant

18

27

9

5.4

10.0

Transport Storage &
Communication

72

87

15

8.9

4.2

8

10

2

1.2

5.0

Real Estate Renting Business
Activity

12

21

9

5.4

15.0

Public Administration

58

77

19

11.3

6.6

Education

37

41

4

2.4

2.2

Health & Social Work

12

11

(1)

(0.6)

(1.7)

Other Community, Social &
Public Service Activities

27

25

(2)

(1.2)

(1.5)

Private Households

40

49

9

5.4

4.5

Construction
Wholesale & Retail Trade

Financial Intermediation
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Region 12

Annual Growth Rate
The average annual growth rate covering the years 2003 ‐2008 for all industries in Region XII is pegged at
2.5%. Some sub sectors in the industry have expanded faster than the other subsectors as regards the average
annual growth rate. These sectors are the following:
 Education (15.0%)
 Electricity, Gas and Water, (10.0%)
 Financial Intermediation (10.0%)
 Health and Social Work (6.6%)
 Public Administration and Defense, Compulsory Social Security (5.0%)
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business Activity (4.2%)
 Hotel and Restaurant (3.7%)
 Construction (2.9%)
 Transport, Storage and Communication (2.6%)
 Manufacturing (2.5%)
Sub sectors which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average, were Other
Community, Social & Public Service Activities (2.2%), and Fishing (1.6%).
Meanwhile, three sectors remained unchanged for the given period (2003‐2008), indication that there
have been no expansion of activity in those sectors and these were:
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry
 Mining and Quarrying
 Wholesale and Retail Trade.
There was only one negative growth rate that has been observed among the sub sectors of the Industry,
Private Households with Employed Persons which posted a ‐1.7% average annual growth rate.
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belong to the service industry,
registered an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the service
industry as the fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, Region XII: 2003–2008
(In percent)
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The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified during the National Human Resource Conference of
2007, particularly on the Mindanao Super Region where Region XII belongs, were the following:
 Agribusiness
 Construction (shipbuilding)
 Cyberservices and
 Hotels and restaurants
 Mining
However, actual average growth rate for the past five years shows that Education, Financial
Intermediation, and Electricity, Gas and Water registered a growth rate much higher than the regional figure,
this will somehow serve as input to Project JobsFit findings.
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
Region XII showed that Agriculture sector is the major employment driver in the region followed by the Service
sector and then trailed behind by the Industry sector. The distribution given below holds true to almost all
regions where the bulk of employment is shared between Agriculture and Service and sectors.
Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, Region XII: 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
Industry

2008

% Share

Agriculture

811

Industry

135

8.8

590
1,535

36.4
100.0

Service
All Industries

52.8

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office,

Gross Domestic Product
Based on the NSCB data on Gross Domestic Product by Industry covering the period 2003 – 2008, the key
growth driver in the GDP for the past five years in Region XII, is the Industry sector with an average GDP
growth rate of 7.0%. Major contributors in the said sector were Manufacturing (7.8%) and Construction (4.7%).
Followed by the Agriculture sector with an average annual GDP growth rate of 5.4%, main contributors in this
sector were Forestry (19.6%), and lastly Service sector with an average GDP growth rate of 5.1%, major
contributors are Finance (6.8%), Transport Storage and Communication (6.0%), and Trade (5.8%) sectors.
Gross Domestic Product By Industry, Region XII: 2003–2008
(in million PhP)

YEAR

Industry
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

All Industries

38,695

49,932

11,237

100.0

5.8

Agriculture & Fishery

16,802

21,315

4,513

40.2

5.4

45

89

44

0.4

19.6

Forestry

63

71

8

0.1

2.5

9,100

12,640

3,540

31.5

7.8

589

664

75

0.7

2.5

Construction

1,697

2,099

402

3.6

4.7

Transport Storage & Communication

1,651

2,147

496

4.4

6.0

Trade

4,218

5,443

1,225

10.9

5.8

Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas & Water

237

317

80

0.7

6.8

Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate

1,811

2,121

310

2.8

3.4

Private Service

1,046

1,325

279

2.5

5.3

Government Service

1,436

1,701

265

2.4

3.7

Finance

Source: National Statistical Coordination Board
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The development plans of NEDA for Region XII are clustered into the three major industries wherein
projects and appropriate programs are being implemented, and these are the following:
Agriculture, Fishery and Forestry
• Implementation of support programs for agriculture with mitigating measures for shocks (flashflood,
drought, oil price increase)
• Expansion of agriculture and fishery sector (to include crop plantation for bio‐fuels development)
• Expansion of forest plantation and protection

Region 12

• Provision of support to commercial fisheries through: continuation of bilateral talks between the
Philippines and Indonesia; and implementation of the Tuna Management Plan
• Provision of financial support to small fisherfolks by easing up of the collateral requirement by banks
in securing loans
• Accessibility to palay varieties that are high yielding, resistant to drought and pest
• Promotion of high value fish species in aquaculture, through the establishment of hatcheries,
mariculture park and post harvest facilities and adoption of new technologies
• Immediate implementation of the zonification of Sarangani Bay to allow economic use for mariculture
park establishment
• Adoption of environment friendly practices and modern technology to improved fisheries and
aquaculture practices
• Strict implementation and compliance with Environment Laws
Industry
• Development of the manufacturing sector through S&T application and other value adding strategies
(Food processing; Furniture; Horticulture; Marine/ Aquaculture; Gifts‐Decors‐Housewares; and Metals
and Engineering).
• Strategic Clustering of Industries, particularly for the following: palm oil; rubber; fruit, tuna‐value
added products; and identifying core projects where S&T interventions can have wide spill over.
• Intensification of promotion and adoption of the One‐Town‐One‐Product Program by the local chief
executives and concerned agencies.
• Improvement of Governance thru ICT by strengthening government‐industry‐academe linkages thru
interconnectivity, promoting paperless transaction throughout the organization and using ICT as a
management tool for decision‐makers and support to SMEs.
• Promotion of Region XII as a major Halal Accreditation Center and producer of Halal products in
BIMPEAGA and Halal gateway to the rest of the world.
• Development of the Coconut Industry (Coco coir and other coco by‐products) as a community‐based
project thru S&T with other key partners.
• Exploration of mining resources (copper in Tampakan, South Cotabato).
• Development of construction industry.
• Enhancement/Improvement of utilities (electricity and water)
Services
• Improvement of transportation, communication and storage facilities
• Increasing access to financing facilities by providing incentives to venture capitalists particularly on
the commercialization of locally‐developed technologies
• Improvement of tourism industry by encouraging local government units to provide incentives to
investors in tourism‐related activities, to develop tourism programs and promotional materials and to
put up location map/signage of key tourist destinations
• Strengthening S&T Services (product standards and testing, packaging and labeling,
calibration/metrology for LGUs and SMEs, technology trainings and consultancy, energy audit)
• Provision of support to private services (ICT, call centers)
Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints as well as limited stakeholder’s participation, facts and figures
gathered by DOLE RO XII are merely indicative. Data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys were used to
substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
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The Regional Consultation in Region XII was conducted on August 19 and 26, 2009 with the assistance of
DOLE RO XII officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have identified Key
Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges and
were enumerated below:

Emerging Industry in Region XII
Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement and Assessment of Gaps and Challenges
(based on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation Region XII)
KEGS
Agribusiness
a) Fishing Industry

b)

c)

Fruits and Vegetable

Palm Oil

Tourism Industry

Mining Industry

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
Instrumentation Technicians
Micro‐Analysts (Micro Laboratory
Analysts)
Engineering Supervisors (Mechanical,
Electrical, Civil) for Manufacturing
Operations
Agriculturist/Agri‐Scientists
Researchers
Micro‐Biologists
Pest Control Specialists
Social Workers (Community Organizer)
Food Technologists
Mechanics
Welders
Engineers (Chemical/Mechanical)

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES
High turn‐over rate due to
competition overseas
Local poaching
Limited academic institutions offering
such courses due to high cost of
training
Graduates lack experience
Highly specialized skills

Farm Technicians

No specialized course
Hard to find specialist

Customer Service Personnel
Food Handlers
Baristas
Bartenders

Lack of formal training

Geologists
Metallurgists
Environmental Technical Personnel
Community Relations/Community
Dev’t Personnel
Land Acquisition Officers
Operation & Maintenance of Mining
facilities & equipment
Utility & General Services Personnel
General Career Expressions
Construction Workers
Stakeholder Engagement &
Partnership Officers
Sustainability Mgt. Systems
Supervisors
Shift Security
Environment Officers‐Waste
Management

Lack of skills
Lack of competent trainers
Limited number of schools offering
such courses
Limited applicants
High demand in overseas
Limited certified instructors

Emerging Industry in Region XII
There are three (3) emerging industries that surfaced along the conduct of the Stakeholders’ Consultation
in Region XII which has potentials of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.
EMERGING KEGS
ICT Industry (Cyberservices)
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Abaca Industry (Agribusiness)

Rubber Industry (Agribusiness)

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
Medical Transcriptionists
Call Center Agents
Farm Specialists on abaca/fiber
production
Agri‐scientists
Research and Development Specialists
Pest Control Specialists

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES
Lack of proficiency in English language
An emerging industry but limited farm
experts

Region 12

Availability of Skills
As to the availability of skills supply the regional consultation in region XII was not able to identify/provide
an estimate of figures that will be supplied by the academe/training institution, instead, they opted to provide
an estimate of skills requirements by KEGs.

Technical Jobs (Food & Lab
Technicians, hydraulic/ electrical/
refrigeration technicians, welders,
engine officers, deck officers)

ESTIMATE

800/year

Shipping Officers (Marine Engineers,
Naval Architects, Human Resource
Officer)

100/year

b)

Fruits and Vegetable

Agriculturists/Agri‐Scientist s
Researchers
Micro‐Biologists
Pest Control Specialists
Social Worker (Community Organizer)
Food Technologists
Mechanics
Welders
Engineers (Chemical/Mechanical)

8
10
4
4
4
20
20
20
20

c)

Palm Oil

Farm Technicians

50

Customer Service Personnel
Food Handlers
Baristas
Bartenders
Geologists
Metallurgists
Environmental Technical Personnel
Community Relations/Community
Dev’t Personnel
Land Acquisition Officers
Operation & Maintenance of Mining
facilities & equipment
Utility & General Services Personnel
General Career Expressions
Construction Workers
Stakeholder Engagement &
Partnership Officers
Sustainability Mgt. Systems
Supervisors
Shift Security
Environment Officers‐Waste
Management

10
30
20
20
2
10
1
5

Tourism Industry

Mining Industry

Emerging Industries
ICT Industry (Cyberservices)
Abaca Industry (Agribusiness)

Rubber Industry (Agribusiness)

Medical Transcriptionists
Call Center Agents
Farm specialists on abaca/fiber
production
Agri‐scientists
Research and Development Specialists
Pest Control Specialists

7/6
2,000 (year 2016)
15
1
8,000 – 9,000 (year 2012)
1
3
1
1

100
100
10
3
3
10
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KEGS
Agribusiness
a) Fishing Industry

Availability of Skills

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation
Industry
1. Fishing Industry

Description of
Gap/Challenge
High turn‐over rate due to
competition overseas

Recommended Solutions

Local poaching

Company partnership with
academe to sustain buffer
stock of skilled workers by
2010 onwards

Limited academic
institutions offering such
courses due of training

Academic alignment to
offer courses related to
skills demand in 2010
Train instructions

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the Recommendation
Tripartite training agreements
among
companies/academe/students‐
workers
Scholarship grants of companies
Government financial support to
educational institutions to
establish related courses
Create/strengthen ITCs for
monitoring and audit
Company based career guidance
& employment counseling w/
skills registry

2. Fruits,
vegetable
industry

Graduate lack of experience
Unavailability of applicants

Company partnership with
academe to sustain buffer
stock of skilled workers by
2010 onwards

Highly specialized skills
Academic alignment to
offer courses related to
skills demand in 2010
Train instructors

Specialized courses on specific
farm functions: soil analysis, pest
control, product research, etc
Tripartite training agreements
among
companies/academe/students‐
workers (OJT)
Create/strengthen ITCs for
monitoring and audit
Company based career guidance
& employment counseling with
skills registry

Lack of formal training
3. Tourism
Industry

Lack of skills competency

Company partnership with
academe to sustain buffer
stock of skilled workers by
2010 onwards

Lack of competent trainers
Academic alignment to
offer courses related to
skills demand in 2010
Train instructors

Tripartite training agreements
among
companies/academe/students‐
workers
Scholarship grants of companies
Government financial support to
educational institutions to
establish related courses
Create/strengthen ITCs for
monitoring and audit
Company based career guidance
& employment counseling with
skill registry
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4. Mining Industry

Limited number of schools
offering such courses
Limited applicants

Company partnership with
academe to sustain buffer
stock of skilled workers by
2010 onwards

Tripartite training agreements
among
companies/academe/students‐
workers

Region 12

Industry

Description of
Gap/Challenge
High demand in overseas
Limited certified instructors

Recommended Solutions
Academic alignment to
offer courses related to
skilled demand in 2010
Train instructors

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the Recommendation
Scholarship grants of companies
Government financial support to
educational institutions to
establish related courses
Create/strengthen ITCs for
monitoring and audit
Company based career guidance
& employment counseling with
skills registry

Hard to find specialist

Company partnership with
academe to sustain buffer
stock of skilled workers by
2010 onwards

Tripartite training agreements
among
companies/academe/students‐
workers

Academic alignment to
offer courses related to
skilled demand in 2010

Scholarship grants of companies

Train instructors

Government financial support to
educational institutions to
establish related courses
Create/strengthen ITCs for
monitoring and audit
Company based career guidance
& employment counseling with
skills registry
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5. Oil Palm
Industry
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No specialized course
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C

overing the years 2003 – 2008, the employment performance of the labor market in CARAGA Region,
showed that there were six (6) employment generators with double digit share in the total employment.
These are the following:
 Mining and Quarrying and Wholesale and Retail Trade with an increment of forty percent
(40.5%) each or an increase of 15 thousand workers;
 Public Administration Defense, Compulsory Social Security with an increment of thirty two
percent (32.4%) or an increase of 12 thousand workers;
 Manufacturing with an increment of almost thirty percent (29.7%) or an increase of 11 thousand
workers;
 Private Households with Employed Persons with an increment of twenty four percent (24.3%) or
an increase of 9 thousand workers;
 Hotel and Restaurant sector with an increment of almost eleven percent (10.8%) or an increase
of 4 thousand workers.
Sectors which have ample percentage increment were:
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business Activity and Other Community, and Social & Public
Service Activities (each with 8.1%);
 Financial Intermediation and Electricity, Gas and Water (each with 5.4%);
 Education (2.7%).
Meanwhile, the following sectors manifested a declining employment trend in same period:
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry with a decline of ‐81.1% or a decrease of 30 thousand workers;
 Fishing with a decline of ‐13.5% or a decrease of 5 thousand workers;
 Construction and Health and Social Work each declined by ‐5.4% or a decrease of 2 thousand
workers.

Industry

Employment Trends By Industry, CARAGA: 2003–2008
(in thousands, except rates)
YEAR
% to Total
Increment
2003
2008
Increment

All Industries

914

951

37

100.0

0.8

Agriculture, Hunting, & Forestry

404

374

(30)

(81.1)

(1.5)

48

43

(5)

(13.5)

(2.1)

8

23

15

40.5

37.5

52

63

11

29.7

4.2

Fishing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas, & Water

2

4

2

5.4

20.0

38

36

(2)

(5.4)

(1.1)

161

176

15

40.5

1.9

9

13

4

10.8

8.9

51

51

‐

‐

‐

Financial Intermediation

6

8

2

5.4

6.7

Real Estate, Renting Business
Activity

7

10

3

8.1

8.6

Public Administration

52

64

12

32.4

4.6

Education

27

28

1

2.7

0.7

Health & Social Work

10

8

(2)

(5.4)

(4.0)

Other Community, Social &
Public Service Activities

15

18

3

8.1

4.0

Private Households

26

35

9

24.3

6.9

Construction
Wholesale & Retail Trade
Hotel & Restaurant
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Transport, Storage, &
Communication
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Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Annual Growth Rate
From 2003 – 2008 some sub sectors in the industry have expanded faster than the other subsectors as
regards the average annual growth rate. These are the following:

CARAGA Region

 Mining and Quarrying (37.5)%;
 Electricity, Gas and Water (20.0%);
 Hotels and Restaurant (8.9%);
 Real Estate, Renting and Other Business Activity (8.6%);
 Private Households with Employed Persons (6.9%);
 Financial Intermediation (6.7%);
 Public Administration & Defense and Compulsory Social Security (4.6%);
 Manufacturing (4.2%);
 Other Community, Social & Public Service Activities (4.0%);
 Wholesale and Retail Trade with 1.9%.
Average annual growth rate covering the years 2003 ‐2008 for all industries in CARAGA was at 0.8%.
Sub sectors which registered an average growth rate lower than the regional average was Education
(0.7%). Meanwhile, one sector remained unchanged for the given period (2003‐2008), indication that there
have been no expansion of activity in this sector and this is Transport Storage and Communication.
Meanwhile, the following sub sectors registered negative growth rates for the given period:
 Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry (‐1.5%);
 Fishing (‐2.1%);
 Construction (‐1.1);
 Health and Social Work (‐4.0).
For the period covering 2003 – 2008, most of the subsectors which belonged to the Industry sector,
registered an average growth rate higher than the regional average growth rate. This makes the Industry
sector as the fastest to increase in terms of average growth rate.
Average Annual Growth Rate by Industry, CARAGA: 2003 – 2008
(In percent)

Source of basic data: National Statistics Office, Labor Force Survey

Employed Persons by Major Industry Group
The 2008 data from National Statistics Office (NSO) on Employed Persons by Major Industry Group in
CARAGA Region showed that Agriculture sector is the major employment driver in the region closely followed
by the Service sector and then trailed behind by the Industry sector. The distribution given below holds true to
almost all regions where the bulk of employment is shared between Agriculture and Service and sectors.
Employed Persons by Major Industry Group, CARAGA 2008
(In thousands, except rate)
Industry

2008

% Share

Agriculture

417

43.8

Industry

126

13.2

Service
All Industries

411
951

43.2
100.0
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The Key Employment Generators (KEGs) identified during the National Human Resource Conference
(NHRC) of 2007, particularly in the Mindanao Super Region where Region XII belongs were the following;
 Agribusiness;
 Construction (shipbuilding);
 Cyberservices;
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Source of basic data: National Statistics Office,

Gross Domestic Product
 Hotels and Restaurants;
 Mining.
However, actual average growth rate for the past five years showed that Electricity, Gas and Water, Real
Estate, Renting and Other Business Activity, and Financial Intermediation have also registered an increase in
terms of average growth rate, this will somehow serve as input to Project JobsFit findings. Based on the NHRC
of 2007, was not included as part of the Key Employment Generators in Region CARAGA,

Gross Domestic Product
The Gross Domestic Product for the period 2003 – 2008, revealed the industry sector is the key growth
driver for the past five years in CARAGA, with an average GDP growth rate of 12.0%. Major contributor in the
said sector was Mining and Quarrying (77.9%). Followed by the Service sector with an average annual GDP
growth rate of 4.4%, main contributor in this sector was Finance (7.2%), and lastly Agriculture sector with an
average GDP growth rate of 1.9%, major contributor was Agriculture and Fishery (2.6%) sectors.
Gross Domestic Product By Industry, CARAGA: 2003 – 2008
(in million PhP)
YEAR

Industry
2003

2008

Increment

% to Total
Increment

Ave. Annual
G. R. (%)

14,533

18,480

3,947

100.0

5.4

5,178

5,848

670

17.0

2.6

Forestry

471

436

‐35

‐0.9

‐1.5

Mining & Quarrying

435

2,130

1,695

42.9

77.9

1,478

1,534

56

1.4

0.8

473

592

119

3.0

5.0

1,214

1,499

285

7.2

4.7

331

440

109

2.8

6.6

2,777

3,372

595

15.1

4.3

Finance

108

147

39

1.0

7.2

Ownership Dwellings and Real Estate

629

735

106

2.7

3.4

Private Service

385

507

122

3.1

6.3

1,054

1,240

186

4.7

3.5

All Industries
Agriculture & Fishery

Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas, & Water
Construction
Transport, Storage, &
Communication
Trade

Government Service
Source: National Statistical Coordination Board

The Caraga Region is composed of four provinces: Agusan del Norte, Agusan del Sur, Surigao del Norte and
Surigao del Sur. Considered as the richest region in terms of natural resources, Caraga sits on 3.5 billion metric
tons of metallic and non‐metallic reserves. Thousands of hectares are planted with timber trees, oil palm,
abaca, banana, and other commodity crops.
Despite the richness of its natural resources, Caraga ironically, is one of the poorest regions in the
Philippines. The poverty rate of the region which is fifty point two percent (50.2%) is actually worse than that
of the entire country, which is only thirty‐four percent (34%).
To spur regional economic development, the Regional Development Council or RDC adopted the Industry
Clustering strategy as a way of enhancing the region’s competitive advantage.
Industry Clustering is identified as a major strategy for countryside development and is seen as a focused
approach in investment promotion.
The strategy promotes networking among local enterprises, buyers, input providers, local policy makers,
the academe, research institutions, transport and hauling providers and other stakeholders in the industry,
and provides them with a venue to regularly consult with one another.
Industry Clustering facilitates investments for the eight clusters in CARAGA; which are the wood, oil palm,
tourism, abaca, high value vegetables, seaweed and arts and crafts clusters. Combined, the 8 clusters have an
investment potential that is estimated to amount to at least P80 billion.
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CARAGA Region

Investment Potential
(Value adding activities not included)
P50 billion
P10 billion
P10 billion
P5 billion
P2 billion
P2 billion
P500 million
P500 million

Industry
Wood
Oil Palm
Tourism
Banana
Abaca
High Value Vegetables
Seaweed
Arts & Crafts

Data Limitation
Due to time and resource constraints as well as limited stakeholder’s participation, facts and figures
from the Project Jobs Fit: The DOLE 2020 Vision are merely indicative, data inputs from NSO and BLES surveys
were used to substantiate some of the findings in Project JobsFit.

LMI data findings based on Regional Consultation
The Regional Consultation in CARAGA was conducted on August 25 and September 8, 2009 with the
assistance of DOLE CARAGA officers and staff. The stakeholders from both the public and private sectors have
identified Key Employment Generators (KEGs) with their Corresponding Skills and Assessment of Gaps and
Challenges and were enumerated below:

Identified KEGS with their Corresponding Skills Requirement and Assessment of Gaps and
Challenges (based on Project JobsFit Regional Consultation CARAGA Region)
KEGS

SKILLS REQUIREMENT

Agribusiness and Fishery

Fishermen, Aqua‐culturists,
Horticulturists, Farmers (root crops,
fruits and vegetables, upland and
lowland)
Geodetic and Mining Engineers, Heavy
Equipment (Lift) Operators

Mining

Hotel, Restaurant & General
Services
Banking and Finance

Hotel Cleaners, House Keepers, Utility
and Janitors
Accounting Clerks, Bookkeepers

Information Technology/BPOs

Call Center Agents, Animators, Medical
Transcriptionists, Computer
Programmers, Autocad Designers and
Operators

ASSESSMENT OF GAPS AND
CHALLENGES
Low enrollment in Agriculture,
Agribusiness, and Fishery courses

Low enrollment in Geodetic,
Metallurgical and other fields/courses
on Mining Engineering
Lack of proper training among hotel
cleaners and attendants
Most applicants for accounting clerks
and bookkeepers are commerce
graduates not accounting majors
Limited schools offering English
proficiency training and lack of
trainers

Emerging Industry in CARAGA
There are three (3) emerging industries that surfaced along the conduct of the Stakeholders’ Consultation
in CARAGA which have potentials of generating employment in the next 5 to 10 years.

Diversified/Strategic Farming
Health and Wellness

Medical Transcriptionists, Call Center Agents,
Animators, Computer Programmers
Diversified Farming Technologists
Doctors, Physical Therapists, Pharmacists,
Laboratory Technicians
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Information Technology/BPOs

SKILLS REQUIREMENT
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EMERGING KEGS

Availability of Skills

Availability of Skills
As to the availability of skills supply, the regional consultation in CARAGA was not able to identify/provide
an estimate of figures that will be supplied by the academe/training institution, instead, they opted to provide
a five (5) year estimate of skills by KEGs available in the region.
KEGS

SKILLS REQUIREMENT

Agribusiness

Farm Workers and Related Occupations

Mining

Geodetic and Mining Engineers
Heavy Equipment Operators
Hotel Cleaners, House Keepers, Utility
and Janitors
Cooks (Culinary Arts)
Computer Programmers, Medical
Transcriptionists, Animators
Autocad Designers & Operators
Call Center Agents
Master Teachers expert in English
Accounting Clerks and Bookkeepers

Hotel and Restaurant

Information Technology/BPOs

Banking and Finance

ESTIMATE
250
130
800
5,000
800
1,000
120
8,000
250
2,000

Assessment of Gaps and Challenges based on the Regional Consultation
Industry
1. Agribusiness &
Fishery

Description of
Gap/Challenge
Low enrolment in
AGRICULTURE &
AGRIBUSINESS & FISHERY
courses

Recommended Solutions
Advocacy or encourage
students to take up these
courses

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation
Trainor’s training on Guidance
Counselors
Information campaign
Dissemination of IEC materials
Career Guidance symposium

Scholarship program for
deserving students

CHED & TESDA Scholarship
programs
Look for potential donors

2. Mining Industry

Low enrolment in Geodetic,
Metallurgical & other
fields/courses of Mining
Engineering

Intensive 2‐year advocacy

Effective Career Guidance

Scholarship program for
deserving students

CHED & TESDA Scholarship

MGB should take initiative
on developing Scholarship
programs

Scholarship exams to deserving
students

Creation of Mining courses

Information drive in schools

Mining industry to help
schools in providing students
with Scholarship, Equipment
& Exposure (OJT)

Consultative dialogue/planning
between industry and academe
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Mining companies to
sponsor scholarship training
to probable workers
Inadequate number of
HEIs/TVIs offering Programs
for geologists, mining,
engineers, etc.

Encourage/give incentives to
HEIs/TVIs that offer these
programs

CHED Assistance for Voluntary
Accreditation Institutional
Monitoring and Evaluation for
Quality Assurance

CARAGA Region

Industry

Description of
Gap/Challenge

Recommended Solutions

Courses of Actions/Methods to
Implement the
Recommendation
Attracting investors to engage in
mining business
Professionalizing the mining
industry thru creation of
regulatory board that prohibits
practice of job (mining) of not
licensed

3. Hotel, Restaurant
& General Services

Lack of proper training
among hotel cleaners and
attendants

Winning Service provider
should inform DOLE thru
written report

Winning service provider should
coordinate with proper agencies

Activate feedback
mechanism
RTWPB to conduct 5S
training/good housekeeping
practices
TESDA should offer short
courses on hotel cleaning
works
Poor work performance
among janitors and utility
workers

TESDA or manpower training
centers should offer
trainings on janitorial/utility
works with minimal fees or
FREE

Local government, TESDA, DOLE
and the service provider or
agencies should work hand in
hand to provide said training
courses

Training days should be on
short period and would
focus directly to their basic
operational equipments
4. Banking & Finance

Most applicants for
accounting clerks and
bookkeepers are commerce
graduates not accounting
majors

To publish vacancies at
school campus and at the
gate of the establishments
as one way advocating right
career choices

Close coordination between
industry and academe

5. Information
Technology/BPO

Limited schools offering
English proficiency training
and lack of trainers

Intensify English proficiency
training

Continuing Professional
Development‐English
Proficiency Program

Extend the retooling
program to basic education
(High school & Elementary)

Integrate more English
units in the curriculum
Provide teacher with
audio teaching
equipment

Continuing Professional
Development‐English
Proficiency Program
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Limited schools offering
English proficiency
training and lack of
trainers
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LGU must support the
DepEd in the
implementation of the
retooling program
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Breakfast Meeting
with CEOs
‐ List of Participants

PARTICIPANTS

BREAKFAST MEETING WITH CEOS ‐
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
06 MAY 2010, MANILA PENINSULA HOTEL

PARTICIPANTS
Chief Executive Officers/Industry Leaders
1. Mr. Jaime Bautista
President and Chief Operating Officer (COO), Philippine Airlines
2. Ambassador Donald Dee
Chairman, Council of the Elders, ECOP
3. Ms. Annie Garcia
President, SM Supermalls
4. Ms. Genie Gloria
Vice President, Banco De Oro
5. Ms. Doris Magsaysay Ho
President and Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Magsaysay Group of Companies
6. Mr. Mayo Ongsingco
President and COO, Insular Life
7. Mr. Sergio Ortiz‐Luis
Honorary Chairman, ECOP
8. Ms. Teresita Tan
Senior Vice President and Overseas Banking and Channel Services Group Head
Bank of the Philippine Islands
9. Mr. EusebioTanco
Chairman, STI
10. Mr. Feliciano Torres
CEO, Yazaki Torres Manufacturing, Inc.
11. Atty. Miguel Varela
Chairman of the Board, Employers Confederation of the Philippines (ECOP)
Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE)
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12. Secretary Marianito D. Roque
13. Undersecretary Lourdes M. Trasmonte
14. Undersecretary Carmelita Pineda
15. Undersecretary Rosalinda D. Baldoz
Annex B

16. Assistant Secretary Rebecca J. Calzado
17. Assistant Secretary Ma. Teresa Soriano
18. Assistant Secretary Joji Aragon
19. Executive Director Ciriaco Lagunzad III
National Wages and Productivity Commission (NWPC)
20. Administrator Jennifer Manalili
Philippine Overseas Employment Administration (POEA)
21. Director General Pastor Z. Guiao
Technical Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA)
22. Administrator Carmelita Dimzon
Overseas Workers Welfare Administration (OWWA)
23. Commissioner Nilo Rosas
Professional Regulation Commission (PRC)
24. OIC‐Director Teresa Peralta
Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics (BLES)
25. Director Criselda R. Sy
Bureau of Local Employment (BLE)
26. Director Dominique Tutay
Planning Service, DOLE
27. Deputy Executive Director Katherine B. Brimon
Institute for Labor Studies (ILS)
28. Ms. Linartes Viloria
Institute for Labor Studies
29. Ms. Mary Grace L. Riguer
Institute for Labor Studies
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30. Ms. Presentacion Torres
Institute for Labor Studies
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TOP 10 DEMANDABLE OCCUPATIONAL SKILL CATEGORIES
Chart 1. Domestic Helpers and Related Workers' Manpower Requests by Host Country
2004 - 1st Semester 2009
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Taiwan continues to be the top destination of the Filipino workers in the production occupational group.
With an annual average (2004 – 2008) of 38,000 manpower requests, the supply rate of workers registered at
61% or an annual deployment average of 23,500 newly hired workers.
From 2007 to 2008, the demand for production related workers in UAE and Saudi Arabia registered an
increase of 96% and 17%, respectively.
Other top ten destinations of production and related workers were Qatar, Oman, Kuwait, South Korea,
Canada, Malaysia and Brunei.
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The demand for household service worker positions were filled up sufficiently, posing a 99% supply rate
with 360,508 deployed vis‐à‐vis the total demand based on approved manpower requests.
The top countries with the most demand for HSWs are Hong Kong with 196, 188; followed by Kuwait with
124,751 and United Arab Emirates with 66,374, followed by Oman, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Singapore, Malaysia,
Cyprus and Bahrain. Six of the top ten destinations of HSws are Gulf states in the Middle East.

Annex C

The total demand for nurses covering the period: 2004 to August 2009 is 140,594 with a 35% supply rate
as against the deployed volume of 49,373 for the period in review.
The data showed that Saudi Arabia showed the highest demand for Filipino nurses, based on the recorded
34,781 manpower requests, followed by UAE with 3,331; Singapore with 2,173; Kuwait with 1,584 and the
United Kingdom with 1,306. Other top destinations in need of Filipino nurses during the last 5 years were US,
Qatar, Taiwan, Ireland and Trinidad and Tobago. The US which had been recruiting nurses under immigrant for
employment visas (EB3) had been currently experiencing visa retrogression.
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During the year in review, the rate of supply of caregivers and caretakers was 96%, with a total 78,710
deployment and 81,639 demand based on the approved manpower requests.
The country which had the highest demand for caregivers and caretakers was Taiwan with 58,978,
followed by Israel with 17,425 and the United Kingdom with 2,931. Other top destinations of caregivers and
caretakers were Canada, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, UAE, Spain and Cyprus. The country with the lowest demand for
caregivers and caretakers was the USA(62).

The total demand for plumbers and pipefitters covering the period 2004 to August 2009 was 33,024 with a
96% supply rate or a deployment of 31,828 for the period in review.
The country with the most demand for plumbers and pipefitters was Saudi Arabia with 13,976; followed
by Qatar with 12,170 and United Arab Emirates with 3, 025 subsequently. Other destinations with high
demand for plumbers and pipefitters were Canada, Singapore, Kuwait, Libya, Equatorial Guinea, New
Caledonia and Iran.
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The generated manpower requests for cooks and related workers totaled 50,393 from 2004 to August
2009 while the total deployment was only 22,145 yielding a supply rate of 44%.
From the world total of 50,393 manpower requests generated, the bulk and the top country with the most
demand was the United Arab Emirates with 13,911; followed by Saudi Arabia with 13,657 and Kuwait with
6,277. Other countries with a big demand for these skills were Qatar, Oman, Canada, Bahrain, the United
States and the United Kingdom.

Annex C

During the year in review, the rate of supply of wiremen and electrical‐related Workers was 44%, with a
total 30,843 deployment vis‐à‐vis the 70,015 manpower request.
The country which showed the highest demand for wiremen and electrical‐related workers was Saudi
Arabia with 19,375; followed by Qatar with 8,068 and the United Arab Emirates with 3,410. Other destinations
which were in demand of this category of work were Libya, Oman, Congo, Bahrain, Madagascar, Singapore and
Taiwan.
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The total demand for Filipino welders, flame‐cutters and related workers covering the period 2004
to June 2009 was 69,848 with a 35% supply rate or a total deployment of 24,688 for the period in review.
The country with the most demand for welders was Saudi Arabia with 16,660; followed by Qatar with
13,873 and United Arab Emirates with 8,632.

There were a total of 37,067 laborers, general helpers and related workers deployed during the period in
review. Deployment reached 48,814 with a recorded 74% supply rate.
Of the total demand for laborers, general helpers and related workers, Saudi Arabia with 16,660
manpower requests topped the list, followed by Qatar with 13,873 and UAE with 8,632. Other top
destinations with a big demand for this skill were Kuwait, Canada, Libya, Bahrain Brunei, New Zealand and
Taiwan.
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The deployed charworkers, cleaners and related workers from 2004 to August 2009 numbered 60,445 vis‐
à‐vis the 43,363 generated manpower requests during the period in review showing a supply rate of 72%.
Saudi Arabia topped the country with the most demand for charworkers, cleaners and related workers
with 32,408; followed by UAE with 15,107; Qatar with 5,606;and Kuwait with 3, 091. Other countries with a big
demand for these skills were Brunei, Bahrain, Canada, Oman, Malaysia and Jordan.
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EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS BY WORLD REGION
1. MIDDLE EAST
Gulf countries have taken concrete steps to cushion the possible impact of the crisis. Except for Dubai, the
financial crunch has minimally affected the Middle East economies. Most of the countries have conservatively
managed their financial resources vis‐à‐vis development plans.
The lead economies in the region, e.g. KSA and Qatar have assured that surplus reserves can contain
midterm deficits. These countries have continued to install systems addressing needs of migrant communities.
Workforce nationalization has not reached levels which can significantly displace expatriate workers. Major
gulf projects for 2010 include projects in construction, energy downstream, and energy upstream, industry,
petrochemicals, power, water, transport, health, tourism, retail, energy, telecommunication, operation and
maintenance and IT sectors.
KSA: The 8th (2005‐2009) socio‐economic development plan of the Kingdom serves to provide a
framework for 4 successive 5‐year plans until 2024. Part of its plans is the development of 12 mega
industrial/economic cities across the Kingdom. Four integrated economic cities launched at a cost of more
than SR60 billion (US$16 b) promise to alter the economic zones of KSA: a)King Abdullah Economic City (KAEC)
in in Rabigh is the single largest private sector project with potential to create one million jobs; b)Jazan
Economic city (JEC) in Jazan expected to create 500,000 new jobs; c)Prince Abdulaziz Bin Moussaed Economic
city (PABMEC) in Hail is expected to become the largest transportation and logistics hub and supply chain
centers in the Middle East; and d)Knowledge Economic City in Madinah will add 20,000 new jobs in the region.
At the national level, a study conducted by the Riyadh Chamber of Commerce on the development of
mega economic cities estimates that 10 million local and expatriate workers will be needed by the major
development projects by 2014. Included in this plan is a SR 20 billion light rail system, buses and sea transport
expected to be completed over the next 15 years.
The Ministry of health needs about 10,000 nurses in the next five years for private hospitals and clinics like
Al Habib Medical Group, Al Waroud Hospital, Riyadh Care Hospital and private polyclinics.
Various types of skills are needed in various large multi million/billion dollar projects in construction,
healthcare, food, tourism, energy, petrochemical industries, energy, production, distribution and services,
operations and maintenance sectors.
UAE: Strong economic growth in Abu Dhabi has created a growing demand for labor in healthcare,
construction, transport, tourism and services. Among the skills in demand in UAE are surveyors, engineers
(electrical, mechanical and civil), aluminum installers, fabricators, auto cad draftsmen, carpenters, concrete
finishers, plasterers, mason, salesmen/salesladies, waiters/waitresses, fire fighters, fire truck drivers, cleaning
supervisors, cleaners, bosuns, oilers, riggers, chief engineers, document controllers, clerks, safety officers,
welders, plaster painters, erectors, foremen, nurses, manufacturing workers, hotel and tourism workers,
service and production workers.
Qatar: Construction, oil and gas, education, health, transportation, retail and tourism. The growth in its
local and expatriate population has increased the demand for health and medical services.
Oman: Construction, hotel and oil & gas workers, health care, tourism, automotive, service and industrial
sectors.
Kuwait has a need for skilled workers and professionals in the construction, oil and gas, hotel and
restaurant, manufacturing, health and wellness, retail, banking and education, IT, electronics, and household
service and other services;
Israel: There is a possibility of a slowdown in the deployment of caregivers to Israel due to the on‐going
“legalization program”.
Libya: Engineers, draftsmen, quality control inspectors, pipe fitters, HE operators, Mechanics, electrician,
cooks, electrical/mechanical assistants, helpers/watchmen, construction, workers/cleaners, computer
analysts, quality control inspectors, riggers, drillers, tool pushers, oil workers, mechanics, electrician, plumbers,
farmers, maintenance workers, professors, lecturers, administrative managers, administrative staff, teachers,
doctors, nurses, midwives, chefs, asst. cooks, hotel managers, hotel staff, tourist guides, and drivers.
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Brunei: Under RKN 2007‐2012, the country will widen the economic base and strengthen the foundation
for a knowledge‐based economy. The plan includes new infrastructure for transport and communication,
tourism development, construction of public housing and improvement of healthcare management and
delivery and in the public utilities, construction of new power plants and rejuvenation of existing ones to
increase the power generation capacity. There is an expected demand for construction and healthcare
workers.
Japan’s Medium to Long‐term Economic and Fiscal Policies and Outlook for the Next 10 Years will develop
medical and nursing care as a growing field while improving medical, nursing care and pension system. In line
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with this, Japan will create 300,000 care‐related employment in the next three years, enforcement of
community health care and creation of health care related industries. The government will improve the
environment to attract excellent human resources, technology from all over the world, including Asia. Recent
policies sought to promote employment of highly skilled foreign workers, expand investment and formulate an
action program for accepting highly skilled foreigners (e.g. in healthcare, agriculture, manufacturing,
construction and machine assembly).
Korea: There are reported employment prospects for construction, ship building and hiring of English
teachers and doctors for countries with existing trade or multilateral agreement with Korea. Presently, the
Philippines had a Memorandum of Agreement with Korea on the Employment Permit System which covers
construction and factory workers. During the visit of the DOLE mission in 2009, officials of Incheon Free
Economic Zone have expressed interest to secure the services of Filipino workers for the completion of the
construction work of the Zone and maintenance and operation of its facilities, especially the hotels and
restaurants.
Macau’s development plan covers short and long term measures to promote continued diversification of
Macau’s economy and the growth of high‐potential service industry and emerging industries and expansion of
economic and trade cooperation with Mainland China and continuing support to the gaming industry. It is
expected that when the global economy rebounds, Macau’s infrastructure projects will resume.
Big construction projects include Hong Kong‐Zhuahi‐Macau Bridge, the University of Macau (MOP 6
billion), improvement of the Macau International airport ( MOP 200 million), two big hotels (Prague Harbor
View Hotel and Ancient Empire Resort Hotel), a dinosaur museum, yacht club and a health club; public
housing construction projects, road beautification projects in world heritage areas and old quarter renewal
projects. The construction of the first phase of the US$ 4.2 billion Light Rail Transit System is expected to start
by 2011.
Galaxy Entertainment Limited will construct a US$2.5 billion dollars joint venture gambling resort called
Macau Studio City development in Cotai which is expected to be completed by 2010. Marriot International
plans to push through in 2011 with the construction of Marriot Hotel and Ritz Carlton Hotel, both of which will
be part of Macau Studio City. As of 2009, there were 17 hotel projects under construction and 24 others were
awaiting approval. The airport improvement plans are expected to be implemented over the next three to
eight years.
These construction projects will require professionals and skilled workers such as hotel and casino
workers; engineers, teachers, operators, entertainers, receptionists, physical therapists, and ground handling
crews.
Malaysia: Skills in demand are engineers, welders, pipefitters and riggers, plantation workers, HSWs, IT,
and manufacturing and hotel and gaming workers; IT and related skills, construction, ship building and repair.
Malaysia Marine and Heavy Engineering Pasir Gudang in Johor Bahru, Sime Darby in Sabah and Hohor
Bahru and in Perak have initial requirement for 10,000 workers such as engineers, highly skilled workers
(welders, pipefitters and riggers) and other skilled and semi‐skilled workers. Tawau and Lahad Datu in East
Malaysia will require around 10,000 plantation workers starting the last quarter of 2009.
The 2‐year requirement for HSWs from 2009 to 2011 is about 40,000. The proposed Special Hiring of
Muslim HSWs in Mindanao should have been a good provider of employment opportunities for Filipino
Muslims.
Demand for around 2,000 workers in the manufacturing and service sector is on the rise after the
Malaysian government lifted the ban on hiring of workers in these sectors in West Malaysia.
Palm oil planters in Sabah and Sarawak are in need of migrant workers to meet their target of 19.69
million tons of crude oil in 2010. Most locals shunned jobs in the oil palm industry due to low pay.
Singapore: As an open economy, it has been severely affected by the global financial crisis. Hence, the
labor market outlook remains weak for the immediate future. Singapore has established a strategic plan to
lead Singapore’s future as a leading global city in Asia and knowledge capital. It is expecting a sharp recovery
of its economy in 2010. Part of this economic recovery is the recruitment of foreign workers, including Filipino
workers, given the crucial role of foreign workers in the country’s economy. Hiring of workers in the
construction, service, finance, IT and technology, health care and manufacturing services will be in demand.
About10‐20 hotels will be under construction in the next few years. Among the skills in demand in the
hotel and gaming industry are managers, supervisors and skilled workers; croupiers, dealers, chambermaids
and waiters/waitresses; architects, engineers and draftsmen.
Taiwan: The demand for factory workers has been affected by the global economic crisis especially in the
electronic, metal works and semi‐conductor sectors but there are prospects for workers in the IT, construction,
metal industry and service sectors.
Main Axles of National Development Policy: Implementation of the i‐Taiwan 12 Projects such as fast and
convenient Islandwide Transportation Network, Kaoshiung Port‐City Regeneration, Central Region New High
Tech Industrial Cluster Program, Taoyuan International Air City, Intelligent Taiwan, Industrial Innovation
Corridors, Urban and Industrial Park Regeneration, Coastal Regeneration and Sewer Construction, Green
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Afforestation, Flood Prevention and Water Management; promotion of high value‐added in manufacturing
sectors such as semiconductor, Flat‐panel display, petrochemical, steel, machine and establishment of 45
innovative SME clusters. An emerging industry is the Green energy industry and the Biomedicine industry.
The comprehensive plan will create 700,000 jobs in the next five years which would allow for an economic
growth target of over 5% and unemployment rate below 4%. Based on the current job quota implemented by
the Council of Labor Affairs, some 210,000 jobs will be offered to foreign workers in the Philippines, Indonesia,
Thailand and Vietnam for the next five years.

3. OCEANIA
Australia adopted measures to improve the temporary Visa 457 schemes due to concerns on possible
exploitation of overseas workers and undermining of local wages and conditions. Skills in demand are in
construction, healthcare, IT professionals, teachers, hotel and restaurant workers, skilled workers. Australia
has a shortage of 31,000 nurses, Australia wide. However, Australia is currently affected by the global
economic crisis.
New Zealand’s economy was in recession as of the 1st quarter 2009 with unemployment rate rising to a 6‐
year high of 5%. Unemployment is forecast to rise to 7.2% in the March 2010 quarter. Due to the economic
recession and rising unemployment, New Zealand Immigration has announced the prioritization of
employment for its citizens. Hence, temporary permits issued to foreign workers may not be renewed if there
are available unemployed New Zealand citizens who have qualifications to take the same job.
The Essential Skills in Demand List (consisting of the Immediate Skills Shortage List and the Long Term
Skills Shortage List) resulted to deletion of 44 job categories from the ISSL and 8 categories from the LTSSL.
Among the skills deleted in the SLTSSL effective November 29, 2009 are boat builder, fitter and turner, air
conditioning and refrigeration mechanic, fruit or nut grower, production/agronomist manager and mixed crop
farmer. The 3 occupations have, however, been added to the ISSL. The following occupations will be added to
the LTSSL: physicist, life scientist (regulatory toxicologist), medical oncologist, diesel and moor mechanic and
supply distribution manager.
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Europe faces a labour shortage due to a rapidly ageing population and declining workforces. Its policy
thrust is to facilitate entry of high skilled workers and restrict the entry of low skilled workers. Within EU,
there are significant migration flows from the new central and Eastern Europe to Ireland and UK (e.g. Poland
in low and semi‐skilled occupations). Asian migration flow to the EU is low but shows gradual expansion and
diversification. The main countries of origin are India, Philippines, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and China
while the main countries of destination are Italy, Spain, France and the UK.
Spain’s Pilot Project on Healthcare Workers is still recognized by the Spanish government despite the high
employment rate in the country. The Ministerio approved the request for hiring of 28 nurses for Bilbao and the
POLO is now working on new prospects in the Pais Vasco Region and Barcelona for new batch of nurses.
Switzerland at present has around 330,000 care and therapy specialists. For non‐academic health
professions, around 13,000 to 16,000 new workers are needed each year in Switzerland. Annually, there is a
shortfall of around 4.500 trained health specialists due to the ageing population. The biggest need of the
country is in the health care sector, which has a shortfall of 2,400 employees. Some studies reckon that
Switzerland will have a shortfall of 25,000 employees in the health sector, while others put that figure as high
as 45,000 is strictly regulated. In 2020, the over‐65 age group will have increased by 34% over 2006. At the
same time, the working population will have increased by 4%. The ongoing situation has forced hospitals to
recruit abroad, with foreign personnel making up to 55% of the staff.
The United Kingdom has a high market potential for professionals due to identified skills gap in the UK
shortage occupation list. Among the skills in the shortage list are construction managers, civil engineers,
physicians, geologists and meteorologist, chemical engineers, medical and dental practitioners, veterinarians,
biological scientists and biochemists, secondary education teachers, quantity surveyors, nurses, engineering
technicians, pipefitters, line repairers and cable joiners, chef, cooks, care assistants and home carers.
Studies also show that a real shortage of nurses will occur before 2012. The same is true for care workers
in the various residential nursing and care homes across the UK. Nurses in demand are those in specialized
fields such as operating theatre nurse, anaesthetic nurse, operating department practitioner, scrub nurse,
theatre nurse and critical care nurse.
Belgium: The labor market of Belgium is not open yet to Filipinos. However, the EU Blue Card Directive
which is now in effect will open the labor market to highly skilled workers in the fields of engineering,
information technology, medicine, and nursing. It will therefore be beneficial for the Philippines to negotiate
with Belgium for mutual recognition of educational attainment and professional licenses in these areas.
There is rising demand for nurses and midwives in Belgium (except in Charleroi City or the Walloon
Region) since its educational institutions have not been producing enough graduates of specialist doctors and
nurses. Filipinos wishing to work in Belgium need to have language proficiency in French and/or Flemish.
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Cyprus: Demand for agriculture, household service and construction workers will continue to a lesser
degree so long as there are no available applicants locally or within EU. Possible employment opportunities for
Filipinos will be in the construction/development of marinas in Larnaca and Limassol.
Czech Republic has a Legal Migration Open Chance project aimed at relaxing the stringent EU‐based
requirements for the entry of skilled and professional workers. However, the Czech labor market is not
promising in the short term, with the country still nursing the effects of the economic recession.
Unemployment in the Czech Republic registered 8.5% in August 2009 and is expected to grow until the
beginning of 2010.
Denmark has implemented the green card system that will allow highly qualified professionals to go to
Denmark. Among the most sought after workers are nurses and doctors.
Finland: The country has the fastest ageing population in Western Europe. The Finnish government
Institute for Economic Research has stated that the country’s healthcare and social care sector will need a
“labor injection” of up to 200,000 new workers by 2040 to cope up with the ageing population.
There is also a need for skilled and semi‐skilled workers.
France: healthcare and people‐centered industries
Germany: There is now a shortage of some highly qualified professionals in Germany like engineers,
computer specialists, and even less‐specialized workers and welders despite relatively high unemployment
rate (8.3% as of August 2009) with 3.47 million people still out of work.
Iceland: healthcare
Italy: The Italian law allows the coming in of workers with special skills. Should the Italian economy
improve, hiring of professionals and skilled workers (e.g. nurses, entertainers) from the Philippines may arise,
particularly in the healthcare sector.
The country will also be pursuing the EU funded Third Country Nationals Integration Project; beneficiaries
shall come from the health/medical sector, specifically nurses.
Netherlands: healthcare
Norway: Despite the crisis, some sectors in the economy experience continuing demand for highly skilled
workers (e.g. nurses, caregivers, engineers, IT Specialists and other highly skilled workers and professionals
despite the deleterious effects of the financial crisis.
The Norwegian Immigration Office has announced that about 30,000 health care workers will be needed
in the next three years.
Poland has a shortage of construction workers, nurses and IT personnel. The country is also in need of
tomato and mushroom pickers, welders and factory workers. Our Filipino workers can fill the void left by Polish
who sought better employment opportunities elsewhere.
Romania has prospects for household service workers and hotel workers but not in big volume.
Sweden: healthcare; Sweden and Finland presently face unprecedented high and still increasing rate of
unemployment as a result of the global crisis.
Switzerland: There are no prospects for Filipino laborers to work in Switzerland at the moment due to its
agreement with the EU on the free movement of persons which compels the Swiss government to give top
priority to EU citizens among the foreign laborers who wish to enter their labor force and temporarily block
access of foreign labor to their job market. However, the Swiss officials are exploring the possibility of
recruiting Filipino nurses in view of the problems posed by their ageing population. The Philippine Embassy
and the Philippine Overseas Labor Office will continue negotiations for the opening of the market for nurses.
The Philippine government lifted the ban on the deployment of au pairs to this country (on a pilot basis) in
February 2010 given the passage of a new legislation in Switzerland regulating the recruitment of au pairs.
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5. AFRICA
Libya: Engineers, draftsmen, quality control inspectors, pipe fitters, HE operators, Mechanics, electrician,
cooks, electrical/mechanical assistants, helpers/watchmen, construction, workers/cleaners, computer
analysts, quality control inspectors, riggers, drillers, tool pushers, oil workers, mechanics, electrician, plumbers,
farmers, maintenance workers, professors, lecturers, administrative managers, administrative staff, teachers,
doctors, nurses, midwives, chefs, assistant cooks, hotel managers, hotel staff, tourist guides, and drivers.
Cameroon recently launched a 10‐year national health development program to rehabilitate existing
health districts, create health financing mechanisms and fight infectious diseases, particularly HIV/AIDS.
Further, the education component of the C2D supports the recruitment program for teachers. Since 2007, the
Ministry of Basic Education has started recruiting 1,300 new contract teachers and plans to recruit more than
25,000 new teachers over the next five years.
Seychelles’ government has expressed interest to recruit teachers in 2010 and is exploring the forging of a
bilateral labor agreement with the Philippines for this purpose.
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South Africa will host the 2010 World Cup Soccer which necessitates the building of more stadiums and
will involve the hiring of many skilled workers specifically those in the construction fields particularly engineers
and project managers.

6. AMERICA AND TRUST TERRITORIES
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United States. The US has a critical shortage of healthcare professionals, particularly nurses, a 2003 report
by the US Department of Health and Human Services has cited that vacancies for registered nurses nationwide
is projected to grow to 275,000 by 2010 and to over 800,000 by 2020. There is a current visa retrogression for
EB3 visa for nurses in the country.
Canada: The global economic recession has affected the Canadian labor market in terms of massive lay‐
offs in manufacturing involving locals and expatriates workers, some lay‐offs in construction, oil and gas and
timber industries, movement of jobless people from the eastern provinces to the western provinces,
continuing recruitment in the medical field and the secondary market which has some quarters to re‐think
Canada’s immigration policies and suspend the temporary workers’ program. Among the skills in demand are:
highly skilled workers in the oil and gas industry, skilled and semi‐skilled workers in construction and
manufacturing, low skilled in the secondary market.
The province of Ontario is in need of caregivers, accountants, sales representatives, social workers,
telecom Specialists, IT analysts and consultants, mechanics while the western provinces have a need for
various types of workers such as caregivers, nurses; construction workers, livestock and farm workers, natural
resources (oil and gas), manufacturing and information technology, heavy equipment operators, industrial
mechanics, industrial electricians, building trades, steel and iron trades, automotive trades and welders.
Canada’s ageing workforce, perennial shortages and technological advances have resulted to increased
need for nurses and other healthcare workers. By 2011, there is a projected 78,000 unfilled jobs in nursing
which is expected to reach 113,000 by year 2018.
Guam will need construction workers for the Guam build up (military base transfer for Okinawa to Guam
in the next five years), starting 2010. Recently, some construction companies have been awarded contracts
for various U.S. Navy construction and renovation projects in Guam. Infrastructure projects in Andersen Air
Force Base will be first recipients of the $336 million pledged by Japan to support military buildup.
CNMI: hotel, tourism, agriculture and construction workers.

HARD‐TO‐FILL POSITIONS BY COUNTRY OF DEPLOYMENT
Major Occupational Category
1.

Professional Technical and
Related Workers

Occupations / Skills
Chemist

Country
Saudi Arabia and Oman
Kuwait

Geologist
Java Programmers
Oracle Developers
Web Developers
IT Programmers
Architects
Landscape Architects
Planners
Engineers (Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical, Chemical,
Communication and Agricultural)
HVAC Engineers
Surveyors

Saudi Arabia
UAE
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait
Saudi
Arabia,
Qatar,
Singapore and USA
Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia

Agronomists
Microbiologists

Health Professionals
Medical Doctors

Australia, Korea and
Saudi Arabia

Pharmacist, Orthodontists,
Pediatric Technologists

Saudi Arabia

Medical Technologists
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Nurses (burn, cardiac, ICU, ER,
pediatric, critical care, oncology,
catheter, and trauma)

Saudi Arabia and USA
Saudi Arabia, USA and New
Zealand
USA, New Zealand, Oman,
Qatar and KSA

Physical/Occupational Therapists

USA

Speech Therapists

USA

Optometrists

Oman

Male Dieticians

KSA, Qatar and UAE

Dental Lab/Dental Assts.

KSA, Qatar and UAE

Medical Technicians (Bio‐Medical,
Anesthetics, Laboratory,
Respiratory, Emergency, Medical
Gas and Medical Records)

Saudi Arabia and Qatar

Accountants and Auditors

Saudi Arabia and Qatar

Teachers(elementary, secondary,
science, math, PE, childcare)

USA, Saudi Arabia and
Qatar

Annex C

Major Occupational Category

Occupations / Skills

Country

Civil Engineering Techs.

Saudi Arabia and Qatar

Sewage Treatment Techs.

Saudi Arabia and Qatar

Civil Foremen

Saudi Arabia and Qatar

Electrical Engineering Techs
(Motor/Auto)

Saudi Arabia and Qatar

Fire Alarm System Techs.

Saudi Arabia and Qatar

Electronics Techs.

Saudi Arabia

Instrument Technicians

UAE

Interior Designers, Furniture
Designers

Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Sri Lanka

4. Sales Workers
5. Service Workers

Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
UAE
Africa
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia
UAE
Qatar and UAE
Saudi Arabia
Taiwan
Saudi Arabia and Qatar

Lifeguards
Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Cooks, Pastry Chefs

Female Bartenders
Hotel Housekeepers
Stewarding Supervisor

Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Oman
and USA
Kuwait
UAE
Qatar
Oman
Saudi Arabia

Flight Attendants
Camp Supervisors
Car Polishers
Service Crews (fast food)
Restaurant Managers

Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Qatar, UAE, Oman and USA
Saudi Arabia and Qatar
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3. Clerical and Other Related
Workers

Saudi Arabia

Page

2. Administrative and Managerial
Workers

Scuba Divers
Production and Operations
Department Managers
NDT (Non‐Destructive
Testing) Managers
Technical Managers
Port Environmental
Managers
Project Managers
Training Managers
Medical Secretaries
Clerks
ICD Coders
Space Planning Analysts
Procurement Assistants
Merchandisers
Caretakers
Fire Fighting System Techs.

Major Occupational Category

Occupations / Skills

Country

6. Agricultural and Related
Workers

Irrigation Supervisors

UAE

7. Craft and Related Trades
Workers

Production Supervisors and
General Foremen (Mechanical,
Civil, Piping, Electrical)
Plumbers and Pipe Fitters

Bahrain, Kuwait, Libya,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, South
Africa and UAE
Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia
and Russia
Saudi Arabia and Qatar

Marble/Tile Setters
Saudi Arabia
Concrete Mixer Operators

Saudi Arabia and Qatar

Insulators

Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
UAE

Electricians

Electrical/Mechanical Fitters
Painters, Scaffolders, Sand
Blasters, Gypsum,
Installers/Fabricators
Car Tint Installers
Diesel/Crane Mechanics
Elevator Technicians
Mechanical Site Inspectors ‐
Sewage
Press Machine Operators
Production Technicians
Carpet Layers
Riggers and Cable Splicers
Cable Terminators
Cable Jointers
Welders (Tig, Orbital, Pipe, X‐ray)

Blacksmiths, Locksmiths

Steel Erectors, Iron Mongers
Sheet‐Metal Workers
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Metal Machine Operators
Aluminum Fabricators, Die
and Tool Makers, Glass Cutters,
Fiber Glass Technicians
Extruder Film Operators
Heavy Duty Diesel
Mechanics

Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
South Africa

Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Australia
Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE,
Bahrain, Libya, Angola,
Australia and South Africa
Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Saudi Arabia and South
Africa
Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
Madagascar
Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
UAE

Annex C

Occupations / Skills

Country

Jack Hammer Operators
Machinists
Lamination Film Operators

Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Taiwan
Saudi Arabia and Qatar

Heavy Equipment
Operators

Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
UAE

Machine Operators

Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Saudi Arabia and Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Qatar

Tailors and Master Cutters
Cake Designers

Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Oman
and USA

Chocolate Arrangers
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Oil and Gas Workers
(instrumentation workers,
engineers, welders, pipe fitters,
and telecommunication
technicians)
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Major Occupational Category

IN‐DEMAND AND HARD ‐TO‐FILL OCCUPATIONS
Workers and Professionals
Skilled Workers
Sector

Critical Skills

Professionals

Competency
Annual Certified No. of
Annual
Standard/Program or No. of
Licensed
Training Training Workers Training Training
Course
2009
Providers Capacity (2005‐2009) Providers Capacity

Local
1. Agri Business
In‐Demand
Occupations
Animal Husbandry

Agricultural
Economist

Aqua‐culturist

Page
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Coconut Farmer

• Poultry Raiser
• Livestock Raiser/Farmer
• Entrepreneur (Animal
Production)
(Animal Husbandry)
• Independent Farmer (Owner /
Operator in a smaller operation
• Leading hand
(Agronomist)
Agricultural Economist

Animal Production NC
II

60

2,700

1343

91

823

Agricultural Crops
Production NC III

17

1,275

52

79

268

19

204

(Aqua‐culturist)
• Aquaculture Farm Caretaker
• Aquaculture Farm Aide
• Aquaculture Facilities Repair and
Maintenance Worker
• Fish Nursery Worker
• Shrimp and Fish Grow Out
Worker
• Prawn Farm Cultivator
(Coconut Farmer)
• Horticultural Farm Aide
• Horticultural Farm Caretaker
• Coffee Farmer
• Fruit Tree Farmer
• Cacao Farmer
• Vegetable Farmer
Entomologist

Aquaculture
NC II

22

660

460

Horticulture NC II

57

1,710

1494

9

22

9

28

Entomologist
(Plant)
Farmer (Fruit,
Farmer (Fruit, Vegetable and Root
Vegetable and Root Crops)
Crops)
Fisherman
(Fisherman)
• Ultimo
Municipal Fisherman
Horticulturist
• Independent Farmer (Owner /
Operator in a smaller operation
• Leading hand
Pathologist
Pathologist
Hard ‐to fill
occupations
Aqua‐culturist
(Aqua‐culturist)
• Aquaculture Farm Caretaker
• Aquaculture Farm Aide
• Aquaculture Facilities Repair and
Maintenance Worker
• Fish Nursery Worker
• Shrimp and Fish Grow Out
Worker
• Prawn Farm Cultivator
2. Cyberservices
Hard ‐to fill
occupations
Animator
(Animator)
• Clean‐Up Artist
• In‐between Artist/In‐betweener
• Clean‐Up Art Checker
• In‐between Checker
• Animation Checker

Agricultural
Economist

Entomology
Agricultural Crops
Production NC I

50

4,500

1091

Fish Capture NC I

3

225

5

Fish Capture NC II
Horticulture NC II

2
5

180
375

31
20

Plant Pathology

Aquaculture
NC II

22

660

460

2D Animation NC III

27

1,215

15
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Skilled Workers
Sector

Critical Skills

Professionals

Competency
Annual Certified No. of
Annual
Standard/Program or No. of
Licensed
Training Training Workers Training Training
Course
2009
Providers Capacity (2005‐2009) Providers Capacity

• Web Designer
• Multimedia Artist
• Library builder
• Layout artist
• 2D digital animator

Back Office
Processing
Customer Contact

Medical
Transcriptionist

Computer
Programmer

• Animation Checker
• 3D Animator
• Animation Designer
• Multimedia Artist
• Clean‐Up Artist
• In‐between Artist/In‐betweener
• Clean‐Up Art Checker
• In‐between Checker
HR Outsourcing Specialist

3D Animation NC III

25

750

50

Animation NC II

21

1,260

65

Resource
Management
Contact Center
Service NC II

(Call Center Agent)
• Telemarketing Officer
• Customer Service Representative
(Medical Transcriptionist)
Medical Transcription
• Transcriptionist
NC II
Medical Transcriptionist Editor
Development ‐on‐
going
(Programmer)• Programmer•
Programming NC IV
Program coder• Programming
support staff• Programmer‐analyst

106

7,950

0

254

19,050

1016

4

20

702

96,507
0

70,144
4

0
969

101,745

489

3. Health, Wellness
and Tourism
In‐Demand
Occupations

Hard‐To‐Fill
Occupations
Doctor

Physical Therapist
Pharmacist

Nurse
(Optician)
• Optician

Nursing
Ophthalmic Lens
Servicing NC II

Optometrist

Optometry

21

79

163

Doctors (Medical), Physician,
Surgeon

54

1,925

2,763

Physical Therapist
Pharmacist

Clinical Medicine
(Epidemiology,
Surgery) Internal
Medicine
Physical Therapy
Pharmacy

97
67

946
1,545

638

Medical Technologist

Medical Technology

81

1,561

1,364

4

120

0

• Dental Technologist (Fixed
Dentures/Restorations)
• Dental Laboratory Technician
(Fixed Dentures/Restorations)
• Dental Prosthetics Technician
(Fixed Dentures/Restorations)
• Dental Technologist (Removable
Dentures/Appliances)
• Dental Laboratory Technician
(Removable Dentures/Appliances)
• Dental Prosthetics Technician
(Removable Dentures/Appliances)
(Health and Wellness Attendant)•
Massage Therapist •
Masseur/Masseuse•(Spa/Massage
Therapist/

Dental Laboratory
Technology Services
(Fixed
Dentures/Restoration
s)NC II

4

180

0

Dental Laboratory
Technology Services
(Removable
Dentures/Appliances)
NC II

2

60

0

134

8,040

12734

Massage Therapy NC
II

Page

Spa/Massage
Therapist/Masseur

(Laboratory Technician)
Dental Laboratory
• Dental Laboratory Aide/Assistant Technology Services
NC I

221

1,170
Laboratory
Technician

Skilled Workers
Sector

Critical Skills

• Hilot (Wellness) Massage
Therapist

Page
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4. Hotel and
Restaurant &
Tourism
In‐Demand
Occupations
Front Office
Agent/Attendant

(Reservations Officer and Other
Front line Occupations)
• Reservations Agent/Clerk
• Front Office Agent/Front Desk
Clerk
• Receptionist
• Bellman/Bellboy/Porter
• Club Concierge
Baker
(Baker)
• Commis ‐ Pastry
• Baker
Food Server and
• Busboy (Commis de Rang)
Handler/Food and • Waiter (Chef de Rang/Demi Chef
Beverage Service
de Rang)
Attendant/ Waiter • Food Attendant
• Food Server
Bartender
(Barista and Bartender)
• Head Waiter / Chef de Salle
• Captain Waiter / Chef d’ etage
• Host / Hostess
• Banquet Head Waiter
• Busboy (Commis de Rang)
• Bartender/Barista
• Wine Steward (Chef de Vin/Chef
Sommelier)
• Bar Porter
• Chef de Partie
• Head Chef
• Sous Chef
• Executive Sous Chef
• Restaurant Chef
Room
(House/Hotel Cleaner)•
Attendant/Other
Room/Cabin Attendant•
Housekeeping
Houseman/Public Area
Services
Attendant/Janitor• Valet Runner•
Dry cleaner• Washer•
Presser/Ironer• Marker‐Sorter•
Butler
• Housekeeping Supervisor
• Floor Supervisor
• Housekeeping Assistant Manager
• Housekeeping Manager
• Assistant Executive Housekeeper
Reservation Officer • Reservations Officer
and Other Frontline • Ticketing Officer
Occupation
• Tourist Information Officer
• Tourism Desk Officer
• Travel Adviser/Consultant
• Concierge Agent
(Sport and Leisure Attendant)
• Ride Operator
• Games Operator
• Animal Attendant/Carer
• Games Promoter
• Attraction Attendant
• Theme Park Attendant
Tour Guides
(Tour Guide)
• Tour Guide
Hard ‐to fill

Professionals

Competency
Annual Certified No. of
Annual
Standard/Program or No. of
Licensed
Training Training Workers Training Training
Course
2009
Providers Capacity (2005‐2009) Providers Capacity
Hilot (Wellness
massage) NC II

29

5,655

859

426

31,950

2892

Bread and Pastry
Production NC II

7

1,155

0

Bartending NC II

973

87,570

41746

5

1,200

1469

593

53,370

9234

5

525

150

2

210

0

Commercial Cooking
NC IV

780

58,500

40163

Housekeeping NC III

39

9,945

111

0

0

Front Office Services
NC II

Food & Beverage
Services NC III

Bartending NC II

Commercial Cooking
NC III

Housekeeping NC IV

Travel Services NC II

117

15,795

137

Tourism Promotion
Services NC II

10

2,700

54

4

1,140

0

198

26,730

543

Attractions and
Theme Parks
Operation NC II

Tour Guiding Services
NC II

2

59

69

323
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Skilled Workers

5. Mining
Hard ‐to‐ fill
occupations
Geologist

Competency
Annual Certified No. of
Annual
Standard/Program or No. of
Licensed
Training Training Workers Training Training
Course
2009
Providers Capacity (2005‐2009) Providers Capacity

(Culinary Chef/Cook)
Commercial Cooking
• Commis
NC II
• Pastry Cook
• Hot‐Kitchen Cook
Nutrition
• Pantry Worker/Cold‐Kitchen Cook

709

53,175

27216

6

64

Geologist

Geology

9

56

Mining Engineer
Geodetic Engineer
(Mineral Land
Surveying)

Mining Engineer
Geodetic Engineer (Mineral Land
Surveying)

Mining Engineer

8

21

Metallurgical
Engineer
6. Construction
In‐demand
Occupations
Fabricator

Metallurgical Engineer

Metallurgical
Engineer

4

61

Pipefitter
Welder

(Fabricator)
• Structural Steel Erector
Pipefitter (also in shipbuilding)
• Pipe fitter
(Welder (GMAW, GTAW, SMAW,
FCAW))
• Plate Welder (SMAW)
• Plate Welder (SMAW)
• Pipe Welder (SMAW)
• Plate Welder (SMAW‐Alloy Steel)
• Plate Welder (SMAW)
• Pipe Welder (SMAW)
• Plate Welder (SMAW‐Alloy Steel)
• Pipe Welder (SMAW‐Alloy Steel)
• Plate Welder (GMAW)

Structural Erection NC
II
Pipefitting NC II

• Plate Welder (GMAW)
• Pipe Welder (GMAW)
• Plate Welder (GMAW)
• Pipe Welder (GMAW)
• GMAW Welder (Alloy Plate)
• GMAW Welder (Alloy Pipe)
• Plate Welder (FCAW)
• Plate Welder (FCAW)
• Pipe Welder (FCAW)
• Plate Welder (FCAW)
• Pipe Welder (FCAW)
• FCAW Plate Welder (Alloy Steel)
• FCAW Pipe Welder (Alloy Steel)
• GTAW/TIG Welder
• GTAW or TIG Plate Welder
(Carbon Steel)• GTAW or TIG Pipe
Welder (Carbon Steel)• GTAW or
TIG Plate Welder (Alloy Steel)•
GTAW or TIG Pipe Welder (Alloy
Steel)
• Plate Welder (SAW)
• Pipe Welder (SAW)
• Gas (Oxy‐Acetylene) Welder
• Gas Welder (Oxy‐Acetylene)
• SMAW Welder

17

1

150

0

27

3,645

1428

95

9,975

13620

SMAW NC III

5

975

282

SMAW NC IV

4

600

14

Gas Metal Arc
Welding (GMAW) NC
I

14

1,470

385

GMAW NC II

63

6,615

4070

GMAW NC III

15

2,475

73

6

900

137

10

1,050

148

2

330

4

45

4,725

1704

3

270

1

0

2

0
1,050
630
37,170

4
9
16
36645

Shielded Metal Arc
Welding (SMAW) NC I

Flux Cored Arc
Welding (FCAW) NC I
FCAW NC II
FCAW NC III

Gas Tungsten Arc
Welding (GTAW) NC II
GTAW NC IV

Submerged Arc
Welding (SAW) NC I
SAW NC II
Gas Welding NC I
Gas Welding NC II
SMAW NC II

23

7
7
354
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occupations
Cook

Critical Skills
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Sector

Professionals

Skilled Workers
Sector

Critical Skills

Professionals

Competency
Annual Certified No. of
Annual
Standard/Program or No. of
Licensed
Training Training Workers Training Training
Course
2009
Providers Capacity (2005‐2009) Providers Capacity

Hard‐To‐Fill
Occupations
Electrical Engineer

7. Banking and
Finance
Operations
Manager
Teller

230

3,540

Building Manager, Civil Engineer,
Building Technology,
Project Engineer, Project Manager, Civil engineering,
Construction Manager
Construction
Technology,
Structural
Engineering

270

4,802

Operations Manager

637

8,088

2,062

27,020

2,062

27,020

802

15,354

468

5,092

61

722

100

538

Accounting Clerks, Accounting
Bookkeepers, Cashiers, Teller

Hard ‐to ‐Fill
Occupations
Accounting
• Bookkeeper
Clerks/Bookkeepers Accounting Clerks and
/Cashier
(Bookkeepers)
• Accounting Clerk
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Auditor/
Accountant

Electrical Engineer

Accountancy,
Business
Administration/Mgt
Accountancy,
Government Acctg &
Auditing
Credit Card
Credit Card Analyst, Finance
Banking & Finance,
Analyst/Finance
Analyst, Finance Manager, Finance Computational
analyst/Specialist/R Specialist, Risk Management
Finance, BA (Real
isk Management
Manager, Risk Management Officer Estate)
Officer/manager
8. Manufacturing
In‐Demand
Occupations
Manufacturing
(Electrician)
Electrical Installation
• Building Wiring Electrician
& Maintenance NC III
• Maintenance Electrician
Finance &
Finance & Accounting Managers
Accounting
Mangers
Food Technologist Food Technologist
Food Technology
Machine Operators (Machine Operators)
Press Machine
• Press worker
Operation NC I
(Sewer)
Dressmaking NC II
• Dressmaker
• Garment Sewer
• Tailor
Tailoring NC II
• Garment Sewer
Hard‐To‐Fill
Occupations
Chemist

3,456

Banking and Finance,
Business
Management
Business
Administration,
Business
Management,
commercial
Science/Arts,
Entrepreneurship
Mgt/ Management

Bookkeeping NC III
Business
Administration,
Business
Management,
commercial
Science/Arts,
Entrepreneurship
Mgt/ Management

133

12,030

745

Accountant, Accountant (Account
Officer), Accountant (Analyst),
Auditor

Chemist

Chemistry

2,522

347

26,025

22517

0

0

147

15,435

5962

56

5,880

546
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4,119

292

Skilled Workers

Machinist

Competency
Annual Certified No. of
Annual
Standard/Program or No. of
Licensed
Training Training Workers Training Training
Course
2009
Providers Capacity (2005‐2009) Providers Capacity

Industrial Engineer
Developer (Software), Developer
(Web), IT Coordinator, IT
Supervisor, IT (MIS Developer)
(Machinist)• Machinist• Lathe
operator • Milling machine
operator • Precision grinding
machine operator • Bench
worker/fitter
• Machinist
• Lathe operator
• Milling machine operator
• Precision grinding machine
operator
• Bench worker/fitter
• Machinist
• Lathe operator
• Milling machine operator
• Precision grinding machine
operator
• Bench worker/fitter
• CNC Lathe Machine Operator
(Basic)

Industrial Engineering

• CNC Lathe Machine Operator
(Advanced)
Mechanical Engineer
Chemical Engineer

118

1,681

Machining NC II

55

4,950

2005

Machining NC I

35

2,625

662

Machinist NC III

4

360

10

CNC Lathe Machine
Operation NC II

3

360

0

CNC Lathe Machine
Operation NC III
Mechanical
Engineering
Chemical Engineering

1

120

0

9. Real Estate
In‐Demand
Occupations
Building
Building Manager, Civil Engineer,
Building Technology,
Manager/Constructi Project Engineer, Project Manager, Civil Engineering,
on Manager
Construction Manager
Construction
Technology &
Structural
Engineering
Foreman
(Foreman)
Masonry NC III
• Mason III
Mason
(Mason)
Masonry NC I
• Mason NC I
• Mason
Masonry NC II
Welder
(Welder)
SMAW NC I
• Plate Welder (SMAW)
• Plate Welder (SMAW)
SMAW NC III
• Pipe Welder (SMAW)
• Plate Welder (SMAW‐Alloy Steel)
• Plate Welder (SMAW)• Pipe
SMAW NC IV
Welder (SMAW)• Plate Welder
(SMAW‐Alloy Steel)• Pipe Welder
(SMAW‐Alloy Steel)
• Plate Welder (GMAW)
GMAW NC I
• Plate Welder (GMAW)
GMAW NC II
• Pipe Welder (GMAW)
• Plate Welder (GMAW)
GMAW NC III
• Pipe Welder (GMAW)
• GMAW Welder (Alloy Plate)
• GMAW Welder (Alloy Pipe)
• Plate Welder (FCAW)
FCAW NC I
• Plate Welder (FCAW)
FCAW NC II
• Pipe Welder (FCAW)
• Plate Welder (FCAW)
FCAW NC III
• Pipe Welder (FCAW)
• FCAW Plate Welder (Alloy Steel)
• FCAW Pipe Welder (Alloy Steel)

3

225

21

11

2,310

676

93
95

9,765
9,975

2757
13620

5

975

282

4

600

14

14
63

1,470
6,615

385
4070

15

2,475

73

6
10

900
1,050

137
148

2

330

4

118
2,480

1,681
37,325

183

3,022

1,898

53

649

485

270

4,802

3,456
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IT Specialist

Critical Skills

Page

Sector

Professionals

Skilled Workers
Sector

Hard‐To‐Fill
Occupations
Civil Engineer

Mechanical
Engineer
Surveyor
10. Transport &
Logistics
In‐demand
Occupations
Maintenance
Mechanics

Hard‐To‐Fill
Occupations
Gantry Operator
Heavy Equipment
Operator

Critical Skills

GTAW NC II
GTAW NC IV

• Gas Welder (Oxy‐Acetylene)
• SMAW Welder

45
3

4,725
270

1704
1

SAW NC I
SAW NC II
Gas Welding NC I

7

0
0
1,050

2
4
9

Gas Welding NC II
SMAW NC II

7
354

630
37,170

16
36645

Building Manager, Civil Engineer,
Building Technology,
Project Engineer, Project Manager, Civil Engineering,
Construction Manager
Construction
Technology &
Structural
Engineering
Mechanical Engineer
Automotive
TechnologyMechanic
al Technology
Surveyor

(Maintenance mechanic)
• Automotive Senior Technician
• Automotive Aircon Technician
• Automotive Electrician
• Automotive LPG‐Fuel
(Retrofitting/Conversion)
Technician
• Automotive LPG‐Fuel (Re‐
powering) Technician
• Under Chassis Technician

Automotive Servicing
NC III

(Gantry Operator)
• Gantry crane operator
(Heavy Equipment Operator)
• Off‐highway dump truck
(articulated) operator
• Off‐highway dump truck (rigid)
operator

HEO (Gantry Crane)
NC II
HEO (Articulated Off‐
Highway Dump Truck
) NC II
HEO (Rigid‐Off
Highway) NC II

• Crawler‐crane operator

HEO (Crawler ‐crane
Operator)NC II
HEO (Truck‐mounted
‐crane Operator)NC II
HEO (Container
stacker Operator)NC
II
HEO (Forklift
Operator)NC II
HEO (Motor‐Grader
Operator)NC II
HEO Bulldozer
Operator NC II

• Container stacker operator

• Forklift operator
• Motor‐grader operator
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Competency
Annual Certified No. of
Annual
Standard/Program or No. of
Licensed
Training Training Workers Training Training
Course
2009
Providers Capacity (2005‐2009) Providers Capacity

• GTAW/TIG Welder
• GTAW or TIG Plate Welder
(Carbon Steel)
• GTAW or TIG Pipe Welder
(Carbon Steel)
• GTAW or TIG Plate Welder (Alloy
Steel)
• GTAW or TIG Pipe Welder (Alloy
Steel)
• Plate Welder (SAW)
• Pipe Welder (SAW)
• Gas (Oxy‐Acetylene) Welder

• Truck‐mounted crane operator

Page

Professionals

• Bulldozer operator
• Hydraulic excavator
operator/Backhoe operator

HEO (Hydraulic
Excavator) NC II

270

4,802
3,456

42

11

660

21

0

377

0

21

0

177

3

450

99

3

450

231

0

0

15

2,250

1280

25

3,750

686

31

4,650

960

18

2,700

1053

3,022

1,898

247

172
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Skilled Workers

• Wheel‐loader operator
Long Haul Driver

Pilot

Competency
Annual Certified No. of
Annual
Standard/Program or No. of
Licensed
Training Training Workers Training Training
Course
2009
Providers Capacity (2005‐2009) Providers Capacity
HEO (Wheel Loader)
NC II

34

5,100

2487

1

165

33

5

42

Customer Services NC
II

1

150

0

Customer Services NC
II

1

150

0

Customer Services NC
II

1

150

0

Customer Services NC
II

1

150

0

(Long Haul Driver)• Bus Driver•
Driving NC III
Straight Truck Driver• Articulated
Vehicle Driver• Truck Trailer Driver
Pilot
Air Transportation

11. Wholesale &
Retail Trade
In‐demand
Occupations
Merchandiser/Buye (Merchandiser / Buyer)
r/Salesman/Salesla • Sales Clerk/ Sales Assistant
dy/Promodizer
• Product Specialist
• Promo Merchandiser
• Customer Service Clerk/Assistant
• Service Crew
• Cashier
• Counter‐Checker/Bagger
• Jr. Visual Merchandiser
(Salesman / Saleslady)
• Sales Clerk/ Sales Assistant
• Product Specialist
• Promo Merchandiser
• Customer Service Clerk/Assistant
• Service Crew
• Cashier
• Counter‐Checker/Bagger
• Jr. Visual Merchandiser
(Cashier)
• Sales Clerk/ Sales Assistant
• Product Specialist
• Promo Merchandiser
• Customer Service Clerk/Assistant
• Service Crew
• Cashier
• Counter‐Checker/Bagger
• Jr. Visual Merchandiser
(Promodiser)• Sales Clerk/ Sales
Assistant • Product Specialist•
Promo Merchandiser• Customer
Service Clerk/Assistant • Service
Crew • Cashier • Counter‐
Checker/Bagger• Jr. Visual
Merchandiser

5

42
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Afterword
Talent is elusive. The dynamic nature of the
labor market, particularly the asymmetry of
information flow is the major factor that causes the
elusiveness of talents. What must be done to cope with
this seemingly perpetual challenge? The results of
PROJECT JOBSFIT showed that effective labor market
signaling is a key strategy that needs to be
implemented on a regular basis, and must be sustained
to make relevant and responsive labor market
information available anytime.
As a labor market signaling activity, PROJECT JOBSFIT has proved its worth based on
the significant results it generated. The summary of findings and recommendations could very
well serve as an important instrument in the crafting of the necessary short and long term
actions that would address the persistent problems of unemployment and job-skill mismatch.
The gaps and issues extensively discussed in the JOBSFIT report are real challenges surfaced by
our key informants in the labor market. The findings were also cross-checked with the findings
of the Presidential Task Force on Education and the key players in the business sector. They are
likewise supported by the empirical evidences and statistical data generated through the DOLEled establishment survey.
The Bureau of Local Employment hopes that the findings, observations and
recommendations made through PROJECT JOBSFIT would be utilized as a framework for action
of the government, industry and academe to improve the plight of our workers. This labor
market signaling activity could provide vital information for the succeeding administration to
have a grip on the country’s unemployment concerns and job-skill mismatch. The conduct of
forums with CEOs, multi-sectoral groups, and academe, is expected to gain ground and be
replicated to bring into play the value of information exchange and constructive collaboration.
This would fuel the development of practical, knowledge-driven recommendations for crafting
labor market programs and policies, be it short or long term plans that benefit the Filipino
workers and provide opportunities that suit the best of their talents and skills.

MARIA CRISELDA R. SY
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Work Groups

PROJECT JOBSFIT ‐ WORKING GROUPS
Oversight
Chair:

Undersecretary Luzviminda G. Padilla

Co-Chair:

Undersecretary Romeo C. Lagman

Members:

Assistant Secretary Reydeluz D. Conferido
Assistant Secretary Joji V. Aragon
Administrator Jennifer J. Manalili
Administrator Carmelita S. Dimzon
Deputy Director General Milagros Dawa-Hernandez
Commissioner Ruth R. Padilla
Deputy Administrator Noriel P. Devanadera
Labor Attaché Manuel C. Roldan

Technical Working Group (TWG)
Lead:

Director Maria Criselda R. Sy (BLE)

Members:

Director Marissa G. Legaspi (TESDA)
Director Liberty T. Casco (POEA)
Deputy Administrator Noriel P. Devanadera (MTC)
Director Cynthia R. Cruz (ILS)
Director Patricia P. Hornilla (NWPC)
OIC Director German P. Palabyab (PRC)
OIC Director Ma. Teresa V. Peralta (BLES)
Director Merliza M. Makinano (OSEC)
Labor Attaché Manuel C. Roldan (ILAS)

Overall Secretariat
Bureau of Local Employment (BLE)

Working Group on Regional Stakeholders’ Consultation
1. Luzon Area – Lead: Assistant Secretary Reydeluz D. Conferido, Labatt Manuel
C. Roldan and Regional Director Raymundo G. Agravante
Secretariat: Director Liberty T. Casco (POEA)
Director Marissa G. Legaspi (TESDA)
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2. Visayas Area – Lead: Executive Director Ciriaco A. Lagunzad III and
Regional Director Elias A. Cayanong
Secretariat: Executive Director Cynthia R. Cruz (ILS)
Director Patricia P. Hornilla (NWPC)
3. Mindanao Area – Lead: Assistant Secretary Joji V. Aragon and
Regional Director Jalilo O. dela Torre
Secretariat: Director Maria Criselda R. Sy (BLE)
OIC Director Ma. Teresa V. Peralta (BLES)

Project JobsFit ‐ Work Groups

Working Group on Consultations with‘ Captains of Industry’
Lead:

Assistant Secretary Reydeluz D. Conferido

Members:

Assistant Secretary Joji V. Aragon
Labor Attaché Manuel C. Roldan
Executive Director Cynthia R. Cruz (ILS)
Deputy Director Katherine B. Brimon (ILS)
Director Maria Criselda R. Sy (BLE)
Director Marissa G. Legaspi (TESDA)
Director Liberty T. Casco (POEA)

Working Group on Overseas Employment Prospects
Lead:

Administrator Jennifer J. Manalili (POEA)

Members:

Administrator Carmelita S. Dimzon (OWWA)
Director Felicitas Q. Bay (ILAB)
Deputy Administrator Noriel P. Devanadera (MTC)
Director German P. Palabyab (PRC)

Working Group on Overseas Employment Labor Market Intelligence System
Lead:

Director Felicitas Q. Bay/Director Ma. Celeste Valderrama (ILAB)

Members:

Director Liberty T. Casco (POEA)
OIC Director Ma. Teresa V. Peralta (BLES)
Director Dominique R. Tutay (DOLE Planning Service)
Director German P. Palabyab (PRC)

Working Group on Labor Mobility and Employability Enhancement System
Lead:

Deputy Director General Milagros D. Hernandez (TESDA)

Members:

Commissioner Ruth R. Padilla (PRC)
Executive Director Ciriaco A. Lagunzad III (NWPC)
Representatives: Sylvia Piano, Maria Orosa D. Opis,
Henry Kakatzu
Director Maria Criselda R. Sy (BLE)
Executive Director Cynthia R. Cruz (ILS)
OIC Director Ma. Teresa V. Peralta (BLES)
Representative: Ms. Elena Daquidi
Director Liberty T. Casco (POEA)
Commissioner Maryann Fernandez-Mendoza (CSC)
Representative: Gemma Platon
Director Felizardo Y. Francisco (CHED)
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Director Ricardo de Lumen (DepEd)

EDITORIAL BOARD
Director Maria Criselda R. Sy, BLE
Executive Director Cynthia R. Cruz, ILS
Director Liberty T. Casco, POEA
Director Marissa G. Legaspi, TESDA

EDITORIAL CONSULTANT
Director Nicon F. Fameronag, DOLE, LCO

TECHNICAL WRITERS
Jerome G. Gacula (BLE)
Paul P. Cabatic (BLE)
Mary Grace L. Riguer (ILS)
Linartes M. Viloria (ILS)
Myrna B. Ricafort (POEA)
Dunhill Alcantara (POEA)
Elizabeth D. Mirabueno (POEA)
Gina G. Tomaque (TESDA)
Nelia M. Sandoval (TESDA)
Celestino C. Millar (TESDA)

GRAPHICS/LAYOUT ARTIST
Jerry L. Abordo (BLE)

